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Abstract 

 

Jews and Muslims under Christian rule in the Iberian Peninsula in the 

mirror of fueros and cartas de población, c. 1017–1189 
Rodrigo I. García-Velasco Bernal 

 

This dissertation reappraises the treatment of Jews and Muslims under Christian rule in 

eleventh- and twelfth-century Iberia as it is reflected in fueros and cartas de población. The 

proliferation of these charters coincided with the expansion of the Christian realms of northern 

Iberia, both in competition with each other and with the Andalusī states. The dissertation traces 

the mentions of non-Christians in the fueros from their first appearance in Laws of León (1017), 

until the proliferation of the fueros extensos, mainly the laws of Estella (c. 1164), Teruel (c. 

1178), and Cuenca (c. 1189). This thesis proposes to study the law-making process, examining 

individual clauses and fueros in their specific political, social, and cultural conditions, in order 

to fully grasp the edicts regarding non-Christians found in these texts. The dissertation 

identifies four themes through which fueros addressed these communities. First, assurances of 

personal protections to non-Christians through the enforcement of wrongdoing procedures and 

penalties are common throughout the legislation. Second, the fueros granted institutional 

autonomy to certain Jewish and Muslim groups in different areas of Iberia based on local 

circumstances. Third, the legislation identified the courthouse as the key arena of conflict in 

the negotiation of local interaction between Jews, Muslims and Christians. Finally, the fueros 

distinguished between the treatment of free and unfree Muslims, constituting a major point of 

contrast between the status of these groups and that of Jews in such legislation. Using these 

themes, the different chapters of the dissertation explore the diachronic evolution of these 

clauses in parallel with the changing nature of the law, power and institutions in Christian 

Iberia. The dissertation argues that in these sources, Jews and Muslims appear as active 

participants, rather than passive onlookers, in the formation of the societies that they inhabited. 
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Introduction 

Jews and Muslims in the legal world of Christian Iberia, 
c. 1017-1189 

This thesis examines two critical questions in the history of medieval Iberia. First, it 

explores the rapid transformation in the issuing of legislation that took place in Christian 

Iberia between the years 1000 and 1200, explaining why and how legal constitutions, 

known in an Iberian context as fueros or cartas de población, became a pillar for advancing 

the jurisdictional, territorial and sovereign claims of an array of political actors throughout 

Christian Spain. Second, the dissertation also seeks to understand why, in the process of 

constructing the legal fictions that framed power relations across the Iberian landmass, 

legislators decided to include Jews and Muslims both as royal subjects and as legally-

defined social groups.  

The following study proposes to answer these two interconnected phenomena through 

a new analysis of the series of legal franchises and privileges that proliferated from the 

eleventh to the thirteenth centuries throughout the Iberian Peninsula. There is still extensive 

debate over the nature and function of the legal charters known as ‘fueros’, ‘cartas pueblas’ 

or ‘cartas de población’. These were grants that sanctioned the establishment of a 

settlement, gave a community certain rights and freedoms, and attempted to structure and 

regulate various aspects of life at the settlement by creating or sanctioning certain 

administrative positions, imposing judicial procedures and establishing courts of appeal. 

Fueros were not only given to new settlers, however. Through them, the awarding central 

power could also recognise pre-existent political and legal systems. Moreover, these 

sources recognised the existence of a negotiation process between the local inhabitants and 

the ruler of the territory. Fueros served to assert the independence and leverage of 

communities receiving these laws, while also working to affirm the authority of the issuing 

rulers and legislators. 

The laws and texts found in the fueros that discuss Jews and Muslims constitute the 

first appraisal of non-Christian participation in official administrative and judicial 

proceedings in medieval Iberia, both in norm and in practice.1 Although Jews and Muslims 

                                                

1 Throughout this thesis, I employ the term ‘non-Christian’ as a value-neutral term to refer collectively to 
Jews and Muslims, rather than using the prejudice-ridden term ‘infidel’. This is done to the same effect 
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were part of numerous other societies across Latin Christendom in the Middle Ages, the 

legislations issued in Iberia between 1000 and 1200 were unique both in the way they 

sanctioned the conditions under which religious minorities lived, and the sheer number of 

preserved sources that document their histories. The 185 references to these groups 

gathered and analysed in this dissertation constitute a unique window into the construction 

of legal opinions on the place of Jews and Muslims in eleventh- and twelfth-century 

Europe. Individual clauses in the fueros have been commonly employed when analysing 

the development of Jewish and Muslim communities in Christian Spain, but a comparative 

analysis of these references has yet to be made. The following thesis hopes to rectify this 

situation, by trying to understand the texts holistically, following both thematic and 

chronological considerations.  

0.1. Fueros, the Reconquista and the myth of the Spanish volksgeist  

Like the French coutumiers or the German ius theutonicum, the granting of municipal 

legislation of the kind embodied by the fueros was part and parcel of the political and legal 

culture exported to the borders of the European continent by an expanding Latin 

Christendom. These legal texts are among the first acknowledgements of the formal 

articulation of power and the constitution of municipal autonomy and institutions. In the 

process, fueros and similar privilegia helped shape the political and institutional landscape 

of Iberia and Europe from the eleventh to the thirteenth centuries.2  

It should not come as a surprise that fueros are among the best-known medieval sources 

in Spain and Portugal. In fact, such legal documents have for long been used in support of 

the founding myths of many central and late-medieval European towns and polities. As 

Ada-Maria Kuskowski has recently highlighted, the medieval coutumiers were ideal 

founding documents on which to construct the myth of constitutionalism in modern 

France.3 Similarly, fueros were employed by nineteenth-century institutional historians 

such as Alexandre Herculano or Tomás Muñoz y Romero in their quest to identify the 

                                                

as in Nora Berend, At the Gate of Christendom. Jews, Muslims and ‘Pagans’ in Medieval Hungary, 
c.1000–c.1300 (Cambridge, 2001), p. 42. 

2 Robert Bartlett, The Making of Europe: Conquest, Colonzation and Cultural Change, 950–1350 (Princeton, 
NJ, 1993), p. 132. 

3 ‘While constitutionalism is predicated on a particular mechanics of law and government, it is also the 
invention of and a love affair with a legal myth, a foundational moment, a charismatic character, or an 
integral text.’ Ada-Maria Kuskowski, ‘The Development of Written Custom in England and in France: A 
Comparative Perspective’, in Richard Kaeuper (ed.), Law, Governance, and Justice. New Views on 
Medieval Constitutionalism (Leiden, 2013), p. 101. 
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statutory origins of the Spanish and Portuguese kingdoms.4 Liberal historians also saw 

fueros and local laws as the antithesis of centralising monarchical regimes. Grouped into 

different ‘custom families’, these legal franchises have also been commonly employed to 

explain the uniqueness of Iberia’s different regions. Through the hard-won constitutional 

liberties embodied by the fuero families, historians of Navarre or Portugal could explain 

their distinctive institutional development.5 In this view, the nature of fueros was customary 

and ‘Germanic’, and therefore carried the true volksgeist of the Spanish peoples.6  

In the century following the work of Muñoz y Romero and Herculano, the use of fueros 

as a historical source has been restricted by the insularity with which these texts have been 

studied, mostly by legal historians writing in the state-backed journal Anuario de Historia 

del Derecho Español (AHDE). Failing to engage with legal traditions beyond the modern 

territorial borders of their respective nations or regions, many of the studies published in 

the Anuario have attempted to uncover the taxonomical properties of the fueros and their 

legal systems. Few questioned the normative nature of the evidence or considered the 

function of the fueros as part of the institutional, socio-economic and political life of Iberia 

as it developed during the eleventh and twelfth centuries.7 Instead, hundreds of volumes 

have discussed the jurisprudential transmission chains across different groups of fueros and 

from and into Roman law, even though the fueros produced between the eleventh and 

thirteenth centuries were part of legal practices and traditions that cannot be neatly placed 

within the development of European ‘civil law’.8 

                                                

4 See David Aller Soriano, ‘El Fuero como retórica. De reliquia positiva a canon identitario’, Sancho el Sabio 
31 (2009), pp. 55–80; or Magda Pinheiro, ‘Images des libertés municipales durant la période romantique 
au Portugal: Herculano et Henriques Nogueira’, in Michel Pauly and Alexander Lee (eds.), Urban liberties 
and citizenship from the Middle Ages up to now (Trier, 2015), pp. 211–21. 

5 These legal families can be arbitrary, as well as deny the many trans-regional crossings that shaped these 
legal corpora. The same happens in France: for instance, it is conventionally assumed that Normandy was 
legally distinct. In fact, its coutume was influenced by, and was shaped in conversation with, developments 
taking place in other parts of France. Daniel Power, The Norman Frontier in the Twelfth and Thirteenth 
Centuries (Cambridge, 2004), pp. 143–96. 

6 Miguel-Ángel Ladero Quesada and Máximo Diago Hernando, ‘The Franchises, Liberties, and Privileges of 
Spanish Towns in the Middle Ages’, in Michel Pauly and Alexander Lee (eds.), Urban liberties and 
citizenship from the Middle Ages up to now (Trier, 2015), pp. 101–2. See also Paola Miceli, ‘La costumbre 
en perspectiva histórica’, Anales de Historia Antigua, Medieval y Moderna. Facultad de Filosofía y 
Letras, Universidad de Buenos Aires 44 (2012), p. 10. 

7 A notable exception to this state of affairs is the prodigious work of José María Font Rius, abbreviated in 
this thesis as CAT. Font Rius’ analysis of the Catalan cartas de franquicia y población fundamentally 
transformed historical understanding of the place of these charters in the political, social and institutional 
fabric of medieval Catalonia. 

8 The Romanist tradition of Spanish legal scholarship has been pivotal in shaping the scholarly perception of 
such medieval legislation. However, current research has stressed the rather complex nature of fueros, 
coutumiers or ius theutonicum. The relationship between these customary texts with English common law 
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The place of fueros in modern Spanish scholarship has also been moulded by their 

relation to the Christian conquests of al-Andalus, popularly known as the Reconquista. One 

of the most notorious episodes in Spanish history, the expansion of the Christian kingdoms 

of northern Iberia following the decline of Umayyad Córdoba in the early eleventh century, 

has often divided historical opinion. Love and loathing of the Reconquista still motivate 

interpretations of the conquests of al-Andalus that however subliminally, either embrace or 

reject the myth that ‘the pure unfettered religious spirit which had been reserved in the 

north gave impetus and national aims to the Reconquest’.9  

The views of Claudio Sánchez-Albornoz regarding the despoblación and repoblación 

of the lands south of the Duero River have had a particularly lasting influence over Spanish 

medieval scholarship, including the study of fueros.10 Sánchez-Albornoz argued for the 

emergence of new institutions and societies starting in the tenth century, when Christian 

colonists began settling in the ‘depopulated’ lands south of the Duero. Since its publication 

in 1966, the repoblación thesis has been embraced and rehashed by authors working on 

different periods who, unconvinced of the pragmatic nature of the Christian conquests of 

al-Andalus, argue that the Christian arrival involved a clean break with the Islamic past. 

Jews and Muslims, subjugated by the feudal conquerors, played only an incidental role in 

the formation of the emerging colonial societies. Instead, these scholars argue that attention 

should be devoted to the intricacies of the ‘organización social del espacio’ and 

repopulation efforts; the enhancement of seigneurial regimes imported from the ‘feudal 

north’; the tension between absentee overlords, local aristocracy, and their rural vassals; 

and the influence of the king.11 Those who favour the ‘feudal conquest’ thesis have often 

                                                

and European ius commune is currently being explored by an ERC Advanced Grant project led by Prof 
John Hudson, ‘Civil Law, Common Law, Customary Law: Consonance, Divergence and transformation 
in western Europe from the late 11th to 13th centuries’ (2017–2022).  

9 Ramón Menéndez Pidal, The Spaniards in Their History (London, 1950), p. 143. This view has persisted 
in Spanish popular culture after Franco. Flocel Sabaté, ‘Frontera peninsular e identidad (siglos IX-XII)’, 
in Esteban Sarasa Sánchez (ed.), Las Cinco Villas aragonesas en la Europa de los siglos XII y XIII: de la 
frontera natural a las fronteras políticas y socioeconómicas (foralidad y municipalidad) (Zaragoza, 
2007), p. 54. At the same time, the Estado de las autonomías has also encouraged the rise of a variety of 
regionalisms as well as European-centric approaches in replacement of the Castilian-Spanish national 
narrative. Peter Linehan, History and the historians of medieval Spain (Oxford, 1993), p. 192. 

10 Claudio Sánchez-Albornoz, Despoblación y repoblación del valle del Duero (Buenos Aires, 1966). 
11 Carlos Laliena Corbera, ‘Guerra santa y conquista feudal en el noroeste de la peínsula a mediados del siglo 

XI: Barbastro, 1064’, in Cristianos y musulmanes en la península ibérica: la guerra, la frontera y a 
convivencia. XI congreso de estudios medievales. León, del 23 Al 26 de octubre de 2007 (Ávila, 2009), 
pp. 387–416; Antoni Virgili, ‘Gent nova. La colonització feudal de la Catalunya Nova (segles XII–XIII)’, 
Butlletí de la Societat Catalana d’Estudis Històrics (2010), pp. 77–102. 
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teamed up with Spanish arabistas who defend the distinctiveness of al-Andalus as an 

‘Islamic’ ‘civilisation’ antagonised by Latin Christendom and its feudal societies.12  

A significant number of these scholars have used the fueros to frame the repoblación 

and feudal conquest theses.13 The proliferation of fueros and cartas de población has been 

explained as a sign of resettlement efforts, as well as the re-organisation of the conquered 

geographical and human spaces. To this day, a large number of Iberian towns locate their 

founding moment to the period of the Christian conquest, and, as discussed in Chapters 3 

and 5, the dating provided by the fueros is often taken as the terminus a quo in the history 

of numerous settlements. Taken collectively, the fueros, understood as completely alien to 

Islamic (or Jewish) law and institutions, are perceived as clear confirmation of the 

beginning of a new era in Spanish history, one dominated by its feudal and Christian traits. 

The ‘feudal conquest’ and repoblación theses at times miss the subtleties of the very 

societies under study. As well as being vague in their definition of what was ‘feudal’ about 

the Christian institutions put in place after the conquest or settlement of a territory, the 

conception of an impermeable military border between Islam and Christianity scarring 

Iberia goes against the ample debate in recent decades that re-considers the borderland 

societies of medieval Europe. This literature has stressed the diversity of experiences at the 

‘frontiers’ and ‘frontier societies’ in Iberia and beyond.14 Moreover, the binary view of 

                                                

12 Miquel Barceló and Pierre Guichard famously challenged Robert Burns’ Islam Under the Crusaders thesis 
for the claims made about pre-conquest Islamic Valencia. Barceló and Guichard saw something 
intrinsically ‘Andalusī’ that was eternally lost after the Christian conquests. For more see Manuel Acién 
Almansa, Entre el feudalismo y el Islam: ʻUmar Ibn Ḥafṣūn en los historiadores, en las fuentes y en la 
historia (Jaén, 1997); Miquel Barceló, El sol que salió por occidente: estudios sobre el estado omeya en 
al-Andalus (Valencia, 2010). However, the double assumption that ‘feudalism’ was inherent to Latin 
Christendom, and that there was an inherent incompatibility between the Islamic polities of al-Andalus 
with their contemporary European feudal orders, is and has been a constant source of debate. Eduardo 
Manzano, ‘Why Did Islamic Medieval Institutions Become so Different from Western Medieval 
Institutions?’, Medieval Worlds 2 (2015), pp. 118–37; Chris Wickham, ‘The Uniqueness of the East’, The 
Journal of Peasant Studies 12 (1985), pp. 166–96. 

13 The shadow of Don Claudio looms large in the study of fueros. For Rafael Gibert, Sepúlveda was the ‘sede 
originaria de un nuevo derecho castellano: el de la frontera del Duero, adoptado para la repoblación de las 
tierras castellanas al sur.’ Rafael Gibert, ‘El Derecho Municipal de León y Castilla’, AHDE 31 (1961), pp. 
695–754, p. 762. The ‘repoblación thesis’ is still popular among legal scholars of medieval Spain. See for 
instance Javier Alvarado Planas (ed.), Espacios y fueros en Castilla–La Mancha. Siglos XI–XV: Una 
perspectiva metodológica (Madrid, 1995). For a recent debate regarding the place of the fuero of 
Sepúlveda the processes of repoblación, see Javier Alvarado Planas (ed.), Los Fueros de Sepúlveda. I 
Symposium de estudios históricos de Sepúlveda (Madrid, 2005). See also Julio Gonzalez, Repoblación de 
Castilla La Nueva (2 vols., Madrid, 1976); and Ricardo Izquierdo Benito, Reconquista y repoblación de 
la tierra toledana (Toledo, 1983). For more explanation of the relationship between repoblación and the 
proliferation of fueros and cartas de población, see Chapter 5, pp. 219–22. 

14 As a variety of monographs and volumes have testified, the frontier ‘can be a place, a fringe or outer 
boundary; a type of society or movement; and a process.’ David Abualfia, ‘Introduction: Seven Types of 
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political confrontation during the Reconquista also perpetuates the dichotomous vision of 

al-Andalus and Christian Spain, and corresponds to the fruitless polarisation and 

disconnection of arabistas and medievalistas that has plagued the field for generations.15 

Ultimately, the study of fueros has suffered as a consequence of their use in 

Reconquista and repoblación narratives. From a surface reading of the sources, fueros 

seemingly confirm the view that the Christian arrival transformed the local political 

hierarchies and the dynamics of land reorganisation. As Figures 10–11 show, a majority of 

the fueros did not refer to non-Christians: Jews and Muslims are absent from approximately 

90% of all analysed texts. Negotiating relations between faith groups was not the main 

priority in the issuing of fueros. Nevertheless, denying the involvement of Jews and 

Muslims as they appear in the sources or the existence of some continuities from the pre-

conquest period is the product of a superficial reading of the fueros. As this dissertation 

shows, the fueros and cartas de población that mention non-Christians do so in ways that 

can only be explained through the active involvement of such communities in their local 

environments. The uneven appearance of such communities in the fueros should not be 

presumed to signify a lack of legal agency. 

0.2. Jewish and Muslim ‘legal status’  

Just as the fueros have been employed to cement the founding myths of towns and the 

origins of the Iberian Christian polities, some of the clauses referring to Jews and Muslims 

found in the fueros have been commonly used to pinpoint the origins of Jewish and Muslim 

‘minority status’ in medieval Christian Spain.  

                                                

Ambiguity, c.1100–c.1500’, in David Abulafia and Nora Berend (eds.), Medieval Frontiers: Concepts 
and Practices (Aldershot, 2002), p. 34. See also the introductory remarks regarding the use by recent 
medievalists of the concept of the frontier in Berend, At the Gate of Christendom, pp. 6–17. Scholarly 
debate was further enrichened through the debate collected in the volume by Angus MacKay and Robert 
Bartlett (eds.), Medieval Frontier Societies (Oxford, 1989). For the impact of ‘global history’ in new 
approaches to medieval frontiers, see Naomi Standen, ‘Introduction: B. Nine Case Studies of Premodern 
Frontiers’, in Daniel Power and Naomi Standen (eds.), Frontiers in Question. Eurasian Borderlands, 700-
1700 (New York, NY, 1999). The terminological and conceptual fixation of these debates has sometimes 
resulted in a lack of attention to the impact of the frontier on the wide spectrum of communities and 
political agents that populated Iberia during this period of Christian expansion. Jonathan Ray, The 
Sephardic Frontier. The Reconquista and the Jewish Community in Medieval Iberia (Ithaca, NY, 2007), 
p. 3. 

15 Eduardo Manzano Moreno, ‘«Desde el Sinaí de su arábiga erudición». Una reflexión sobre el 
medievalismo y el arabismo recientes’ in Manuela Marín (ed.), al-Andalus/España: historiografías en 
contraste: siglos XVII–XXI (Madrid, 2009), pp. 213–47. 
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The assertion that Jews were ‘servi regis’ found in the fueros of Teruel and Cuenca has 

been particularly influential.16 Following the work of Fritz Baer, for whom Teruel’s laws 

expressed evident signs of medieval ‘Jewish serfdom’, historians have conventionally 

taken the servi regis prescription as proof that Jews were considered a royally protected but 

ultimately inferior community, tolerated as long as they paid taxes to the king’s coffers and 

kept to themselves. This clause has been employed in discussions regarding the status of 

religious minorities in the fueros, and more generally concerning the relationship between 

royal power and non-Christians during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries in Iberia and 

beyond.17 Indeed, the parallels with the status of the Jews in Germany or France are striking, 

as these appear in charters from the late eleventh century as belonging to the ‘royal 

chamber’ or ‘to the emperor’s fisc’.18 Such terminology evolved over time, but it is in some 

ways comparable to the treatment of the Muslims in Sicily or the Indians in the Americas.19  

The popularity of the servi regis clauses in the fueros has been encouraged by legal and 

intellectual historians who have framed such proclamations within the question of Jewish 

subordination, or ‘service’, within the Christian body politic. In particular, the term is 

sometimes linked to the Augustinian justification of the presence of Jews in Christian 

society which depicts the Jews either as ‘book-holders’ or as the lesser of the biblical 

                                                

16 See the remarks in Chapter 6, pp. 268–74. 
17 Norman Roth, ‘The Civic Status of the Jew in Medieval Spain’, in Paul E. Chevedden, Donald J. Kagay, 

and Paul G. Padilla (eds.), Iberia and the Mediterranean World of the Middle Ages. Studies in Honor of 
Robert Ignatius Burns. Volume Two (Leiden, 1996), pp. 139–62; David Abulafia, David Abulafia, ‘The 
servitude of Jews and Muslims in the medieval Mediterranean: origins and diffusion’, Mélanges de l'École 
française de Rome. Moyen Âge 112 (2000), pp. 687–714; idem, ‘Nam iudei servi regis sunt, et semper 
fisco regio deputati: los judíos en el fuero municipal de Teruel (1176–7)’, in Salvador Claramunt 
Rodríguez (ed.), El món urbà a la Corona d’Aragó del 1137 als decrets de Nova Planta: XVII Congrés 
d’Història de la Corona d’Aragó (3 vols., Barcelona, 2003), Vol. II, pp. 1–10; idem, ‘Nam iudei servi 
regis sunt, et semper fisco regio deputati: The Jews in the Municipal Fuero of Teruel (1176–7)’, in Harvey 
J. Hames (ed.), Jews, Muslims and Christians in and around the Crown of Aragon: Essays in Honour of 
Professor Elena Lourie (Leiden, 2004), pp. 97–123; Ilan Shoval, ‘ ‘Servi Regis’ Re-Examined: On the 
Significance of the Earliest Appearance of the Term in Aragon, 1176’, Hispania Judaica Bulletin 4 (2004), 
pp. 22–69. 

18 An excellent overview of the French and German cases is found in A.S. Abulafia, Christian-Jewish 
Relations, p. 51, p. 65 and p. 80. See also William Chester Jordan, The French Monarchy and the Jews 
From Philip Augustus to the Last Capetians (Philadelphia, PA, 1989). c.f. Gavin I. Langmuir, ‘ “Judei 
Nostri” and the Beginning of Capetian Legislation’, Traditio 16 (1960), pp. 203–23. The appearance of 
this language of service both in Aragon and the Holy Roman Empire might explain royal policy in Sicily 
in the thirteenth century. David Abulafia, ‘Monarchs and minorities in the Christian western 
Mediterranean around 1300: Lucera and its analogues’, in Scott L. Waugh and Peter D. Diehl (eds.), 
Christendom and its discontents: Exclusion, persecution, and rebellion, 1000–1500 (Cambridge, 1996), 
pp. 234–64. 

19 David Abulafia, ‘Servants, Slaves or Subjects? Jews, Muslims and Indians as Royal Property’, in Thomas 
Glick et al. (eds.), From al-Andalus to the Americas (13th–17th Centuries). Destruction and Construction 
of Societies (Leiden, 2018), pp. 359–83. 
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siblings Jacob and Esau.20 For some scholars, such theological justifications fundamentally 

shaped pre-modern Christian-Jewish relations, constituting a fundamental distinction from 

Christian theological conceptions of Muslims.21 Nonetheless, as Anna Abulafia has 

stressed, the idea of Jewish ‘service’ had variable practical implications alongside the 

changing political and social conditions across Europe.22 Discussions concerning non-

Christian ‘service’ to the Iberian kings too often drifts into a description of trans-historical 

Jewish ‘status’, rather than analysing the role of individual communities in their social and 

political context.23 In sum: Iberian Jews may very well have been ‘serfs’, but if they were, 

whom did they serve and under what circumstances?  

The appearance of Jews or Muslims in the fueros bearing a submissive status has also 

been interpreted in the context of late Roman legislation. In this context, the legal 

submission and subordination of Jews, as well as of Muslims, is often understood in direct 

relation to Byzantine and Visigothic legislation that abolished proselytism, intermarriage, 

the building of synagogues or keeping of Christian slaves, and most commonly, asserted 

that non-Christians could not attain ‘positions of power.’24 For instance, Fernando Suárez 

                                                

20 The idea of Jews as custodes librorum nostrorum quomodo servi is found in St Augustine’s Sermons. 
‘Facti sunt quasi custodes Librorum nostrorum. Quomodo servi, quando eunt in auditorium domini 
ipsorum, portant post illos codices, et foris sedent; sic factus est filius major filio minori.’ As quoted in 
David Abulafia, ‘The Servitude of Jews and Muslims’, p. 694. The metaphor of Jacob and Esau is found 
in St Augustine’s City of God, Book 16, Chapter 35. For more on the implications of this metaphor in 
medieval Christian-Jewish relations, see Israel Jacob Yuval, Two Nations in Your Womb: Perceptions of 
Jews and Christians in Late Antiquity and the Middle Ages (Berkeley, CA, 2006). 

21 A papal missive of Pope Alexander II (r. 1061–1073) sent to the bishops of Spain in 1063 explained that 
aggressions against Jews were ‘unjust’ was justified because Jews were ‘willing to serve Christians 
everywhere’. Meanwhile, war against the bellicose Muslims was ‘just’. As included in Gratian’s 
Decretum, Causa 23, Quaestio 8, Capitulum 11. Discussed in T. Barton, Contested Treasure, p. 6. See 
also Rebecca Rist, Popes and Jews, 1095-1291 (Oxford, 2016), pp. 180–2. For more on canonistic 
conceptions of Muslims, see David M. Freidenreich, ‘Muslims in canon law, ca. 650–1000’, in David 
Thomas, Barbara Roggema et al. (eds.), Christian Muslim Relations: A Bibliographical History, Vol.1 
(600-900) (Leiden, 2009), pp. 83–98; and idem, ‘Muslims in Western Canon Law, 1000–1500’, in David 
Thomas, Alex Mallett et al. (eds.), Christian Muslim Relations: A Bibliographical History, Vol. 3 (1050–
1200) (Leiden, 2011), pp. 41–68. 

22 A.S. Abulafia, Christian-Jewish Relations, p. 53. 
23 Ray, The Sephardic Frontier, pp. 75–97, especially pp. 89–97. Klein, Jews, Christian Society and Royal 

Power, pp. 36–7; T. Barton, Contested Treasure, pp. 5–10 and 75–6; Soifer, ‘Beyond convivencia’, p. 26; 
eadem, Jews and Christians in Medieval Castile, pp. 29–30. 

24 The notion that Jews and pagans ‘should not achieve positions of power’ appears throughout Late Antique 
legislation, both in Latin and Greek compilations. For instance, the Code of Justinian stipulated that ‘no 
Jew, to which all administration and dignities are prohibited, shall perform even the office of City 
Protector... lest, armed with the authority of an ill-gotten office, they shall have the power to judge and 
pronounce sentence against Christians.’ Codex Iustinianus, Lex 1:9:18. As quoted in Anna Sapir Abulafia, 
Christian-Jewish Relations (2011), p. 14. Similar pronouncements are found in Visigothic legislation. For 
instance, the Third Council of Toledo in 589 stipulated that ‘it is necessary that they [the Jews] should not 
act in any public office that would provide them with the opportunity to inflict punishment on Christians.’ 
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Bilbao has described the legal arc connecting the Visigothic Laws to the eleventh- to 

thirteenth-century fueros and the legislation of the later Middle Ages. Eventually, this 

narrative teleologically links the fueros to 1492.25  

The question of non-Christians in positions of power in Iberia was a source of tensions 

between the Christian rulers and the Papacy precisely during the period of the proliferation 

of fueros throughout Iberia.26 It is therefore striking that, as this thesis confirms, ‘Roman’ 

legal traditions (whether Byzantine, Visigothic, or canonistic) did not affect the legal 

production of the period under consideration. The lack of influence is to some extent 

explained by the fact that legal compilations such as the Leges Visigothorum cannot be 

taken as a rational or comprehensive body of law that enshrined coherent ideas regarding 

Jews and pagans as they developed in a natural progression.27 Even when accepting the 

difficulties in accurately measuring the reception of these very complex texts, the striking 

contrast between the edicts found in the fueros and contemporary canonistic or Romanist 

legal debates could not have been merely a consequence of faulty transmission or loss of 

knoweldge, since Visigothic practices continued to be followed in other aspects of the law.28 

                                                

Edited in Amon Linder, The Jews in the Legal Sources of the Early Middle Ages (Detroit, MI, 1998), pp. 
484–5. 

25 For instance, Fernando Suárez Bilbao, El fuero judiego en la España cristiana. Las fuentes jurídicas, siglos 
V-XV (Madrid, 2000), discusses the development of the ‘derecho hispano sobre los judíos’, or, in short, 
‘el fuero judío’. Suárez Bilbao establishes a mostly linear trajectory of Jewish legal status during the 
Spanish Middle Ages that goes ‘from convivencia to hostility.’ The author first discusses Late Antique 
legislation (pp. 33–55), followed by the ‘legislación foral’ (pp. 55–82), followed by the great legal 
compilations of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries (pp. 82–118). The volume concludes with the 
‘intolerant’ turn of the fifteenth century, including the famous segregation laws (p. 118–20) and the 
expulsion decree of 1492 (pp. 121–24). For Suárez Bilbao, the combined study of these different pieces 
of legislation might inform modern legal debates in Spain: ‘Es bien sabido que nuestro Derecho actual 
hay influencias tan diversas, que no pueden encuadrarse sólo bajo un modelo jurídico romanista. En 
catorce siglos de coexistencia [entre judíos y cristianos] hubo una importante influencia recíproca.’ Ibid, 
p. 12. 

26 As confirmed by a letter from Gregory VII to Alfonso VI in 1081, compelling the Leonese monarch to 
define the position of Jews throughout his kingdom, stressing that Christians should ‘rule’ and ‘exercise 
power’ over them. ‘Dilectionem tuam monemus, ut in terra tua iudeos chrsitianis dominari vel supra eos 
potestatem exercere ulterius nullatenus sinas.’ Edited in Yitzakh Baer, Die Juden im christlichen Spanien. 
Urkunden und Regesten. II. Kastilien/Inquisitionsakten (Berlin, 1936), p. 1048. Pope Gregory VII and his 
curia expressed similar concerns with regards to the status of Jews in the First Lateran Council of 1078. 
Although the contents of Canon 22 have not survived, the title itself introduced the idea that Jews should 
not be appointed in office over Christians (‘De iudeis non preponendis christianis’). Linder, The Jews in 
the Legal Sources, pp. 558–9. Linder translates it as ‘That Jews should not be appointed over Christians.’ 
See also Rist, Popes and Jews, pp. 10 – 21. 

27 Some of the Visigothic laws on the Jews were not even observed under the rulers that drafted the 
legislation. John Tolan, ‘The Legal Status of Religious Minorities in the Euro-Mediterranean World’, 
Medieval Worlds 1 (2015), p. 153. 

28 See for instance Chapter 1, pp. 55–6, on the similarities between the laws regarding unfree Muslims and 
the clauses regarding manicipia in the Lex Visigothorum. In Toledo, the Visigothic legal tradition was 
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The fundamental reason for this discrepancy, I argue, was that the fueros involved a 

substantial degree of legal creativity precisely because they addressed Jews and Muslims 

in Christian lands. The legislation devised fresh solutions in response to the social and 

political predicaments that arose in the conquests of al-Andalus. 

It has also been claimed that the Islamic conception of dhimmī status may have 

inspired the fueros and legal pacts granted to local Muslims and Jews by the Christian 

conquerors seeking to frame these groups’ autonomy.29 Leaving aside whether it might be 

possible to substantiate such a claim, the proposition itself exposes the similarities between 

the fields of medieval European and Islamic history in the study of their respective 

‘religious minorities’.30 Conceived as the ahl al-kitāb, or ‘people of the Book’, Jews and 

Christians were theoretically allowed to remain under Islamic protection as ahl al-dhimma 

or dhimmīs, meaning ‘the protected people’, upon the condition of voluntary and peaceful 

surrender, and the payment of a poll-tax (the jizya). Discussion regarding these 

communities has, as in the case of Jews and Muslims in medieval Europe, often revolved 

around the extent to which these communities were protected through a legally-binding 

status, particularly as enshrined in the so-called Covenant of ʿUmar.31 Apocryphally 

attributed to the Umayyad caliph ʿ Umar II (r. 99–101/717–720), this text was long assumed 

to have provided dhimmīs a secure legal basis upon which to articulate and cement their 

                                                

explicitly invoked, including the stipulation that Jews and Muslims could not be in positions of power. 
See Chapter 2, pp. 112–4.  

29 Most notably proposed in relation to the conquest of Valencia by Robert I. Burns: ‘The new kingdom [of 
Valencia] reflected the immemorial dhimmī system for dual societies in Islam, as well as Spanish 
Reconquest and South Italian traditions of the Christian West.’ Robert I. Burns, ‘Societies in Symbiosis: 
The Mudejar-Crusader Experiment in Thirteenth-Century Mediterranean Spain’, The International 
History Review 2 (1980), p. 352. See also idem, Muslims, Christians, and Jews in the Crusader Kingdom 
of Valencia (Cambridge, 1984), p. 59. Also, Mark D. Meyerson, The Muslims of Valencia in the Age of 
Fernando and Isabel: Between Coexistence and Crusade (Berkeley, CA, 1991), pp. 2–3.  

30 The connection between the convergent legal approaches to religious minorities between the Byzantine, 
Latin Christian and Islamic worlds has been made by John Tolan in many of his works, for instance ‘The 
Legal Status of Religious Minorities in the Medieval Mediterranean World: A Comparative Study’ in 
Michael Borgolte and Bern Schneidmüller (eds.), Hybride Kulturen im mittelalterlichen Europa : 
Vorträge und Workshops einer internationalen Frühlingsschule / Hybrid Cultures in Medieval Europe: 
Papers and Workshops of an International Spring School (Berlin, 2010), pp. 141–9. 

31 The Covenant of ʿUmar delineated the limits of integration of non-Muslims in very similar terms to Late 
Antique Byzantine legislation, from which it undoubtedly derived some of its influences. The fifteenth-
century Cairene version of this contract generally used by scholars, prohibited the building of new 
synagogues; forbade proselytising; highlighted the existence of external markers of distinction (mainly in 
clothing); forbade dhimmīs from carrying weapons and the buying or enslavement of Muslim captives. 
Donald S. Richards, ‘Dhimmi problems in fifteenth-century Cairo: Reconsideration of a Court 
Document’, Studies in Muslim-Jewish Relations 1 (1993), pp. 155–6. 
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positions and roles in society, effectively placed them in a position of legal submission to 

and reliance on their rulers in exchange for their toleration. 

There is an obvious danger in overplaying the importance of dhimmī status, both in al-

Andalus and elsewhere in the medieval Islamic world.32 The static view of non-Muslim 

‘legal status’ has generally relied on normative readings of the Covenant of ʿUmar, taken 

at face value as representative of the position faced by dhimmīs living in societies from the 

seventh to the fifteenth centuries, whether in Spain or Syria. The label has been so 

successful in scholarship, in fact, that it has become a self-explanatory analytic category, 

sometimes referred to as ‘dhimmitude’.33 Such approaches contrast with the vibrant 

discussions concerning the position of Christians and Jews found in diverse sources 

throughout the medieval Islamic world. For instance, Janina Safran recently emphasised 

that in the Islamic West the problem of theoretical religious differentiation ‘looks like a 

process of accommodation of practice’ in the sources. Studying ninth- and tenth-century 

Mālikī fiqh, Safran has highlighted the importance of ‘contingent circumstances of social 

interaction and intimacy’ in understanding interactions between religious groups in al-

Andalus.34 

The current study follows a similar approach towards the Christian legislation. Instead 

of seeking ‘ideal types’ meant to explain or describe the situation of all Jews or Muslims, I 

advocate for the need to treat the fueros as living law, contested, ever-changing, and 

responsive to local social or political circumstances.35 

                                                

32 Mark Cohen, ‘What Was the Pact of ‘Umar?’, Jerusalem Studies in Arabic and Islam 23 (1999), pp. 100–
33; Marina Rustow, ‘At the Limits of Communal Autonomy: Jewish Bids for Intervention from the 
Mamluk State,’ Mamluk Studies Review 13 (2009), pp. 133–59; Kurt Werthmuller, ‘Approaching Non-
Muslim Identities in Islamic History,’ in idem, Coptic Identity and Ayyubid Politics in Egypt 1218–1250 
(Cairo, 2010), pp. 9–28; R. Stephen Humphreys, Islamic History: A Framework for Inquiry (Revised 
Edition) (Princeton, NJ, 1995), pp. 254–83. 

33 The concept was coined by Bat Ye’or, Les Chrétientés d'Orient entre Jihad et Dhimmitude: VIIe–XXe 
siècle (Paris, 1991), along with the idea that dhimmi status implied an ‘oppression’ and the result of the 
doctrine of jihād. There has been much controversy over this highly misleading (yet influential) work. For 
a recent review of the literature on medieval dhimmīs and its impact in modern scholarship, see Anver M. 
Emon, ‘The Legal Regulations of Minorities in Pre-modern Islamic Law’, in John Tolan, Capucine Nemo-
Pekelman, Nora Berend and Youna Hameau-Masset (eds.), Religious Minorities in Christian, Jewish and 
Muslim Law (5th–15th centuries) (Turnhout, 2017), pp. 47–77. 

34 Janina M. Safran, Defining Boundaries in al-Andalus: Muslims, Christians, and Jews in Islamic Iberia 
(Ithaca, NY, 2013), p. 17. 

35 The notion of the ‘living law’ stems from the writings of Eugen Ehrlich’s Fundamental Principles of the 
Sociology of Law, originally published in 1913. For more see Marc Hertogh (ed.), Living Law: 
Reconsidering Eugen Ehrlich (Oxford, 2009). 
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0.3. Beyond convivencia 

The fixation with Jewish or Muslim ‘legal status’ suggests that scholars have focused 

extensively on the degrees to which non-Christians were tolerated or rejected, denying the 

agency of these groups as participants in the medieval Christian societies of Iberia in which 

they lived.36 Such approaches correspond to the tendency to frame non-Christian 

communities either in terms of tolerance and coexistence or conflict and intolerance.  

There are diverse factors for the prevalence of these trends, which historians must 

constantly interrogate and reassess. But there are some which are more prominent than 

others. The quest for a past ‘golden age’ of convivencia, long a popular pursuit, for 

example, quickly leads to flowery and positivist visions of the past. The attempt to identify 

pre-modern instances of ‘religious tolerance’ – a notion deeply influenced by ideas that 

emerged during the eighteenth century – in the interactions between Las Tres Culturas, 

however, is a necessarily flawed historical enterprise.37 Furthermore, the malleability or 

imprecise conceptual nature of ‘convivencia’ is a sign of its terminological emptiness of 

meaning.38 Examining the exchanges between Jews, Muslims and Christians in medieval 

Iberia through the lens of convivencia can also lead to an uncritical acceptance of the 

importance of cultural syncretism and acculturation, on the one hand, and the insignificance 

of economic or political considerations, on the other.39 Furthermore, such approaches have 

                                                

36 As exemplified by the assertion that ‘the entire issue of the status of the Jew in medieval Spanish law can 
only be clarified in the larger context of convivencia.’ Roth, ‘The Civic Status of the Jew in Medieval 
Spain’, p. 150. 

37 As explained in Kenneth Baxter Wolf, ‘Convivencia in Medieval Spain: A Brief History of an Idea’, 
Religion Compass 3 (2009), pp. 72–85. The concept of ‘tolerance’ itself has a long historiographical 
tradition, one that is deeply rooted in Western political thought during and following the Enlightenment. 
See Ole Peter Grell and Roy Porter (eds.), Toleration in Enlightenment Europe (Cambridge, 2000). See 
also Juan Pablo Domínguez (ed.), Religious toleration in the Age of Enlightenment, special issue, History 
of European Ideas 43(4) (2017). However, some scholars have argued that the concept of tolerance is 
applicable to the Middle Ages – Spain included – as well as in the early modern Europe. For instance, 
Benjamin J. Kaplan, Divided by Faith. Religious Conflict and the Practice of Toleration in Early Modern 
Europe (Cambridge, MA, 2007); or Cary J. Nederman, Worlds of Difference. European Discourses of 
Toleration, c.1100–c.1550 (University Park, PA, 2000). 

38 Maya Soifer, ‘Beyond Convivencia: Critical Reflections on the Historiography of Interfaith Relations in 
Christian Spain’, Journal of Medieval Iberian Studies 1 (2009), p. 23. 

39 Thomas F. Glick and Oriol Pi-Sunyer, ‘Acculturation as an Explanatory Concept in Spanish History’, 
Comparative Studies in Society and History 11 (1969), pp. 136–54; Thomas F. Glick, ‘El poder de un 
paradigma,’ Revista d’Història Medieval, Universitat de València 12 (2001), pp. 273–8. 
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embraced the study of ‘identities’ without further qualification of what is meant by this 

concept.40  

At the same time, criticisms of the usefulness of ‘convivencia’ likewise often rely on a 

stable meaning of the term, especially as it emerges in the scholarship of Américo Castro, 

or on the concepts of ‘tolerance’ and ‘multiculturalism’, when all these terms have a range 

of semantic and historiographical possibilities.41 Academic dismissals of convivencia theses 

heavily focus on the less rigorous renderings of such an approach, in turn mischaracterising 

the field.42 In some cases, the outright dismissal of the convivencia thesis can lead to the 

unintentional and unwanted consequence of further reasserting the false dichotomy 

between a supposed peaceful convivencia and violent intolerance, when there is no reason 

why ‘tolerant’ and ‘intolerant’ practices should be seen as incompatible.43 Paradoxically, 

as scholarly work during the past two decades has convincingly argued in favour of more 

nuanced accounts of the nature of interreligious interactions, there has been a growing 

polarisation in public debate between those who favour ‘medieval tolerance’ and those who 

oppose it and focus on Iberia’s pre-modern ‘clash of civilizations’.44  

                                                

40 The concept of identity has been critiqued by Rogers Brubacker and Frederick Cooper, ‘Beyond 
“identity”’, Theory and Society 29 (2000), pp. 1–47. When appropriate, this thesis embraces Brubacker’s 
prescription to abandon ‘identity’, instead speaking of group- and self-identification in political or legal 
terms. 

41 Debate on the usefulness of the term has been particularly robust in North American scholarship, precisely 
where Américo Castro spent his final years in exile, and where his scholarship was most influential, 
particularly through España en su historia (Buenos Aires, 1948), later translated as The Structure of 
Spanish History (Princeton, NJ, 1954). See Simon Doubleday, ‘Hacia la descolonización del concepto de 
convivencia: algunos apuntes sobre el contexto norteamericano’, in Ariel Guiance (ed.), La influencia de 
la historiografía española en la producción histórica Americana (Madrid, 2011), pp. 59–75. Although 
the concept of convivencia is often dismissed for its use as an embodiment of the inherently positive value 
of peaceful tolerance, living with difference and multiculturalism, the term has a broader meaning in 
contemporary Spanish society: convivencia represents not just harmonious coexistence but the everyday 
negotiation of conflict. Brad Erickson, ‘Utopian virtues: Muslim neighbors, ritual sociality, and the 
politics of convivència’, American Ethnologist 38 (2011), pp. 127–8. 

42 Criticism focuses on the influential book by María Rosa Menocal, The Ornament of the World: How 
Muslims, Jews and Christians Created a Culture of Tolerance in Medieval Spain (New York, NY, 2002). 
A similar approach is found in Chris Lowney, A Vanished World: Muslims, Christians, and Jews in 
Medieval Spain (Oxford, 2005). 

43 The work of David Nirenberg, among others, shows how unhelpful this dichotomy is when grappling with 
the dynamics of interreligious communal interaction. David Nirenberg, Communities of Violence: 
Persecution of Minorities in the Middle Ages (Princeton, NJ, 1996). 

44 Mark R. Cohen, Under Crescent and Cross: The Jews in the Middle Ages (2nd ed., Princeton, NJ, 2008), 
pp. x–xi. For instance, the recent book by Darío Fernández Morera, The Myth of the Andalusian Paradise: 
Muslims, Christians and Jews Under Islamic Rule in Medieval Spain (Wilmington, DE, 2016) applied a 
lachrymose rendering of the ‘clash of civilizations’ thesis to the history of al-Andalus. This account, 
explicitly challenging to María Rosa Menocal, is one of many recent polemical texts ‘reinterpreting’ 
medieval interreligious encounters without engaging with recent academic scholarship, cherry-picking 
historical examples and purposefully seeking out controversy. See the review of Fernández Morera’s book 
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Recent scholarship has tried to distance itself from the futile tolerance/intolerance 

debate, emphasising instead the practical consequences resulting from the cohabitation of 

the different ethno-religious groups in medieval Christian Iberia. Terms such as ‘pragmatic 

coexistence’ or ‘conveniencia’ have been coined to explain the practical accommodation 

of Spanish Jews and Muslims.45 Admittedly, the pragmatic coexistence theses are too often 

framed through a secular understanding of ‘ethno-religious’ categories, underplaying the 

role of faith in borrowings and encounters between members of each community.46 

Nonetheless, such studies, which often work from the texts of both communities and from 

Christian charters, have shown that there is life beyond the usual narratives of feudal 

conquest and convivencia, and that these two positions are not necessarily incompatible. 

Going beyond convivencia, further, has had the hugely beneficial outcome that the debate 

regarding the legal status of religious minorities has been largely put aside, with scholars 

increasingly focused instead on social, political, or economic practices on the ground.47 

One of the outstanding contributions of this new approach to the study of non-

Christians has been to highlight the role of Jews and Muslims as active participants in the 

Christian societies that they inhabited. In this sense, the work of Brian Catlos has been 

seminal in its account of the (re)organisation of Catalano-Aragonese Muslim communities 

after the Christian arrival in the twelfth century, both from a socio-economic and an 

                                                

and others by Maribel Fierro, ‘Al-Andalus, convivencia e islam: mucho ruido y pocas nueces’, Revista de 
Libros, 17 October 2018. 

45 Brian Catlos, ‘Contexto y conveniencia en la Corona de Aragón: Propuesta de un modelo de interacción 
entre grupos etno-religiosos minoritarios y mayoritarios’, Revista d’història medieval, Universitat de 
València 12, (2001), pp. 259–68. Such approach owes not just to discussions in an Iberian context but 
also influenced by a wider trend within the burgeoning field of medieval Mediterranean studies. Idem, 
‘Christian-Muslim-Jewish Relations, Medieval “Spain,” and the Mediterranean: An Historiographical 
Op-Ed’, in Michelle M. Hamilton and Nuria Silleras-Fernández (eds.), In and Of the Mediterranean: 
Medieval and Early Modern Iberian Studies (Nashville, 2015), pp. 1–16. 

46 The secular lens through which interreligious exchanges are often studied is highlighted by Hussein Fancy, 
The Mercenary Mediterranean: Sovereignty, Religion, and Violence in the Medieval Crown of Aragon 
(Chicago, 2016), pp. 142–51. Several recent studies have focused on testing the meaning of ethnicity and 
ethnic (or ethno-religious) boundaries in a medieval context, while also addressing the origins and 
applications of these highly loaded concepts. Throughout the thesis I follow the practical definition of 
ethno-religious communities described in Brian Catlos, ‘Accursed, Superior Men: Ethno-Religious 
Minorities and Politics in the Medieval Mediterranean’, Comparative Studies in Society and History 56 
(2017), pp. 844–69. However, the assumption of the ‘ethnic’ traits of any religious group – based on a 
cultural definition, detached from the concept of race – is not without criticism. The term can be abused 
and essentialised when the aim is to fix the characteristics of each ethnic group ‘as is’. Hence Wimmer’s 
theory of ‘ethnic constellations’, allowing for dynamic (external and internal) change, is favoured. 
Andreas Wimmer, ‘The Making and Unmaking of Ethnic Boundaries: A Multilevel Process Theory’, 
American Journal of Sociology 113 (2008), pp. 970–1022. 

47 Jonathan Ray, ‘Beyond Tolerance and Persecution. Reassessing Our Approach to Medieval Convivencia’, 
Jewish Social Studies 11 (2005), pp. 1–18.  
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institutional perspective.48 Catlos has focused on the communities of the Ebro valley, where 

the sources with regards to the treatment of both Jews and Muslims are much richer than 

in the eastern territories of Iberia. However, as Jonathan Ray has suggested, the similarities 

between Aragon-Catalonia and Castile, León or Portugal abound, at least with regards to 

Jewish communities. Working comparatively across the Iberian Peninsula, Ray has 

emphasised the role of Jewish communities in the consolidation of the societies that they 

inhabited across the twelfth- and thirteenth-century Iberian frontiers.49 Additionally, Ray 

has also highlighted the importance of documentary evidence provided by charters, 

including the Iberian fueros, as a critical source for the study of medieval Jewish 

communities.50 

Some scholars have gone so far as to question the nature of non-Christian autonomy, 

testing the concept of ‘community’ itself, as well as its relation to other forms of group 

identification in medieval societies, following on from the work of Susan Reynolds.51 In 

this respect, Elka Klein’s study of the Jewry of Barcelona between the eleventh and the 

thirteenth centuries has been critical. Klein argued for the existence of an ‘autonomy by 

default’ in defining the dynamics between Barcelonese power structures and the Jewish 

community before the early 1200s. On her view, it was only at the turn of the thirteenth 

century that the Barcelonese counts became more actively interested in mediating external 

and internal Jewish affairs. New ideas regarding the role of royal-comital power and the 

remit of religious minorities in the Christian body politic led to a second era in which the 

local Jewish community was organised in such a way as to have an ‘autonomy by design’, 

with local Jewish affairs still subject to the regular intervention of the Barcelonese royal 

court. From the eleventh to the thirteenth centuries, the relations between members of the 

                                                

48 Brian Catlos, The Victors and the Vanquished: Christians and Muslims of Catalonia and Aragon, 1050–
1300 (Cambridge, 2004). 

49 Ray, The Sephardic Frontier; idem, ‘The Reconquista and the Jews: 1212 from the Perspective of Jewish 
History’, Journal of Medieval History 40 (2014), pp. 159–75 

50 Maya Soifer-Irish, Jews and Christians in Medieval Castile: Tradition, Coexistence, and Change 
(Washington, DC, 2016). 

51 Particularly influential is Susan Reynolds, Kingdoms and Communities in Western Europe, 900–1300 (2nd 
ed., Oxford, 1997). For a recent reappraisal of the debate, see Walter Pohl, Clemens Gantner and Richard 
Payne (eds.), Visions of Community in the Post-Roman World: The West, Byzantium and the Islamic 
World, 300–1100 (Farnham, 2012).  
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Jewish community, and between Jewish notables and the Barcelonese feudal hierarchies, 

fluctuated substantially.52  

Through a comprehensive analysis of the charter evidence available in the archives of 

Burgos or Palencia, Maya Soifer-Irish has persuasively reclaimed the position of Jews in 

northern Castile, stressing the importance of local specificities in determining the position 

of Jews in Christian society. Seminal studies on the existence of Jewish ‘servi’ in non-royal 

settings as well as the relation of this term to fiscal or jurisdictional concerns on the part of 

local actors such as the bishops of Palencia, have helped shift scholarly discussions away 

from the question of Jewish ‘civic status’ or ‘serfdom’ to the relations between Jews and 

local feudal structures.53 Soifer-Irish’s work, along with the equally useful studies by 

Thomas Barton or Stephen Bensch on Catalano-Aragonese minority settlements, have re-

examined the dynamics between rulers and ruled, emphasising the importance of informal 

social and economic networks in power relations and the agency of these groups in helping 

shape the societies around them. Moreover, by describing how feudal structures affected 

the position of Jewish and Muslim groups, such research has shown the informal quality of 

interreligious interactions under Christian rule during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.54 

The current thesis places itself in the context of this invaluable scholarship, while at 

the same time advancing a different approach. First, this thesis argues that there has been a 

tendency to look back at earlier periods from the source-rich thirteenth and fourteenth 

centuries, when in fact the charters produced during the earlier stages of the development 

of Christian Iberia should be understood on their own terms. By focusing on the legislation 

issued exclusively in the eleventh and twelfth centuries, the dissertation will underline the 

                                                

52 Elka Klein, Jews, Christian Society, and Royal Power in Medieval Barcelona (Ann Arbor, 2006), 
especially pp. 26–52 for the re-evaluation of the idea of a Jewish ‘community’; and pp. 52–70 for the 
presence of Jewish elites in Barcelona before the 1160s.  

53 Maya Soifer-Irish, ‘The Castilian Monarchy and the Jews (Eleventh to Thirteenth Centuries)’, in Katherin 
L. Jansen, G. Geltner, and Anne E. Lester (eds.), Center and Periphery: Studies on Power in the Medieval 
World in Honor of William Chester Jordan (Leiden, 2013), pp. 39–49; and eadem, ‘Tamquam domino 
proprio: Contesting Ecclesiastical Lordship over Jews in Thirteenth-Century Castile’, Medieval 
Encounters 19 (2013), pp. 534–66. 

54 Stephen Bensch, ‘A Baronial Aljama: The Jews of Empúries in the Thirteenth Century’, Jewish History 
22 (2008), pp. 19–51; Thomas Barton, Contested Treasure: Jews and Authority in the Crown of Aragon 
(University Park, PA, 2015); idem, ‘Muslims in Christian Countrysides: Reassessing Exaricus Tenures in 
Eastern Iberia,’ Medieval Encounters 17 (2011), pp. 233–320; idem, ‘Jurisdictional Conflict, Strategies 
of Litigation and Mechanisms of Compromise in Thirteenth-Century Tortosa,’ Recerca: Arxiu Històric 
Comarcal de Les Terres de l’Ebre 14 (2012), pp. 201–48. Miguel Ángel Motis Dolader, ‘Política 
repobladora y ocupación del espacio: los judíos en Aragón en la Alta Edad Media (1100–1176)’, Revista 
Catalana Anual d’Estudis Hebraics 7 (2011), pp. 87–110. 
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significance of the period between 1000 and 1200 in shaping legal attitudes in Iberia 

towards non-Christians. Second, although all of the aforementioned scholars employ fueros 

in their research, there has been a tendency to make generalising claims based on some 

instances in the legislation without fully engaging the contexts in which specific edicts and 

documents were written. I abandon the selective use of individual fueros and clauses for 

the study of non-Christians and attempt to highlight the specificities of different fueros in 

different regions and periods. Third, in conducting a comparative analysis of all such 

charters, this thesis aims to offer a more holistic understanding of the trans-regional 

influences shared by different fueros, which often transcend the political divisions between 

kingdoms. Furthermore, such a comparative study allows us to observe the gradual 

transformation of legal ideas in the fueros with regards to both Jews and Muslims, as well 

as to Jews and Muslims independently, and how these changed along with the broader 

institutional and legal practices of Christian Iberia in this same period. In particular, 

comparing Jews and Muslims allows us to question whether legislators approached these 

communities in similar terms.  

The results of the doctoral study highlight the importance of local social and political 

conditions in shaping the clauses found in the fueros.55 At the same time, the dissertation 

has some substantial original contributions to offer, particularly owing to the breadth of its 

comparative research. This study not only considers both Jews and Muslims comparatively, 

but has also analysed all of the fuero legislation found throughout Iberia before the turn of 

the thirteenth century. Transcending the divide between specific kingdoms has resulted in 

the detection of significant and hitherto neglected trans-regional borrowings in the 

interactions between monarchs, legislators and royal agents on the one hand, and the 

religious minorities on the other.  

0.4. Reassessing the fueros 

This dissertation argues that a comprehensive revision of the fueros in their material, social 

and political contexts will provide a more rigorous understanding of the place of non-

Christians in the legislation. It is worth recalling that, to this day, Herculano’s Portugaliae 

                                                

55 As also recently advocated by Soifer-Irish, Jews and Christians in medieval Castile, pp. 39–52. Such 
approach contrasts with the conventional approaches to edicts of Jews and Muslims in the fueros found 
in Pilar León Tello ‘Disposiciones sobre judíos en los fueros de Castilla y León’, Medievalia 8 (1988), 
pp. 223–52; and Suárez Bilbao, El fuero judiego, pp. 55–82. 
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Monumenta Historica and Muñoz y Romero’s volume of Spanish fueros are still the most 

commonly used compilations of such medieval documentation.56 Neither Herculano nor 

Muñoz y Romero were primarily concerned with the palaeographic or material 

characteristics of these sources. As a consequence, their compilations contain many 

imprecisions regarding the archival contexts in which diverse fueros and cartas de 

población were preserved. As a consequence, modern historians who engage with these 

collections of sources risk acquiring a partial, decontextualised, and normative vision of 

the material. Instead, the following pages invite the reader to reconsider the significance of 

fuero legislation beyond their conventional appreciation. Close source analysis, as 

described below and as further developed in each chapter, forms the basis of the 

methodology employed in the dissertation. 

Custom, law, constitution, or judicial decision? 

The perpetual disagreement concerning the nature of fueros stems from the fact that the 

word itself is difficult to define. For most of the period under consideration, the term forum 

appeared in a range of different charters and written instruments and was used 

interchangeably with a range of other legal terms: consuetudo (custom), constitutiones 

(constitutions), lex or leges (law/s), usus or usaticum (usages), privilegium or privilegia 

(privilege/s), carta (charter). The terminological complexity echoes that of twelfth- and 

thirteenth-century France, where the issued coutumiers or codes of municipal customs also 

referred to themselves with an array of terms.57 As Chapter 3 explains, a further layer of 

semantic complexity is found in fueros issued in the Ebro valley, owing to the legal 

pluralism they sanctioned. In accepting the self-governance of non-Christians according to 

their respective Jewish and Islamic practices, fuero was equated to ‘hukkot’, ‘sunna’ and 

‘ʿādat al-balad’.58 The simultaneous use of these terms, with their various particularities, 

                                                

56 Herculano, Portugaliae Monumenta Historica (Lisbon, 1856-73), abbreviated as PMH; and Muñoz y 
Romero, Colección de fueros y cartas de población (Madrid, 1847), abbreviated as CFM.  

57 As Ada-Maria Kuskowski highlights, the French coutoumiers ‘all describe court custom and procedure 
concerning dispute resolution’, even though ‘they designate themselves with different language.’ French 
‘coutumiers’ self-describe using a variety of terms: ‘livre or libri (book/s), conseil (counsel), assize (sitting 
in judgement), établissements (establishment), coutumes (customs), usages (usages), drois (laws or 
rights), summa (comprehensive treatise), curia (court), or open with a general announcement such as fet 
assaver (‘let it be known’).’ For Kuskowski, ‘this variation attests to the remarkable intensity and 
excitement elicited by professionalization of the secular courts from the late twelfth century onwards, and 
range of thinking and literary output that this produced.’ Kuskowski, ‘The Development of Written 
Custom in England and in France’, p. 104. 

58 Chapter 3, p. 163 and p. 165. 
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presents the possibility that the texts embodied different aspects of the legal process for 

different social and religious groups.  

Consequently, scholars disagree as to the legal character of these documents, and 

whether they represent a break or continuity with the early medieval legal world of Iberia. 

It is particularly hard to explain why or how the word fuero became so popular in Iberia, 

while effectively remaining non-existent in other European contemporary legal sources. 

Other Latin cognates such as usus or consuetudo are common to both the French and 

Spanish contexts, yet for reasons unknown the term fuero gained popularity only south of 

the Pyrenees, to become the dominant term used in reference to these legal privileges by 

the final third of the twelfth century.59 The term forum initially designated a public space, 

a market or a tribunal court. For Paulo Mêrea, forum denoted not merely the tribunal, but 

the jurisdictional power of the said court, eventually evolving into a general ‘law or 

privilege’ during the early stages of the Reconquest.60 Alfonso García-Gallo opposed 

Mêrea’s view, claiming instead that the term forum shifted in meaning, ultimately 

indicating judicial procedure alone, rather than the act of granting a privilege. The role of 

the judge and his sentencing powers grew in the territories that resisted the Arab advance; 

eventually, the first fueros appeared when customary lists began to be written down.61  

Subsequent discussion concerning the nature of fueros has often been framed in terms 

whether and to what extent the lists of rules included in the extant fuero charters contained 

lists of judicial decisions based on customary arrangements or simply sought to actualise 

aspects of previous legal traditions in response to changing social or political conditions 

instead. García-Gallo’s reading of fuero as iuditium implied that these texts comprised a 

series of local, oral, customary norms and practices arising between the ninth and twelfth 

centuries. Given the number of fueros that explicitly grant ‘consuetudo’, ‘usos’, or ‘mos’, 

it is certainly a plausible view.62 Nonetheless, García-Gallo was incorrect to assume that 

the fueros ultimately referred to Germanic, practice-based, oral, local, bottom-up custom 

                                                

59 For instance, the Usatges of Barcelona came to be referred as ‘forum Barcinone’ during the reign of Pedro 
II. See Chapter 1, p. 65, fn. 51. 

60 Paulo Merêa, ‘Em torno da palavra ‘forum’: notas de semântica jurídica’, Revista Portuguesa de Filología 
1 (1948), pp. 485–94. 

61 Alfonso García-Gallo, ‘Aportación al estudio de los fueros’, AHDE 26 (1956), pp. 392–3. 
62 Such cognate terms were particularly common in the eleventh century. See Chapter 1, pp. 52–4 for the 

Laws of León; and pp. 65–6 for the Usatges of Barcelona. By the twelfth century the term forum became 
dominant. 
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as opposed to Roman, written, rational, top-down, learned law.63 In early medieval Iberia, 

mos and consuetudo were certainly defined by orality, and also by their age, since oral 

custom acquired status only as long-established convention.64 Yet orally-transmitted laws 

may have derived from late Roman legislation.65 The assumption that written coutumiers 

and municipal franchises represented the laws ‘of the people’, against the Roman law 

imposed by twelfth- and thirteenth-century rulers, is highly questionable.66 In effect, 

García-Gallo’s reading presumed that Visigothic law disappeared from the judicial 

practices of early medieval Iberia, when there is evidence to the contrary.67 Moreover, one 

should not assume that all fueros were oral and customary: in the Siete Partidas, custom 

was considered one of many kinds of ‘derecho o fuero’, defined by its oral transmission 

and its old age.68  

                                                

63 Until the mid-twentieth century it was assumed that these customs contained a ‘Germanic’ essence, as 
opposed to a ‘Roman’ one. For instance, Rafael de Ureña y Smenjaud, La legislación gótico-hispánica 
(Madrid, 1905), or Eduardo de Hinojosa y Naveros, El elemento germánico en el Derecho español 
(Madrid, 1915). Although the Germanic nature of such leglisation has been discredited, some of the 
notions associated to García-Gallo’s theses concerning the medieval fueros are still given credence by 
legal historians. See Alfonso García-Gallo, ‘El carácter germánico de la épica y del Derecho en la Edad 
Media’, AHDE 25 (1955), pp. 583–680; c.f. Javier Alvarado Planas, El problema del germanismo en el 
Derecho español. Siglos V–XI (Madrid, 1997). 

64 A commonly used excerpt from St Isidore’s Etymologies replicated in Gratian’s Decretals declared that 
law was written, while ‘mos’ was ius non scriptum, sanctioned by virtue of its old age. ‘… inter legem 
autem et mores hoc interest quod lex scripta est, mos vero est vetustote probabta consuetudo sive lex non 
scripta’. Isidore, Etymologies II, 10, 1. As discussed in Philip Daileader, True Citizens: Violence, Memory, 
and Identity in the Medieval Community of Perpignan, 1162-1367 (Leiden, 2000), p. 51. See also David 
Ibbetson, ‘Custom in Medieval Law’, in Amanda Perreau-Saussine and James B. Murphy (eds.), The 
Nature of Customary Law: Legal, Historical and Philosophical Perspectives (Cambrdige, 2007).  

65 It could be argued that consuetudo was itself as a ‘late Roman’ legal concept. Carlos Petit, ‘Consuetudo y 
mos en la Lex Visigothorum’, AHDE 54 (1984), pp. 209–52. Additionally, late-Visigothic laws and 
traditions of governance could have very well been diffused, performed and enforced orally. For the 
relation between oral and written practices in the early medieval Iberian legal culture, see Graham Barrett 
Graham Barrett, The Written and the World in Early Medieval Iberia (DPhil thesis, University of Oxford, 
2015), pp. 188–232. 

66 As Emanuele Conte has shown for the case of Italy, and the disputes between the Italian towns and 
Frederick Barbarossa at the Diet of Roncaglia. Emanuele Conte, ‘Roman Law vs Custom in a Changing 
Society: Italy in the Twelfth and Thirteenth Centuries’, in Per Andersen and Mia Münster-Swendsen 
(eds.), Custom: The Development and Use of a Legal Concept in the Middle Ages: Proceedings of the 
Fifth Carlsberg Academy Conference on Medieval Legal History 2008 (Copenhagen, 2009), pp. 33–49. 

67 Jeffrey Bowman shows how ‘disputants and legal professions’ in tenth- to twelfth-century Catalonia ‘used 
the Visigothic Code selectively. The citations reflect not rigid adherence but a flexible and pragmatic 
engagement with legal traditions. It was less a matter of whether the written law was applied than of how 
some disputants chose to invoke or activate that law.’ Bowman, Shifting Landmarks (2004), p. 13. See 
also Michel Zimmerman, ‘L’usage du Droit wisigothique en Catalogne du IXe au XIIe siècle: approches 
d'une signification culturelle’, Mélanges de la Casa de Velázquez (1973), pp. 233–81. 

68 ‘Costumbre es derecho o fuero que non es escrito: el qual han vsado los omes luengo tiempo, ayudandose 
de el en las cosase e las razones, sobre que lo vsaron.’ Siete Partidas, Partida 1, Ch. 2, n. 3. For more on 
the relationship between fuero, law and custom in medieval León-Castile, see Paola Miceli, Derecho 
consuetudinario y memoria. Práctica jurídica y costumbre en Castilla y León (Siglos XI–XIV) (Madrid, 
2012), pp. 73–107. 
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It is still common to interpret the customary aspects of the fueros as constituting a 

privileged mirror of society and social ‘practice’. Certainly this approach has helped bridge 

the gap between legal and social history, for instance in the case of the forals of Riba-Côa 

in Portugal.69 Nonetheless, it would be futile to see such symbolically- and politically-

charged documents from a binary standpoint, either as the embodiment of Roman or 

Germanic legal heritage or as a lens into quotidian practice. As this dissertation proves, 

local conditions certainly affected many of the clauses included in the fueros. Very often, 

however, law did not reflect conditions on the ground. It is essential that we test such 

assumption against contemporary charters and that we conduct a thorough comparative 

analysis of the fueros, rather than assume that the supposed legal ‘essences’ in them 

originated from Roman, Germanic, customary, or Visigothic law.  

Customary or not, the resulting texts reflected local rules applied at court that derived 

their authority from ‘old age’ and which were eventually transferred into written form 

through an agreement with local inhabitants. Rather than asking to what extent the fueros 

reflect Roman theory or customary practice, perhaps a more fruitful line of investigation is 

to ask why these legal instruments became so popular in the course of the eleventh and 

twelfth centuries. In fact, the proliferation of fueros and cartas de población after the year 

1000 (as shown in Figures 3–8) suggests that these charters were an integral part of the 

eleventh- and twelfth-century mutation documentaire. Similarly to what Adam Kosto has 

suggested concerning the production of conveniencia charters in eleventh- and twelfth-

century Catalonia, the proliferation of fueros and cartas de población in Iberia should not 

be seen as just a simple stylistic development, nor as a mere reflection of institutional 

change; ‘it was itself a part of that change.’70  

                                                

69 For Alice Tavares, these forals had a ‘caráter local, municipal, consuetudinário’, and therefore reflected 
the ‘necessidade espontânea de autorregulamentação das próprias populações.’ This means that the 
customs reflected in the Portuguese forals enable historical inquiry into ‘as esferas da sociedade, a 
organização da administração municipal e a gestão jurídica, económica e as relações dos vários grupos 
sociais, como, por exemplo, os cavaleiros, peões, amos, dependentes, mulheres, as minorias (muçulmanos 
e judeus) e, por fim, os pobres.’ Maria Alice da Silveira Tavares, Costumes e Foros de Riba-Côa : 
normativa e sociedade (PhD thesis, University of Lisbon, 2014), p. 15 and p. 27. This approach is not 
only common among Iberian scholars of the medieval fueros, as seen for instance in E.P. Thompson, 
Customs in Common (London, 1991), pp. 1–15 and pp. 97–185. Thompson argued that ‘in earlier centuries 
the term “custom” was used to carry much of what is now carried by the word “culture”. Custom was 
man’s “second nature”.’ Ibid, p. 2. 

70 Kosto, Making Agreements, p. 268. 
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Fueros, power and jurisdiction 

The eclectic assortment of documents referred to as fueros and cartas de población are 

united by their mutual involvement in advancing systems of power and patronage. As 

Thomas Bissson has highlighted, irrespective of their shape or form, these charters were 

‘instruments of lordship’ that ‘projected normatively the outcomes of local confrontation.’71 

Used in a variety of different social, political or economic contexts, fueros conjoined 

particular monarchs or legislators to the local rule of law. Legal innovation and ratification 

became a significant source of royal legitimation: as Rodrigo Ximénez de Rada reminded 

his readers, ‘quo volunt reges, vadunt leges’.72 

In this sense, a vital aim of the fueros was not the ‘articulación social del espacio’, but 

rather the gradual territorialisation of power in the expanding polities of northern Iberia.73 

Fueros helped monarchs, regional political actors and local inhabitants to negotiate 

different scopes of power and jurisdiction. As such, the edicts found in these texts varied 

depending on the relation between the recipient settlement and the issuing party, normally 

a regional political actor vying for power. For instance, the fueros granted to the comital or 

royal capitals tended to protect royal institutional presence and limit or sanction the power 

of local actors such as bishops or regional lords. Conversely, the fueros granted in frontier 

regions where royal authority was less easily enforced were generally less stringent with 

respect to local freedoms. The scales of the communities also affected the impact of a fuero: 

for instance, the municipal fueros issued to large centres such as León, Nájera, Jaca, 

Zaragoza or Barcelona were then exported to smaller settlements, often via the concession 

of cartas de población, forming areas of influence and the so-called ‘fuero families’.  

Defining and enforcing royal jurisdictional claims was an ambitious task given the 

scale of the rapid territorial expansion experienced by the Christian polities in the eleventh 

and twelfth centuries. Owing precisely to the growing scales of governance, the issuing of 

                                                

71 ‘... one class of these charters gave normative expression to new structures of associative power. Another 
class created or recognized sworn communes in France and Italy; yet another served to encourage or 
attract settlers, the Iberian charters of població(n) and of fueros [sic] being notable subsets of these. 
Charters of all sorts were, more or less, instruments of lordship. Whether they resulted from petitions, 
impulse or – perhaps most often – preliminary discussion, they projected normatively the outcomes of 
local confrontation.’ Bisson, The Crisis of the Twelfth Century, pp. 350–1. 

72 DRH, Book VI, Chapter 25 (henceforth abbreviated as VI:25), p. 208. 
73 The notion that fueros reveal the ‘articulación social del espacio’ is common among fuero scholars. See 

for instance José Manuel Pérez-Prendes Muñoz-Arraco, ‘¿Cómo vive un fuero? ¿Cómo se estudia un 
fuero?’, in Espacios y fueros en Castilla La Mancha (1995), p. 48. 
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these charters heavily targeted the control of large towns and vast expanses of fallow land 

that became accessible for kings, bishops, aristocrats or petty knights to settle and exploit. 

Fueros and cartas de población were essential in establishing royal claims over the control 

of land, agricultural output or tax revenues. These were, in other words, the ‘motivaciones 

y objetivos operantes’ behind the issuing of these sources.74 The word fuero itself often 

appears in many of these legal franchises to refer to economic exactions and fiscal 

regimes.75 In many cases, these texts asserted royal ‘soft power’ through the absence of 

fiscal dues, perhaps as an attempt to restrict potential attempts by local lords to challenge 

to a monarch’s authority to seize control of taxation. In doing so, the issuers of the fueros 

linked their own authority to the ‘freedom’ of local inhabitants.76 

The growth of royal governance, the control of fiscal rights and the assertion of 

jurisdictional claims – often in times of turmoil, precisely when these aims could not be 

enforced – determined the pace at which the proliferation of these documents took place. 

In turn, these three factors critically affected the nature of the edicts regarding non-

Christians found in these sources and are comprehensively taken into account in the 

structure and contents of this dissertation. In particular, the study has paid ample attention 

to the extremely rich and circuitous relations between different fueros, as the dynamics of 

legal diffusion help to explain the complex processes of political competition. This does 

not mean taking the fuero families for granted, however. The division of different pieces 

of legislation into ‘families’, often driven by modern political divisions, has often hindered 

analysis between groups of legal franchises originating in different political entities. 

Nonetheless, the fuero families have been taken into consideration here in so far as they 

allow us to understand the shared themes and mutual influences between different laws, as 

seen for instance in the process of dissemination of the laws of Sepúlveda through the 

Extremadura and Tagus regions, as examined in Chapter 5.77 Accordingly, the relations 

between the different fueros are represented in the series of GIS maps created for and 

                                                

74 As explained in José María Font Rius, Cartas de población y franquicia de Cataluña. Vol.II: Estudio. 
Apéndice al Volúmen I (Madrid, 1983), pp. 401–76, particularly pp. 402–15. 

75 Enrique Álvarez Cora, ‘Interrelación de los conceptos de término, uso, fuero y costumbre en el derecho 
medieval ibérico (siglos IX–XII)’, En la España Medieval 41 (2018), pp. 49–75, gathers a wealth of 
evidence suggesting the mutability of the terms uso, fuero and costumbre in relation to the ‘explotación 
de la naturaleza’. Ibid, p. 58.  

76 ‘The word that summed up all these rights and privileges was simple but pregnant – freedom… The new 
lands of settlement were, like all of medieval Europe, lands of lords, but they were also, and not necessarily 
paradoxically, lands of freedom.’ Bartlett, The Making of Europe, p. 132. 

77 Chapter 5, pp. 222–34.  
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included in this dissertation. These legal influences went beyond conventional national, 

regional or even typological categorisations, enabled by specific political conditions, and 

giving rise to legal texts often peculiar in their handling of Jews and Muslims.  

Re-classifying the fueros 

Fueros are complex but insightful documents, even though their nature and intrinsic worth 

to historians remains a source of perpetual controversy. There has been ample debate on 

divisions and classifications most suitable for studying fueros and cartas de población, and 

whether we can speak of a distinct corpus of the royal-comital chanceries or not, 

particularly before the codification of fuero legislation in the last third of the twelfth 

century.78  

In general, four main strategies are used in the scholarship to address the 

documentation of the fueros: first, according to chronology; second, according to their 

political and economic motivations; third, according to the diplomatic or morphological 

characteristics of the written documents; fourth, according to the supposed normative legal 

character of these sources.79 The structure of the dissertation takes into account the first of 

these two approaches, as different chapters study the fueros in a series of different 

geographical and chronological contexts. The third and fourth strategies are more difficult 

to incorporate, because the complexity of the diplomatic and typological features of these 

texts make any taxonomical classification of the fueros problematic. Bearing that in mind, 

the following pages explain the four types of charters the charters used in this dissertation: 

first, the documents that spelled out the rights and obligations of the inhabitants of a 

settlement, often in an urban environment, which we know as municipal franchises; second, 

charters awarding ‘special privileges’ known as cartas pueblas or de población, 

                                                

78 For Bernard F. Reilly, ‘The chancery of Alfonso VI of León-Castile’, in idem (ed.), Santiago, Saint-Denis 
and Saint Peter: the reception of the Roman liturgy in León-Castile in 1080 (New York, NY, 1985), pp. 
10–1, the fueros were not yet a distinct form of charter document within the chancery of Alfonso VI of 
León-Castile. Reilly argued that such legal franchises only became distinctive in the twelfth century. 

79 A summary of these different divisions is found in CAT, pp. x–lvi; these are comprehensively explained 
in Font Rius, Cartas de población. Vol.II. For Font Rius’ chronological study of the franchises, see ibid, 
pp. 67–154; for a morphological analysis, pp. 155–265; and a classification according to political and 
economic interests is conducted in pp. 401–76. For the divisions relating to their ‘juridical-formal nature’, 
i.e. the normativity of these texts as legal sources, pp. 265–399. Font Rius considers that dividing the 
medieval cartas de franquicia according to modern legal historical taxonomies is ‘a delicate matter’. He 
distinguishes in his study between unilateral norms and negotiated acts; between unilateral and bilateral 
grants; and between the public and private spheres. The use of such anachronistic terms is a highly 
controversial matter, and therefore I have opted not to use them in this study. 
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sanctioning the settlement of inhabitants as part of communities or municipalities; and 

third, ‘private contracts’ between lords and their dependants, detailing the obligations of 

the former in terms of rents and labour.80 A final type, the codified fueros extensos, 

developed in the last third of the twelfth century. 

The first kind of document studied in this dissertation are the municipal legal franchises 

better known as fueros breves, or for José María Font Rius, ‘estatutos primarios de la vida 

jurídica local’.81 These charters, often self-described as ‘carta fori’, were written on large 

parchments of approximately 500 mm x 500 mm, given elaborate royal signatures and 

seals, and composed in defective Latin, which suggests that they were intended for public 

display and oral performance. Two such examples are the fuero of Calatayud (Figure 48), 

and the fuero of the Jews of Haro (Figures 35–44). Although commonly known as ‘brief’, 

the fueros belonging to this category typically outline extensive yet disorderly lists of 

municipal rules (ranging in average between 1000 and 2000 words) that frame the 

autonomy of the local concejo and its relationship to the issuing ruler. Among the edicts 

reasserting such urban autonomy, the municipal fueros often outline judicial practices, 

legitimate key administrative offices, and describe the physical boundaries of a town’s 

jurisdiction. Furthermore, these texts often include a range of economic clauses protecting 

the activities of local burghers, which vary from agriculture or transhumance to the land 

market or local trades. When Jews and Muslims feature in these fueros, they tend to do so 

either in judicial or wrongdoing edicts. In all other respects, the same rules seem to have 

implicitly applied to all free town inhabitants, or vicini, irrespective of their faith.  

The development of municipal legislations stemmed from attempts by rulers to adapt 

the old legal orders to new social and political conditions. As such, fueros breves first 

emerged in the northern regions under royal control. The production of these texts started 

at the heart of the royal or comital demesnes, with the initial municipal fueros found in 

capitals such as León or Jaca. In the twelfth century, similar texts were subsequently 

granted to frontier settlements and newly-conquered towns in the Ebro valley. Accordingly, 

a subset of these municipal fueros were granted to Muslim communities of the Ribera 

d’Ebre, following the fuero of Zaragoza, as studied in Chapter 3. Meanwhile, ‘frontier’ 

                                                

80 CAT, pp. xxii–xviii. For a similar approach to these texts in a Castilian context, see Simon Barton, The 
aristocracy in twelfth-century León and Castile (Cambridge, 1997), p. 94; and Ladero Quesada and Diago 
Hernando, ‘The Franchises, Liberties, and Privileges of Spanish Towns in the Middle Ages’, pp. 103–8. 

81 Font Rius, Cartas de población. Vol.II, pp. 240–65. 
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municipal fueros were granted to towns such as Sepúlveda and Calatayud, described in 

Chapters 1 and 5. When, by the mid-twelfth century, individual fueros breves were also 

being granted out to Jewish or Muslim communities in La Rioja or the Ebro valley, these 

municipal fueros outlined the key terms of their autonomy, following similar themes to the 

fueros that applied to the municipality as a whole. As the Judaeo-Spanish inscriptions in 

the fuero of the Jews of Haro suggest (Figures 37, 40 and 43–44), Jewish and Muslim 

communities assimilated the idea that the fuero was a legally-prescribing communal 

‘privilegio’ that ensured their own autonomy and protected them from unwanted external 

intervention.  

As José María Font Rius asserted, these ‘estatutos primarios de la vida jurídica local’ 

were a reduced group within the constellation of legal franchises issued in Catalonia and 

beyond. Consequently, this dissertation has also employed a large volume of ‘special 

privileges’, better known as franchise charters, cartas pueblas, or, following Font Rius’ 

classification, cartas de población.82 These were mostly royal decrees, although on 

occasion these were drafted by royal associates such as bishops or military orders, and were 

also written on monumental, large pieces of parchment issued for public display. 

Comprising the largest subset of extant documents, these charters are often self-described 

as ‘carta libertatis’ or ‘carta populationis’, suggesting their function in the concession of 

settlement privileges and fiscal exemptions, whether for taxes or securities. Examples of 

these charters abound, including, for instance, the settlement charters granted to the Jews 

of Tudela and Tortosa.83 The key distinction of these dcuments from the municipal fueros 

on which they relied was that these documents were briefer (ranging between 500 and 1000 

words), and focused on issues of jurisdiction, settlement, and fiscal considerations, rather 

than on sketching the contours of local governmentality. Many cartas de población, 

however, did regularly allude to some of the key rules of the town’s fuero. Accordingly, 

references to Jews and Muslims in these documents are highly variable and sporadic. The 

appearance of such groups ultimately depended on the specific conditions in which a 

particular carta de población was drafted. 

This thesis has also analysed a range of different private, ecclesiastical and royal-

comital contracts encouraging settlement. Included in this typology are individual licenses 

                                                

82 CAT, pp. xvi-xvii; Font Rius, Cartas de población y franquicia de Cataluña. Vol.II, pp. 216–39. 
83 As studied Chapter 3, p. 128 and p. 131 respectively.  
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sanctioning settlement (licencias para poblar), collective agrarian contracts 

(establecimientos agrarios colectivos) and collective villager settlement charters 

(establecimientos aldeanos o vecinales).84 Exemplified by the contracts issued by the kings 

of Castile and Aragon to the bishops of Tarazona and Sigüenza at the Extremadura 

(described in Chapter 5), these charters did not usually contain municipal rules but instead 

ratified previous fuero arrangements in response to specific local circumstances.85 In the 

process of reasserting the jurisdiction of a certain lord or ruler abiding by a specific body 

of legislation, these contracts sporadically confirmed the application of particular rules that 

were part of the legal framework of the region, and which are sometimes independently 

preserved in cartas pueblas or fueros municipales. One of many cases can be found in 

Chapter 4, in relation to the application by the monastery of San Benito of the laws of the 

Jews of León to their own Jewish settlement in Sahagún. Instead of laying out the 

regulations applying to the local Jewish community, a brief contract was agreed between 

the abbot and the local Jewry. This communal agreement confirmed the application of the 

fuero of the Jews of León, in exchange for which Sahagún’s Jews became ‘vassalli 

abbatis’. Alongside this private contract, the monks also collated a version of the Laws of 

the Jews of León into their monastic cartulary, confirming that this fuero was known both 

to the monks and to Jewish community of Sahagún.86  

The ‘schematic’ and fluctuating character of many fueros and cartas de población 

before the final third of the twelfth century has often been perceived as a symptom of the 

‘lack of maturity’ of fueros as a legal and notarial source.87 Accordingly, there is a tendency 

to contrast the fueros breves with the codified legal texts known as fueros extensos that 

began to be compiled towards the end of the twelfth century, the first three of which are 

studied in this dissertation: the legal codes of Estella, Teruel and Cuenca. As Chapter 6 

explains, the appearance of these fueros extensos responded to a new transformation in the 

                                                

84 These are considered three distinct categories by Font Rius in CAT, pp. xxii–xxvi. For more on these 
agreements, see idem, Cartas de población y franquicia de Cataluña. Vol.II, pp. 157–205. For the 
licencias para poblar, see pp. 157–83; for the establecimientos agrarios, pp. 184–205; for 
establecimientos aldeanos, pp. 206–16. 

85 As seen in Chapter 5, p. 229 and pp. 253–5. 
86 See Chapter 2, pp. 109–10. 
87 Clay Stalls for instance claims that during the reign of Alfonso I of Aragón-Navarra, fueros ‘at best ... 

existed only in fledging form.’ For Stalls, in early twelfth-century charters ‘the word fuero clearly referred 
to custom, not to codified municipal privileges, when used in documents scholars now call fueros.’ 
Therefore, Stalls asserts, fueros are ‘the least useful documents surviving from Alfonso’s [Alfonso I of 
Aragon-Navarre] reign.’ Clay Stalls, Possessing the Land: Aragon's Expansion into Islam’s Ebro Frontier 
under Alfonso the Battler, 1104–1134 (Leiden, 1995), p. 60. 
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relation between law, governance, and the professionalisation of legal practice. As the 

name suggests, these were much longer texts, often resulting from the reworking and 

compilation of both oral arrangements and implemented fueros breves, as rearranged (and 

sometimes preordained) by scholars and notaries of the king, rather than by the law-givers 

or judges implementing the law. Scholarship has assumed that these fueros extensos were 

more refined legal instruments, and that these were more insightful about local legal and 

social affairs than the fueros breves. In fact, the codification process possibly expanded the 

gulf between theory and practice even more than the swiftly drafted, easily over-ruled 

fueros breves and cartas de población.88 

The fixation by historians with the fueros extensos stems from the tendency to view the 

briefer texts of the eleventh and twelfth centuries as tips of a legal iceberg, subordinate to 

codified law. This dissertation tries to challenge such an attitude. Eleventh- and twelfth-

century fueros were a work in progress, and therefore the three categories of charters 

outlined above should not be considered as fixed typologies. It was precisely the 

malleability of the earlier documents that made them so successful among rulers and 

recipient communities. Fueros breves and cartas de población, evolving over time and 

reacting to a variety of local social and political conditions, involved significant legal 

creativity, also in their approaches to Jews and Muslims. 

0.5. Non-Christians in the fueros89 

As can be seen in Figures 3–11, of the 1139 fueros from Iberia considered in this 

dissertation, 111 contain references to Jews and 153 to Muslims, of which 79 charters 

contain references to both Jews and Muslims. This means that approximately a tenth of the 

total legislation was concerned with the issue of non-Christians.90  

                                                

88 For the problems behind twelfth- and thirteenth-century legal ‘codification’, see Emanuele Conte and 
Magnus Ryan, ‘Codification in the Western Middle Ages’, in John Hudson and Ana Rodríguez (eds.), 
Diverging Paths? The Shapes of Power and Institutions in Medieval Christendom and Islam (Leiden, 
2014), pp. 75–98. 

89 A database of the fueros employed in the following dissertation can be temporarily accessed at: 
https://www.google.com/fusiontables/DataSource?docid=13qLsBEgtkr8vxFze1TYHVV_lr0udUOV3qx
0tiUP2 (Accessed on 11 November 2018). 

90 As mentioned in Chapter 5, p. 219, fn. 1, the Portuguese legislation is not discussed in detail in this 
dissertation. The unfortunate decision not to include the late-twelfth century forals was taken owing to 
questions of space: the particularities of this legislation would have required an additional chapter devoted 
to such legislation. It is an unfortunate truth that Spanish scholars have historically neglected Portugal 
when conducting studies of this period. The monograph resulting from this PhD thesis will not fail to 
include the fascinating Portuguese evidence in a comprehensive manner. 
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Most previous studies of Jews or Muslims that have used legal or judicial evidence to 

understand these communities have focused on either one of the two non-Christian groups. 

There are valid reasons for such a narrow focus. First and foremost, Jews and Muslims 

living in Christian lands did so for a variety of reasons and under very different conditions. 

Judaism and Islam were not static, and the local expression of certain social, cultural, 

political, theological, or legal dynamics, and the extent to which these were understood by 

the Christian legislators, generated distinct institutional responses towards these groups. 

Such differences played a significant role in defining the specific dynamics of each group 

at the local level, resulting in idiosyncratic interactions with the legislators that need to be 

explained on a case-by-case basis, within their own contexts, histories and traditions. 

Jews were often portrayed in fueros as part of the local municipality, engaging in local 

economic activities and governance, while also presented as autonomous groups with their 

own internal organisation. In some cases, such as the fuero of the Jews of Haro or Funes, 

these communities even had the power to police and coerce inhabitants of all faith groups. 

In contrast, the military conflict with al-Andalus made the position of Muslims more 

ambiguous. In the regions where significant Muslim populations remained after the 

Christian conquests (mainly on the banks of the Ebro River and its tributaries), these groups 

were granted a similar autonomy to that enjoyed by Jews. In Tortosa, Lleida or Tudela, 

Muslims were able to rule themselves according to their own rules and customs, most often 

referred to collectively as ‘sunna’, so long as they broadly accepted the authority of the 

Christian rulers, as sanctioned by the fueros.  

At the same time, there are significant advantages in conducting a comparative study 

between the treatment of Jews and Muslims. First, both groups were often treated in the 

fueros using very similar terminology, treated equally as social groups or ‘communities’ 

that derived their legal and social identification from their religious affiliation. In fact, the 

representation of differences between Jews and Muslims was sometimes lost in the fueros: 

as the legislation regarding the Jews of León and the Muslims of Santarém proves, the 

Christian legal-institutional response to these very different groups was not simply similar, 

but inspired by a model document regulating legal encounters with the non-Christian 

others. Moreover, even if we take into account the differences between Jews and Muslims, 

the references to non-Christians in these fueros (spatially represented in Figure 2) can still 

be classified into four broad categories: first, the question of wrongdoing and the penalties 

put in place by legislators in the case of injuries against Jews or Muslims; second, the 
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negotiation of the institutional autonomy of non-Christians, including their collective 

fiscalisation, as well as their relationship with local Christian administration; third, the 

procedural mechanisms for negotiating agreements and settling disputes, mostly but not 

exclusively in relation to the land market; fourth, the clauses that laid out the mechanisms 

for dealing with the military nature of the frontier, razzias and the treatment of captives of 

war, as well as the captive ransom procedures.  

Wrongdoing 

Inherent in the act of granting fueros and cartas de población was the understanding that 

in exchange for acknowledging the legislator’s jurisdiction over a settlement, the issuing 

party would almost always give assurance of protection to the recipients, both in the case 

of individuals and when the grants were for specific municipalities or communities. By so 

doing, the ruler-legislator promised protection and the rule of law so long as the recipients 

agreed to operate within the framework of the legislator’s domain. In turn, the preservation 

of the local peace and autonomy appear prominently in the fueros, reasserting royal 

authority through the virtue of the monarch as the protector of social peace in the territories 

under his jurisdiction.  

Both in charters which refer to ethno-religious groups and in documents that do not, 

and irrespective of the political conditions or geographical locations, a wide variety of 

clauses are found in the fueros outlining procedures and penalties in the case of different 

forms of ‘wrongdoing’. Commonly disregarding the conventional distinction between civil 

and criminal offences, this general category of malefacta encompassed furto (theft) or 

fornicio (adultery), and sometimes even slander, committed either by Christians on 

Jews/Muslims and vice versa.91 Debts and usury could also be considered a form of 

malefacta, although by the second half of the twelfth century, these offences came to be 

treated as a distinct category. In any case, clauses describing injuries (referred to in the 

documents as plagas, feritas, ictus, percussiones) or death (homicidium, occidio, 

                                                

91 The distinction between tort and criminal offence is difficult to resolve. In the fueros, the line between 
penalty and restitution was unclear, with similarities to the instances described in Johannes Renger, 
‘Wrongdoing and Its Sanctions: On ‘Criminal’ and ‘Civil’ Law in the Old Babylonian Period’, Journal of 
the Economic and Social History of the Orient 20 (1977), pp. 65–77. Additionally, the dissertation 
explicitly avoids entering the ‘feudal revolution’ debate about whether the depiction of violence in these 
texts represented a failure of ‘public institutions’. The impasse in this debate appears to have been recently 
broken, as seen in Matthew W. McHaffie, ‘Law and Violence in Eleventh-Century France’, Past & 
Present 238 (2018), pp. 3–41. 
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interfectio), and the associated penalties (homicidia, livores, calumnias) were the most 

common form of interconfessional wrongdoing outlined in the charters, particularly so 

before the professionalisation of legal codes and guidelines at the end of the twelfth century.  

These interconfessional wrongdoing clauses sanctioned the correct procedure in 

disputes; the delegates who could legitimately pass sentence on behalf of the king; as well 

as the penalties to be set, and who ought to receive the monetary fines. Fueros presented 

the legislator – often, but not exclusively the kings and counts of Portugal, León-Castile, 

Navarre, and Aragon-Catalonia – as a central figure in the local community, both as a law-

giver and a peace-keeper. The protection of Jewish communities, and also Muslim 

collectives at times, was a ‘potent symbol of the king’s role in defending the public safety 

and common good of the realms, developed chiefly from Roman and Carolingian models, 

like other regalian preserves such as coinage and taxation.’92  

Most of the fueros, both with and without references to non-Christian groups, took a 

special interest in laying out the monetary fines associated with wrongdoing, like the 

aforementioned livores, calumniae and homicidia. These penalties had very little 

consistency, both in their value and in their format. As outlined in Figure 12, when penalties 

are mentioned, these are substantial, ranging from 100 to 500 solidi, sometimes using other 

quantities and coinages.93 Sometimes these involved restitutions, but often they were simple 

penalties to be paid to the local authorities. Furthermore, it is difficult to see how the 

payments would have been enforced, particularly in regions where authority was contested, 

although as the discussion in Chapter 1 suggests, these did sometimes make offenders incur 

heavy financial burdens.94 While some edicts detailed the amount of money to be paid in 

cases of injuries or homicide or theft, it was more common to confirm that the same rules 

applied to the Christian and Jewish neighbours, leaving the amount implicit.95 These 

                                                

92 T. Barton, Contested Treasure, p. 5. 
93 Solidus was the prominent gold coinage used in the Christian Iberian realms during the eleventh and twelfth 

centuries. Nonetheless, Andalusī gold was also widespread, particularly a low standard coinage known in 
Arabic as murābiṭūn, in Latin sources as morabitinos (or muzmutinos), and in Romance as maravedís. 
Although the name might be deceptive, the maravedí gold that made its way northwards was not 
necessarily centrally minted by the Almoravids, but rather produced in local courts. For instance, fueros 
and other charters often give monetary values according to the ‘maravedis lupinos’ of Valencia. This 
coinage was minted under Ibn Mardanīsh, who was known in the Christian sources as the Wolf King (Rex 
Lupus). Olivia R. Constable, Trade and traders in Muslim Spain. The commercial realignment of the 
Iberian Peninsula (Cambridge, 1999), pp. 199–203.  

94 See the discussion regarding wrongdoing and its penalties in Nájera and Burgos in Chapter 1, pp. 58–64. 
95 Fueros in which no payment is defined, but which mention the parity between Christian, Jewish and/or 

Muslim neighbours, include those of Belorado (issued in 1116), Carcastillo (c. 1129–1140), Calatayud 
(1131), Daroca (1133), Astudillo (1147), Lerma (1148), Sahagún (1152), Toledo (1166), Funes (1171), 
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stipulations were highly rhetorical, first and foremost they were intended to reassert the fact 

that whoever had dominion over a region or settlement acquired a responsibility for the 

different groups that comprised each locality. 

The term vicini often appeared in the fueros in relation to wrongdoing trials. A perhaps 

involuntary consequence of many of these wrongdoing clauses was the implicit (and 

sometimes explicit) acknowledgement of the standing of Jewish and Muslim settlers as 

‘vicini’ of a municipality. The relationship between neighbourly-status and citizenship is 

contentious, but it appears that the vicini label served as a form of ‘proto-citizenship’ at the 

Spanish frontier, in an ambiguous middle ground between ‘neighbours’ and ‘citizens’.96 

Vicini status implied membership of the municipality as a political and administrative unit, 

with the subsequent obligations and rights enshrined by the fuero.97 The negotiation of 

violence among inhabitants was one of the many protections procured for citizens, and in 

fact symbolised settlers’ rights to the full enjoyment of the rules confirmed in their 

respective fueros. This involved participation, and use of, the locality’s administration, as 

well as the accompanying fiscal exemptions and obligations. As a result, wrongdoing edicts 

helped to establish the civic status of local neighbours regulated by the local autonomous 

administration. 

                                                

Sigüenza (1172), Zorita (1180), and Santa María de Cortes (1182). All of these documents are mentioned 
throughout the dissertation. For Roger Collins, the implicit calumnia penalties might have been proof that 
the early fueros outlined a series of exceptions to the Visigothic Forum Iudicum when this legal code 
(widespread throughout the Leonese and Catalan territories in the tenth and eleventh centuries) was 
considered to be too harsh in its provisions. Roger Collins, ‘ “Sicut lex Gothorum continet”: Law and 
Charters in Ninth- and Tenth-Century León and Catalonia’, English Historical Review 196 (1985), p. 510. 

96 The question of citizenship in medieval Iberia, from the evolution of the Roman concepts of ‘civitas’ and 
‘dignitas’, the equivalences with the Islamic concepts of khāṣṣa and ʿāmma, and the Castilian, Portuguese 
or Aragonese adoption of the term ‘vicini’ is difficult to resolve. Carolina Lo Nero showed that the term 
vicini already appeared in the Leges Visigothorum referring to the witnesses during dispute trials, and in 
the absence of a judge, could set the amount to be paid in damages. Carolina Lo Nero, Citizenship and 
social status in the western Mediterranean from the later Roman Empire to the early Middle Ages: the 
case of Spain (PhD Thesis, University of Cambridge, 2003), particularly pp. 264–73. See also Ibid., 
‘Christiana dignitas: New Christian Criteria for Citizenship in the Later Roman Empire’, Medieval 
Encounters 7 (2001), pp. 146–64.  

97 The legal category of ‘vecino’ is slippery and was constantly affected by local dynamics; as seen by the 
different impact in the fueros and in the New World. Tamar Herzog, ‘La vecindad entre condición formal 
y negociación continua. Reflexiones en torno de las categorías sociales y las redes personales’, Anuario 
del IEHS 15 (2000), p. 123–31. The question of non-Christians as vicini in medieval Portugal is examined 
in Anna Matheson, ‘Muslims, Jews and the Question of Municipal Membership in Twelfth- to Fifteenth-
Century Portugal’, in Tolan et al., Religious Minorities, pp. 191–217. 
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Institutional autonomy 

Fuelled by the conquests of Toledo and the Ebro valley, a number of fueros breves and 

cartas de población were drafted to sanction the conditions under which non-Christian 

groups were able to manage their autonomy from the rest of the municipality. Rendering 

their own rules in the fueros, the acknowledgement of the institutional autonomy of certain 

Jewish and Muslim communities became a common feature in fueros and cartas de 

población. 

Until recently, the institutional autonomy of non-Christians has mostly been presumed 

rather than tested, most often on the basis of the self-organisation of Jewish and Muslim 

communities as ‘aljamas’. This term, from the Arabic jamāʿa (‘a gathering, group of 

people’), is widely employed in Spanish academia to refer to medieval non-Christian 

communities, and in the process has become a seemingly self-explanatory concept.98 In the 

case of the Muslim communities of the Ebro valley, for instance, autonomy from Christian 

local governance was often expressed as the ability to conduct their affairs ‘according to 

their sunna’. In contrast, the laws concerning Jewries sanctioned Jewish administrative 

independence in terms of the ability of these communities to appoint their own leaders and 

representatives, including the ‘bedinus’, or, in the case of the Jews of La Rioja, a ‘dominus 

iudeorum’. As Chapter 3 observes, the fueros regulations also acknowledged a certain 

informality in the framing of social structures, which meant that local political and socio-

economic stratification often played a greater role in shaping the character of the hierarchies 

of Jewish and Muslim communities than is usually recognised.  

Acknowledgements of institutional autonomy often referred to the fiscal regime 

enjoyed by particular local non-Christian collectives, rather than to their ability to conform 

to the label of ‘community’. It was the ability of the Jews and Muslims to collect their own 

annual, collective poll-tax on behalf of the king (sometimes but not always referred to as a 

‘paria’ tax) that confirmed the de facto autonomy of such groups. The existence of a 

framework beyond their fiscal duties should not be taken for granted; clearly, the Jewry of 

Barcelona was a ‘community’ of much more importance and sophistication than that of 

Daroca or Zorita. After all, as Susan Reynolds explained, a community is  

                                                

98 By the later Middle Ages, the aljamas became the key administrative units, even if they did not have 
oversight over all activities of the local communities. Catlos, The Victors and the Vanquished, p. 126. 
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one which defines itself by engaging in collective activities – activities which are 
characteristically determined and controlled less by formal regulations than by shared values 
and norms, while the relationships between members of the community are characteristically 
reciprocal, many-sided and direct, rather than being mediated through officials or rulers.99 

Towards the end of the twelfth century, however, the autonomy of Jewish and Muslim 

groups – if not their sense of community – had certainly ossified in a variety of geographical 

areas, along with standardising administrative and social practices (or, at least, their 

framing in the fueros). In particular, the fueros of the Ebro valley, and those of Cuenca and 

Teruel, reveal a relatively elaborate system of judges, clerks, scribes and tax collectors 

operating in the locality; often these administrators worked in parallel or side by side. In 

parallel to the professionalisation of local administration happening in the late twelfth and 

early thirteenth century we begin to see the development of a more proactive approach on 

the part of Christian monarchs and their legislators to frame the limits of non-Christian self-

government, whereby Christian rulers began to interfere in intra-community affairs.  

Negotiating agreements and settling disputes 

As the twelfth century progressed and the Christian polities expanded, a number of 

references are found in the fueros that acknowledge the involvement of Muslims and Jews 

in the local economies. ‘Elite’ activities such as trade were not only accepted but toughly 

protected – in Cuenca, killing a Muslim or Jewish merchant was punished with a penalty 

of 1000 solidi – but these were not the most common sphere of daily life regulated in the 

extant charters. Perhaps due to the nature of the cathedral archives in which documents are 

kept, alongside the fueros are found a vast amount of references to the land market 

exchanges between members of the different faith groups, particularly in the Ebro valley. 

As members of different religious groups met at court or at the market, such exchanges 

gave rise to the development of a multilingual system of legal pluralism.100 Particularly 

visible in the documents of the Ebro valley studied in Chapter 3, members of each 

community would engage in interreligious accords and disputes following their own legal 

and institutional traditions, and represented by a leader of their community. 

                                                

99 Reynolds, Kingdoms and Communities, p. 2. 
100 Following the definition provided by Lauren Benton, Legal Regimes and Colonial Cultures: Legal 

Regimes in World History, 1400–1900 (Cambridge, 2002), especially pp. 7–12. There are unexplored 
parallels between the questions posed by the fueros and the ‘jurisdictional politics’ and the contestation 
of cultural and religious boundaries during early modern colonial competition. c.f. Lauren Benton and 
Richard J. Ross (eds.), Legal Pluralism and Empires, 1500-1850 (New York, NY, 2013). 
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Simultaneously, the transaction would be framed in a manner appropriate to the other party, 

whether Jewish, Christian or Muslim. As a result of this complex process of parallel legal 

procedure, some diffusion is observed in the Ebro valley between Andalusī and Christian 

procedures during land transactions. 

One of the symbolic and most visible consequences of the interreligious judicial 

procedure was the value given to the Hebrew, Latin, and Arabic texts or invocations as a 

sign of the legitimacy of any administrative or judicial encounter. Clauses carefully 

outlining oaths or the value of certain forms of written proof, reveal the intricacies of this 

composite system of judicial literacy, adding further layers to the already diffuse 

relationship between the oral and the written in this period, and its significance in legal 

procedures.101 Such administrative and judicial interactions entailed a process of translation 

of legal concepts, languages, or speeches. This process of translation evidenced the 

assimilation, adaptation and incorporation of Jewish and Muslim administrative practices 

into the Christian administrative system. At the same time, the clauses describing this 

elaborate process of judicial simultaneity between communities also hinted the potential 

tensions arising from a lack of intelligibility, with both theoretical and practical 

consequences.  

These administrative practices helped to generate ‘groupness’ among the different 

participants by carefully determining the language and format of legal procedures available 

to different members of different ethno-religious communities. In this way the system of 

administrative negotiation itself created – or rather, redefined – the categories of ‘Jew’ and 

‘Muslim’. After all, ‘reification is a social process, not simply an intellectual bad habit’: 

By invoking groups, they seek to evoke them, summon them, call them into being. Their 
categories are for doing – designed to stir, summon, justify, mobilize, kindle, and energize. By 
reifying groups, by treating them as substantial things-in-the-world, ethnopolitical 
entrepreneurs can, as Bourdieu notes, “contribute to producing what they apparently describe 
or designate.”102 

                                                

101 The question of how to capture the dynamics of interaction between the written and memory or oral 
literacy over time is a complicated one, which this thesis acknowledges but does not seek to redress. A 
useful overview of the challenges in studying medieval literacy, both in Spain and the Latin West is found 
in Barrett, The Written and the World, pp. 1–15. See also Charles F. Briggs, ‘Literacy, reading, and writing 
in the medieval West’, Journal of Medieval History 26 (2000), pp. 397–420. Dennis H. Green ‘Orality 
and Reading: The State of Research in Medieval Studies’, Speculum 65 (1990), pp. 267–80. The fueros 
certainly fit Green’s assertion that medieval texts were intended both for private reading and public recital. 

102 Rogers Brubaker, ‘Ethnicity without groups’, European Journal of Sociology 43 (2002), p. 166; also in 
idem, Ethnicity Without Groups (Cambridge, MA, 2004), p. 10. 
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The intensity of interreligious legal encounters suggests that ethno-religious categories 

were useful in identifying buyers and sellers, even if these social markers did not always 

determine social and political dynamics. As Chapter 3 explains, property transactions 

helped to generate internal cohesion among local Jewish and Muslim communities, as 

members of the different faith groups stood as witnesses and placed themselves as collateral 

in economic interactions that involved their co-religionists. Nevertheless, economic ties 

could also contravene intra-communal solidarity. The division between free Muslims and 

unfree Muslim dependants features throughout this thesis, for instance, suggests how such 

economic transactions transgressed the very communal lines that the administrative 

procedures involved in sanctioning such agreements attempted to enforce. 

Unfree Muslims and the captive economy 

Although some Muslims could be considered ‘vicini’ and therefore free local citizens, 

many of the references to mauri or saraceni (or at times sarraceni) in the fueros are found 

in edicts regulating captivity and unfreedom in the context of the military confrontation 

with al-Andalus. Constituting a key point of contrast with the treatment of Jews in these 

same documents, rules protecting the economic activities involving unfree Muslims 

confirmed the existence of such social groups in northern Iberia since the very first laws 

drafted in Iberia, even if in a position of legal inferiority. In the fueros of León and Jaca, or 

in the Usatges of Barcelona, such groups were equated to other serfs and dependants under 

the authority of private lords, appearing in stipulations that closely emulated the Visigothic 

Laws regulating the ownership of slaves or mancipia.103 Additionally, a number of fueros 

treated unfree Muslims as moveable goods, often acquired as loot and treated like livestock, 

particularly but not exclusively in the borderlands south of the Duero River.  

Paradoxically, the brief references in the fueros to these groups highlights the presence 

of these otherwise invisible groups. However, the lack of freedom of these Muslims should 

not be taken as confirmation of their lack of agency and social capital, for what is meant 

by servi in the documents is not entirely clear. Historians have tended to accept the fixed 

meaning of this term with reference to both slavery and serfdom. The decision to translate 

the term either as slavery or serfdom has often depended on whether the term appeared in 

                                                

103 For the similarities between such clauses and the edicts on unfree dependants found in the Visigothic 
Laws, see LV, Book IX, Title 1, especially laws xii, xiv and xxi, regarding the patrimony of lords over 
their slaves. 
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sources before or after the year 1000, rather than on the context in which the term was 

deployed.104 This is problematic, insofar as the term servi came from a long tradition in 

Christian Iberia and the wider Frankish world. As Wendy Davies put it,  

At any point between 400 and 1100, in most parts of Western Europe, there was a spectrum of 
types of tied dependant, who had less or more control of their own labour, and negligible to 
substantial rights recognized by the community surrounding them — from the object fed by the 
master to the householder censarius who made an annual return to him. All of these people 
were in a state of bondage. None of them would have had much power of, or capacity for, 
negotiation with his master; most of them were saleable. But being sold along with landed 
property, however the conveyancing was formulated, had nothing like the personal 
consequences of being sold and transported. The one kept family and humanity; the other did 
not.105 

Additionally, Alice Rio has recently stressed the lack of a unified, working definition or 

translation for servus and mancipus; ‘the whole spectrum of possible meanings could apply 

at the same time within the same early medieval society—and indeed within a single 

lordship.’106 Unfreedom, as Alice Rio suggests, is perhaps a better concept than slavery or 

serfdom. The multiple meanings of servi, first as a fiscal – rather than civic – status, second, 

as a range of forms of tied dependency, and third, as referring to the loss of freedmen’s 

legal personality, all coexisted in the eleventh- and twelfth-century fueros. 

As the Christians conquered Andalusī territories over the course of the twelfth century 

and started to incorporate ‘free’ Muslims, bearing the same legal rights as all other local 

neighbours, the fueros began to differentiate between the so-called ‘mauri pacis’ or ‘moros 

de paz’ (meaning ‘free’, or ‘peaceful’ Muslims) and ‘mauri captivi’ or ‘moros de guerra’ 

(meaning unfree Muslims, often war captives). When legislation began to proliferate in 

areas particularly susceptible to military confrontation, the fueros focused on the 

restitutions required for raid victims, the prices of ransom, and even the problems posed by 

the conversion or rules of inheritance of the captives. These clauses regulated a captive 

economy consolidating as trading links between al-Andalus and Christian Iberia intensified 

in the course of the twelfth century. The rules of raiding, captivity and prisoner exchanges 

appear to have been shaped in conversation with, rather than in opposition to, al-Andalus, 

with the result that similar debates are found both in Islamic fiqh and the Christian fueros. 

This dialogue between legal traditions, mediated through the practice of raids, included the 

                                                

104 Alice Rio, ‘Freedom and Unfreedom in Medieval Francia: The evidence of the legal formulae’, Past & 
Present 193 (2006), p. 9. 

105 Wendy Davies, ‘On Servile Status in the Early Middle Ages’, in Michael L. Bush (ed.), Serfdom and 
Slavery: Studies in Legal Bondage (London, 1996), pp. 245–6. 

106 Alice Rio, Slavery After Rome (Oxford, 2017), p. 247. 
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negotiation of the legal status and rights of ownership applicable to new religious converts 

– an aspect of Iberian interreligious encounters often understated before the thirteenth 

century.  

*** 

Four themes emerge across the legislation. First, the relationship between legislators, 

rulers and non-Christians, was framed across different polities and geographies through the 

reassertion of wrongdoing protections for these groups, and the outlining of penalties 

associated with torts and crimes. This raised both the issues of fiscal jurisdiction and the 

impact of violence against non-Christians relative to other inhabitants. Second, legislators 

and inhabitants alike began to value the importance of the legal and institutional autonomy 

of certain communities, and consequently committed such autonomy to paper. Third, as the 

fueros expanded the stipulations concerning the legal framing of Jews and Muslims in their 

local municipalities, these texts consistently identified the courthouse and its procedures as 

a key platform for interreligious communal negotiation. In the Ebro valley, and to some 

extent the La Rioja and Teruel-Cuenca regions, judicial and administrative practices gave 

way to the emergence of a multilingual system of legal pluralism. Fourth, in addition to the 

institutional differences established between Jews and Muslims, a fundamental distinction 

was drawn between free and unfree Muslims. Except in the Ebro valley, where Islamic 

communities appear to have had substantial economic and social dominance, Muslims 

often appear as unfree, possibly as a result of warfare with al-Andalus. As the dissertation 

explains, such distinctions were more fluid than might seem at first. 

The rules enshrined in the fueros generated a variety of local responses in the different 

regions of Iberia. For this reason, the thesis has sought to locate these themes in space and 

time. Chapter 1 considers the early Iberian legislation produced over the course of the 

eleventh century. At a time when royal and comital legislation was still highly fragmented, 

the chanceries in León, Jaca or Barcelona included clauses referring to Jews and Muslims 

in an assortment of disconnected legal texts. Even though institutional and political 

exchanges across Iberia were not as intense as in later periods, a series of similar themes 

can be traced across the legislation. First, legislators included Jews in laws which reasserted 

the royal potestas and jurisdiction over their key core demesnes. Second, the theme of 

wrongdoing stands out as a key theme in the negotiation of Jews, although the extent to 

which violence was avoided is also put into question. Third, in these early charters, 

Muslims only appear as unfree serfs, following legislation closely related to the Visigothic 
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tradition. A significant change can be noted in Aragon, once Christians started to make 

inroads into the Andalusī territories of Zaragoza. 

Chapter 2 presents a new interpretation of the conquest of Toledo in May 1085, and its 

impact on the treatment of Jews and Muslims in the legislation of Alfonso VI (r. 1065–

1108). The takeover of the Middle March of al-Andalus resulted for the first time in the 

incorporation of a vanquished Muslim population as ‘free’ inhabitants into Castilian 

society, as well as the sudden increase in the number of Jews living in the kingdom. Under 

the pressure of the Castilian and Frankish elites that accompanied the monarch in Toledo 

after the conquest, Alfonso VI issued legislation that for the first time accepted Jews and 

Muslims as subject groups in his realm, with the right to judicial and administrative 

autonomy. The autonomy of Jews and Muslims would cause tensions as the Castilian 

monarch depicted himself not simply as their protector, but their ruler, on equal terms with 

the Christian settlers that migrated from the northern territories of Iberia. Over time, a 

sophisticated institutional culture, heavily influenced by pre-conquest practices, developed 

in the city of Toledo, comparable to parallel developments in the Ebro valley. 

Chapter 3 unravels the dynamics of fuero legislation during the conquests of the 

densely-populated, rich urban and rural settlements of the Upper March of al-Andalus. The 

Catalan, Navarrese and Aragonese rulers not only accepted the autonomy of Jewish and 

Muslim communities of the Ebro valley, but described them in the most significant 

documents from this early period. The fueros are contrasted with contemporary land 

contracts and judicial sentences, in order to better comprehend the status, treatment and 

perception of non-Christian communities in these regions. The resulting picture is one of 

informal incorporation of Jewish and Muslim autonomous communities into highly 

nucleated socio-economic ecosystems.  

Chapter 4 discusses the fueros and cartas de población drafted north of the Duero River 

in the territories along the Camino de Santiago. Over the course of the twelfth century, the 

northern lands of Iberia experienced chronic bouts of unrest, as reflected in the extant 

legislation. Focusing in particular on the region between Burgos, Nájera and Estella, the 

chapter shows how Aragonese, Navarrese, and Castilian rulers employed the same fueros 

and legal models to uphold their authority. Jewish settlement, particularly important in La 

Rioja, as well as small – or near-invisible – nodes of Muslim settlement, were often at the 

mercy of the disputes between different polities. In turn the legislation with regards to these 

groups often focused on wrongdoing, as opposed to procedural or land legislation. 
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However, by the second half of the twelfth century, the sporadic wrongdoing clauses found 

in a handful of municipal fueros had given way to whole fueros breves exclusively 

concerned with defining the autonomy of fully-formed Jewish communities with their own 

internal organisation and establishing systems of Christian-Jewish judicial interactions. 

Such legislation suggests the existence of a common legal tradition for dealing with Jewish 

communities across the territories of the Camino de Santiago, particularly in northern 

Castile and Navarre. In fact, the chapter argues against the tendency to view the fueros as 

confirming the importance of local conditions for our understanding of the clauses 

contained within such franchises. The fueros regarding the Jews of the Burgos, Rioja and 

Navarrese regions in fact suggest the existence of significant borrowings and mutual 

influences between northern Castile and Navarre precisely during a period of military 

escalation between both polities, from 1158 until the end of the twelfth century. 

Chapter 5 reinterprets the few extant sources derived from the borderland regions that 

connected Toledo and the Ebro valley with the rest of al-Andalus and northern Iberia. These 

vast, underpopulated expanses between the Duero and Tagus Rivers took much longer to 

integrate into the political and institutional regimes of the Aragonese and Castilian 

kingdoms. Challenging the tendency to view the colonisation of these lands as a result of 

the drive by Christian ‘settler-pioneers’ to overcome the frontier’s harsh conditions, this 

chapter highlights the heterogeneity of frontier life, and the use of specific institutional 

strategies adapting to the openness of these borderlands. Military conflict and ransoming 

might have been a constant disruption to life at the frontiers, but they also increased contact 

with Islamic lands through trade and population exchanges, creating a ‘ransom economy’. 

Arguing against the presumed incompatibility between Islam and Christendom in Iberia as 

mutually exclusive ‘civilisations’, the chapter observes how Andalusī and Christian formal 

legal responses to the effect of the militarisation were in fact shaped in conversation with 

each other. 

The sixth and final chapter explains the composition of the fueros extensos of Teruel 

and Cuenca in light of previous twelfth-century legislation. The chapter supports the 

proposition, asserted elsewhere in this thesis, that clauses regarding non-Christians found 

in twelfth-century legislation cannot be explained from a study of the fueros simply rooted 

in individual documents or strictly based on their respective political boundaries. The 

similarities with the fueros of the Jews of the Camino de Santiago confirms that the edicts 

concerning non-Christians found in the codes of Cuenca and Teruel were the culmination 
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of the active legal cross-pollination in eleventh- and twelfth-century Iberia. These fueros 

were an amalgamation of the different legal traditions described in the five previous 

chapters. Nonetheless, the legislation of Teruel and Cuenca also signals the changing 

conditions for Jews and Muslims in Christian lands in the final third of the twelfth century.  

The analysis of Teruel and Cuenca in some ways serves as a conclusion, for these law 

codes embody the key propositions this dissertation advances: first, the importance of 

political contingencies in explaining the motivations behind the issuing of legislation, and 

the inclusion of religious minorities in the legal proceedings; and second, the clear and 

necessary intellectual borrowings taking place across time and space that helped shape the 

legislation issued during the conquests of al-Andalus. These cannot be categorised as 

‘customary’ arrangements, given that some of the stipulations were influenced by pre-

existing Visigothic legal conventions, or by contact with al-Andalus. At the same time, 

these rules contravened the canonistic approach to religious minorities which, around the 

time of the codification of the laws of Teruel and Cuenca under Pope Innocent III, had 

embraced a harsher position with regards to the legal agency of non-Christians. These legal 

traditions in time created an idiosyncratic legal status for Jews and Muslims that must be 

understood in the context of the political and institutional evolution of the Christian 

kingdoms of Iberia over the course of the eleventh and twelfth centuries.  
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Figure 1. Iberia, 1050-1150. From Flocel Sabaté, Atlas de la Reconquista (Madrid, 2001), p.45. 

 
Figure 2. All fueros studied for this dissertation, 11th-12th centuries. The blue pins signal the mentions of Jews only, the green pins the mentions 

of Muslims only, the red pins the mentions of both Jews and Muslims. 
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Figure 3. Cumulative number of fueros before 1200, by decade, with reference to Jews and Muslims, Jews only, Muslims only or no reference. 

 

 
Figure 4. Cumulative number of fueros between 1100 and 1200, by decade, with reference to Jews and Muslims, Jews only, Muslims only or no 

reference. 
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Figure 5. Number of documents issued per decade, by reference to Jews, Muslims, Jews and Muslims (left hand side) or without reference (right 

hand side). All documents before 1200. 

 

 
Figure 6. Number of documents issued per decade, by reference to Jews, Muslims, Jews and Muslims (left hand side) or without reference (right 

hand side). All documents before 1200. 
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Figure 7. Number of documents issued per decade, by reference to Jews, Muslims, Jews and Muslims (left hand side) or without reference (right hand side). All 
documents before 1200. 
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Figure 8. Number of documents issued per decade, by reference to Jews, Muslims, Jews and Muslims before 1200. 

 

 
Figure 9. Fueros with clauses referring to Jews, as a percentage of total fueros issued, 1000-1200. 
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Figure 10. Fueros with clauses referring to Muslims, as a percentage of total fueros issued, 1000-1200 

 

 

 
Figure 11. Proportion of fueros containing references to Jews also containing references to Muslims. 
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Place Date Monetary compensation for 

homicide of Jews/Muslims 

Castrojeriz (Burgos) 1035 100 solidi (Jews) 

Kingdom of León 1091 100 solidi (Jews) 

Briviesca (Burgos) 1123 100 solidi (Jews) 

Escalona (Toledo) 1130 300 solidi (Jews & Muslims) 

Calatayud (Zaragoza) 1131 300 solidi (Jews & Muslims) 

Nájera (Rioja) 1140 200 solidi (Jews) 

Nájera (Rioja) 1140 12½ solidi for killing an unfree Muslim 

Haro (Rioja) c. 1170 500 solidi (Jews) 

Belinchón (Cuenca) 1171 300 morabitinos (Jews) 

Teruel 1177 500 solidi (Jews) 

Teruel 1177 400 aureos alfonsís + 300 solidi (Free 

Muslims) 

Teruel 1177 15 aureos alfonsís for killing an unfree 

Muslim 

Cuenca 1190 500 solidi (Jews) 

Cuenca 1190 200 aurei and 1/8 of 300 aurei (Free 

Muslims) 

Cuenca 1190 1000 aurei for merchants of any religion 

Cuenca 1190 15 solidi for an unfree Muslim (5 sol. for 

injuries) 

 

Figure 12. Penalties for wrongdoing against Jews or Muslims in the fueros, 11th-12th centuries. 
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Chapter 1. The early Iberian legislation, c. 1017-1099 

Contact between Jews, Muslims and Christians was not unusual in Iberia when, soon after 

the year 1000, allusions to Jews and Muslims first appeared in the diffuse series of 

‘franchises’, ‘customs’ and ‘constitutions’ ratified by rulers of the polities north of the 

Duero or Llobregat Rivers. Such references, appearing in the main regional centres of 

power, were composed during a period of intense demographic, economic, and territorial 

growth in the years following the decline of Umayyad Córdoba. Through the new 

legislation appearing at the turn of the eleventh century, rulers promoted their authority in 

their demesnes, swearing to act as the ultimate protectors of the liberties, rights and customs 

of their subjects. At the same time, in issuing these documents, kings and counts protected 

their exclusive jurisdiction over an array of fiscal dues and other economic assets associated 

with the everyday running of administrative and judicial processes. The references to non-

Christians in these statutes represent the very first institutional acknowledgements of the 

presence of Jews and Muslims in Christian Spain before the heyday of the Reconquista, 

which followed the conquest of Toledo in 1085. 

This chapter sheds light on the motivations behind the inclusion of Jews and Muslims 

in pieces of legislation which, in their respective regional contexts, played a central role in 

the construction of royal or comital authority. The chapter, divided into three parts, first 

analyses the laws issued in León and Castile. The inquiry then proceeds to examine the 

Catalan evidence of the Usatges, and finally the few pieces of legislation issued in the new 

Aragonese realm. The eleventh-century sources might seem disjointed and tenuous, but in 

conversation with other charter evidence, some general conclusions can be reached with 

regards to the legal framing of Jews and Muslims in Christian lands before the heyday of 

the Reconquista. Even if most of the references to non-Christians found in these early 

sources are superficial and difficult to penetrate, Jews and Muslims appeared respectively 

in comparable ways across Iberia, from Barcelona to León. Jews are often mentioned in the 

context of the regulation of wrongdoing and concerning the assertion of the royal 

jurisdiction and the accompanying fiscal retributions. Meanwhile, Muslims, with some 

interesting nuances, are nearly always treated as unfree dependants tied to the land. Only 

during the military advances into the Andalusī Upper March, particularly during the 

campaigns against Huesca and its hinterland, can we perceive a changing approach towards 

these groups in Aragonese legislation.  
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The eleventh-century edicts referring to the Jews of León or Burgos have been 

habitually extrapolated to pinpoint the ‘origin’ of such groups in northern Iberia, often in 

the context of longue durée studies tracing the history of ‘Spanish Jews’ in a town, region 

or kingdom into the late Middle Ages. In turn, this ‘early phase’ of Jewish presence is often 

anachronistically compared with much later legislation, without unpacking the political 

context in which specific clauses were issued and why. It is an over-simplification to 

assume that official recognition of group status should somehow constitute their ‘birth’ as 

communities.1 In the urban environments of León, Barcelona or Jaca, some Jewish 

inhabitants appeared sporadically in the documentation and the archaeological record in 

the tenth century, if not earlier, well before their first appearances in the fueros.2 This record 

suggests the importance of local dynamics and significant differences between individual 

Jewries, including the patterns of migration and demographic change, levels of Arabisation 

and education, and the economic strata of their members – all of which is glossed over in 

the brief edicts found in the eleventh-century law codes. Admittedly, with the exception of 

the Jewish community of Barcelona, it is nearly impossible to ascertain the internal 

organisation or the size of Iberian Jewries in the eleventh century. This chapter therfore 

seeks to understand why Christian legislators decided to include such groups, while 

questioning whether such clauses confirm the existence of Jewish groups as organised, 

cohesive ‘communities’. 

Muslim settlement in the northern Christian realms in the early Middle Ages has been 

particularly neglected, mostly due to a lack of visibility in the historical record. The 

appearance of Muslim captives in some early medieval Asturian testaments suggests their 

value or worth in society, in ways which socio-cultural history might never be able to grasp 

fully.3 Unfortunately, it is impossible to account for Muslim peasants, household servants, 

or converts. For this reason, the brief appearances of Muslims as serfs tied to the land in a 

range of eleventh-century fueros, in fact, help to confirm their presence in the northern 

realms of Iberia, irrespective of their demographic or social agency.  

                                                

1 As seen in Justiniano Rodríguez Fernández, Las juderías de la provincia de León (León, 1976); and idem, 
La judería de la ciudad de León (León, 1969). A similar approach is observed in Pilar León Tello, 
‘Disposiciones sobre judíos’, pp. 232–52.  

2 Justiniano Rodríguez Fernández, ‘Juderías de León’, Archivos Leoneses 2 (1947), pp. 32–72; idem, ‘Judería 
de León: situación de la judería leonesa’, Archivos Leoneses 2 (1948), pp. 5–113. 

3 Juan Ignacio Ruiz de la Peña, ‘Siervos moros en la Asturias medieval’, Asturiensia medievalia 3 (1979), 
pp. 139–61. 
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Overall, the appearance of non-Christians in the early fueros and Catalan customs tells 

us less about these faith groups and more about the changing nature of law and politics in 

eleventh-century Christian Iberia.  However understated, such references are significant 

insofar as they confirm the existence of an effective institutional and legal negotiation 

concerning the role and legal status of Jews and Muslims in the Christian body politic. The 

rules ensuring their rights, protections and obligations laid the groundwork for the future 

legislative and administrative accommodation of such faith groups that would eventually 

proliferate in the wake of the Christian conquests of Toledo and the Ebro valley. 

1.1. Religious minorities along the Camino de Santiago: León, Castile, and 

Nájera before 1085  

Although the issuing of franchises was not an exclusive product of the kingdom of León-

Castile, some of the earliest fueros municipales and cartas de población can be traced to 

these lands. Such legal franchises, simultaneously affirming local autonomy and regal 

jurisdiction, were first issued at the fringes of Castile and León over the course of the tenth 

century, at a time when the counts of Castile were fending off Leonese and Navarrese 

overlordship.4 It is consequently unsurprising that the earliest mentions of non-Christians 

as part of the local social fabric appear in the very same charters that attempted to reform 

the political and institutional foundations of the new Castilian-Leonese realm.  

This section evaluates the legislation issued to the main settlements of the Camino de 

Santiago in the eleventh century. The first fuero analysed in this dissertation, the Laws of 

León originally issued in 1017, embodies the changing relationship between the monarchy, 

León’s local curia and the local burghers in the capital of the realm. Written after the crisis 

which followed from the sacking of the city in 988 by Abū ʿĀmir b. Muhammad b. Abī 

ʿĀmir, better known as al-Manṣūr or Almanzor (r. 371–92/981–1002), this set of laws 

constitutes both a point of continuity with Astur-Leonese antecedents and also a critical 

departure in its legal and institutional culture. Fueros and similar franchises were also 

employed in Burgos and its surrounding towns for negotiating the political turmoil that 

followed the death of Count García Sánchez of Castile (r. 1017–1029). Burgos’s fate was 

also tied to the Kingdom of Nájera, in modern-day La Rioja. The annexation of Nájera by 

                                                

4 Gonzalo Martínez Díez, ‘El primer Fuero Castellano: Brañosera, 13 octubre 824’, AHDE 75 (2005), pp. 
29–66. 
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Alfonso VI of León-Castile in 1076 was also mediated by the royal fuero issued by the 

Leonese-Castilian ruler in support of his authority. These different texts all vary in their 

contents, including clauses regarding non-Christians, but are all united by the attempts to 

assert royal power in the different regional centres of power. 

The Laws of León 

Sometime between 1017 and 1020, Alfonso V of León (r. 999–1028) summoned the 

kingdom’s magnates and churchmen and issued new legislation upon the restoration of the 

royal capital, ravished by Andalusī forces in 988.5 For Bishop Pelayo of Oviedo (d. 1153) 

– key promoter of the Leonese crown – this was a critical moment in the restoration of 

royal authority in León. In his Chronicon regum Legionensium, the bishop connected 

Alfonso V’s reconstruction of the city with the granting of new ‘precepta et leges’, which 

‘would be observed until the end of the world’.6 The issuing of the Laws of León was a 

momentous occasion, as the epitaph to Alfonso V’s tomb in the pantheon of San Isidoro 

commemorated: the granting of ‘bonos foros’ was among the monarch’s most relished 

deeds, a critical act in overcoming the devastation which followed Almanzor’s raid.7  

Although the different versions of the Laws of León are typically designated as a single 

fuero, this was a composite compilation of legislation, aimed initially to revise the legal 

conventions in place in the kingdom before the reign of Alfonso V. The differences found 

between the various renderings of the text proliferating between its original 1017 issuing 

date and the early twelfth century suggest that the Laws were reworked in the century after 

                                                

5 Manuscripts: [A] Archivo Catedral de Oviedo, Liber testamentorum, fols. 54v–57r. [B] Arquivo Distrital 
de Braga, Mitra Arquiepiscopal de Braga, Cartulários, MS 031/0001, Liber Fidei, f. 1r –2v. (incomplete). 
[C] ACL, Tumbo de León, fols. 103v–104r. [A–C] are all edited in FL, pp. 150–71. Also edited in CFM, 
pp. 60–88 for [A] and pp. 94–95 for [C]. However, Muñoz y Romero did not include [B] in his edition. 

6 ‘In his diebus Fredenandus rex, filius Sancii Grassi regis, duxit uxorem nomine Sanciam, filiam predicti 
regis Adefonsi. Tunc prefatus rex Adefonsus venit Legioni celebravitque concilium ibi cum omnibus 
episcopis, comitibus, sive et potestatibus suis, et repopulavit Legionensem urbem, que fuerat depopulata 
a predicto rege Agarenorum Almanzor. et dedit Legioni precepta et leges que sunt servande usque mundus 
iste finiatur, et sunt scripta in finem Historiae regum Gothorum sive et Arragonensium.’ Bishop Pelayo 
of Oviedo, Crónica del Obispo Don Pelayo, ed. Benito Sánchez Alonso (Madrid, 1924), pp. 70–1. 

7 ‘Hic iacet rex Adefonsus, qui populavit Legionem post destructionem Almanzor dedit bonos foros, fecit 
ecclesiam hanc de luto et latere. Habuit praelia cum sarracenis, et interfectus est sagita apud Viseum in 
Portugal, fuit filius regis Veremundi Ordonii. Obiit era M sexagesima quinta, tertio nonas maii.’ María 
Encarnación Martín López, ‘Las inscripciones del Panteón de San Isidoro de León: particularidades 
epigráficas’, in Manuel Cecilio Díaz y Díaz et al. (eds.), Escritos dedicados a José María Fernández 
Catón, Vol. II (León, 2004), p. 953. 
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their original issuance.8 The issuing of the Laws of León was therefore not just a pivotal 

moment in the construction of Leonese royal authority. It was also significant in the 

transition from the early Astur-Leonese kingdom into what would become the dominant 

Christian polity in Iberia, the kingdom of León-Castile, during the reigns of Fernando I (r. 

1037–1065) and his son Alfonso VI. The clauses relating to local Jews and Muslims reveal 

the main royal concerns regarding local non-Christians before and during the expansionist 

period leading up to the conquest of Toledo in 1085. 

The manuscript tradition behind the Laws of León emphasises how problematic it is to 

read the source normatively. The earliest extant copy of the Laws is an abridged 

confirmatory carta de población by Urraca I of León-Castile (r. 1109–26), issued in 1109, 

shortly after the death of her father Alfonso VI. Two additional twelfth-century versions 

have survived, the first copied in Bishop Pelayo of Oviedo’s Liber Testamentorum (written 

c. 1128), and the second in Braga’s Liber Fidei cartulary.9 The Oviedo version of the Laws 

is the most commonly employed by historians, and is often taken at face value, which is 

problematic considering Pelayo’s reputation as the ‘prince of falsifiers.’10 Braga’s Liber 

Fidei copy contains only 16 precepts, none of them mentioning León’s religious minorities; 

while Oviedo’s Liber Testamentorum version, comprising 30 dispositions, constitutes the 

longest version of the Laws. Even if only a handful of clauses from the Oviedo version 

appear in the 1109 confirmation by Urraca, both of these copies contained León’s clauses 

concerning Jews and Muslims. It is therefore possible that some interpolations were added 

between 1050 and its copying in the Liber Testamentorum in the 1120s.11  

The Laws combined clauses predating the first drafting of the laws in 1017, with edicts 

added over the course of the eleventh century, as well as some final changes when the text 

was reconfirmed in the early twelfth century. In fact, until recently, scholars have assumed 

that the Council adopting the new legislation took place in 1020, when, in fact, the three 

                                                

8 FL, pp. 150–53. This issue is also addressed in Bernard F. Reilly, The Kingdom of León-Castilla under 
Queen Urraca (Princeton, NJ, 1982), p. 315, fn. 4. Concerning the Laws of León within the framework 
of early medieval Iberian legal practices, see Barrett, The Written and the World, p. 230. 

9 FL, p. 11. See also Justiniano Rodríguez, Los fueros del reino de León. Vol. I. Estudio crítico (León, 1981), 
pp. 77–106, particularly pp. 79–82. 

10 Peter Linehan, ‘Religion, nationalism and national identity in medieval Spain and Portugal’, in Stuart 
Mews (ed.), Religion and national identity. Papers read at the 19th summer meeting and the 20th winter 
meeting of the Ecclesiastical History Society. Studies in Church History 18 (Oxford, 1982), p. 162. For a 
study of the Liber Testamentorum and its place in the Pelgian corpus, see Francisco Javier Fernández 
Conde, El libro de los Testamentos de la Catedral de Oviedo (Roma, 1971). 

11 Given the inclusion of the canons of the Council of Coyanza of 1050 alongside those of the fuero in the 
Liber Testamentorum version. Luis Vázquez de Parga, ‘El fuero de León’, AHDE 15 (1944), p. 474. 
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preserved versions of the Laws suggest that the agreement took place in late July 1017. The 

difficulty in dating the text also extends to determining which of the edicts found in the 

different versions of the Laws were originally issued in 1017, and which rules were 

included in the following century. As a consequence, the inclusion of Jews and unfree 

Muslim dependants in the Laws might be seen either as a confirmation of their presence in 

León at an early date or of their involvement in Leonese society and their constituent 

communities over the course of the eleventh century. 

The composite nature of the Laws of León is of relevance when trying to situate the 

regulations concerning non-Christians found within. Jews and Muslims do not appear in 

the initial 16 precepts of the laws contained in all versions of the fuero. Instead, the first 

half of the Laws reasserted the legal and jurisdictional independence of the ecclesiastical 

establishment in León.12 If the litigant was not satisfied with the dispute resolution system 

provided by the church, the trial could be held at the royal court, splitting the penalty 

resulting out of the lawsuit between the Church and the royal coffers.13 The charter of León 

also protected the representatives of the king who negotiated these disputes, stipulating a 

penalty of 500 solidi if the royal saio was injured.14 Furthermore, the wrongdoing penalties 

(homicidia et rausos) of men who were outside the jurisdiction of the church (foris 

ecclesiis), went in full to the king (regi integra reddantur).15 Finally, those who worked on 

lands owned by the king were confirmed to owe tribute to the royal fisc (redat [tribu]ta vel 

fiscalia regis).16 Given the context of the reconstruction of royal authority in León, it is no 

surprise that the central theme of the initial Laws of León was the definition and assertion 

of royal and ecclesiastical jurisdiction in the royal town, particularly regarding landowning 

and taxation. 

Jews and Muslims only emerge in the later versions of the Laws, as discussed in the 

context of landowning and fiscal jurisdiction. However, the socio-economic standing 

                                                

12 ‘In primis igitur censsuimus, ut in omnibus conciliis que deinceps celebrabuntur cause Ecclesie prius 
iudicentur, iudiciumque fectum [sic] absque falsitate consequantur. Iudicato ergo Ecclesie iuditio 
adeptaque iustitia, agatur causa regis.’ LT version, FL, p. 150. 

13 ‘Item decrevimus ut si forte aliquis hominem Ecclesie occiderit et per ipsa Ecclesia iustitiam adipisci non 
potuerit concedat maiorino regis iudicii dividantque per medium calumpniam homicidii.’ LT version, ibid, 
p.151 

14 ‘Et qui iniuriaverit aut occideret saionem regis, solvat D solidos.’ Ibid, p. 152. 
15 ‘Item mandavimus ut homicidia et rausos omnium ingenuorum hominum, regi integra reddantur.’ Ibid, p. 

151. 
16 ‘Et redat [tribu]ta vel fiscalia regis et faciant suos labores de suas villas, vel quod soluti fuerunt facere 

avolum vel parentum suorum.’ Braga version, ibid. 
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diverged substantially between the two ethno-religious communities. Muslims are 

presented as one of the different sorts of unfree dependants which were tied to the land and 

under the jurisdiction of their respective proprietors. The Laws of León first confirmed that 

inhabitants should not sell properties to unfree dependants. These ‘servi’ were barred from 

such transactions irrespective of whether they owed allegiance to the king, the church, or 

any other Leonese landowning inhabitants. Presumably, this was because these dependants 

did not hold the land in full title.17 Similar assurances to landowners over labourers working 

their properties are also found in the Liber Testamentorum and Urraca versions of the 

Leonese laws, in rules that recall Visigothic legislation regarding the patrimony of lords 

over their slaves.18 ‘Servi’, possibly referring to simple agrarian labourers, appeared to be 

a different legal category to the rest of the free inhabitants, in so far as they were under the 

coercion of a lord who had acquired rights over them, as well as being unable to buy or sell 

land. Such labourers were bound to the land they ploughed and operated under the 

landowner’s jurisdiction, so long as local representatives proved their lawful ownership. 

Most critically, these rules applied both for Christians and for Muslim peasants (tam de 

christianis quam de agarenis).19  

It is unclear from these clauses if the king, church or lord purchased the labourers, or 

just the rights over the profits of their labour, and therefore whether servi had any individual 

agency. Likewise, there is no clarification as to whether servi agareni had the same legal 

status as Christian servi incogati. In these clauses it seems clear that servi status was an 

unstable category, comprising a range of forms of tied dependency.20 We can find some 

further clarification of these questions when comparing the precepts of León to towns that 

received the laws held in the royal capital.21 Especially noteworthy is an equivalent passage 

found in the fuero of Villavicencio, south of León, issued c. 1126–1131. In this version, the 

term servi referred to agricultural labourers, in contrast with unfree Muslim labourers:  

                                                

17 ‘Decrevimus iterum ut nullus emat hereditatem servi ecclesie seu regis vel cuiuslibet hominis. Qui autem 
emerit, perdat eam et precium.’ The Braga version changes the wording slightly: ‘Et de parte regis... non 
comparent ullum hominem hereditatem seu et de casa...’ Ibid. 

18 There are similarities here with LV, IX–1, especially xii, iv and xxi. 
19 ‘XXII. Item precipimus. ut seruus incogaitus. similiter inde non extrahatur. nec alicui detur; XXIII. seruus 

qui per ueridicos homines seruus probatus fuerit. tam de christianis quam de agarenis sine aliqua 
contemptione detur domino suo.’ FL, p. 163. In 1109 confirmation: ‘Item praecipio habitantibus in 
Legione ut unusquisque talem habeat dominum qualem elegerit, et domino solaris reddat consuetum 
censum.’ CFM, p. 94. 

20 Davies, ‘On Servile Status in the Early Middle Ages’, pp. 245–46. Additionally, see Rio, Slavery After 
Rome, p. 247. 

21 Anonymous fuero, granted c. 1126. Edited in CFM, p. 171–74. 
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Those who came to populate [Villavicencio], especially weavers (alvendarii), coopers 
(cuparii), and peasants (servi), are free and absolved to do so, except if they were purchased 
Moors (mauros comparatos) or sons of Moors, [in which case] they shall go with their lord [so 
long as] other inhabitants accept the decision following a testimony by their own jurisdiction, 
just as in the case of knights who are strangers (milites foras habitantes).22  

In contrast to the León charter, the mauros comparatos of Villavicencio were explicitly 

differentiated from free peasants (here referred to as servi) and artisans, restricting their 

settlement and inheritance rights. The difference in legal status reflected the legal 

unfreedom of mauros comparatos and their offspring, most probably after being purchased 

through the market of captive Muslims. The trade in captives had become a significant 

economic activity by the end of the eleventh century.23  

Castrocalbón, a town south of Astorga on the way to Galicia, also contained a similar 

clause in its fuero municipal, issued by Alfonso VII of León-Castile (r. 1126–1157) on 16 

August 1152.24 Based on the laws of the royal capital, Castrocalbón’s stipulations 

encouraged the resettlement of coopers and weavers, as well as of ‘incognitus servi’, once 

more possibly referring to agricultural labourers. If a labourer, whether Muslim or 

Christian, was found to be unfree, the servus should be handed over to their lord.25 This 

stipulation may have derived from Visigothic legislation regarding freemen who concealed 

slaves.26 If so, the servi clauses found in the Laws of León and associated fueros would 

suggest the preservation and use of these legal traditions in the Leonese realm. They also 

show that legislators adapted such rules to new social and political circumstances, in this 

case through the inclusion of unfree Muslims in the actualised regulations.  

Jewish inhabitants appeared on the opposite end of the spectrum in the Laws of León, 

forming part of the valuation mechanism at the disposal of landlords in real estate 

transactions. The Liber Testamentorum version of the Laws outlined the procedure 

                                                

22 ‘In primis de illis qui ad abitandum venerint alvendarii, cuparii, servi, sint ingenui et absoluti, sed si fuerit 
Mauros comparatos, aut filius mauri vadat cum suo seniore et alii habitatores suscipiantur in testimonium 
per totam suam regionem, sicut milites foras habitantes.’ Ibid, p. 171. 

23 Constable, Trade and Traders, p. 198. Francisco García-Fitz, ‘Captives in Mediaeval Spain: The Castilian-
Leonese Experience (XI–XIII Centuries)’, e-Stratégica 1 (2017), pp. 205–21. 

24 Original kept in the Archivo y Biblioteca de la Casa de Medinaceli, Medinaceli, 64-28. Series de sus 
principales, Documentos, 1a Historica, Madrid 1915. Edited in Justiniano Rodríguez, Fueros del Reino 
de León. Vol. II: Documentos (León, 1981), doc. 18, pp. 66–71. 

25 ‘Mando ut nullus iunior, cuparius, albendarius adueniens Castrum galuon ad morandum inde non 
extrahatur. Item precipio ut seruus incognitus similiter non inde extrahatur, nec alicui detur. Seruus uero 
qui per ueridicos homines seruus probatus fuerit, tam de chrixtianis quam de agarenis, sine aliqua 
contentione detur domino suo.’ Ibid, p. 67. 

26 ‘Si quis ingenuus fugitivum celatum habuerit, alium paris meriti cum eodem servum domino dare cogatur. 
Si vero servus sine conscientiam domini sui fugitivum celaverit, servi ambo publice centena flagella 
suscipiant; dominus vero eius nihil damni sustineat.’ LV, IX–1.i, p. 352. 
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followed for land transactions in the Leonese capital. If a local inhabitant wanted to sell his 

property, the value of the labour would be settled by two Christians and two Jews, except 

if a lord wished to set a fixed price for the land instead. In that case, the owner would be 

able to sell the property for the established price as long as he included the alboroque (a 

goodwill gesture to help cement the transaction). If the seller did not want to set a price, he 

would be able to sell it to whoever would buy.27 This peculiar clause stated three procedural 

routes at the disposal of the landlord selling his land, although none were compulsory. In 

the Urraca confirmation of 1109, the four Christian and Jewish land valuators also featured 

but in a different capacity. This version of the fuero of León forbade landlords from 

ordering inhabitants living in their territories to pay the royal censum tax (in theory paid by 

the landowners) in their stead. However, if the landowner felt that he was paying an 

excessive fee, he could summon the panel of ‘verissimi’ Christian and Jewish external 

assessors to decide the value of the labour produced on his land.28  

These four procedures were all ‘private’ in nature, although they putatively involved 

the Leonese community in these exchanges, whether by using third-party valuators or 

through the fulfilment of the alboroque duty with the buyer.29 The designation of the 

valuators as ‘veridici’ and ‘verissimi’ suggests a prominent role in the community as well 

as knowledge both of the litigation-mediation procedure and of how to value the land 

economy, itself a sign of socio-economic capital. Because these homines veridici were only 

summoned at the landowner’s discretion, it is probable that this arrangement was used only 

in exceptional circumstances. At the same time, the application of a similar mechanism for 

two different land-related processes could be interpreted as a sign of the popularity of this 

valuation system.  

                                                

27 ‘Sed si voluerit ipse sua sponte [sic] vendere domum per suam, duo christiani et duo iudei aprecientur 
laborem illius. Et si voluerit dominus soli dare deffinitum precium, det, etiam et suo alvoroc. Et si noluerit, 
vendat dominus laboris laborem suum cui voluerit.’ FL, pp. 157–59. 

28 ‘Nec etiam dominum solaris non praecipiat habitanti in solari suo erigere laborem suum de solare suo. Sed 
si non placuerit domino soli, veniant duo verissimi christiani et duo iudaei et apretient laborem illius recte 
et iuste; et dato praetio, reddat laborem et domum domino soli.’ Ibid. This clause has been translated by 
Fernando Suárez Bilbao as referring to the unsolicited edification of houses in a land owned by a lord. 
This is most probably too literally translated. Fernando Suárez Bilbao, El fuero judiego en la España 
cristiana: Las fuentes jurídicas, siglos V–XV (Madrid, 2000), p. 60. 

29 The Hebrew bāruk and Arabic mas‘ūd (‘lucky, blessed’) probably were used indistinctively to congratulate 
the customer for his bargain and remind him of the customary invitation or gift; this congratulatory 
formula would then have spread to every community. Mentioned in a charter of the same period, in early 
eleventh-century León. For more on the alboroque, see DAAL, pp. 60–61. 
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Similar clauses regarding disputes over annual payments by tenants to their landlords, 

and the method of fiscal valuation in case of dispute, appear in other charters of León’s 

fuero ‘family’. As such, the fuero charters and their associated cartas de población ratifying 

León’s legal regime were all equally concerned with the valuation of taxes and the 

enforcement of annual payments by tenants to their landlords. In the Ovetense version, the 

right amount was ten pieces of bread, half a measure (yantar) of wine, and a good piece of 

meat (lumbum).30 A similar annual payment had to be paid in the town of Villavicencio 

(bread, wine and meat).31 However, none of the fueros granted to towns outside of León’s 

jurisdictional boundaries (alfoz) include Jews as valuators determining the fiscal burden 

and labour of tenants. The motives behind the appearance of Jews as land valuators might 

not be clear, but we can confirm that the practice was specific to the capital of León, rather 

than of the kingdom as a whole. 

Violence and its penalties in Burgos and Nájera  

Small nodes of Jewish settlement also began to sprout sporadically in the documentation 

of Burgos and Nájera in the course of the eleventh century. Although the origins of such 

communities are unknown, their appearance along the transit routes traversing the northern 

Meseta might have been motivated by the allure of economic and demographic growth on 

the Camino de Santiago, combined with migrations from al-Andalus.32 Whatever the 

origins of these nodes of Jewish settlement, sources such as the fueros of the Burgos area 

confirm that by the mid-eleventh century affluent Jews were well-established in many of 

the towns of the Camino. As suggested by the lenghty account in the Cantar de Mío Cid of 

the encounter between Rodrigo Díaz de Vivar and Raquel and Vidas, Jewish inhabitants 

played a significant social and political role in the region. Following the quintessential trope 

                                                

30 But this amount is not consistent across the ‘family’ of fueros of León which includes this clause in its 
different variants. In Fenar the annual tax was of ‘singulos panes, uno tocino, duos carneros, singulas 
gallinas, de uino tres canadelas, de cera duas libras, pigmenta una libra, de cebada duos estopos.’ Vázquez 
de Parga, ‘El fuero de León’, p. 491. 

31 ‘Unusquisque in propria domo, quem uolerit dominum habeat, et seniori, et de solare, in quo habitat donet 
pro suo foro decem panes, et media kanatellam de vino, et una quarta de carnero, aut duos lumbos non 
magis, nisi sua sponte; et si voluerit vendere suam kasam et suum laborem, primum vendat cum domino 
de suo solare in quantum fuerit preciatum quam ad alium hominum, si ille non uoluerit, vendat ad cui eum 
quesierit, et ille qui ibi sua kasam habuerit, aut ille qui ibi ad mercandum venerit, et portaticum non dederit 
de toto iudicio et tota calumnia ibi faciat directo, et non  demandet medium pro directo facere.’ Ibid. 

32 It is possible that Jewish exodus from al-Andalus to the north accelerated after the pogrom against the 
community of Elvira-Granada in 1066. However, the evidence for this demographic upheaval is 
circumstantial. Norman Roth, Jews, Visigoths, and Muslims in Medieval Spain: Cooperation and Conflict 
(Leiden, 1994), pp. 73–112. 
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of Jewish moneylending, Raquel and Vidas came to El Cid’s financial rescue after the 

warrior was first banished from Burgos.33 The Cantar praised Rodrigo’s skill in deceiving 

these Jews and avoiding repaying his debt. However, Raquel and Vidas, certain that they 

would eventually be satisfied, warned El Cid’s aide, Álvar Fáñez, that they would leave 

Burgos and go after Rodrigo if necessary.34 Although anecdotal, the Cantar affirms the 

agency of these Jewish inhabitants of Burgos. Raquel and Vidas were not only ready to 

navigate potential frictions with local society, but also implied their trust in the 

compensation instruments available to them. The legal mechanisms that negotiated local 

confrontation, outlined by the regions’ fueros, underpinned Jewish life in Castile. 

In contrast with Leonese documents associating Jews and Muslims to the land economy 

(in their different capacities as landowners and labourers), Castilian eleventh-century 

legislation instead placed its emphasis on the protection of Jews from wrongdoing, 

including the setting of penalties (calumnias). The first dated allusion appears in the fuero 

of Castrojeriz.35 Located west of Burgos on the Camino, this settlement originally received 

a municipal fuero in 974 from Count García Fernández of Castile (r. 970‒995). Among the 

many rules included in this franchise, Jews were protected from all forms of wrongdoing, 

including homicide, similarly to other free inhabitants of the town (homines villarum). 

Specifically, this charter equated the penalties (livores) exacted for wrongdoing to those of 

the rest of the settlers, suggesting that the Jews of Castrojeriz had the same rights and duties 

as other local inhabitants.36  

It is common to refer to this fuero as the first in which Jews are included in the 

dispositions.37 Nonetheless, given the numerous reconfirmations of the laws in subsequent 

periods, it is more useful to analyse the edicts in an eleventh-century setting. The fuero was 

first reissued by Fernando I in 1035 while still count of Castile; it was then copied once 

                                                

33 PMC, vv. 78–207, pp. 11–18.  
34 ‘— ¡Merced, Minaya, / caballero de prestar! // ¡Desfechos nos ha el Cid, / sabet, si no nos val! // 

Soltariemos la ganancia, / que nos diesse el cabdal. — // —Yo lo veré con el Cid / si Dios me lieva allá; 
// por lo que avedes fecho / buen cosiment ý avrá. — // Dixo Raquel e Vidas: —El Criador lo mande! / Si 
non, dexaremos Burgos, ir lo hemos buscar.’ PMC, vv. 1432–38, pp. 93–4. 

35 The known copy used in modern editions is based on the confirmation copy of Fernando III of Castile, 3 
March 1234, as kept in a confirmation copy of Alfonso XI in 1341 reissued during the reign of Juan I, on 
20 August 1379, kept at the Archivo Municipal de Castrojeriz. Edited in CFM, pp. 37–42; FB, doc. 1, pp. 
119–22; and also Gonzalo Martínez Díez, Los fueros de Castrogeriz (Burgos, 2010).  

36 ‘Et si homines de Castro matarent judeo, tantum pectent pro illo, quomodo pro christinao, et libores 
similiter hominem villarum.’ CFM, p. 58. 

37 León Tello, ‘Disposiciones sobre judíos’, p. 224; and Soifer-Irish, Jews and Christians in Medieval Castile, 
p. 6, fn. 24. 
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more under Urraca I; and is contained as part of a further renewal of the grant from 1234, 

as issued by Fernando III of Castile (r. 1217–1252). This means that while we know when 

the charter was issued, it is harder to assess when the edicts included in the charter were 

produced. 

Following the main legislative body of Castrojeriz, a series of unique colophons 

described the succession of political upheavals leading to several waves of ratifications of 

the fuero agreement. These colophons, mostly undated but precise in their description of 

events, reflect the intense process of negotiation taking place during the drafting of the 

fueros. The first colophon described events from the reign of Count García Fernández to 

the accession of Fernando I to the throne of León-Castile after the death of his father, 

Sancho III of Navarre (r. 1004–1035). At the death of Sancho III on 18 October 1035, the 

inhabitants of Castrojeriz rebelled against Fernando, who himself was up in arms vying for 

the throne of Vermudo III of León (r. 1028–1037). In the course of this uprising, four royal 

officials and sixty Jews were killed, after which the Jews of Castrojeriz had to relocate to 

the nearby town of Castrillo.38  

Castrojeriz’s original Jewish homicide regulations were subsequently reaffirmed after 

the new concession of these laws in 1035, as a way to maintain the peace between burghers 

and local Jews. Another franchise issued by Fernando I confirms that protection and 

jurisdiction over the fiscal dues from the Jews was a general concern in Burgos and its 

hinterland during the 1030s. Still in the process of cementing his authority as king of León-

Castile, on 17 February 1039 Fernando I reached an agreement with the inhabitants of 

Villafría, Orbanjea and San Martín, in the hinterland of Burgos, whereby the king accepted 

the demands of the local townsmen to be protected by the same wrongdoing protections 

and penalties as those enjoyed by the local Jews according to the fuero of Burgos.39 This 

                                                

38 ‘Migravit a seculo Sanctius rex, et surrexerunt homines de Castro et occiderunt IIII saiones [royal officials] 
in palacio de Rex in Mercatello et LX judeos; et illos alios prendamus totos et traximus illos de suas casas 
et de suas hereditates et fecerunt populare ad Castrello, regnante rex Ferrandus filius eius pro eo.’ CFM, 
p. 39–40. 

39 ‘...et vetuimus de eas Tiufadus, et Iudices, et Saiones nostros, sive et annuteba per suos iudicios [et calonias 
de iudeos] foro Burgense [aveant], ut sint ingenuas ab omni rem [et vos nostros domnos qui estis avitantes 
tam in diebus nostris quam illi qui fuerint post obitum nostrum in domum Sanctorum Apostolorum Petri 
et Pauli sid adfirmamus et vetuimus de ipsum cenobio iam supra nominatum omnes foros malos et albaras 
sive de salinas.’ This charter can be securely placed in the eleventh century, due to its preservation in the 
Becerro of San Pedro de Cardeña (one of the earliest Castilian cartularies, compiled c. 1084–1085). 
Manuscripts: [A] Monastery of San Pedro de Cardeña, Becerro, fol. 98, col. 3; [B] lost original manuscript 
charter. Editions: [A] Luciano Serrano (ed.), Becerro gótico de Cardeña (Valladolid, 1910), pp. 378–80; 
[B] CFM, pp. 187–8. Version [B] contains contains a different edition of the text found in the Becerro, 
which does not include the text included here between ampersands. 
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episode confirm the tensions between ruler and local burghers, as well as the need for 

protection due to the violence faced by the Jewish communities of northern Castile, and the 

importance of wrongdoing clauses in this process of political negotiation. 

Similar upheavals explain the final inclusion of Jews in the fuero legislation of this 

region issued in the later eleventh century. After the death of Sancho IV Garcés of Navarre 

(r. 1054–1076) in unclear circumstances, Fernando I of León-Castile’s son and successor, 

Alfonso VI, seized Nájera for himself, and reconfirmed Sancho III of Navarre’s original 

fuero.40 As in Castrojeriz, Nájera’s Jews were protected by the fuero; in this case, the 

calumnia penalties for the death of a petty noble (infanzon), a monk (scapulatus) and a Jew 

were equal and above that of local inhabitants and, surprisingly enough, unfree Muslims.41 

In equating the civic value of monks, infanzones and Jews above all other inhabitants, this 

clause suggests a hierarchy of power set by the king in a strategic town at a critical juncture. 

Such a clause possibly reflected the need by Alfonso VI to gain the favour of the elite 

groups of Nájera after the Leonese-Castilian takeover. After all, Nájera had been Sancho 

IV of Navarre’s permanent residence and, previous to the events of 1076, an important 

symbol of Pamplona’s authority. 

Wrongdoing clauses should not be taken as coercive statements; they were also 

profoundly rhetorical and symbolic. In vowing to protect the local peace, legislators were 

able to reinforce the legal fiction of royal authority in municipal life, while acknowledging 

the stratification of the constituent groups of a town, and their respective rights. Moreover, 

these statements shielded a significant source of judicial revenue over which monarchs 

claimed exclusive ownership. The questions that emerge are whether applying these clauses 

was possible and if so what was their effect on local society. Some evidence indicates that 

the financial consequences of wrongdoing penalties could be notably burdensome. In one 

case, the abbot of the monastery of San Miguel de Pedroso, at the boundary between Burgos 

and Nájera near the town of Belorado, had to redeem his possessions in Rehoyo, Sagrero, 

                                                

40 The earliest manuscript can be found in AHN, Sección Nobleza (Toledo), Archivo del Duque Nájera, 
confirmation charter of Fernando IV on 14 May 1304. There are also numerous later confirmations. Edited 
in CFM, pp. 287–98; and Ildefonso Rodríguez de Lama, Colección Diplomática Medieval de La Rioja 
(923–1225). Tomo II. Documentos (923–1168) (Logroño, 1976), pp. 79–85. 

41 ‘Isti sunt fueros quod habuerunt in Nagaram in diebus Sancii Regis et Garciani Regis, quia non debent: 
Per homicidium de inffancione, vel de scapulato, aut de iudeo, non debent aliud dare plebs de Naiera, nisi 
CCL. solidos sine saionia. Per homicidium de homine villano non debent dare nisi C. solidos sine saionia.’ 
Rodríguez, Diplomática de la Rioja, Vol. II, p. 79. For the case of the Muslims: ‘Qui bobem occiderit 
pectet XXV. solidos; qui asinum XII. solidos et medium. Qui maurum occiderit XII. solidos et medium, 
nisi pro eo qui factum habuerit pactum pro sua redemptione.’ Ibid, p. 81. 
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Terrazas and Redecilla, in order to pay 200 solidi for the murder of a local Jew, killed in 

earlier times by the settlers of the village of Sagrero.42  

Given the severity of such penalties, it is no surprise that the inhabitants of Albelda de 

Iregua, on the road between Nájera and Logroño, would fight back against such an 

imposition when the king’s administrators demanded payment. In 1047, while the kingdom 

of Nájera (modern-day La Rioja) was still under Navarrese control, an infanzón killed two 

Jews near the town, and refused to pay the resultant calumnia; by 1082, the case was still 

unsettled. It was then that the residents of Albelda, now part of Castilian Nájera, came forth 

and demanded to their new king, Alfonso VI, that they should not have to pay any sum for 

homicides against Jews, because the ruler had not yet issued a calumnia prescription in the 

locality.43 The severe consequences of these calumnia penalties of these two case studies 

is most likely symptomatic of the general protection enjoyed by Jewish settlers in Burgos 

and La Rioja in the second half of the eleventh century.  

At the same time, the inclusion of these wrongdoing clauses could be interpreted as 

proof of the violence faced by Jews in Castile or Nájera. A unique letter found in the 

collections of the Cairo Genizah confirmed not only that Jews had to cope with potential 

physical assaults by their Christian neighbours, but also that the resultant judicial process 

did not actively protect local Jews, as Nájera’s fuero affirmed. This missive, dated to 1067, 

was sent on behalf of a Jewish widow from Nájera to Andalusī relatives, after her husband 

was murdered and their possessions robbed by a local mob. The locals had attempted to 

burn the widow and eventually imprisoned her. The widow needed money to rescue her 

and her daughters from their imprisonment in Nájera, as she could not face the payment 

herself. In the unnamed widow’s account of events, Nájera’s Jewish neighbours had to ask 

for the widow’s release. They appealed to the ḥarṭūmīm (or ‘chiefs’) of Nájera, or in 

Eliyahu Ashtor’s translation, the local clergymen. There is no mention of the special 

                                                

42 ‘De villis redemptis a pr<i>ore Sancti Michaelis. Sub Christi nomine redemptoris nostri. Ego igitur abbas 
Sancti Emiliani Garsias, una cum consensu tocius conventus Sancti Emiliani, concedimus atque 
roboramus tibi dompno Gomessano, priori Sancti Michaelis de Petroso, illas villas quas vocitant Refoio, 
Sagrero, Terrazas, Radizella, cum suis hereditatibus et cum omnibus illarum pertinentiis, eo quod tu 
redemisti eas pro ducen<tis> solidis pro homicidio cuiusdam iudei que suspenderant illi homines de 
Sagrero, ut habeas et possideas eas tu et successores tui in Sancto Michaele existentes per secula cuncta, 
amen. Regnante rege Aldefonso in Legione et in Castella et in tota Ispania. Era MCVX<a>.’ BG, fol. 92, 
p. 576. 

43 Antonio Ubieto Arteta, Cartulario de Albelda (Valencia, 1960), pp. 140–1. 
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protection of Jewish inhabitants by the king or his officials, or of any penalties faced by the 

perpetrators of the crimes.44  

Given the lack of royal (or royally-sanctioned) mediation in protecting the Jewish 

widow and her representatives, the Genizah letter problematises the perceived existence of 

a bilateral relationship between Jewry and king. Furthermore, the letter confirmed that if a 

calumnia was ever exacted, it was not a (civil) restitution to the injured party, but a penalty. 

In effect, the letter confirms the necessary interaction between Nájera’s Jews and other 

strata of local society for the purposes of dispute resolution, although admittedly in 

different conditions to those portrayed by the local fuero. At the same time, the Genizah 

letter suggests the existence of a communal safety-net available to members of the Jewish 

community. Not only did Nájera’s Jewry act on behalf of the widow in need, but they even 

involved the Rabbanite Jewry of Fusṭāṭ, emphasising that while these were localised 

societies, they were also part of long-distance, trans-regional networks.45 

Unfortunately, we cannot calculate the regularity of these disputes, or what motivated 

them. Most of the evidence presented here suggests local, sporadic events, determined by 

the logic of local contact and interaction, rather than ritualised or even ‘anti-Jewish’ 

violence.46 The only systematic description of such an event is found in the account, 

mentioned above, of the attack by the inhabitants of Castrojeriz against their Jewish 

neighbours in October 1035, resulting in the death of sixty Jews and their forced relocation 

to the nearby settlement of Castrillo. Still, this event took place in the midst of the volatile 

political situation following the emancipation of the county of Castile from Navarrese 

dominion, which subsequently became an independent territory under the leadership of 

count (and later king) Fernando I . The violence against the Jews of Castrojeriz stemmed, 

therefore, not simply from their faith but from their partisan allegiances. The assault was 

probably a consequence of Jewish support of the Castilian ruler amid a volatile political 

                                                

44 Cambridge University Library, Genizah, T-S 12.232. A faulty edition of the text is found in Eliyahu Ashtor, 
‘Documentos españoles de la Genizah’, Sefarad 24 (1964), pp. 44–7, doc. 1. 

45 Seemingly confirmed by the further preservation of another letter regarding a Jewish convert from Muño 
(in the environs of Burgos, and near Castrojeriz) in the same Genizah archive, written by a similar hand 
and same ‘Romance corruptions’, kept at Cambridge University Library, T-S 12.532. Edna Engel, ‘The 
Wandering of a Provencal Proselyte: A Puzzle of Three Genizah Fragments’, Sefunot 7 (1999), pp. 13–
30. Even if the Hebrew hand is distinctively Spanish, this could still refer to ‘Monieux’ rather than Muño. 
Norman Golb, ‘Monieux’, Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society 113 (1969), pp. 67–94.  

46 A lot work has been done on the apparent increase in violence against Jews around the time of the First 
Crusade and the pogrom of 1096, and its relation to the origins of anti-Judaism within Latin Christendom. 
For a comprehensive review of the scholarship, see Anna S. Abulafia (ed.), Religious Violence between 
Christians and Jews: Medieval Roots, Modern Perspectives (Basingstoke, 2002). 
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climate. What is beyond doubt is that the Jews of Burgos and the Camino were entangled 

in the region’s fluid regional and local politics since the early eleventh century, whether 

they liked it or not. 

1.2. The Usatges and eleventh-century Barcelona 

At the edge of the Frankish world, the counties emerging from the vestiges of the 

Carolingian Marca Hispanica that would comprise the so-called Catalunya Vella 

developed a distinctive legal and institutional culture in the course of the ninth and tenth 

centuries. As a result, legal conditions for the emerging clusters of Jewish and Muslim 

settlement in Catalonia took on a seemingly different format to their appearance in the 

Leonese and Castilian fueros. The differences between Catalan institutions and 

northwestern Iberia before the union with Aragon have too often impeded comparative 

analysis, when in fact there are interesting parallels. Most striking of all, the status of non-

Christians was similarly mediated through the theme of wrongdoing. Jews were framed as 

subjects to Christian authority, while Muslims appear stripped of any legal agency, as 

captives and serfs. Such deliberations set the ground for the incorporation of sizeable and 

influential non-Christian collectives during the twelfth-century expansion over the Ebro 

River basin. 

As in the rest of the Frankish world, comital privileges and franchises, including cartas 

de población and private settlement contracts, were not an unknown legal and institutional 

tool in tenth- and eleventh-century Catalonia.47 The counts of Barcelona and Urgell issued 

a number of these cartas, increasingly so during Borrell II’s time as count of Barcelona and 

his emancipation from Frankish overlordship. In frontier towns like Cardona, longer 

municipal franchises were drafted closely resembling the municipal fueros of Castrojeriz 

or Nájera.48 However, such documents did not attain the same legal relevance as in other 

Iberian regions, partly due to the numerous political crises that ravished Old Catalonia 

during the mid-eleventh century.49 

                                                

47 José María Font Rius, Orígenes del régimen municipal de Cataluña (Madrid, 1940) [repr. in Estudis sobre 
els drets i institucions locals en la Catalunya medieval (Barcelona, 1985), pp. 281–560]. 

48 The earliest franchises include the charter of Cardona by Borrell II issued in 986, as found in CAT, docs. 
1–10, pp. 1–21. 

49 Political crisis certainly hindered attempts by the counts of Barcelona to become the dominant authority 
in the region before the mid-twelfth century, at which point Catalan legal franchises similar to the Castilian 
or Aragonese fueros and cartas de población started to proliferate with more regularity. The seminal study 
of the social, economic and political transformation of Catalonia at the turn of the year 1000 is still Pierre 
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Catalan institutional differences might have favoured other legal mechanisms; 

however, the lack of preserved cartas de población did not mean that written legal 

instruments were less valued in promoting comital authority.50 In fact, attempts by the 

counts of Barcelona to consolidate and extend their reach in the region led to the ratification 

and eventual compilation of the ‘consuetudines’, ‘usatici’ or Usatges of Barcelona in the 

comital territories, challenging the ‘malos usos’ exercised by petty lords in their domains.51 

This was a collection of comital judicial decisions effected at different stages of the 

eleventh and twelfth centuries, although its extant compilations are marred by controversies 

regarding its provenance, dating and impact.52  

Scholars have long debated the early influence of the Usatges in the Barcelonese 

territory, particularly whether their appearance stemmed from a comital reaction to 

‘private’ attacks against administrative and judicial practices after the 1040s, or as 

confirmation of the growing influence of the counts of Barcelona in the wider region in the 

twelfth century.53 Most likely, the Usatges were possibly compiled in their primordial form 

at the Barcelonese court of Ramón Berenguer IV (r. 1131–1162), as part of the count’s 

                                                

Bonnassie, La Catalogne du milieu du Xe pa la fin du Xie siècle: Croissance et mutations d’une société 
(2 vols., Toulouse, 1974–75). See also idem, ‘From the Rhône to Galicia: origins and modalities of the 
feudal order’, in From Slavery to Feudalism in South-Western Europe (Cambridge, 1991), pp. 104–31; 
and also Thomas Bisson, The Crisis of the Twelfth Century: Power, Lordship, and the Origins of European 
Government (Princeton, NJ, 2008), pp. 104–11. Similarly, the lack of references to free local communities 
in the few franchises issued in the tenth and eleventh centuries, suggests a general absence of ‘municipal 
autonomy’ of the kind observed in contemporary Lombardy (and even in Jaca, León or Burgos). These 
only appeared in the Catalunya Vella in the mid-twelfth century. Stephen P. Bensch, Barcelona and its 
rulers, 1096–1291 (Cambridge, 1995), pp. 45–48. 

50 The counts of Barcelona certainly exploited administrative and written culture as a means of self-
promotion, advancing their claims to overarching authority in the region. This process was 
comprehensively studied by Adam Kosto, Making Agreements in Medieval Catalonia: Power, Order, and 
the Written Word, 1000–1200 (Cambridge, 2001). 

51 A variety of sources confirmed the use of ‘usatici’ and ‘lege usuaria’ in a variety of Catalan settlements. 
For instance, the Usatges appear described as ‘sicut in lege usuaria continetur’ and ‘secundum legem 
usuariam’, in a trial between count Ramón Berenguer IV and Galceran de Sales. ACA, Pergaminos Reales, 
Ramón Berenguer IV, perg. 12. Published in Francisco Miquel Rossell, Liber Feudorum Maior 
(Barcelona, 1945–7), Vol. II, doc. 511, p. 24. Towards the end of the twelfth century, the Usatges began 
to be referred as ‘forum Barchinone’. One of Pedro I’s charters Pedro granted a castle ‘ad forum et 
consuetudinem Catalonie’, as found in AHN, Clero, Tarragona-Poblet, Car. 2087, perg. 3. However, few 
Catalan charters spell out the exact details of these laws before the beginning of the thirteenth century. 

52 The earliest version of the laws is held in a Latin codex around 1200, created during the professionalisation 
of legal practice and the influence of the re-discovery of Roman law. Bibliothèque nationale de France, 
Paris, MS Lat. 4792. This is the oldest manuscript and the basis of most of the modern editions. A full 
outline of the manuscript tradition can be found in UB, pp. 16–17. For an account in English of the 
complexities of the manuscripts and modern editions, see Donald J. Kagay, The Usatges of Barcelona: 
The Fundamental Law of Catalonia (Philadelphia, PA, 1994), especially pp. 51–9. 

53 Pierre Bonnassie, La Catalogne du milieu du Xe à la fin du XIe siècle: Croissance et mutations d’une 
société (2 vols., Toulouse, 1975–76), Vol. II, pp. 711–32. 
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pursuit of political hegemony in Catalonia.54 It is evident that the individual judicial 

decisions, or usatges, had different responses at different times at a local level; moreover, 

many of these edicts would have been added later than its supposed original Barcelonese 

compilers in the eleventh century. Nonetheless, it is likely that some of the edicts appearing 

in the compilations were issued as far back as the reign of Ramón Berenguer I and his wife 

Almodis during their joint rule (1052–71).55  

The significance of such a complicated manuscript tradition does not mean that we 

should abandon all readings of the Usatges before the were codified in the second half of 

the twelfth century. Even when keeping a cautionary distance towards this body of 

legislation, some of the laws included in the Usatges help to contextualise the institutional 

interactions between the counts and Jews and Muslims in Barcelona in the late eleventh 

and early twelfth centuries. 

Jews and Muslims in the Usatges 

The counts of Barcelona framed Jewish civic status much like eleventh-century Castilian-

Leonese fueros, using the monopolisation of violence against Jewish subjects to negotiate 

broader questions about power brokerage and the control of institutions. This is particularly 

noticeable in Usatge §11, stipulating that ‘Jews who fell [into the hands of someone] or 

were harmed, captured or injured or even killed, should be compensated by the voluntas 

potestatis.’56 As the fuero of Castrojeriz or Nájera, such a clause raised two interrelated 

issues: first, the effectiveness of comital protection of Jews from violence; and second, the 

ability to compensate the injured parties accordingly.  

The choice of the term ‘potestas’ in this clause is as interesting as it is problematic. A 

traditional reading of Usatge §11 advocated the confirmation of the count of Barcelona’s 

authority over his Jewish subjects, meaning that the ‘voluntas potestatis’ should be 

understood as ‘potestas comitalis’. This reading implied that the count had full authority 

                                                

54 Adam J. Kosto, ‘The Limited Impact of the Usatges de Barcelona in Twelfth-Century Catalonia’, Traditio 
56 (2001), p. 63. The laws of Barcelona were only ‘officially’ enforced during the reign of Jaime I (r. 
1213–1276), according to Font Rius. Even then, the evidence for their implementation is contradictory. 
José María Font Rius, Apuntes de historia del derecho español (Barcelona, 1969), pp. 225–6. 

55 Gener Gonzalvo i Bou, ‘Els jueus i els Usatges de Barcelona’, Barcelona quaderns d'història 2–3 (1996), 
p. 118. 

56 ‘Judei cessi vel vulnerati, capti aut debilitati, sive eciam interfecti, ad voluntatem potestatis sint emendati.’ 
UB, §11, pp. 58–9. The Catalan version: ‘[J]ueus t(r)enquats ho nafrats, preses e debilitats, a la volentat 
de la postat sien emenats.’ Ramón d’Abadal i de Vinyals and Ferran Valls i Taberner, Els Usatges de 
Barcelona (Barcelona, 1914, repr. in 1974), p. 76. 
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over the sentencing and setting of penalties for the injuries and homicides against Jews.57 

It is likely that the potestas, as used in Usatge §11 in relation to Jewish wrongdoing took 

the same meaning as other Iberian legislation of the eleventh century (in particular the 

fueros of Alfonso VI studied in Chapter 2), referring to the jurisdictional, fiscal power of 

the counts. However, the ambiguous, if not contradictory nature of the concept of potestas 

within the Usatges allows for alternative readings of this clause. In particular, the vagueness 

of the phrasing ‘voluntas potestatis’, lacking an explicit allusion to the count of Barcelona, 

could have been adapted and repurposed by petty lords to their own seigneurial needs.58 As 

a result, a Jew would be subject to compensation and retribution at the ‘will of the overlord.’ 

The existence of multiple sources of political authority possibly motivated the legal 

gesticulations from the comital court in Barcelona. 

The contradictions regarding the exact policy by the counts vis-à-vis their Jewish 

subjects is underlined by a comparison with Usatge §51, which denied Jewish accusers the 

possibility of swearing oaths and testimonies (jurare) against Christians at a court.59 Usatge 

§51 has tended to be studied in isolation, when it should be understood within the context 

of Catalan judicial practices. In this sense, comparing Usatges §50 and §51 is indicative of 

the ambiguous relationship between Jews and Christians in judicial affairs. Usatge §50 

confirmed the power imbalance between those swearing oaths and giving testimonies at 

court, against the agency-less litigants. Lords could swear oaths with regard to their vassals, 

but these could not be reciprocated.60 In the same way, Usatge §51 stipulated that Jews 

could swear oaths on behalf of Christians, but these could not be reciprocated. Like lords 

to their vassals, Christians were forbidden from returning the oath. This suggests that 

Jewish-Christian judicial relations were fundamentally one of dependence and 

interdependence. 

                                                

57 ‘L'usatge 11, Iudei cessi, confereix a la potestas comtal l'atribució absoluta d'establir la multa per agressió, 
presa en sentit ampli, a un jueu.’ Gonzalvo i Bou, ‘Els jueus i els Usatges de Barcelona’, p. 118. 

58 The term ‘potestas’ takes on a variety of meanings even within the Usatges. In Usatges §23, §29–30 and 
§42 (all likely eleventh-century edicts), it is used in the context of the relations between magnates and 
their vassals, with reference to the private control of castles and fiefdoms. 

59 ‘Iudei iurent christianis; christiani uero illis nunquam.’ UB, p. 86. Usatge §51 is problematic, as it did not 
appear in the Paris manuscript (Usatge §52 does appear in all copies). It appears, however, in the H, N 
and P Latin manuscripts (following Bastardas’ nomenclature) of the text and was therefore included by 
Charles Giraud in his edition of the Usatges. It also appears in the Catalan versions. Later editors of the 
code simply copied Giraud’s formulation. For instance, d’Abadal and Valls, Els Usatges, p. 85.  

60 ‘Omnes homines, tam milites quam rustici, iurent senioribus suis, sicut ipsi eis iudicare fecerint iuste in 
placitis; seniores uero hominibus suis nequaquam.’ UB, §50, p. 86. 
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The terminology found in this edict is similar to that of contemporary Leonese-

Castilian texts. One such text, which will be studied in Chapter 2, is the prescription in the 

fuero of the Jews of León banning Jewish oaths (firmare) in Christian trials unless in 

processes overseen directly by the royal administration.61 This not only suggests the 

plausible eleventh-century dating, but also a parallel understanding of the potential tensions 

that could arise from interreligious judicial interactions. Nonetheless, while most other 

fueros in fact accepted Jewish testimony in trials, Barcelona’s Usatges were closer to 

twelfth-century fueros issued to towns or regions where the Visigothic Laws seem to have 

had an impact on the drafting of the laws, mainly the city of Toledo (also described in 

Chapter 2). The insistence on legitimate witnesses, evidence and oath-taking featured 

prominently in the Visigothic Laws, although with the noticeable absence of any references 

to Jews in them.62 Carolingian influence in such regulation should also not be dismissed.63 

The influence of early medieval legal traditions, and the weight of the Visigothic legislation 

in them, might explain the mirroring between east and west of Iberia, particularly given 

Catalonia’s role in preserving Visigothic legal traditions in the tenth and eleventh 

centuries.64 The Jews of Barcelona, as depicted in Usatges §11 and §51, were constrained 

both by predominant legal traditions and the ties of vassalage and dependence prevalent in 

eleventh-century Catalonia. 

The legal status of Muslims in the Usatges – or rather, the legal category 

saracenus/maurus – had an even more ambiguous position in the Usatges, as seen in edict 

§18. This law stipulated that 

Wrongdoings (malefacta) against Saracen captives (saracenus captivus) shall be offset just as 
in the case of serfs and their masters. Hence, their deaths shall be compensated according to 
their value (valorem). Thus, all of this is proclaimed because some of them [the unfree Muslims] 
have great ransom prices (redemptio), while others truly are experts in a range of skills among 
a diverse variety of crafts (experti ex diverso genere magistrorum).65 

                                                

61 Similar to the fuero of the Jews of León (c. 1090–1091) discussed in Chapter 2. 
62 In LV II-4-iv, slaves were not allowed to swear oaths unless they were royal slaves (servi nostris). Jews, 

however, are not referred to in this section. LV, p. 97. 
63 A Carolingian capitulum from the reign of Louis II in 850 included a similar and generic worry about Jews 

judging over Christians in criminal and civil cases. Georg Heinrich Pertz (ed.), Monumenta Germaniae 
Historica. Legum Sectio II. Capitularia regum Francorum, Tomus I (Hannover, 1883), p. 400. 

64 Walter Kienast, ‘La pervivencia del derecho godo en el sur de Francia y Catalunya’, Boletı́n de la Real 
Academia de Buenas Letras de Barcelona 35 (1974), pp. 265–95. 

65 ‘Malefacta in saracenis captiuis emendentur ut seruorum dominis suis; eorum uero mors secundum illorum 
valorem. < Ideo dixit quia sunt multi qui sunt ex magna redemptione, quidam uero artificiosi et diuerso 
genere magistrorum periti. >’ UB, pp. 64–6. 
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Constituting the sole edict in the whole compilation that discussed the status of Muslim 

serfs, Usatge §18 granted these saraceni captivi little individual agency or legal protection. 

This edict placed Muslims – or at least unfree Muslim captives – in a position of legal 

uncertainty, somewhere between serfdom and plain slavery, in so far as they were entitled 

to an inferior set of rights to those held by urban dwellers or free peasants. Similar to the 

Muslim servi of the laws of León, these captivi were legally bound to their masters, and 

owners were liable for the actions of these unfree men, just as in the case of women, minors 

or cattle. In effect, the injuring or killing of unfree Muslims was legally-relevant in so far 

as it deprived the owner of the full enjoyment of an acquired good. Wrongdoing was 

therfore framed within property law, in terms of the liability of owners over their movable 

goods and the economic impact on the illegitimate alienation of such goods. At the same 

time, these non-Christians were once more protected through the framework of 

wrongdoing, even if the focus was not as much on regulating violence as it was on the 

consequences – mainly, on establishing compensation mechanisms. In its parallels with the 

contemporary laws of León, Nájera or Jaca, Usatge §18 foreshadows discussions 

concerning the status of unfree Muslims in twelfth-century legislation discussed in later 

chapters. 

At the same time, some nuances can be observed in Usatge §18. First of all, Muslim 

dependants were not simply unfree, but ‘captivi’. In a sense, they were in a temporary state 

of unfreedom linked to the capturing of slaves during military confrontation with Islamic 

contingents. Such activity would have increased towards the end of the eleventh century, 

even if, as Stephen Bensch argues, owning one of these captivi was more a question of 

status than of monetary gain before the 1200s.66 Furthermore, the stress placed on the 

concept of value (valorem) in the final phrase of the edict, added at a later stage as a gloss 

to the main text, is revealing.67 This useful qualification acknowledes that value varied 

among unfree Muslims depending on the captive’s skills (experti ex diverso genere 

magistrorum); assessing the value of their labour – like in the case of Leonese dependants 

– was critical towards establishing a wrongdoing compensation. These nuances remind us 

that even captivi had some agency, and that unfree status was scaled rather than binary. 

                                                

66 Stephen Bensch, ‘From Prizes of War to Domestic Merchandise: The Changing Face of Slavery in 
Catalonia and Aragon, 1000–1300’, Viator 25 (1994), pp. 63–93. 

67 As highlighted by Bastardas, UB, p. 67, fn. 21. 
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External evidence of non-Christians in eleventh-century Barcelona 

In the absence of much-needed context, it is difficult to understand why legislators in 

Barcelona grappled with the nuances of non-Christian legal status. Even if the 

aforementioned Usatges echo some of the burning issues for legislators at the turn of the 

twelfth century, the ambiguous statements tell us more about Catalan politics than they do 

about Jews or Muslims. In the case of the Jews of Barcelona, the Usatges do not accurately 

reflect the full extent of the local community, and the high socio-economic status achieved 

by some of Barcelona’s most prominent Jewish magnates. At the same time, the Usatges 

serve as a reminder that Muslim captivi – otherwise invisible and marginalised – were part 

of eleventh- and twelfth-century Catalan society.  

Even if the existence of ‘communities’ should not be presupposed when reading legal 

and other official normative documents, Jewish communal structures and internal 

hierarchies in the Ciutat Comtal were well-established by the turn of the twelfth century. 

As Elka Klein suggested in her study of local Jewish structures in Barcelona, Judah ben 

Barzillay ha-Bartzeloni’s treatise, the Sefer ha-Sheṭarot, written sometime before Judah’s 

death before 1136, to confirm the independence of Barcelona’s Jews from the Counts of 

Barcelona.68 Although formulaic, this ‘code of best practices’ confirmed the role of the 

community (qahal), along with the yeshiva, in appointing their own leader.69 This leader 

held a wide range of administrative, legislative and executive roles within Barcelona’s 

Jewry, and derived his authority from it. Likewise, the qahal had the ability to legislate and 

issue community-binding decrees, in conjunction with the congregation (edah), yeshiva, or 

members of the local academy or synagogue. In addition, local Jewish authorities also had 

extensive coercive powers and exclusive jurisdiction over Jewish internal disputes. These 

procedures constituted a departure from common practices during the Gaonic period, 

period confirming that the Jews of Barcelona were self-regulating on intra-community 

issues, pursuing their own jurisprudential traditions and internal politics.70 

                                                

68 Described by Elka Klein as ‘a legal essay, on the sorts of documents that might serve public needs. Unlike 
private documents, in which deviations from a set form might invalidate a document, the texts of these 
public documents were entirely discretionary.’ However, Judah’s ‘explanations are more original, and 
may be taken to reflect his general concerns and perceptions, if not the details, of the life of his 
community.’ Klein, Jews, Christian Society, and Royal Power, p. 29. 

69 The yeshiva was a local centre of talmudic study. These ‘academies’ proliferated throughout the Jewish 
world in the post-Gaonic period. Some accounts describe the existence of yeshivot in al-Andalus as early 
as the eighth century. EJ2, Vol. 21, p. 315. 

70 Klein, Jews, Christian Society and Royal Power, pp. 52–3. 
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The preservation of substantial documentation relating to Barcelona’s Jewish 

community confirmed the dynamics Jewish autonomy reflected in the Sefer ha-Sheṭarot.71 

However, although the structure and culture of Barcelona’s Jewry was distinctive, the so-

called ‘nasi’im’ families were prominent not only through their education or standing 

within the community but through their landowning power. In particular, a famous charter 

of 1079, issued in the midst of the fratricidal tensions between Ramón Berenguer II and his 

brother Berenguer Ramón II, confirms the interaction of the Jews of Barcelona with 

Christian Catalan power and societal structures hinted at in Usatge §11. Three years before 

Berenguer killed Ramón, the brothers had agreed to split the comital assets in Barcelona, 

including several castles and lands corresponding to the comital retinue.72 In addition, two 

lists were attached with the names of prominent Catalan Jewish families. The cited Jewish 

individuals, included royal ‘vassals’ but also important magnates appearing in 

contemporary land contracts, with no sign of comital meddling or intervention to be noted. 

The 1079 charter therefore appears to have been a tax collection list.73 This list evidenced 

the interest by the counts in staking out a claim over resources rather than necessarily 

mobilising and collecting them. Such list, in combination with the evidence of the Usatges, 

suggests that the relationship between Barcelonese count and local Jewry was comparable 

to that of León or Nájera.  

A final comital charter confirmed the differences amongst non-Christians and the 

aforementioned patronage dynamics. In 1104, a newly established count Ramón Berenguer 

III granted exclusive rights over the transport of Muslim captives to al-Andalus to four 

                                                

71 The conserved texts include sales in Latin, but also bilingual Hebrew-Latin documents, as well as a 
substantial number of Hebrew legal contracts (sheṭarot, sing. sheṭar) dating back to the 1060s, and which 
follow conventional notarial rules and language found in contemporary Jewish documentation. Richard 
Gottheil, ‘Some Spanish Documents’, The Jewish Quarterly Review 16 (1904), pp. 702–14; Joaquim 
Miret i Sans, and Moise Schwab, ‘Documents sur les juifs Catalans au XIe, XIIe et XIIIe siècles’, Révue 
des Études Juives 68 (1914–16), pp. 49–83, and pp. 174–97; Josep Maria Millàs i Vallicrosa, Documents 
hebraics de jueus catalans (Barcelona, 1927); and most recently, Elka Klein, Hebrew Deeds of Catalan 
Jews (1117–1316) (Barcelona, 2004). Some evidence from Girona suggests that the situation in Barcelona 
was not necessarily exceptional within Catalonia, but rather constituted a particularly well-documented 
example. Gemma Escribà i Bonastre and María Pilar Frago i Pérez (eds.), Documents dels jueus de 
Girona, 1124–1595 (Girona, 1992). See also David Romano, Per a una història de la Girona jueva (2 
vols., Girona, 1988). Some other documents can be found in Fritz (Yitzhak) Baer, Die Juden im 
christlichen Spanien. Urkunden und Regesten. Vol. I. Aragonien und Navarra (Berlin, 1929), in particular 
doc. 3, p. 2, and doc. 8, p. 5. 

72 ‘Et dederunt ad Castrum Novum Barchinone et ad divisiones superius comprehensas... cum potestate et 
statica et franchitiis et Servitium et dominicaturas quas habent in prescripto termino...’ Baer, Die Juden, 
Vol. I, doc. 9, pp. 5–6. 

73 For the full outline of the names, see Ibid, p. 6. It is possible that the men cited in this document in many 
cases stood as representatives for other members of the community, rather than simply as family members. 
Klein, Jews, Christian Society and Royal Power, p. 39. 
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Jewish traders, called Mosse, Jafia, Honen and Abotaib – clearly from a different 

(Arabised) background to the Jews in the 1079 grant. All other men were forbidden from 

seizing Saracen men or women to exchange them for prisoners in al-Andalus (non ducat 

sarracenorum neque sarracenam ad Yspaniam per redemptionem). Moreover, no man, 

whether Christian or Jewish, could navigate by sea to prisoner markets, except under the 

command of one of the merchants mentioned in this contract. This grant confirmed the 

existence of captive markets and mechanisms of commercial profit at the end of the 

eleventh century.74  

The aforementioned two examples provide with the key context in which the otherwise 

incongruently brief statements in the Usatges fit. The edicts confirmed that the relation 

between the authorities in Barcelona and Jews pivoted around the management of 

resources, in this case through the patronage of wealthy landowning and merchant Jewish 

families of the city. The Jews of Barcelona were not legally bound to the count, but the 

economic activities of the local community certainly intersected with comital interests. 

Meanwhile, Muslims were treated as passive legal agents, to be led (note the use of the 

verb ducere) or sold for the redemption of Christian captives. Both in the series of presented 

charters and in the Usatges, the difference in legal status between Jews and Muslims in 

eleventh- and early twelfth-century Barcelona could not be clearer. 

1.3. Religious minorities in the incipient Aragonese realm, 1077–1104 

The third and final case study under consideration in this chapter focuses on the very first 

fueros drafted in Aragon in the second half of the eleventh century. With an obscure history 

during the ninth and tenth centuries, Aragon’s sudden transformation from a peripherical 

Pyrenaic county on the banks of the River Aragon into a major player in trans-Iberian 

politics by the early twelth century has garnered less attention than its later history. In the 

                                                

74 ‘Hec est donatio, quam facit comes Remundus istis IIII iudeis, id sunt Mosse et Jafia, Honen et Abotaib. 
Donat namque eis, ut nullus homo in omnem suam terram non ducat sarracenorum neque sarracenam ad 
Yspaniam per redemtionem nisi isti soli iudei, et nullus homo iudeus neque christianus non vadat in 
illorum navem per mercatum, si non fuerit voluntas eorum aut per illorum manum, et qui hoc eis fregerit, 
det comiti libram I auri, et postea hec datio stabilis permaneat, et hoc teneant tantum, quousque recuperent 
inde XII libras plate. Signum Raimundi comes. Signum Remundi Ermengod. Signum Remundi Guillelmi. 
Signum Guillelmi Remundi. Signum Bernardi Ollegarii, qui hoc scripsit anno XLV Philipi mediante mesis 
aprilis.’ Original in ACA, Pergaminos Reales, Ramón Berenguer III, perg. 91. Edited in Baer, Die Juden, 
Vol. I, doc. 13, pp. 7–8. 
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course of the tenth and eleventh centuries, Aragon developed in parallel to the Catalan 

counties, with similar responses to analogous regional problems.75  

The ‘birth’ of Aragon as ‘an independent kingdom’ came after the death of Sancho III 

and the inheritance of Aragon by his illegitimate son Ramiro I (r. 1035–1063).76 Aragon’s 

upward trajectory in the eleventh century is often explained simply as a preface to the 

conquests of the Ebro valley and the eventual union with the house of Barcelona in the next 

hundred years. However, the second half of the eleventh century was critical for Aragon’s 

development, shaped by intimate relations with its Islamic neighbours of the Upper March 

(al-Thaghr al-Aʿlā) of al-Andalus, controlled by the Banū Hūd of Zaragoza. In this dual 

context of royal and institutional consolidation and military expansion and frontier 

settlement, we find some early references to non-Christians in Aragonese franchises in the 

second half of the eleventh century.  

While scarce, the evidence suggests some parallel responses to the legal treatment of 

Jews and Muslims in contemporary León or Catalonia. While the theme of wrongdoing and 

its penalties is once more invoked in dealing with Muslim serfs, Jews again appear in the 

context of the land economy. Nonetheless, there are also some noticeable differences with 

other Iberian regions. Firstly, Jewish settlers are relatively absent from the legal record. In 

contrast with León and Barcelona, the Jewish presence is restricted to the local economy 

and the crown’s fiscal prerogatives. Secondly, the development of Aragonese legislation in 

the final years of the eleventh century took place in parallel to the military campaigns 

against the ṭāʾifa of Zaragoza. The legal franchises produced as confrontation with the 

rulers of Huesca and Barbastro intensified allow us to understand the incipient dynamics 

of conquest and the management of Muslim populations. The resulting paradox was that in 

the region labelled by some as a stage in the very first ‘proto-crusades’, we also find the 

first concessions to Muslims as free inhabitants, in exchange for accepting vassalage and 

the payment of tribute to the Aragonese monarch.  

                                                

75 Adam Kosto, ‘Aragon and the Catalan Counties Before the Union’, in Flocel Sabaté (ed.), The Crown of 
Aragon. A Singular Mediterranean Empire (Leiden, 2017), pp. 70–92. 

76 ‘La naissance d’un royaume indépendant.’ Philippe Sénac and Carlos Laliena Corbera, Musulmans et 
chrêtiens dans le Haut Moyen Âge. Aux origines de la reconquête aragonaise (Paris, 1991), p. 120. 
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The fuero of Jaca and the consolidation of Aragon as an independent kingdom  

Around the year 1077 or shortly after, Ramiro I’s son Sancho Ramírez (r. 1063–1094) 

issued one of the earliest municipal fueros in Iberia to the free dwellers of his capital of 

Jaca.77 This fuero, confirming the authority of Sancho over the local inhabitants, is taken as 

a key point of reference by historians when judging Aragon’s transformation from a 

demesne to a ‘state’.78 In fact, Jaca’s fuero municipal was issued in the decade between 

1077 and 1087, during the decade in which Sancho Ramírez consolidated his authority as 

an independent ruler.79 Most significantly, the fuero affirmed the establishment of the city 

as capital and centre of power of the Aragonese realm, and linked this event to the granting 

of ‘liberties’ to the local burghers. In the opening lines of the fuero, Sancho abandoned his 

father’s title of comes, and prioritised his title as rex Aragonensis over suzerainty of 

Navarre.80 Sancho also banned the previous ‘bad fueros’ to which the locals had been 

subjected until that day.81 Likewise, local vicini could not sell their ‘honores’ to aristocratic 

or local ecclesiastical institutions.82 Inhabitants were placed under the king’s full 

jurisdiction, sidelining the local curia or any private magnates seeking to overthrow 

Sancho’s power. In a similar fashion to Alfonso V of León’s granting of the laws of León 

in 1017, Sancho Ramírez sought to place the king at the heart of the law and the Aragonese 

                                                

77 Manuscripts: [A] Archivo Municipal de Jaca, perg. P1-1/23. Found on 
http://dara.aragon.es/opac/app/item/amja?vm=nv&q=Libro+de+la+Cadena&p=0&ar=19&i=654547. 
(accessed on 13 September 2018); [B] Archivo Municipal de Jaca, Libro de la Cadena, fols. 1v–4r. 
Another twelfth century copy found in Archivo Municipal de Pamplona, perg. X15. Edited in A. Ubieto 
Arteta, Jaca: Documentos Municipales, doc. 8, pp. 49–51 (dated to 1076); and CFM, pp. 235–8 (dated to 
1064). More editions in TDLE, p. 266. 

78 Philippe Sénac, La frontière et les hommes, VIIIe–XIIe siècle: le peuplement musulman au nord de l'Ebre 
et les débuts de la reconquête aragonaise (Paris, 2000), p. 298. For an account of the fuero as sign of the 
‘foundation’ of Jaca, see Lynn H. Nelson ‘The Foundation of Jaca (1076): Urban Growth in Early 
Aragon’, Speculum 53 (1978), pp. 688–708. See also José Ángel Sesma Muñoz, ‘Aragón, los aragoneses 
y el Fuero de Jaca’, in El fuero de Jaca: estudios (Zaragoza, 2004), pp. 195–222. 

79 As proposed by Ubieto, Jaca: Documentos Municipales, pp. 20–2. Alternative dates proposed by 
nineteenth and early twentieth century scholars include: 1062 (proposed by Ramón de Huesca), 1063 (by 
Ramos Loscertales) 1064 (by Zurita), 1077 (by Sangorrín) and 1100 (by Del Arco). For all the different 
datings and bibliography, see TDLE, p. 266. 

80 ‘Hec est carta auctoritatis et confirmationis quam ego Santius, gratia Dei Aragonensium rex et 
Pampilonensium, facio vobis notum omnibus hominibus qui sunt usque in oriente et occidente et 
septemtrionem et meridiem, quod ego volo constituere civitatem in mea villa que dicitur Iacca.’ Ubieto, 
Jaca, p. 49. 

81 ‘In primis condono vobis omnes malos fueros quos abuistis usque in hunc diem quod ego constitui iaccam 
esse civitatem. Et ideo, quod ego volo quod sit bene populata, concedo et confirmo vobis et omnibus qui 
populaverint in Iacca mea civitate, totos illos bonos fueros quos michi demandastis ut mea civitas sit bene 
populata.’ Ibid. 

82 ‘Et non detis vestras honores nec vendatis ad ecclesiam neque ad infanzones.’ Ibid, p. 51. 
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realm. The clauses with regards to Jews and Muslims in this fuero must therefore be 

understood in relation to Sancho Ramírez’s framing of royal jurisdiction.  

Jaca’s laws, labelled as the first example of ‘medieval Pyrenean legislation’, would 

eventually be used as a template for an array of towns in the north of Iberia, irrespective of 

kingdom or ruler.83 This exceptional franchise probably developed as a result of the legal 

interaction between the French and Iberian trans-Pyrenaic regions. In fact, a carta de 

población reconfirming Jaca’s laws issued by Alfonso II of Aragon (r. 1162–96) in 1187 

asserted that learned men used to come to Jaca from Castile, Navarre and other lands to 

learn and study their ‘good customs and fueros’.84 In fact, Jaca’s laws might have been 

inspired by the customs of the burghers of Montpellier.85 Given the prominence of Jaca’s 

laws, the appearance of Jews and Muslims in two of its edicts is of great significance. 

Jews are briefly mentioned in the context of the urban freedoms and protections 

enjoyed by local vicini, as ensured by a long list of penalties for a variety of transgressions.86 

All trials resulting from such disputes had to be resolved within Jaca’s municipality.87 These 

measures applied to all vicini irrespective of their ethno-religious denomination, including 

the local Jews, who are mentioned in the ensuing clause regulating potential irregularities 

at the market. Accordingly, if anyone kept a false measurement or weight, the transgressor 

had to pay 60 solidi. In addition, any man could use the local mill whenever they wished 

to, ‘except for the Jews as well as for those who sell a lot of bread.’88 The phrase ‘et qui 

panem tantum vendiciones faciunt’ included at the end of this edict can be interpreted in 

two ways. First, it could be read as confirmation that Jews ‘and any others who sell as much 

bread [as the Jews]’ had limited use of the mill. That Jews and other equally productive 

                                                

83 As seen in José María Lacarra and Ángel J. Martín Duque, Fueros de Navarra I: Fueros derivados de 
Jaca. 2. Pamplona (Pamplona, 1975). 

84 FEst, p. 21. 
85 Reconfirmation of the laws of Jaca upon the proclamation of Ramiro II (r. 1134–1138) as king of Aragon 

in 1134. CFM, pp. 239–40. 
86 If a vicinus ‘raised a weapon’ against another local inhabitant, the perpetrator would be liable to a penalty 

of 1000 solidi. For other transgressions a variety of compensations to the offended party would be paid 
(50 solidi for a ‘homicide’, 25 solidi for injuries or pulling someone’s hair). ‘Et si aliquis ex vobis iratus 
contra vicinum suum armas traherit, lanza, spada, maza, vel cultrum, donet inde mille solidos, aut perdat 
pungnum. Et si unus occiderit ad alium pectet D. solidos. Et si unus ad allium cum pungno percuxerit, vel 
ad capillos aprenderit, pectet inde xxv solidos. Et si in terram jactet, pectet CCL solidos. Et si aliquis in 
domo vicini sui iratus intraverit, vel pignora inde traxerit pectet XXV solidos domino domus.’ Ibid, p. 50. 

87 ‘Et nulus ex omnibus hominibus de Jaca non vadat ad judicium in nullo loco, nisi tantum intus Jaccam.’ 
Ibid, p. 51. 

88 ‘Et si aliquis falsam mesuram vel pesum tenuerit pectet LX solidos. Et quod omnes homines vadat ad 
molendum in molendinis ubi voluerint, exceptis Judeis, et qui panem tantum vendiciones faciunt.’ In the 
version of the Libro de la Cadena, it says ‘exceptis judeis faciunt’ in a fourteenth-century hand. Ibid. 
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mill-goers had limited access to the mill would suggest that the free use of the facilities was 

permitted only for those inhabitants who did not produce above a certain threshold, in turn 

confirming Jewish involvement in Jaca’s economy. However, it is more likely that tantum 

acted in this phrase as an adverb, meaning that the restricted use of the milling facilities 

applied to the Jews, as well as those who sold bread for a living. The question is whether 

the edict excluded Jaca’s Jews from milling, or instead regulated their involvement in this 

activity.  

There is no reason why Jews would have been barred from milling, unless – perhaps – 

the intention was to exclude them from a lucrative urban utility.89 However, the exploitation 

of royal mills was one of the most common sources of income acquired by Jewish 

entrepreneurs in Barcelona and other areas of Iberia in the eleventh and twelfth centuries.90 

In the only other text from Sancho Ramírez’s collections of royal charters regulating 

Aragonese-Navarrese Jewish communities included the revenues derived from milling 

among the Jewish taxed goods under royal jurisdiction.91 The edict in the fuero of Jaca was 

possibly motivated by attempts to regulate the fiscalisation of Jewish economic activities 

rather than by a will to exclude them from milling. Jaca’s clause, although seemingly a 

restriction, might therefore be read as a recognition of Jewish involvement in an activity 

which, as external evidence shows, was a common aspect of Jewish economic activity in 

Christian Iberia. 

                                                

89 For the prominent role of milling in the economic development of Barcelona and its rulers, see Bensch, 
Barcelona and its rulers, pp. 29–31, p. 58, and p. 64; c.f. José Enrique Ruiz Domenec, ‘The Urban Origins 
of Barcelona: Agricultural Revolution or Commercial Development?’, Speculum 52 (1977), pp. 265–86. 

90 Klein, Jews, Christian Society and Royal Power, pp. 162–3. The sale of the same rights to Jews can also 
be found in twelfth-century Castile. Soifer-Irish, Jews and Christians in Medieval Castile, p. 61. By the 
thirteenth century milling was an elite activity, control over which cemented the establishment of a Jewish 
aristocratic class. Ray, The Sephardic Frontier, pp. 60–1. 

91 In a donation charter from 1093, Sancho Ramírez bestowed the annual tribute or parias paid by the Jews 
of Lizarra/Estella to the monastery of a newly-built military outpost of Montearagón, on a hilltop 
overlooking Huesca and its valley. The emoluments received by the Aragonese-Navarrese crown, referred 
to in the charter interchangeably as parias and decimas, were to be transferred to the monastery in its 
efforts against Islamic Huesca. This included all the profits yielded by the local Jews in their lands, 
vineyards, mills, and orchards. ‘Concedimus etiam decimas de terris, vineis, molendinis, ortis, quos 
habemus vel habebimus nos vel alii homines per nostrum donativum in castro, quod dicitur Stelle, et 
decimam parie, quam persolvunt iudei, qui sunt vel erunt in eodem castro... Decimas quoque damus 
terrarum et vinearum, et ortorum et molendinorum regalium infra terminos de Ligin et de Hurroz, et de 
Ahoiz, et de Artasso, et de Lumbier et de Zuazu et de Lizogne, et de Uart. Damus quoque decimam parie, 
quam persolvunt iudei habitantes in villa que dicitur Lizarrarella...’ AHN, Clero, Huesca-Montearagón, 
Car. 621, pergs. 6–8 (12th century copies) and pergs. 9–11 (thirteenth-century copies). Edited in Juan 
Carrasco, Fermín Miranda García and Eloísa Ramírez Vaquero (eds.), Navarra Judaica. 1. Los judíos del 
reino de Navarra. Documentos 1093–1333 (Pamplona, 1994), doc. 1, p. 25; and in Baer, Die Juden, Vol. 
I, doc. 568, pp. 919–20. 
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As in León, Nájera or Barcelona, the fuero of Jaca also confirmed the procedural 

mechanisms during disputes between neighbours, thereby stating the treatment of unfree 

Muslims. In the case of debts, arrested offenders were to be taken to the local prison located 

in the royal palace (in palacio meo), administered by a royal administrator (merinus) who 

had the help of a jailsman (carcerarius). Neighbours who were incarcerated were then 

entitled to a bread ration supplied by the guard.92 Emphasising the importance of the king 

in what appear to have been private disputes, the fuero envisaged a similar procedure in the 

case that a Saracen man or woman might be employed as a pledge during such disputes. 

Thus,  

if any man gave a Muslim man or woman as a pledge to one of his neighbours, place him in my 
palace, and the lord of the Saracen shall give him bread and water because he should not fast as 
if he were a beast.93 

This ordinance, the very last of the fuero, defies simple analysis. At first glance, this clause 

deals with the relatively common theme regarding the unfree status of Muslims and the 

question of their legal liability during disputes, evoking the Laws of León or Usatge §18. 

Like other examples from the eleventh century, this edict approached unfree Muslims as 

property rather than as legal subjects in their own right. These saraceni were under the full 

jurisdiction and authority of a private dominus, and therefore they could be exchanged or 

given over as a liability. Moreover, because these Muslims were owned, their possessors 

were liable for them – in this case, in charge of providing nourishment for these Muslims 

while they were kept in the royal prison. Nonetheless, while asserting the unfreedom of 

these saraceni, the phrase ‘non debet ieiunare sicuti bestia’ recognised their humanity, 

distinguishing them from cattle with the same legal status.  

Muslims are not referred to as captivi, but simply as sarracenus and sarracena. The 

lack of adjectival qualification is undoubtedly a consequence of the absence of the term 

captivus from the Aragonese charter production before the twelfth century.94 In this clause, 

the term saracenus/a signified both a form of legal status and a marker of faith. As captives, 

                                                

92 ‘Et si aliquis homo est captus pro avere, quod debeat ille qui voluerit capere illum hominem cum meo 
merino capiat et in palacio meo mittat et meus carcerarius servet eum, et tribus diebus transactis ille qui 
cepit eum det ei quotidie unam obulatam panis, et si noluerit facere, meus carcerarius ejiciat eum foris.’ 
Ubieto, Jaca, doc. 8, p. 51. 

93 ‘Si aliquis homo pignoraverit sarracenus vel sarracenam vicini sui mitat eum in palatio meo, et domnus 
sarraceni vel sarracene det ei panem et aquam quia est homo et non debet ieiunare sicuti bestia.’ Ibid. This 
clause has been edited and studied by Barbara Ruiz-Bejarano and Youna Masset, Notice n°252279, projet 
RELMIN, accessed on http://www.cn-telma.fr/relmin/extrait252279/ on 14 November 2018. 

94 Sénac and Laliena, Chrétiens et musulmans, p. 183. 
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their situation was reversible, and Christians appear to have endured a similar treatment on 

the other side of the frontier. Both of these aspects can be noted in a charter from the year 

1118 regarding a captive and his family who had been taken from Huesca after a raid by 

Auin Alfag – most probably, the Almoravid ruler of Zaragoza, Muḥammad b. al-Ḥajj, who 

had taken over from the Hūddids in 1112. Their sarraceni captors shackled them and put 

them in a prison (miserunt in carcerem et in cathenas), and they endured periods of hunger 

and many hardships (cruciauerunt nos fame et siti et multis penis).95 

 

 
Figure 13. The expansion of Aragon in the eleventh century. Taken from José María Monsalvo Antón, Atlas Histórico de la España 

Medieval (Madrid, 2010) 

                                                

95 ‘Pecatis enim meis exigentibus fui captiuatus in Aiera cum uxore mea et filio et filia quando uenit Auin 
Alfag in terra de Oscha in multitudine grandi, et leuauerunt nos sarraceni, et miserunt in carcerem et in 
cathenas, et cruciauerunt nos fame et siti et multis penis. Et post multas penas et multos labores, VIº anno 
post captiuitatem, Deo miserante et seniore Fortun Dat adiuuante, exiui ego de capcione, et senior Fortun 
Dat fuit fidiator de quingentis metkals de auro exerchin.’ José María Lacarra, Documentos para el estudio 
de la reconquista y repoblación del Valle del Ebro, (2 vols., Zaragoza, 1982–1985), Vol. I, doc. 53. pp. 
66–7. 
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García Sánchez III (1035-1054)
el de Ná jera había recibido en teoría
la mejor parte de la herencia del rey
de Pamplona, como correspondía al
primogénito legítimo que era. Que-
dó para él el reino patrimonial, que
consistía en la actual Navarra, pero
que nominalmente se llamaba reino
de Pamplona, junto con el reino de
Ná jera, que era también otra de las
piezas de la unidad política conside-
rada unitaria. Aunque es algo muy
debatido, se habla de doble capitali-
dad en ese período, con Pamplona y
Nájera. Además había sido favore-
cido en la herencia con las zonas cas-
tellanas de Castilla Vieja, Álava,
Montes de Oca y la Bureba, que su
hermano Fernando I de Castilla
aceptaba cederle en 1038. De modo

que la influencia del pamplonés lle-
gaba casi a las puertas de Burgos. Es
evidente que este reparto no satisfa-
cía a los castellanos y pronto este
desajuste se hizo notar.

Pero además García Sánchez logró
incorporar a su reino otras plazas,
como Calahorra, conquistada en
1045. A esas alturas García Sánchez
rivalizaba en poder con su hermano
Fernando I de Castilla. Este último,
sin embargo, combatió al navarro y
le venció en Atapuerca en 1054. Gar-
cía Sánchez III perdió allí la vida y
Castilla recuperó sus territorios per-
didos, quedando para Castilla desde
Trasmiera a la Bureba, así como Oca
y Álava. 

El siguiente rey pamplonés, San-
cho Garcés IV (1054-1076), el de
Peñalén, no logró dominar a una
aristocracia atrincherada en sus
tenencias, no pudo ampliar nada el
reino por el sur y no pudo contener
las ambiciones territoriales de los

castellanos. Desde 1067 hasta 1072,
en que murió Sancho II de Castilla,
este monarca se enfrentó al homóni-
mo rey pamplonés, bajo la atenta
mirada de otro tercer Sancho, el rey
de Aragón, que esperó beneficiar-
se de las tensiones entre castellanos
y pamploneses. El rey de Pamplona
rompió ciertos equilibrios tácitos al
arrebatar a Castilla las parias zara-
gozanas. También Sancho Ramírez
de Aragón vio peligrar los planes de
expansión por el Ebro de su reino,
que había iniciado en 1064. Fruto de
una compleja conspiración, no ya
de estos reyes, sino más bien de intri-
gas internas y familiares, Sancho IV
de Pamplona fue despeñado en Peña-
lén –en Funes– en 1076. El resulta-
do no pudo ser más nocivo para el
Reino de Pamplona: el reino fue
repartido entre Castilla y Aragón. La
dinastía pamplonesa reinante se
extinguió.
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The first conquests of the Thaghr al-Aʿlā. Barbastro, Huesca and Naval 

It is apparent from the fuero of Jaca that Aragonese politics, society and legislation were 

critically influenced by the intense interaction with the territories of the Thaghr al-Aʿlā in 

the second half of the eleventh century. The capture of Barbastro in 1064 initiated a period 

of intensive military activity under the incoming king Sancho Ramírez; followed by key 

military gains under Pedro I (r. 1094–1104) in conquering Huesca (1096) and Barbastro 

(1101). Aragonese military encroachment over the Upper March was accompanied by the 

issuing of several cartas de población. 

For Carlos Laliena and Philippe Sénac, the ‘proto-crusade’ of Barbastro in 1064 and 

the surrender of Huesca on 27 November 1096 caused paradigm-shifting disruptions in the 

region, transforming settlements ‘from madina to civitas’. These authors have extensively 

argued for the mass displacement of the autochthonous Andalusī inhabitants, as observed 

in the transfer of land from Muslim to Christian hands found in the preserved charters. In 

Huesca, studies have confirmed the exodus of at least some seventy Andalusī families – 

mostly local elites – in the years after the conquest.96 Many of these transactions included 

the transfer of jāmiʿa mosques and the changing use (or neglect) of the military castles or 

huṣūn (sing. hiṣn), two institutions traditionally regarded as the key symbolic epicentres of 

Andalusī communal life and politico-administrative management. Such changes seemingly 

transformed the conquered territories into ‘une mosaïque de seigneuries’.97 In this context, 

the few fueros and cartas de población granted during the early Aragonese encroachment 

of the frontier with the Upper March, stressed the theme of (re)population and demographic 

policies, ensuring that men moved to the newly-conquered settlements and fortresses. 

These texts, with barely any references to non-Christians, are used as further proof of the 

binary struggle between the Aragonese and the Hūddid ṭāʾifa. 

There are however some nuances to this picture. First, it is unlikely that the Muslim 

population wholy vacated the area, given the numerous references to Muslim inhabitants 

and Arabised Jews in Huesca and its vicinity in twelfth-century charters.98 Even if we accept 

                                                

96 Juan F. Utrilla Utrilla and Carlos Escó Sampériz, ‘La población mudéjar en la Hoya de Huesca (siglos XII 
y XIII)’, in Actas, III Simposio Internacional de Mudejarismo (Teruel, 1986), pp. 187–208. Also see 
Sénac, La frontière, pp. 456–8. 

97 Sénac and Laliena, Musulmans et chrêtiens, pp. 179–93. 
98 Numerous documents from Huesca can be found in Ricardo del Arco, Huesca en el siglo XII (notas 

documentales) (Huesca, 1921); and Antonio Durán Gudiol, Colección diplomática de la Catedral de 
Huesca, Vol. I (Zaragoza, 1965).  
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that Frankish knights spearheading some of the military expeditions did not embrace the 

interreligious dimension of eleventh-century Iberian politics, the opposition between 

‘Islam’ and ‘Christianity’ is not always helpful in explaining the political alliances that 

formed during this period. Aragonese rulers had regular contact with the ṭāʾifa courts, 

particularly the Hūddids of Zaragoza.99 In fact, Pedro I’s habit of signing royal charters in 

Arabic continues to be poorly understood. Pedro I’s calligraphers, although modest, 

included royal ʿalamat in many of this ruler’s royal charters as an embodiment of his 

political culture. Such signatures are found both in the fuero of Jaca and the first donation 

of the fortress of Naval to the monastery of Montearagón (included in this thesis in Figures 

15–17).100 These stylistic and cultural markers, suggest that the Aragonese political culture 

to some extent sought to imitate Andalusī political culture. It is therefore possible that 

interactions with the Hūddids had an impact on Aragonese diplomatic practices.  

These factors help explain the singular survival of an agreement between the 

Aragonese king and the Muslim ‘magnates’ (barones, conceivably a translation from the 

popular term qāʾid, meaning military leader) who lived in the fortified town of Naval, north 

of Barbastro.101 Although no comparable accords from this period have survived, it is safe 

to assume that special franchises would have been issued to conquered Muslim 

communities in the settlements taken during the early Aragonese conquests, particularly 

the densely-populated Washqa.102 Dated October 1099 and typologically between a carta 

de población and a settlement licence, this charter has sometimes been referred to as a 

‘surrender treaty’. This theory is questionable, given that Naval appears to have been 

conquered in 1084, lost some three or four years later and reconquered in 1095. In fact, 

another charter from 1086 already donated the taxes of the Muslims of Naval to the 

                                                

99 There are reports of Sancho Ramírez going ‘ad terra de mauros’, with the resulting provisions in case the 
heir to the Aragonese throne did not return from his Andalusī expedition. It is unclear if the text refers to 
a military expedition or a diplomatic mission to al-Andalus. ‘Et Sancio, primogenito meo, pro loçania 
quod habuit, fuit se ad terra de mauros: et in vita mea, si tornaret ad illa terra et accaptaret mea amorem 
cum amorem fratris sui, secundum arbitrio meo fuerit ex mea voluntate ita faciebo ei; et si in mea vita ad 
illa terra non tornaverit, postea in tota mea terra parte non habeat.’ Ubieto, Cartulario de San Juan de la 
Peña, doc. 150 (1059). 

100 As seen in Figures 15 to 17, both signatures say ‘rashama Biṭrū b. Shanj’. The veb rashama means ‘to 
inscribe’, and also ‘to make the sign of the cross’ (for Christians). 

101 Archivo Catedral de Huesca, MS 9–67 (old reference: armario IX, leg. 8, perg. 67), parchment copy from 
1240. Edited in Durán Gudiol, Colección diplomática, doc. 76, pp. 104–5; Ubieto Arteta, Colección 
diplomática de Pedro I, p. 308; María Luisa Ledesma Rubio, Cartas de población del reino de Aragón en 
los siglos medievales (Zaragoza, 1991), doc. 17, pp. 42–3.  

102 As explained in José María Lacarra, Alfonso el Batallador (Zaragoza, 1978), p. 71. 
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monastery of San Juan de la Peña (included below in Figure 14).103 The dating therefore 

places the accord some years after the Hūddid demise in Naval. It is likely that this 

agreement was an attempt to renegotiate the relationship between the local Muslim elite 

and Pedro I as the latter attempted to secure alliances in the years leading up to the decisive 

military campaign against Barbastro, captured permanently in 1101.  

This agreement granted the de facto independence of Naval’s Muslim magnates, 

confirming their freedom to manage themselves locally so long as they accepted Pedro I’s 

suzerainty.104 In many respects this was a conventional carta de población, except for the 

assertion that Naval’s barones could keep their properties and moveable possessions, and 

maintain control of their mosque (‘quod abeatis vestra mezquita in vestra villa’). Pedro I 

was less concerned by the religious denomination of the locals and more about securing 

royal fiscal dues from the barones. In return for such freedoms, Naval’s carta insisted on 

the king’s entitlement to a ninth of Naval’s agricultural produce (consisting of bread, wine, 

grain, and salt), as well as a fifth of the total production of salt in the locality.105 Effecting 

a clean break from the pre-conquest period would have defeated the purpose of claiming 

royal entitlement to taxes in a profitable agricultural settlement.  

In exchange for paying homage (servicia) to Pedro I, Naval’s barones were in turn 

relieved from any other tributes, or ‘parias’ and ‘azofras’ otherwise owed to the Aragonese 

monarch. Although the etymology of the latter term, azofra, is still debated, it clearly 

relieved local Muslims from any other ‘service’.106 The redemption of the azofra tax in fact 

                                                

103 AHN, Clero, Huesca-San Juan de la Peña, Car. 703, pergs. 1–3, included in this dissertation as Figure 14, 
p. 84. 

104 ‘In Dei nomine. Hec est carta quam facio ego Petrus Sanciz Dei gratia Aragonensium vel Pampilonensium 
rex ad vos barones de Napale propter servicia que michi fecistis et me donastis illo castello de Napale, 
ingenuo vos de totas parias et de totas azofras quod mihi facere debebatis et quod donetis mihi de totum 
vestrum fructum quod colligeritis de pane et de vino et de milgo et de totos fructos quod unquam abueritis 
et de vestras bestias quod abetis vel abere potueritis illa novena ad me et de tota vestra sale quod donetis 
mihi inde illo quinto et vos quod non donetis in tota mea terra calonia et ego quod non vos demandem 
nulla alia causa nisi fuerit per preco et quod abeatis et possideatis vos vestras alodes unde eratis tenentes 
die quod ista carta fuit facta et quod abeatis vestra mezquita in vestra villa sicut abere soletis et vos quod 
sedeatis mihi fideles sine arte et sine inganno contra moros et christianos vos et filii vestri et omnis 
posteritas vestra ad me et ad omni mea posteritate per fidem sine uillo malo ingenio per secula cuncta.’ 
Durán Gudiol, Colección diplomática, p. 104. 

105 ‘… et quod donetis mihi de totum vestrum fructum quod colligeritis de pane et de vino et de milgo et de 
totos fructos quod unquam abueritis et de vestras bestias quod abetis vel abere potueritis illa novena ad 
me et de tota vestra sale quod donetis mihi inde illo quinto’ Ibid. 

106 Azofra could have derived from the ṣufra duty to carry supplies from the local fortress, although it is more 
likely that this imposition was derived from the form al-sukhra, denoting a service, subservient status or 
exploitation without retribution. Robert I. Burns, Medieval Colonialism: Postcrusade Exploitation of 
Islamic Valencia (Princeton, NJ, 1975), p. 163. See additional definition in DAAL, p. 217. Brian Catlos 
has proposed the al-ṣufra reading. Catlos, The Victors and the Vanquished, p. 58. The exact implications 
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reinforced the hegemonic relationship between Pedro I and ‘his’ Muslim barones of Naval. 

In the same charter, Pedro I commended the barones for their ‘service’, understood both as 

the act of vassalage and the donation of surplus (servicia que michi fecistis et me donastis). 

The complex ‘service’ of the Muslims of Naval is further confirmed by the mutability of 

the terms ‘servi’ and ‘fideles’ in this charter, whereby the barones agreed to be Pedro I’s 

fideles on the condition that they would be exempt from any other seigneurial servicia. In 

the process, the charter of Naval negotiated the subject status of a Muslim collective living 

in very different conditions to the unfree captives present in Jaca.  

1.4. Conclusion 

The legislation examined in this chapter issued over the course of the eleventh century 

displays significant differences not just in the treatment of non-Christians, but also in the 

very nature of these legal texts. Even if Christian Iberia had a common institutional and 

political language, influenced by a shared Carolingian and Visigothic legacy and centuries 

of contact with al-Andalus, the examined texts in this chapter were clearly the product of 

social and political specificities. Most of the examined sources were isolated from each 

other, lacking the legal transfers that would become so common over the course of the 

twelfth century. The concept of law was itself expressed in many different ways: the term 

fuero, not yet dominant, coexisted with leges, precepta, consuetudines, or usatici.  

Although these franchises and constitutions have tended to be regarded as the 

‘foundational’ documents of the different Iberian realms, they were works in progress; the 

authority of the legislators, or the impact of the texts themselves, should not be presumed. 

Encased in their own idiosyncratic contexts, as legislators started to write their laws down 

in the course of the eleventh century, they grappled with similar issues. Whether in León, 

Aragon or Barcelona, the parallel discussions in these texts focused on royal jurisdiction, 

municipal fiscal liberties and the regulation of wrongdoing. Such similarities suggest that 

these texts were used in the construction of comital or royal authority in their respective 

demesnes, albeit with varying success.  

References of non-Christians were still sporadic by the end of the eleventh century. 

Nonetheless, that legislators found the need to include Muslims and Jews in these 

                                                

of this service in the later twelfth- and thirteenth-century fueros are not fleshed out, and in practice its 
consequences were very varied. Akio Ozaki, ‘El régimen tributario y la vida económica de los mudéjares 
de Navarra’, Príncipe de Viana 47 (1986), p. 467. 
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franchises was a sign of the changing nature of politics more than of the role of religious 

minorities in the Christian body politic. Even if the first legal texts studied in this chapter 

were not yet interested in regulating the autonomy of these groups or interreligious 

interactions with Christian society, it is still significant that Jews and Muslims appeared in 

precisely the most prominent pieces of legislation, granted to the different Iberian urban 

centres of power. The ecclectic assortment of legal statutes, customs and procclamations 

issued at each of these centres of power – all of which would eventually be convened under 

the category of fuero –  carefully designed and reasserted royal or comital authority. The 

insistence on the regulation of wrongdoing and its penalties, appearing in nearly all of the 

texts (with the exception of León), aimed to establish the legislator’s right to legitimate 

coercion and duty to maintain communal peace. As the evidence of Nájera and Burgos 

proves, such regulations had real consequences for local society. Wrongdoing penalties 

placed a financial burden on the perpetrators, while non-Christian inhabitants, particularly 

Jews, faced the threat of violence.  

The sporadic nature of these texts do not allow us to know how much of a corporate 

organisational structure these communities possessed with the exception of Barcelona. 

What the fueros do suggest is that non-Christian groups had distinct economic functions. 

This suggests that references to these groups in eleventh-century Iberian legislation were 

motivated by practical concerns rather than just the rhetorical emphasis of the power of the 

legislator. Moreover, significant differences are found between the contexts in which Jews 

and Muslims appear. For the most part, the coercion of local Muslims was determined by 

their lack of legal agency, and supervision under the authority of a Christian lord or owner. 

However, the charter of Naval and the evidence of Huesca are indicative of the evolving 

policies towards these groups. The legal approaches to non-Christians experienced a 

fundamental transformation following the conquests of al-Andalus, both in Toledo and the 

Ebro valley. 
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Figure 14. Sancho I donates the castle of Naval to the monastery of Montearagón, with the right to exact the tithe of fruits, as well as a right over 

the fourth part of the tithe paid by the Muslims of Naval. 29 October 1082. AHN, Clero, Huesca-Montearagón, Car. 703, perg. 1. 
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Figure 15. Fuero of Jaca, c. 1077-87. Archivo Municipal de Jaca, perg. 1-1-23. 

 

Figure 16. Fuero of Jaca, c. 1077-87. Archivo Municipal de Jaca, perg. 1-1-23. Detail, bottom right corner. Arabic signature, 
‘rashama Biṭrū b. Shānj’ (Pedro I). 
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Chapter 2. Muslims, Jews and the legislation of León-
Castile in the aftermath of the conquest of Toledo 

The issuing of legal franchises had become interwoven in the institutional fabric of León-

Castile over the course of the eleventh century, particularly under Fernando I. Overcoming 

exile and a fratricidal war, his son and successor, Alfonso VI, pursued a campaign of royal 

consolidation within León-Castile and aggressive expansion against his neighbours. Both 

a symptom and a cause of significant social and political changes, the many fueros and 

cartas de población issued during the reign of Alfonso VI inaugurated a new political and 

institutional era in Christian Iberia.1 Fundamentally influenced by the conquest of Toledo 

and its aftermath, a series of pacts and constitutions for the first time recognised a written 

policy towards non-Christians as part of the Leonese-Castilian body politic. The resulting 

legislation issued by the Leonese-Castilian ruler confirms the overlap of a trans-regional 

outlook with a pragmatic adoption of the prescriptions concerning non-Christians to 

conditions on the ground. 

In the early years of his reign, Alfonso VI had promulgated fueros in areas where his 

authority was most contested. Issuing a fuero municipal to Sepúlveda around the same time 

as Nájera in 1076, Alfonso VI made clear that he understood the limits of his authority at 

the edges of his demesne. Jews and Muslims were omitted from this new legislation, but 

that is not to say that these faith groups were unknown to Alfonso VI. As well as enjoying 

several stays at the Andalusī courts of Seville and Toledo, the Castilian-Leonese monarch 

regularly employed Jewish administrators at his court.2 It seems, then, that in the early years 

of Alfonso VI’s reign there were no pressing political or social circumstances requiring an 

                                                

1 The Leonese ruler was the most prolific of all Iberian lawmakers in the eleventh century: Alfonso VI issued 
at least 17 fueros, in contrast with the 10 such documents issued by Fernando I, the 6 by Pedro I and 7 by 
Sancho Ramírez respectively. As found in the thesis database, fueros putatively issued by Alfonso VI 
include those granted to Osorno de Escobabarrilla (1073), Nájera (1076), Sepúlveda (1076), Santa María 
de Dueñas (1078), Sahagún (1080), Hospital del Emperador de Burgos (1085), Astorga (1087), the Jews 
of León (1091), Logroño (1092), Santarém (1093), the Castilians of Toledo (c. 1101), the Mozarabs of 
Toledo (1101), Cogolludo (1102), Vallunquera (1102), Aceca (1102), Burgos (1103), and Palenzuela 
(1104). For an overview of Alfonso VI’s ‘fuero policy’, see Ana María Barrero García, ‘La política foral 
de Alfonso VI’, Estudios sobre Alfonso VI y la Reconquista de Toledo. Actas del II Congreso 
Internacional de Estudios Mozárabes (Toledo, 20–26 mayo 1985) (2 vols., Toledo, 1987), Vol. I, pp. 
115–56. 

2 Ann Christys, ‘Picnic at Madīnat al-Zahrāʾ’, in Simon Barton and Peter Linehan (eds.), Cross, Crescent 
and Conversion. Studies on Medieval Spain and Christendom in Memory of Richard Fletcher (Leiden, 
2008), p. 99. Also Ezequiel Borgognoni, ‘Los judíos en la legislación castellana medieval. Notas para su 
estudio (siglos X–XIII)’, Estudios de Historia de España 14 (2012), p. 58. 
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explicit legal validation framing the presence of non-Christians in the Leonese-Castilian 

realm. All of this changed with the conquest of Toledo in May of 1085.  

This chapter underscores the handover of the city on the banks of the Tagus River as a 

watershed moment for the treatment of Jews and Muslims in Leonese-Castilian legislation. 

Conquered by treaty rather than by force, Toledo’s agreements with the local inhabitants 

would help to frame the treatment of similar groups during the twelfth-century conquests 

of the Ebro valley. Comparing the Arabic and Latin accounts of the conquest, the first 

section of this chapter shows how Toledo’s takeover helped to shape Christian diplomatic 

and institutional practices vis à vis vanquished communities. The notable similarities 

between the diplomatic arrangements in Toledo and the fueros granted to the Jewish and 

Muslim communities of the Ebro valley studied in Chapter 3 indicates the emergence of 

shared institutional and diplomatic practices in managing non-Christian inhabitants of the 

surrendered towns of Iberia.  

As the second section of this chapter explains, two fuero franchises issued shortly after 

the incorporation of Toledo into the Leonese-Castilian realm similarly addressed the 

conditions of Jews and Muslims in the Leonese realm. These texts were part of Alfonso 

VI’s response to the growing non-Christian communities under Leonese-Castilian 

authority. Abandoning the brief references to the exaction of wrongdoing penalties typical 

of eleventh-century fueros, these two franchises described interreligious judicial practice, 

regulating the perceived points of conflict when interacting at the court house. These two 

franchises corroborate the active deliberation at the Leonese court that in the early 1090s 

reconsidered the position of non-Christian communities within the Leonese realm. 

The third and final section will highlight the contrast between the regulations in León 

and Santarém and the fueros and cartas de población issued in Toledo after the death of 

Alfonso VI. As this section explains, the local articulation of Jewish and Muslim 

administration came to rely on the Arabised Christian community of Toledo. The so-called 

‘Mozarabs’ were granted oversight of non-Christians in wrongdoing trials, proclaiming that 

these would be performed according to Visigothic legislation. The available evidence 

therefore suggests a limited influence of fueros in articulating interreligious interactions in 

Toledo. All in all, this chapter describes three distinct stages in the incorporation of Jews 

and Muslims into the Leonese-Castilian society. In a significant departure from previous 

legislation, the evidence studied in this chapter indicate the transformation of legal and 

institutional attitudes to non-Christians shortly after 1085. 
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Figure 17. Iberian kingdoms after the conquest of Toledo in 1085. Monsalvo Antón, Atlas Histórico de la España Medieval, p. 102. 

 
Figure 18. Almoravid pushback after the Castilian conquest of Toledo, 1086-1114. Monsalvo Antón, Atlas Histórico de la España 

Medieval, p. 106. 

fue Rodrigo Díaz de Vivar, el Cid.
Poco después de la muerte de San-
cho II de Castilla, este caballero o
infanzón burgalés fue desterrado en
1081 por Alfonso VI. Desde ese año
con su mesnada castellana actuó
como conquistador independiente o
mercenario eventual de algunos reyes
de taifas, sobre todo de Zaragoza.
Estas batallas sin duda tienen más
peso histórico que esa supuesta

reconciliación final con Alfonso VI
de la que habla la leyenda. El Cid se
aventuró por su cuenta en los últimos
años de su vida en la zona levantina,
desde 1088-1089, llegando a con-
quistar Valencia en 1094, que man-
tuvo hasta el final de sus días. Poco
después de su muerte, en 1099, la
recuperación de la ciudad por los
musulmanes se hizo inevitable, como
así ocurrió unos años después. Este

Cid histórico, personaje impresio-
nante por su biografía y acciones, fue
después objeto del más importante
tratamiento épico y cronístico, desa-
rrollándose casi un siglo después de
su muerte un Can tar del Cid y otros
relatos que engrandecieron aún más
la figura, es decir, ese Cid literario
que constituye uno de los arquetipos
hispánicos más conocidos.
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orden religioso, abandonaron Al-
Ándalus y se fueron a vivir a tierras
cristianas. Y muchos musulmanes se
sintieron discriminados también por
los beréberes norteafricanos y su
política religiosa y de costumbres:
mayor rigor y mayor respeto a la sh a -
ría . Chocaba con el Al-Ándalus ante-
rior la nueva ortodoxia que impu-
sieron con la interpretación literal
del Corán y la Sunna, o el reconoci-
miento al califa de Bagdad.

El peligro para los almorávides
provenía también de África. En el
corazón del Sáhara se estaba exten-
diendo un nuevo movimiento, el
almohade. En Al-Ándalus desde
1143 se empiezan a producir suble-
vaciones internas. Entre ese año y
1145 muchas guarniciones almorá-
vides fueron desalojadas y tomadas
por los andalusíes autóctonos.

Aparece entonces un fenómeno de
atomización del poder o “Segundas

Taifas”. Pero no tiene equivalencia
con el acaecido un siglo antes. Esta
nueva disgregación, al disolverse en
esos años el poder almorávide, fue
de menor calado. Pronto llegará des-
de el norte de África, con la excusa
de ayudar a algunos de los pequeños
poderes de las nuevas taifas, una nue-
va hornada de guerreros dispuestos
a controlar y unificar a los musul-
manes peninsulares. Se trataba de los
almohades. 
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2.1. The surrender agreements of Toledo, May 1085 

Widely discussed by Christian and Arabic chroniclers alike, the surrender of Toledo in May 

1085 sent shockwaves throughout Iberia and further afield.3 The Aragonese siege and 

temporary takeover of Barbastro in 1064, as well as the conquest of Coimbra by Sisnando 

Davídez for Fernando I of León that same year, had already been described with some 

foreboding by Andalusī authors. However, a swift reconquest of the city in 1065 by al-

Muqtadir of Zaragoza (r. 441–475/1049–1082) had reassured contemporaries.4 Conversely, 

Alfonso VI’s irreversible capture of Toledo revealed the true magnitude of Christian 

territorial and political ambitions. The fall of Ṭulayṭula initiated a new era in Christian and 

Islamic Iberian politics. The multi-lateral alliances of the mid-eleventh century, the 

payment of parias tributes by the ṭāʾifa kingdoms to the northern polities, and the 

undiscerning use of Muslim and Christian militias in advancing a variety of entangled 

political interests were temporarily abandoned. Alfonso VI’s renewed efforts against the 

Andalusī states forced some of the ṭāʾifa rulers to plead for help from the Ṣanhāja Berbers 

and their followers, now the prominent force in the Maghreb. In crossing the Straits and 

confronting Alfonso VI at Sagrajas in 1086, the Almoravids confirmed their hegemony 

over the Islamic West.5  

Arabic and Christian accounts are somewhat contradictory with regards to the 

circumstances surrounding Alfonso VI’s takeover of Toledo, even to the point of 

disagreement on the date of the city’s surrender.6 While Islamic authors such as Ibn Idhāri 

or Ibn Bassam narrated the host of factors leading to the Castilian takeover and Alfonso’s 

eventual defeat at Sagrajas, Christian commentators focused on Alfonso VI’s restoration 

of the city after the event. As a consequence, there is a stark scholarly division between 

those who approach the conquest of Toledo on the Latin sources; and those who do so 

through the Andalusī perspective.7 Such approaches oversimplify the motivations and 

                                                

3 For some Arabic commentators, the takeover of Toledo was the first of the series of Frankish conquests in 
the Islamic Mediterranean, culminating in the First Crusade. Ibn al-Athīr, Al-Kāmil fī al-tārīkh, ed. Carl 
Tornberg (12 vols., repr. Beirut, 1967), Vol. VIII, p. 439. 

4 David Wasserstein, The Rise and Fall of the Party Kings. Politics and Society in Islamic Spain, 1002–1086 
(Princeton, NJ, 1985), pp. 276–8. 

5 Amira K. Bennison, The Almoravid and Almohad Empires (Edinburgh, 2016), pp. 40–48. 
6 Ibn al-Athir, Ibn Bassam and al-Maqqari suggest that Alfonso VI entered the city on 10 Muharram 478 (7 

May 1085), while the Christian chronicles say the event took place on 25 May 1085. Évariste Lévi-
Provençal, ‘Alphonse VI et la prise de Tolede (1085)’ Hésperis 12 (1931), pp. 33–49.  

7 For a useful article on the signficance of diplomatic exchanges between Alfonso VI and Andalusī statesmen, 
including the description of such exchanges found in the Kitāb al-Iktifāʾ of Ibn al-Kardabūs, see Javier 
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actions of a ruler who had intimate contact with Andalusī culture and politics, for, as Ann 

Christys has pointed out, accounts of Alfonso VI that limit themselves to his chancery 

production tend to place al-Andalus ‘in the realm of the fabulous’.8 In fact, as the following 

pages show, Alfonso VI’s actions in Toledo confirm the dual mindset in which the Leonese-

Castilian statesman operated. In this section, the surrender agreements reached by Alfonso 

VI with the local inhabitants of Toledo will be discussed. The aim will be to describe the 

institutional and political setting that serves as a backdrop to Alfonso VI’s legislation on 

Jews and Muslims both in Toledo, as discussed in Section 2.3., and beyond the city walls, 

as studied in Section 2.2.  

The conquest of the city on the Tagus River perplexed Andalusī commentators 

precisely because no blood was shed in the process. As a consequence, famous accounts 

such as the al-Bayān al-Mughrib of Ibn ʿIdhārī or the Tibyān of ʿAbd Allāh ibn Buluqqīn 

justified the decision of the inhabitants of Toledo to strike a deal with the Castilian-Leonese 

leader by underscoring the corruption and unpopularity of al-Qadir (r. 467–478/1075–

1085), the last of the Hawwāra Berber rulers of Toledo, the Banū Dhī-l-Nūn.9 A single 

Arabic source went beyond al-Qadir’s temperament and described the conditions of the 

Leonese-Castilian occupation of the city. The Kitāb al-Iktifāʾ, written by the Tunisian ʿ ālim 

Ibn al-Kardabūs around the last decade of the twelfth century, candidly outlined the 

procedure followed by Alfonso VI during the handover of the town on the banks of the 

Tagus River.10 The account of Ibn al-Kardabūs is peculiar due to its apparent lack of 

ideological justification of Toledo’s downfall, echoing the Latin description of events 

found in De rebus hispaniae by Ximénez de Rada. In fact, the section of the Kitāb al-Iktifāʾ 

describing the events of Toledo broke off from the metric rhyme employed in the rest of 

the chronicle, suggesting either the collation of a secondary source in writing this extract, 

or perhaps an attempt to record the technical dispositions of the surrender agreement 

rigorously. In describing the submission of Toledo to Alfonso VI, the Kitāb al-Iktifāʾ 

                                                

Albarrán, ‘La voz de enfrente: cartas, interacción entre comunidades y discursos de legitimación. el caso 
de Alfonso VI, al-Mu‘tamid y Yūsuf b. Tāšufīn’, eHumanista (in press). 

8 Christys, ‘Picnic at Madīnat al-Zahrāʾ’, p. 88.  
9 See for instance Amin T. Tibi (ed. and trans.), The Tibyān: memoirs of ʻAbd Allāh b. Buluggīn, last Zīrid 

amīr of Granada (Leiden, 1986), p. 90, p. 96, and p. 113. 
10 Ibn al-Kardabūs, Kitāb Taʾrīkh al-Iktifāʾ, ed. A.M. al- ʿAbbādī, Revista del Instituto Egipcio de Estudios 

Islámicos 13 (1965–1966), pp. 85–91. 
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contains the earliest-known formal, legally-prescribing capitulation agreement by a 

vanquished Muslim community in Iberia. 

According to Ibn al-Kardabūs, al-Qadir handed over the city with the entire population 

upon the condition (sharṭ, pls. shurūṭ, sharāʾiṭ) that Alfonso VI guaranteed security and 

safety for themselves, their properties and their children.11 Those who wanted to leave did 

so freely, while those who chose to stay were able to do so in exchange for the payment of 

a tribute (jizya), which would be adjusted to the number of people in each family (al-jizya 

ʿalā ʿadad mā ʿandahu min al-āshkhāṣ). Local Muslim inhabitants who left Toledo could 

return to the city freely.12 When Alfonso VI went on to besiege Zaragoza, the Castilian ruler 

offered to protect ‘anyone who submitted to him from Islam’, guaranteeing them safety 

(amān), and that he would demand that they abide by ‘the laws of the Muslims’ (sunnat al-

muslimīn); otherwise they would be free.13 News had also spread among the populace that 

the Castilian king would donate 10,000 golden dinars to the inhabitants who remained in 

Toledo, to boost the ‘business and agriculture’ of the city.14 Alfonso VI promised not to 

contravene these conditions by means of a formal oath.15 

Through these agreements, Alfonso VI most likely sought to frame his annexation of 

the ṭāʾifa of Toledo in a Western Islamic context. The agreement by Alfonso VI involved 

an accord of amān and shurūṭ, and the protection in return for the payment of a jizya, all 

formally agreed upon by a yamīn (oath). This procedure was analogous to early Islamic 

surrender treaties, as well as later Valencian and North African Christian-Muslim peace 

accords, an issue further studied in Chapter 3.16 Additionally, the Kitāb al-Iktifāʾ also 

claimed that after conquering Toledo, Alfonso VI proclaimed himself a caesar and 

imperator, ‘which in their language means amīr al-muʾminīn’. Thenceforth the Castilian 

ruler signed his letters bearing the title of ‘Emperor of the Two Religions’ (al-inbirāṭūr 

                                                

11 ‘. مھینب و مھلاومأ و مھسفنأ مھمؤی نأ نیملسملا نم اھف نم ھیلع طرش نأ  .Ibid, p. 85 ’...  دعب
12 ‘. ھلیلق ىف ال و ریثك ىف ال ھیلع ضرعت نود راقع نم هدیب ناك ام ىلع لزن ةلیحر دعب عجر نإ و  ...’ Ibid. 
13‘ یف لدعلاب ھسفن ذخأ و ،ةیاعرلا و َّرِبلا مالسإلا نم ھل ناد نم لكل لعج و مھمزلب  َّالأ مھدعو و ،نالعإلا و َّرسلا ىف قفرلا و ،نامألا و مھ

ةیّرحلا ىلع كلذ رئاس ىف مھلمحی ھنأ و ،ةیمالسالا ةَّنُّسلا ھبجوت ام ریغ .’ Ibid, p. 91  
14 ‘ أ لتساف ،راتعالا و ةعارزلا ىلع اھم اونیعتسیل ،رانید فلا ةئام ةلطیلط لھأ ءاغعض ىلع قرف ھنأ ققحت ناك دق و ققحی و ھلاقم قدص ىلع ةطسقرس لھ

ھلاعف .’ Ibid. 
نیمی ةقفص مھاطعأ و ،كلذ ىلع مھدھاعف ...‘ 15  ...’ Ibid. ṣafaqa yamīn can take the meaning of agreement of a contract, 

handshake, and oath. 
16 The term amān was the most commonly-employed in defining the relationship between a conquering 

Muslim ruler and a surrendered city. According to Milka Levy-Rubin, in its Late Antique origins it was 
employed in parallel to the Greek pistis and the Latin fides (denoting faith, trust, protection and assurance 
of security). The amān agreements helped to create a space in which groups that might otherwise be 
outlawed received protection over their lives and properties. For more see Milka Levy-Rubin, Non-
Muslims in the Early Islamic Empire: From Surrender to Coexistence (Cambridge, 2011), pp. 31–7. 
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dhī-l-millatayn).17 In fact, soon after 1085 Alfonso VI also started to mint his own dirhams, 

a further acknowledgement of the Leonese-Castilian ruler’s attempts at appealing to the 

Andalusī political classes.18 Such attempts to replicate Andalusī power continued into later 

centuries. In the later sections of the Kitāb al-Iktifāʾ, Ibn al-Kardabūs describing the 

Aragonese conquests of the Ebro valley in similar terms. By that point, Alfonso I had in 

Alfonso VI a source of inspiration for his diplomatic and legal strategy.  

The famous chronicle by Archbishop Rodrigo Ximénez de Rada, De rebus Hispaniae, 

written before 1243, confirms Ibn al-Kardabūs’ description of events. The most 

comprehensive Christian description on the surrender of the city, Ximénez de Rada’s 

account of the capitulation of the Muslims of Toledo reads like a fuero. In fact, the terms 

of surrender outlined by archbishop Rodrigo echoes the terminology and themes found in 

the fueros granted to the Muslims of the Ebro valley in the twelfth century studied in 

Chapter 3. According to the Toledan Archbishop events unfolded as follows: 

And so [Alfonso VI] captured Toledo in the year 1123 [1085 AD], with many pacts (multi 
pactiones) having been brought forward, mainly, that the Saracens should hold their houses, their 
lands and all that they had fully and wholly, and that the fortress of the city with its garden beyond 
the bridge should be retained by the king; furthermore, the rents (reditus) that by old law (antiquus 
ius) were given by the Hagarenes to their kings, should be paid to him [Alfonso VI], and also that 
the great mosque (maior mezquita) should remain theirs in perpetuity. And the king, having secured 
the fortress and the dominion of the city (dominium ciuitatis), remained in that very place to 
strengthen the city, exposing himself to a great danger. [Toledo] was taken on the day of Urban II, 
pope and martyr, on the eighth calend of June (May 25), on his [Urban II’s] twentieth year of his 
reign; and given that the holding [of the city] was still uncertain, they postponed the election of a 
bishop to a later time. The king then established his throne in the royal city, until he had secured a 
strong fortress and that faithful people should prevail.19 

Echoing the information provided by Ibn al-Kardabūs, and the fueros of the Muslims of 

Tudela or Tortosa studied in Chapter 3, the Muslim inhabitants were granted protection of 

                                                

17 ‘ نَیتَّلِملا ىذ روطاربنإلا نم ھنع ةرداصلا ھبتك يف بتكی لعج و ’ Ibn al-Kardabūs, Kitāb Taʾrīkh al-Iktifāʾ, ed. A.M. al- 
ʿAbbādī, Revista del Instituto Egipcio de Estudios Islámicos 13 (1965–1966), pp. 88–9. For more on this 
issue see Angus MacKay and Muhammad Benaboud, ‘Alfonso VI of León and Castile, “Al-Imbratur dhu-
l-Millatayn” ’, Bulletin of Hispanic Studies 56 (1979), pp. 95–102. 

18 Miquel Crusafont, Anna Balaguer, and Philip Grierson (eds.), Medieval European coinage: With a 
catalogue of coins in the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge. Vol. VI: The Iberian Peninsula (Cambridge, 
2013), pp. 217–20, in particular fig. 11 (Prieto 1926, no. 442). 

19 ‘Cepit itaque Toletum era MCXXIII multis pactionibus interpositis, uidelicet, ut Sarraceni haberent plene 
et integre domos et possessiones et omnia que habebant et regi remaneret presidium ciuitatis cum uiridario 
ultra pontem; reditus autem qui antiquo iure dabantur regibus, ei persoluerent Agareni, et etiam quod 
maior mezquita eis in perpetuum remaneret. Sicque rex adepto presidio et ciuitatis dominio mansit ibidem 
pro ciuitatis tuicione magno periculo se exponens. Fuit autem capta in die Vrbani Pape et martiris, VIIIº 
kalendas Iunii, uicesimo anno regni sui; et quia de eius retentione dubium adhuc erat, distulerunt 
electionem pontificis in futurum. Tunc rex in urbe regia statuit thronum suum, donec securum presidium 
stabiliret et gentem fidei et electionis populus preualeret.’ DRH, VI:22, pp. 204–5. 
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their mobile and immobile possessions, as well as control of the jāmiʿa or congregational 

mosque, the assumed centre of Muslim communal life. In exchange, Alfonso VI received 

the taxes which the Muslims had paid according to antiquus ius, or their ‘ancient law’. 

Rather than merely treating Toledo’s Muslims as generic non-Christians under dhimmī 

status and paying a jizya poll tax, it is possible to conceive that the Castilian conquerors 

instead preserved Islamic Toledo’s fiscal conventions, framing Muslim subject status in 

terms agreeable to both victors and vanquished. Most critically, the autonomy and 

protection of this collective was safeguarded under the personal authority of the king, as 

further confirmed by the Chronica latina regum Castellae (written c. 1217–39), which 

reported that the Muslims could retain their possessions so long as they faithfully served 

the lord and king of Toledo.20  

The account of the Christian takeover in De rebus Hispaniae suggested that Alfonso 

VI was aware of the provisional nature of his power, as the conquest was not inherently 

irreversible. To cement his position in Toledo, the Leonese-Castilian ruler assumed control 

of the fortress or presidium, located in the northeaster quarter of the city, while allowing 

the Muslims of Toledo to keep the jāmiʿa mosque, in turn retaining local support. As 

Ximénez de Rada famously explained, such concessions to the local Muslims were not 

unanimously accepted by the members of the Leonese-Castilian court stationed in Toledo. 

Outraged by the terms of Alfonso VI’s pact with the local Muslims, Queen Constance and 

the newly appointed archbishop of Toledo, the Cluniac monk Bernard of Sédirac took over 

the great mosque and turned it into a church sometime after October 1086, in direct breach 

of the king’s covenant.21 Such royal discord highlights the active debate that was taking 

place at the heart of the Leonese-Castilian court regarding what to do with the Muslim 

population of city. In fact, the procclamations of the king were not necessarily honoured, 

raising questions about Alfonso VI’s authority, or the signficance of the agreements 

reached between the Leonese-Castilian king and the local Muslim community. 

                                                

20 ‘Adiecta conditione quod licere eis remanere in civitate retinere domos et posesiones suas et quod servirent 
in dominum et in regem.’ George Cirot, ‘Chronique Latine des Rois de Castile jusqu'à 1236’, Bulletin 
Hispanique 14–2 (1912), p. 111. As found in Marisa Bueno and John Tolan, ‘Une étude en miroir : la 
place des musulmans dans le droit hispanique chrétien (XIe–XVe siècles)’, in Dominique Avon (ed.), 
Sujet, fidèle, citoyen. Espace européen (XIe–XXIe siècles) (Bern, 2014), p. 24. 

21 ‘Cumque rex ad partes Legionis iuisset, ipse electus, regina Constancia adhortante, de nocte ascitis 
militibus christianis maiorem mezquitam ingressus est Toletanam, et eliminata spurcicia Machometi 
erexit altaria fidei christiane et in maiore turri campanas ad conuocationem fidelium collocauit.’ DRH, 
VI:24, p. 206. For a description of the event, see Reilly, Alfonso VI, pp. 134–5. 
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In the aftermath of Bernard’s and Constance’s actions, Ximénez de Rada’s account 

depicts a furious king, seeking justice against those who had dared to attack the Muslims 

of Toledo, for this minority group was under Alfonso’s personal protection.22 Alfonso VI 

expected Toledo’s Muslims to come to him with their grievances against the queen and 

archbishop. As the king explained to his Muslim subjects, the appropriation of the mosque 

was as much an affront to them as to himself. Alfonso VI was adamant to burn the 

archbishop and queen at the stake for their transgressions, as their actions had broken the 

covenant between the local Muslims and the monarch.23 Ultimately, the Muslims pleaded 

Alfonso VI on their knees to pardon Constance and Bernard for their actions.24 Even if 

Alfonso VI was dissuaded from exacting punishment from those who had wronged the 

resident Muslims, the archbishop’s chronicle confirms how the politics of agreements 

worked in practice after the conquest. Moreover, the episode highlighted the importance 

given by the king to the fair carrying-out of justice on behalf of his subjects, as often framed 

in fueros.  

2.2. The Jews and Muslims of León-Castile during the Almoravid 

pushback 

The conquest of Toledo had far-reaching consequences. In the years immediately after 

1085, Alfonso VI encountered political and military opposition to his growing power both 

from within and without his kingdom. Two key legal franchises, issued during this period 

of crisis and retrenchment, dated to 1090–91 and 1093–95 respectively, suggest that the 

treatment of Jews and Muslims became a pressing political concern. Found in the Church 

scriptoria of Coimbra, León and Sahagún, the fueros of the Jews of León and the laws of 

                                                

22 ‘Quod cum ad regis noticiam peruenisset, indignatus animo et dolore accensus, eo quod Sarracenis pactum 
firmauerat de mezquita, a Sancto Facundo tribus diebus uenit Toletum proponens Bernardum electum et 
reginam Constanciam incendio concremare.’ Ibid. 

23 ‘Cumque rex ad eorum multitudinem peruenisset, extimans eos causa querele uenisse, sic respondit: “Non 
uobis iniuria facta fuit, set michi, cuius fides fuit actenus illibata ; set iam de cetero de fide non potero me 
iactare ; mea autem intererit et uobis satisfacere et in presumptores acrius uindicare”.’ Ibid, pp. 206–7. 

24 ‘ Arabes autem, ut erant prudentes, eleuatis uocibus, flexis poplitibus cum lacrimis audienciam postularunt. 
Tunc rex aliquantum substitit tenens equm, et Arabes in hunc modum perorare ceperunt: “Bene nouimus 
quod archiepiscopus dux et princeps est legis uestre, et si causa fuerimus necis eius, ob zelum fidei 
Christiani nos percucient una die, et si regina perierit causa nostri, semini eius erimus perpetuo odiosi et 
posst dies tuos acrius uindicabunt. Vnde petimus ut parcas eis, et nos uoluntarie te absoluimus a federe 
iuramenti.” Hiis auditis regis ira in gaudium comutatur, eo quod mezquitam habere poterat sine fidei 
lesione, et ingressus urbem regiam omnia pacifice pertractauit.’ Ibid, p. 207. 
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Santarém constitute the earliest examples of franchises focusing on the negotiation of 

interactions between the three faith communities.  

This section studies these two pieces of legislation comparatively, in the context of 

Alfonso VI’s institutional and military policies during the 1090s. First, the section will 

discuss the archival and material aspects of these franchises, trying to understand the 

motivations that led to the issuing of these disparate documents. Then, the section will 

move on to discuss the main themes found within both fueros: first, the royal involvement 

in the resolution of local interreligious disputes; second, the peculiar use of ordeals, 

otherwise known as riepto, when other judicial procedures failed; and third, the 

jurisdictional negotiation that was involved in the issuing and reissuing of these documents. 

The resultant judicial interactions sanctioned the presence of Jewish and Muslim 

inhabitants on an equal standing to other Christian neighbours. Contrasting with the 

wrongdoing edicts studied in Chapter 1, these fueros for the first time reflected a deeper 

proactive legal and institutional reflection on the institutional presence of these minority 

groups in the Christian body politic. 

The legislation of the kingdom of León, 1090–1095 

Leaving aside the brief allusions to Jewish inhabitants mentioned in Chapter 1, the so-called 

Karta inter christianos et iudaeos, issued between 1090 and 1091, is the earliest securely-

dated legal franchise regulating the judicial interactions between Christians and Jews in 

Iberia. To be applied throughout the Leonese kingdom, this fuero described some key 

aspects of interreligious judicial procedure to be implemented by the Christian notables of 

León in their respective demesnes. The generally poor attention this precious document has 

received from historians is surprising, particularly as it was issued at a critical point in 

Alfonso VI’s reign, withstanding both internal crisis and the mounting pressure on the part 

of the Almoravids.25 

The neglect of the Karta by academics is symptomatic of the complex archival context 

in which its contents are kept, making the motives behind the original issuing of this charter 

                                                

25 Brief descriptions of this document are found in Borgognoni, ‘La legislación’, p. 58; and Soifer-Irish, Jews 
and Christians in Medieval Castile, pp. 23–4. See also Félix Martínez Llorente, ‘En torno al 
procedimiento judicial alto-medieval judeocristiano en el reino de León: La ‘Karta inter christianos et 
iudeos de foros illorum’ (1091),’ in Proyección histórica de España en sus tres culturas: Castilla y León, 
América y el Mediterráneo (Valladolid, 1993), Vol. I, pp. 205–10. 
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obscure.26 This set of legal positions on Christian-Jewish trials is preserved in at least two 

different versions. The earlier copy, dated to 7 February 1090, is located in the Becerro 

Gótico de Sahagún.27 The second and best-known version of the text is dated to 31 March 

1091 and is kept in the early twelfth-century Becerro Legionense in the cathedral of León 

(Figures 19–21).28 The existence of two copies in two of the most influential ecclesiastical 

scriptoria of the realm confirms the significance of this piece of legislation, as well as its 

wide distribution throughout northern Leonese territories. It has, however, thrown off 

modern scholars, some of whom consider them two different texts altogether.29 Both 

versions were penned by the same royal clerk, mirroring their dispositions and layout, even 

if at times the texts employ noticeably different wording.30 The León version is preserved 

as a royal missive or ‘carta’ personally aimed to bishop Pedro of León and count Martín 

Laínez, with the additional presence of Queen Constance and archbishop Bernard of Toledo 

as witnesses.31 Conversely, the Sahagún version is preserved as a fuero to be applied 

throughout the Leonese kingdom, with Constance missing from its witness list.32 Given the 

similarities between the two texts, it is more plausible that these are two versions of a 

widely-circulated template sent by Alfonso VI to different dignitaries throughout the 

Leonese territory. 

The absence of the term fuero in the León version has meant that the Karta was 

traditionally categorised as a ‘carta real’, or royal letter, instead of being treated as part of 

the legislative corpus of Alfonso VI.33 Even if the texts were not arranged in the fashion of 

conventional municipal franchises or a carta de población, this miscategorisation is 

                                                

26 Most printed editions follow the transcription found in ES 35, pp. 411–4. However, the document on which 
the original edition is based is not cited by Flórez or later editors.  

27 AHN, Códices, MS L. 989–B, Becerro de Sahagún, fols. 199v–200v. Edited in Andrés Gambra, Alfonso 
VI. Cancillería, curia e imperio. Vol. II. Colección diplomática (León, 1998), doc. 105, pp. 273–5. The 
Becerro of Sahagún was compiled at the Cluniac monastery of San Isidoro de Sahagún around 1110, 
confirming that this charter was written during Alfonso VI’s reign. Luis Romera Iruela, ‘El Becerro Gótico 
de Sahagún: esbozo de estudio codicográfico’, Anuario de estudios medievales 18 (1988), pp. 23–42. 

28 ACL, Cod. 11, Tumbo Legionense, fols. 104v–105v. Edited in Gambra, Alfonso VI, doc. 114, pp. 295–8. 
29 Suárez Bilbao, El fuero judiego, p. 95. 
30 Sahagún version: ‘Sisnando Astrariz notuit.’ Gambra, Alfonso VI, doc. 105, p. 275. León version: 

‘Sesnandus Astrariz clericus regis qui notuit.’ Ibid, doc. 114, p. 298. 
31 ‘Ego uero Constantia regina hoc quod dominus meus fecit et ego conf.’ The witnessing clauses allow us 

to definitely establish a terminus ante quem of the charter on the death of Constance in 1093. Gambra, 
Alfonso VI, doc. 105, p. 275. 

32 In the León version, the witnesses include the infanta Urraca of Zamora, Archbishop Bernard of Toledo, 
bishop Raimundo of Palencia, among others. Ibid, doc. 114, p. 298. 

33 Suárez Bilbao, El fuero judiego, p. 155. This is possibly why the document is not included in the 
compilation of sources in Rodríguez, Fueros del reino de León, even though the same author edited this 
source in his volume Las juderías de la provincia de León. 
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unfounded. The connection to the fueros is evident, given that the León version is entitled 

‘Karta inter christianos et iudeos de foros illorum’, while the Sahagún copy ended with a 

colophon in which Alfonso VI confirmed ‘istos foros sic uobis christianis’.34 Irrespective 

of its formal classification, the purpose of these two charters was to establish the rules to 

be applied in interreligious disputes in the Leonese kingdom. The two versions of the Karta 

crucially show how the transfer of legal practices travelled across different regions and 

fueros. In this case, a royal missive to the bishop of León established a series of rules to be 

implemented within the bishopric’s domain on behalf of the king. Those rules were then 

copied into fueros and cartas de población, as confirmed by the evidence of Santarém 

studied below. 

The preservation of the Karta in multiple scriptoria and the notable witnesses involved 

in its proliferation confirms the importance of this document at the time of issuing. 

Nonetheless, the motives behind the issuing of the Karta are mysterious, for the charters 

were produced precisely in the two years for which there is least royal notarial activity in 

Alfonso VI’s reign.35 It is possible that these documents, issued so close in time to Toledo’s 

takeover, attempted to address the many Jews incorporated to the Leonese realm after 

1085.36 The increasing Almoravid pressure on León-Castile, particularly after the defeat at 

Sagrajas in 1086, was another contributing factor in the inception and distribution of these 

documents. The loss of the parias tributes from the ṭāʾifa kingdoms, as well as the mounting 

military escalation, forced Alfonso VI to exact further tributes to support the war effort. In 

the final lines of both versions of the Karta, the king ordered the extraction of an 

extraordinary poll tax to non-Jewish inhabitants of 2 solidi per person, to be used in the 

expeditions against the Almoravids.37 The combination of rising Jewish settlement and 

                                                

34 ‘Nunc autem istos foros sic uobis christianis confirmo ego Adefonsus rex…’ Gambra, Alfonso VI, doc. 
105, p. 274. 

35 Bernard F. Reilly, The Kingdom of León-Castilla under King Alfonso VI, 1065–1109 (Princeton, NJ, 1988), 
pp. 223–4. 

36 Soifer-Irish, Jews and Christians in Medieval Castile, p. 23. 
37 Sahagún version: ‘Hoc autem uobis facio ut de singulis domibus michi hoc anno IIos solidos reddatis, sic 

de infanzonibus quomodo et de uillanis, sic quomodo est uestra complacentia. Et ego numquam preter in 
isto anno numquam uobis illos IIos duos (sic) requiram. Et qui michi noluerit dare, quomodo ego 
apprehendam suos pignores. Et si hoc anno uenerit nobis litem de almorabites, ut nullus ex uobis ueniat 
me rogare pro ipsos denarios.’ Gambra, Alfonso VI, doc. 105, p. 274. León version: ‘Hoc autem feci cum 
consensu uestre uoluntatis, sicut uobis bene complacuit, ut reddatis mihi de unaquaque corte populata, 
tam de infanzones quam etiam de uillanos, II solidos in isto anno una uice et amplius non demandent eos 
uobis altera uice, et qui mihi eos contendere quesierit, aprehendam de eos suos pignores. Et hoc interpono, 
ut quamquam illa lite de illos almurabites sit, ut nemo uestrum ueniat mihi petere ipsum debitum, quia 
certe non dimittam ei.’ Ibid, doc. 114, p. 298. 
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dwindling revenues during a period of intense military confrontation with the Almoravids 

possibly triggered demands from notable churchmen and nobles in León to clarify the legal 

status and fiscalisation of Jews throughout the kingdom. 

The influence of the curia over this text is particularly noticeable, not least because it 

is preserved in the cartularies of two ecclesiastical sees which had some rapport with Rome 

and Cluny.38 Both texts were witnessed by the bishops of León, Astorga and Palencia, and 

as mentioned above, the León version was directly addressed to bishop Pedro of León.39 

Already before the conquest of Toledo, Gregory VII had exhorted Alfonso VI in 1081 to 

define the position of the Jews – ‘inimici Christi’ – in his kingdom, questioning the king’s 

decision to appoint Jewish officials in positions of power.40 The appointment by Urban II 

of Cardinal Rainier – a former Cluniac, and later Pope Paschal II (r. 1099–1118) – as the 

new legate for Spain, as well as the gathering of the Council of León in April of 1090 to 

discuss the future of the Church in Spain, might have further fuelled Alfonso VI’s 

decision.41 It is therefore possible that this document was written in reaction, rather than in 

connection to, the influx of Jews into the Leonese kingdom after the conquest of Toledo 

and the subsequent Almoravid response. 

The relationship between the conquest of Toledo, the intensification of Almoravid 

activity in the early 1090s and Alfonso VI’s sudden interest in judicial policies vis-à-vis 

non-Christians in his realm is confirmed by the issuing of a ‘carta consuetudinis’ by the 

Leonese-Castilian king to the Christian inhabitants of Santarém, shortly after the Karta of 

León.42 This text, a carta de población encouraging resettlement to the frontier town 

through the fiscal exemptions, contains a summary of the judicial rules to be applied in this 

recently-conquered town. The stipulations appearing in the fuero of the Portuguese town 

have a strong correlation in its prescriptions with the Leonese Karta, suggesting a transfer 

                                                

38 José María Fernández Catón, ‘El «Tumbo Legionense». Notas sobre su origen, redacción, estructura, 
contenido y utilización,’ in Actas del IV Congreso Internacional de Latim Medieval Hispânico (Lisboa, 
12–15 de Outubro de 2005) (Lisbon, 2006), pp. 415–34. 

39 In the León version, the franchise was granted to ‘serenissimo pontifici legionensis ecclesiae nomine 
Petro’, and also to count Martín Fláñez. Gambra, Alfonso VI, doc. 114, p. 296. The Sahagún grant was 
directed to all of the infanzones of the kingdom of León, ‘uobis de terra de Legione ad illos infanzones 
siue et ad uillanos textumscripture huius cartulam deitatis et confirmationis sicuti et facio et peractum 
confirmo.’ Ibid, doc. 105, p. 273. 

40 Shlomo Simonsohn, The Apostolic See and the Jews: Documents, Vol.1: 492–1404 (Toronto, 1988), p. 38. 
41 Reilly, Alfonso VI, p. 219. 
42 Manuscripts: TT, Sé de Coimbra: [A] Maço 1, perg. 44. [B] Maço 1, perg. 43. [C] Livro Preto, fols. 10–

11, doc. 18. Edited in PMH, pp. 348–50. 
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of ideas regarding the treatment of non-Christians that was perhaps not necessarily rooted 

in local conditions, instead owing to resolutions agreed at the court in León.  

Santarém, like Toledo, was taken peacefully. In turn, the preserved foral of the city 

echoed Alfonso VI’s attempt to protect the local Jewish and Muslim inhabitants, while 

seeking to attract Christian settlers from the north. In this context, the dating of 13 

November 1095, as found in the twelfth-century copies kept at the cathedral archive of 

Coimbra, does not fit the political context of the Portuguese regions in the 1090s. As Inês 

Lourinho has recently suggested, the foral was more likely issued in 1093, when the last 

Afṭasid ruler of the ṭāʾifa of Badajoz, ʿUmar al-Mutawakkil (r. 461–487/1068–1094), 

handed Lisbon, Sintra and Santarém over to Alfonso VI in return for Leonese-Castilian 

military aid to Badajoz against the Almoravids.43 Santarém’s franchise was part of Alfonso 

VI’s attempts to establish some form of authority in the face of increasing Almoravid 

military activity in the Gharb al-Andalus. Ultimately, Santarém’s foral was part of a failed 

experiment after the Almoravids recaptured the region between 1095 and 1096. As such, 

the foral is a unique document, exemplifying how fueros were used in diplomatic 

negotiations and the construction of royal authority precisely in regions were power was 

most contested. Moreover, the foral shows how the treatment of Jews and Muslims was 

used in the context of such discussions. 

That the laws of Santarém were issued by Alfonso VI in the early 1090s is especially 

plausible when one considers the close similarities between this document and the Karta 

of León. These were royal documents that aimed to assert the authority of Alfonso VI over 

a variety of Leonese-Castilian lords and ecclesiastical foundations during a period of 

military and political instability for the realm. Found in both the Karta and the foral of 

Santarém, the resulting clauses concerning local judicial interactions with non-Christians 

attempted to establish some royal oversight over local practices. Both in Santarém and 

León, the texts confirmed royal jurisdiction over local disputes; outlined some of the trial 

procedures that ought to be followed including a peculiar use of the judicial combat; and 

sanctioned the repurposing of such procedures by local actors. Constituting the earliest 

                                                

43 These three cities were then placed under the command of Alfonso VI’s son-in-law, Raymond of 
Burgundy, ruler of Galicia since 1090 and husband of the future queen Urraca I. Inês Bailão Lourinho, 
Fronteira do Gharb al-Andalus: terreno de confronto entre almorávidas e cristãos (1093–1147) (PhD 
Thesis, Faculdade de Letras da Universidade de Lisboa, 2018), pp. 153–8. The dating of 13 November 
1095 for the foral of Santarém, as found in PMH, pp. 348–50, was taken at face value by most scholars. 
For instance, see Reilly, Alfonso VI, p. 240. 
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datable pieces of legislation that dealt with interreligious judicial procedure, these texts 

confirm the renewed attempts at formalising judicial practices involving non-Christians by 

Iberian legislation.  

Interreligious trials and local power 

Both the foral of Santarém and the Karta of León were instruments of governance, that 

tried to ensure Alfonso VI’s suzerainty in an unstable political and military climate. The 

Leonese Karta wished to exact new taxes in the face of the Almoravid threat. Meanwhile, 

in the opening statements of Santarém’s charter, Alfonso VI exempted Christian settlers 

from any taxes, granting them independence in their properties and their tribunals, and 

therefore encouraging relocation to this recently-conquered frontier town under royal 

patronage.44 These documents therefore did not seek to protect the legal status of Jews and 

Muslims, or to formalise the rules agreed with non-Christian communities. Instead, the 

legislation framed the local regulation of interreligious judicial procedures within the 

negotiation of power in the Leonese-Castilian realm in the 1090s. 

As a result, both texts suggest an imbalanced relationship between the recipient 

Christians and the local non-Christian inhabitants. The Karta of León distinguished Jews 

from Christian burghers (villani) and petty knights (infanzones), asserting that Jews were 

not able to give testimonies or oaths, except after conducting a satisfactory inquest ‘by the 

best men of the kingdom’.45 This stipulation – paralleled in Usatge §51 – places Christians 

of León above their Jewish counterparts. In combination with the heading added by the 

monks of Sahagún to the charter (Carta Adfonsi regis que fecit christianos super iudeos), 

it is possible to read the Karta as a sign of Jewish submission within the Leonese body 

politic. Nonetheless, Jews were able to stand in court against Christians so long as the king 

and his associates supervised the disputes. An inquiry (exquisita perquisitione or certa 

                                                

44 ‘Quam ego letanter, volens christianis populare, ut in ea maxime nomen Christi honoraretur matrisque ejus 
Virginis Marie, spopondi, omnibus christianis in ea habitantibus, me facturum in eis consuetudinis cartam, 
ad honorem Omnipotentis Dei et Sancte Marie Virginis, pro remedio anime mee vel parentum meorum, 
sicut et facio, et peractum confirmo. Ego enim, gratia Dei imperator Alfonsus, vobis omnibus christianis, 
in Sancta Herena commorantibus hujusmodi facio scripturam, ut habeatis vestras cortes et omnes vestras 
hereditates, iure herediario, vos et omnis posteritas vestra.’ PMH, p. 349. 

45 Sahagún: ‘Annuit namque serenitati regni mee glorie ut facerem vobis de terra Legione ad illos infanzones 
sive et ad villanos textum scripture huius cartulam deitatis et confirmationis sicut et facio et pactum 
confirmo.’ Gambra, Alfonso VI, doc. 105, p. 273. León: ‘Placuit namque magitudini gloriae meae, ut vobis 
omnibus supranominatis tam majoribus natu, quam etiam et omnibus villanis facerem textum scripturae 
firmitatis, sicut et facio, atque per actum confirmo, ut amplius in nullo tempore non firmet nullus judaeus 
super nullum christianum pro nulla causa.’ Ibid, doc. 114, pp. 296–7. 
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equisitione) would be carried out, either by the ‘best men of the land’ (illas maiores 

potestates de illa terra), or the administrators trained at the royal or ecclesiastical scriptoria 

of the Leonese kingdom. If these procedures failed, the Jewish litigant could also nominate 

a ‘bastonario’ to resolve the dispute. The involvement of these officials ensured an even-

handed trial between Christians and Jews be ensured, who were treated as equals at court 

(ut talis sedeat).46 As a result, the dispositions found in the Karta put in question the extent 

to which the sanctioned legal relationship constituted a form of Jewish subservience to 

Christian society. 

The need for officials, or ‘appointed delegates’, in ensuring equitable legal proceedings 

could be seen as benefitting both the Christian and the Jewish parties, depending on the 

practical implications of the ‘exquisita perquisitione’. This term might refer to the 

resolution of a dispute at the highest instance, a royal trial, meaning that only a reduced 

number of cases would have been tried, in turn confirming Jewish exclusion from 

conventional judicial procedures. However, this statement could also be interpreted as a 

rhetorical assertion delegating royal power to the local authorities. If so, the Karta 

effectively sanctioned the local resolution of such interreligious wrongdoing through the 

involvement of royal delegtes or the local aristocratic and ecclesiastical elites. The latter 

option is the most probable given the parallels with the procedure found in the fuero of 

Santarém, in this case exclusively involving Christians. Like in León, disputes would be 

resolved by the most prominent men of the city, who would conduct an investigation 

(exquisita veritas). If found guilty of wrongdoing against any other inhabitant, the 

defendant would pay a penalty, including a fifth to the king.47 In addition, Santarém’s Jews 

and Muslims were entitled to similar legal protections. If the victim of the wrongdoing was 

a Jew, an investigation (exquisita veritas) would be conducted, resulting in the same penalty 

as for Christian inhabitants. If the wrongdoing committed was theft, a fifth of the penalty 

                                                

46 Sahagún: ‘ut numuam in nullo tempore non firmet nullo iudeo super nullo homine christiano pro nulla 
causa, si non fuerit exquisita perquisitione de illas maiores potestates de illa terra aut de ipsos meliores de 
sua scola de illo rege vel de episcopo de Legione aut de illo episcopo de Astorica vel de illo abbate de 
Domnos Sanctos aut per bastonario equale qui tale sedeat ille iudeo sicut et ipse que dederit christianus.’ 
Gambra, Alfonso VI, p. 273. León: ‘ut amplius in nullo tempore non firmet nullus judaeus super nullum 
christianum pro nulla causa: sed si fuerit exquisitum per certa exquisitione de illos majores de illa terra, 
aut de ipsis melioribus de schola regis, vel de Legionensi episcopo, aut de Astoricensi, sive de illo Abbate 
Sancti Facundi, aut per bastonarios equales ut talis sedeat…’ Ibid, p. 297. 

47 ‘Ille vero qui aliam calumpniam fecerit, ducatur ante maiores civitatis et per exquisitam veritatem 
secundum certitudinem, pariat quintam partem regis, excepto quod compleatur usque ad sumum.’ PMH, 
p. 349. 
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would again go to the king’s coffers.48 This clause suggests that the king and the process 

involving the notables of the city only applied to the worst offences. For any other form of 

wrongdoing, the foral of Santarém stipulated that local inhabitants should resolve matters 

among themselves, with the local municipality entitled to receive the calumnia penalties 

instead of the king.49  

As in the Karta of León, Santarém’s charter guaranteed Muslims and Jews a rigorous 

and impartial judicial process protected by royal prerogative, explicitly referred to as the 

potestas regis. Likewise, Santarém’s disputes were resolved through the mediation of the 

city’s powerful men, in this case the meliores civitatis: 

If someone will have killed a Moor (maurus) and for the death this person shall have been 
imprisoned, by means of an inquiry (certa exquisitio) conducted by the best men of the city 
(meliores civitatis), place the murderer under the power of the king (in potestate regis), so that 
he [the king] shall dispose of him [the accused] according to his will (sua voluntas).50 

Echoing Usatge §11, the sentencing was ultimately dispensed by the king who, in return, 

claimed a portion of the penalty payments. Accordingly, in the Karta of León, Alfonso VI’s 

royal voluntas required that if a Jewish defender lost the dispute, he would pay 50 solidi to 

the injured Christian and 50 solidi to the representative of the king (the merinus de rege). 

If the accused was a Christian, the whole of the penalty of 100 solidi would go ad partem 

regis, meaning the king’s coffers.51 The payment of calumnia penalties, and the proportion 

                                                

48 ‘Sed si aliquis injuste absque aliquo facto, occiderit judeum, ita quod omnis civitas per exquisitam 
veritatem invenerit quod occierit eum, pariat totam calumpniam usque ad sumum. Quod si causa 
eveniente, quod non sit volutas ejus, occiderit eum, et per exquisitionem veram quod non fuerit voluntas 
ejus in mortem illius, pariat quintam partem homicidii. Qui enim furtum fecerit, parat usque ad sumum, 
calumniam: partem regis, et illi cujus fuerit furtum, duplet. Ille vero qui aliam calumpniam fecerit ducatur 
ante maiores civitatis et per exquisitam veritatem secundum certitudinem pariat quintam partem regiis, 
excepto quod compleatur usque ad sumum.’ Ibid. 

49 ‘Si autem calumpniam aliquam contingerit inter vestros homines, de vestris villis propriis omnis calumnia 
sit vestra.’ Ibid. 

50 ‘Maurum siquis occiderit vel mortem illius celaverit, per certam exquisitionem meliorum civitatis, mittant 
illum homicidam in potestate regis, ut faciat de eo secundum suam voluntatem.’ Ibid. 

51 Sahagún: ‘Et si non potuerint habere exquisitionem de homines bonos, litiget ipse christianus cum 
bastoneiro de iudeo que tale sedeat sicut et ille. Et si ipse christianus per se noluerit litigare, det pro se 
bastonero, et iudei talem reddant sicut ille est quem dedit christianus. Et si fuerit venzuto ille de iudeo, 
pectet ille iudeus L solidos ad illo christiano et L solidos ad merino de rege. Et si christianus aut suo 
bastonero fuerit venzuto, pectet totam calumniam a parte regis.’ Gambra, Alfonso VI, p. 274. León: ‘Et si 
non potuerint habere ipsam exquisitionem de illos meliores homines, litiet ipse christianus cum suo 
bastonario de illos iudeos qui talis sedeat, sicut et ille; et si ipse christianus per se non quesierit litiare, 
mittat suum bastonarium pro se et illi iudei alium similem reddant de sua parte, sicut et ille qui dederit 
christianus pro se. Et tamen si fuerit suus bastonarius de illo iudeo uenzutus pro ipsam calumpniam quam 
demandauerit ad ipse christiano, pariat slidos Lª ad partem regis, et alios Lª illi cui demandauerit ipsam 
calumniam. Si autem ipse christianus aut bastonarius illius fuerit uenzutus, in ipsa uice pro ipsa uoce pariat 
totam calumniam ad partem regis.’ Ibid, p. 297. 
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allocated to the king’s coffers, was as much of a concern for Alfonso VI in the Karta of 

León or the fuero of Santarém as it was in the Usatges or the fuero of Castrojeriz.  

The sanctioned judicial procedure presented two themes found in contemporary 

eleventh-century legal dispositions with regards to Jewish locals. First, the idea of the ruler 

as a dispenser of justice is pivotal in emphasising Alfonso VI’s role in ensuring a collective 

peace throughout the kingdom. Second, the royal entitlement to a portion of the calumnia 

penalties echoes familiar language found in the fueros of León, Jaca or even the Usatges 

of Barcelona. The legislation of Santarém and León helped to formalise the procedures and 

agents ensuring the protection of non-Christian communities from local wrongdoing. The 

described administrative layout was in fact vague and de facto accepted locally-negotiated 

arrangements. This did not matter much, for the main aim of these texts was to reinforce 

royal authority through their implementation. 

Resolving private disputes and the riepto 

Both of these legal franchises acknowledged that royally-sanctioned official inquiries could 

fail to achieve an agreeable result. The franchises consequently sanctioned a series of 

alternative options available to litigants. The charter of Santarém, for instance, outlined the 

procedure in the case that the court could not reach a satisfactory decision after the accused 

declared himself innocent: 

We also add that, if anyone was accused of killing a Moor and he [the accused] should testify 
that ‘I was not the doer of this crime,’ and the other [person] said that ‘you did it [the crime]’ 
and they could not reach the truth between them, and they would like to defend themselves by 
a duel (per unas armas) according to a trial (juditium); and if this was done, place that person 
under the power of the king (in potestate regis) just as it is declared above.52 

Such procedure applied to serious crimes such as homicide or physical injuries, even 

though the proceedings were seemingly ‘private’, insofar as they hoped to resolve the 

dispute between two parties without institutional support. Royal intervention was only 

necessary after the duel had concluded, at which point the defeated party was placed under 

the mercy of the king. 

                                                

52 ‘Etiam et adjuc subponimus ut, si alicui <dictum fuerit> dixerit occidisse maurum et ille se testaverit quia 
“non sum factur hujus criminis”, alius vero dixerit quia “tu fecisti” et inter omnes exquirere non potuerint 
veritatem, et defendere se voluerit per unas armas secundum hoc juditium; et si factor fuerit, mittant illum 
in potestate regis, sicut jam dictum est superius.’ PMH, p. 349. 
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A similar procedure is found in the Leonese Karta when the conditions necessary for 

a successful trial were not met. If no boni homines could be present at court, or if the 

defendant swore an oath of innocence and the accuser could not bring forward enough 

evidence to pass judgement, the dispute could then be resolved by means of a lis, or duel. 

Echoing the clause from in Santarém quoted above, the Leonese Karta stipulated that  

If a Christian and a Jew had a dispute (contemptionem) in a field, or on a road, or in a market, 
or in a house, and the Jew injured the Christian and after the Christian injured the Jew, the 
Christian shall not pay a calumnia penalty. And if the Jew stated to the Christian “you injured 
me; I did not [injure] you”, and the Christian said “you injured me first”, and they did not reach 
an agreement, the Christian shall contest (litiget) the appointed deputy (bastonero) of the Jew, 
otherwise if the Christian refused [to fight], the Christian shall appoint a bastonero in his stead, 
and the Jew himself shall similarly act as the Christian, just as is mentioned above.53 

The parties engaged in such disputes would solve their disagreements by means of a duel 

between two appointed representatives known as bastonarii. Although these ‘stick holders’ 

played a significant role in proceedings, their functions are difficult to define. The 

bastonarius has often been described as a ‘non-professional fighter armed with a shield and 

a stick’, whereby the baston is interpreted quite literally as a stick or blunt weapon to be 

used in the duel. It is nonetheless possible that the bastonarius was simply a representative 

or advocate at court, given that this was the function that they eventually came to embody 

in France and other European regions during the later Middle Ages.54 Admittedly, even if 

the office of the bastonarius might carry some ambiguity as to its practical implications, 

the phrase ‘per unas armas’ found in Santarém’s fuero leaves no doubt as to the violent 

nature of the judicial encounter.  

                                                

53 Sahagún: ‘Et si contemptionem habuerint inter se christianus et iudeus in agro aut in uinea aut in uia aut 
in mercato aut in domo et percusserit iudeus christianum et postea christianus percusserit iudeum, 
christianus nullam calumniam sustineat. Et si dixerit iudeus ad christianum “tu me percussisti, non ego 
te”, et dixerit christianus “tu me prius percussisti”, et non se conuenerint, litiget christianos cum bastonero 
de iudeo, aut si noluerit, det bastonero pro se; et ipse iudeus mittat pro se similem sicut ille est qui dedit 
christianus, sicut iam supra diximus.’ Gambra, Alfonso VI, p. 274. Compare with the markedly different 
wording used for the same exact procedure in the León version: ‘Quod si aliqua contemptio euenerit inter 
iudeum et christianum, tam in uinea quam in agro, seu in uia uel in mercato aut in domo, et primiter in 
ipsa contemptione que inter se habuerint ipse iudeus fecerit feritam ad ille christiano atque postea ille 
christianus percusserit eum iudeum, in hoc non habet ullam calumpniam, nisi tantum si dixerit ipse iudeus 
ad illum christianum: “quia tu me percussisti et ego non te”, et ipse christianus dixerit: “tu me prius 
percussisti antequam ego te”, et non se aduenerint inter se, litiet ille christianus cum suo bastonario de illo 
iudeo, aut si per se non quesierit litiare ille christianus, mittat bastonarium pro se, et ille iudeus alterum 
similem illius, ut equales sint, sicut supradictum est.’ Ibid, p. 297. 

54 The French bâtonnier became the head of the legal profession. Likewise, the title of advocatus was used 
to describe a patron of a church, a holder of an advowson, or a champion who fought as the substitute for 
another in duels or ordeals. James A. Brundage, The Medieval Origins of the Legal Profession: Canonists, 
Civilians, and Courts (Chicago, 2008), p. 61. However, Pilar León Tello among others has favoured a 
more literal reading, suggesting that if the investigation did not satisfy the plaintiffs and defendants, ‘se 
resolvería la cuestión a bastonazos…’ León Tello, ‘Disposiciones sobre judíos’, p. 231. 
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Most probably, the procedure described in both Santarém and León was the so-called 

riepto, an Iberian variant of the judicial duel, and more generally of ordeals, whereby the 

result of a judicial process was determined by some sort of physical proof, which might 

represent divine intervention.55 Ordeals have gathered quite a lot of attention from scholars, 

considered as a archetypal example of ‘medieval’ legal practices, and the random – or even 

irrational – sense of justice in eleventh- and twelfth-century Latin Christendom.56 However, 

ordeals were often a last-resort mechanism when everything else failed; its judicial usage 

has often been blown out of proportion. Even when they do appear in the record, unilateral 

ordeals were more common than bilateral ordeals like the judicial duel.57  

The interfaith riepto of the Karta appears to have been employed only in extreme cases 

such as physical injuries. In the case of the more common debt-related disputes, duelling 

was actively avoided. If a Jew had testimony from the boni homines of their locality, and 

these boni homines confirmed that the Jew said the truth, the Christian should pay his debt 

to the Jew and neither litigant nor defendant would have to swear an oath.58 However, if the 

accuser did not have legitimate testimonies (testimonias legitimas), the Christian should 

swear that he did not owe the Jew anything in order to be absolved.59 The same procedure 

was also to be followed if the debtor was a Jew, including the obligation by the accused to 

swear an oath stating his or her innocence. If the defaulting Jewish debtor refused to swear 

                                                

55 For the appearance of the riepto in municipal fueros, see Alberto Montaner Frutos, ‘Acusar y defender en 
la Edad Media: una aproximación conceptual’, in Santiago Muñoz Machado (ed.), Historia de la abogacía 
española (2 vols., Pamplona, 2015), pp. 239–90; and José Luis Bermejo Cabrero, ‘Aspectos normativos 
sobre rieptos y desafíos a fines de la Edad Media’, En la España Medieval 22 (1999), pp. 37–60. 

56 Alfonso Otero explained in his overview of rieptos in the fueros that the ‘primitive duel’ evidenced the 
intensificating use of ‘private vengeance as a system of penal repression’ in the legal system. For Otero, 
this was a sign of the use of customary law and ‘a primitive conception of justice.’ Alfonso Otero Varela, 
‘El riepto de los fueros municipales’, AHDE 29 (1959), p. 155. 

57 A thorough list of ordeals in Catalonia can be found in Adam J. Kosto, ‘The Elements of Practical 
Rulership: Ramon Berenguer I of Barcelona and the Revolt of Mir Geribert’, Viator 47 (2016), p. 88, fn. 
100. See also Bowman, Shifting Landmarks, pp. 133–7. 

58 Sahagún: ‘Adhuc autem dico ut si quis de hodie die, quando ista carta est confirmata, dixerit iudeus ad 
christianum quod habeat aliquem debitum contra eum, cum pignores aut sine pignore, et ipse iudeus 
habuerit testimonias de illos bonos homines de illa terra, et ipsi boni homines dixerint quia ueritatem 
iudeus tenet, reddat ei ille christianus debitum sicut dixerint ipsi boni homines de illa terra; et pro hoc non 
iuret iudeus nec christianus.’ Gambra, Alfonso VI, p. 274. León: ‘Etiam et hoc propono ut, si quis ab 
hodierno die quo hec carta fuit confirmata iudeus dixerit ad aliquem christianum quod contra eum habeat 
aliquod debitum cum pignore aut sine illo, et ipse iudeus habuerit testimonias de illos maiores de illa terra 
aut de ipsis qui superius scripti sunt et dixerint quod uerum dicat ille iudeus, reddat ei ille christianus 
ipsum debitum, sicut ipsi dixerint quod directum erit de illo iudeo absque iura, que nullos illorum non 
iuret.’ Ibid, p. 297. 

59 ‘Et si non habuerint testimonias legitimas iuret christianus quia nichil debet ei dare et sit absolutus ille 
christianus. Et si noluerit iurare ille christianus, iuret iudeus suum debitum et reddat ei christianus quantum 
iuraverit iudeus.’ Ibid, p. 274. 
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the oath, the creditor would have to attest to the defaulted debt through the swearing of an 

oath at court, after which the debtor would have to gradually give back what was owed.60 

The noticeable lack of a trial by combat to resolve debt-related issues confirms a clear 

distinction in the mind of the legislators between ‘economic’ disputes and what might be 

categorised as wrongdoing or tort law.61 

Perhaps these clauses acknowledged of the potential disagreement over the legitimacy 

of oath-taking and judicial conventions by the different faith groups, providing a last-resort 

measure in interfaith ‘penal’ disputes. In fact, similar clauses found in the later fueros of 

Teruel and Cuenca invoked the riepto as a last resort in cases of false testimony, personal 

harm or dishonour.62 Teruel and Cuenca’s fueros, however, actively banned Jews and 

Muslims from invoking the riepto in disputes against Christian neighbours. Similarly, in 

the mid-thirteenth century fuero extenso of Jaca the judicial duel with Muslims and Jews 

was strictly forbidden for those who gave testimonies on behalf of litigants from these faith 

groups.63 The riepto clauses in the Karta of León and the foral of Santarém therefore 

contravene most of the later Iberian legislation. At the same time, these pieces of 

legilslation were not unique: similar trial by combat provisions have been preserved in 

some of the municipal franchises granted to Jewish communities in Hungary. This in turn 

suggests a trans-European spread of norms regarding non-Christians, regardless of local 

contingencies and temporal disparities.64  

                                                

60 ‘Si vero christianus demandaverit aliquod debitum contra iudeo et tales testimonias sicut supra dixerint 
quia directum dicit christianus, reddat ei iudeus quod debuerit et non demandet ei iuram, et si non 
habuerint testimonias, iuret iudeus quia nichil ei de/bet et sit solutus. Quod si iudeus noluerit iurare, iuret 
christianus quantum debet ei iudeus et iudeus absque tarditate reddat.’ Ibid. 

61 This distinction is also found in tenth- and eleventh-century Catalan ordeals. Jeffrey Bowman, Shifting 
Landmarks: Property, Proof, and Dispute in Catalonia around the Year 1000 (Ithaca, NY, 2004), p. 137. 

62 ‘Quicumque alium hominem castrauerit, pectet ducentos aureos, et exeat inimicus. Si negauerit salvet se 
cum duodecim uicines, uel pugnet.’ FCu, Chapter 12, §16 (henceforth abbreviated as 12:16), p. 342. 
‘Quicumque alicui barbam depilauerit: pectet ducentos aurreos, et exeat inimicus, si querelosus firmare 
potuerit: sin autem, saluet se cum duodecim uicines, et si creditus, vel respondeat suo pari.’ FCu, 12:18, 
p. 344. 

63 ‘C, 249. De testimonis que yssen per sarrazins o per judeus. De testimonis que yssen per sarrazins o per 
judeus per qual que cosa sia, ningún no lo pot tornar a bataylla ni no es for, car si les christians per tal 
testimoni avien a estar tornatz a bataylla, judeu ni sarrazin non trobaria testimonj Christian. Et de 
testimonjs que yssen per asne o per cosa que per[en]eyssca al asne, si jura per aquela testimonjança, d’aylli 
en avant no sia recebut testimonj en algun fayt.’ Maurice Molho, El fuero de Jaca (Zaragoza, 1964), p. 
450. See also Notice n°252286, projet RELMIN, accessed on http://www.cn-
telma.fr/relmin/extrait252286/, on 26 September 2018. 

64 I must thank Prof. Nora Berend for highlighting the similarities between both cases. See Nora Berend, 
‘Oath-taking in Hungary: a window on medieval social interaction’, in Górecki and Van Deusen (eds.), 
Central and Eastern Europe in the middle ages: A cultural history (London, 2009), pp. 42–9. Also idem, 
At the Gate of Christendom, p. 79. 
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The riepto clauses also contrasts with later discriminatory edicts questioning the 

legitimacy or trustworthiness of non-Christians when providing testimony at court. The 

demand for a Jewry-oath on holy scripture, already present in Byzantine and Visigothic 

legislation, would become the norm in trials with Jews and Muslims, particularly after 

Lateran IV. This oath was even inserted into the Usatges by the jurists at the court of Jaime 

I (r. 1213–1276).65 Meanwhile, the procedures outlined by the legislation of León and 

Santarém did not question the legal integrity of Muslim and Jewish as accusers or 

respondents or their ability to produce legitimate and verifiable proof, either through oath 

and testimony. Instead, the charters casually negotiated the potential tensions arising from 

the failure to discern the truth of the matter – or, to put it in the words of the charter, to 

reach a directa veritas. 

The overall system of interfaith penal litigation emerging from the legislation of León 

and Santarém is ambiguous. On the one hand, the franchise established a deeply 

hierarchical system which was effectively at the mercy of the land’s notables, ‘illas maiores 

potestates de illa terra’, who, as in Usatge §11, effectively dispensed the law. Petitioning 

such a court favoured the wealthier, more knowledgeable and better-connected of the 

parties involved in the trial. On the other hand, an unresolved penal dispute that required 

an ordeal in some ways benefited the party who had less to lose. In this sense, the assertion 

of the judicial duel in these franchises does not appear to have been simply a legal 

procedure, but also a political tool, allowing the parties to engage in a ‘strategy of 

confrontation’.66 This seems exactly what was at stake when Rodrigo Díaz de Vivar 

famously challenged the Infantes of Carrión to a duel in front of Alfonso VI around the 

same time as the laws in discussion. Ultimately, the fighting was halted before any of the 

                                                

65 Usatge §171, also known as ‘Hec est forma’, established a Jewry oath similar to that observed in Byzantine 
legislation. It is not included in UB, but appears in the edition by Ramon d’Abadal i de Vinyals and Ferran 
Valls i Taberner, Els Usatges de Barcelona (Barcelona, 1914, repr. 1974), pp. 124–30. For the significance 
of the Jewry oath, see Evelyne Patlagean, ‘Contribution juridique à l’histoire des Juifs dans la 
Méditérranée médiévale: les formules grecques de serment’, in eadem, Structure sociale, famille, 
chrétienté à Byzance IVe–Xie siècle (London, 1981), pp. 137–56; and Walter Pakter, ‘Did the Canonists 
Prescribe a Jewry-Oath?’ Bulletin of Medieval Canon Law 6 (1976), pp. 81–7. 

66 Stephen D. White, ‘Proposing the Ordeal and Avoiding It: Strategy and Power in Western French 
Litigation, 1050–1110’, in Thomas N. Bisson, (ed.), Cultures of Power: Lordship, Status, and Process in 
Twelfth-Century Europe (Philadelphia, PA, 1995), p. 101. 
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cowardly Infantes was physically injured; Rodrigo and his combatants were declared the 

victors, leaving the Infantes defeated, dishonoured and propertyless.67  

As this episode of the Cantar de Mío Cid illustrates, the riepto, associated with violence 

and discord, implicitly encouraged the reaching of compromises.68 Furthermore, by placing 

defeated transgressors ‘under the power of the king’, Alfonso VI’s legislation also confirms 

the rhetorical use of ordeals in the construction of royal authority precisely where it was 

weakest. Given the riepto’s potential in causing discord between inhabitants, it is hard to 

determine if it benefited the Christian inhabitants more than it protected non-Christians. Be 

that as it may, this procedure ensured the means to reach a solution when all other options 

had failed in late-eleventh century Santarém and León. Alfonso VI herewith framed himself 

as a crucial agent enabling and ensuring the local negotiation of violence. 

The repurposing of royal power by local actors 

The authority of the ruler issuing fuero charters over local non-Christian communities 

should not be taken as a fait accompli. While emphasising the peacekeeping role of the 

monarch, the Santarém and León charters also reveal an underlying political tension both 

in the negotiation of trials and between the different agents who sought control of the 

different settlements where these franchises were issued.  

Whether the Church, monastic institutions, regional nobility or local lordship, the king 

based his authority on the delegation of power. In León, the investigation of 

interconfessional disputes had to be mediated by the notables of the kingdom (the maiores 

potestates), as well as by administrators or officials (in this case, the bastonarii). 

Meanwhile, the inquests made in Santarém’s trials were to be conducted by the notables of 

the city (meliores civitatis), acting on behalf of the king. These officials might not have 

belonged to a professional ‘administration’ as in later periods. Nonetheless, as León’s 

charter acknowledged, these delegates were trained in local scriptoria and, therefore, were 

                                                

67 ‘… los ifantes de Carrión, / que m’ desondraron tan mal, // a menos de riebtos / no los puedo dexar.’ PMC, 
vv. 3253–57, p. 194. See also vv. 3705–15, p. 217. Eukene Lacarra Lanz, ‘Legal Aspects of the Poema 
de mio Cid’, in A Companion to the “Poema de mio Cid” (Leiden, 2018), pp. 347–76. 

68 White, ‘Proposing the Ordeal’, p. 109. Also see idem, ‘ ‘Pactum ... Legem Vincit et Amor Judicium’: The 
Settlement of Disputes by Compromise in Eleventh-Century Western France’, American Journal of Legal 
History 22 (1978), pp. 281–308; and Michael T. Clanchy, ‘Law and Love in the Middle Ages’, in John 
Bossy (ed.), Disputes and Settlements: Law and Human Relations in the West (Cambridge 1983), pp. 47–
67. 
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part of a particular administrative-political culture. The extent to which these middlemen 

acted in lieu of the king, instead of their personal benefit, is questionable. 

Individual lords and ecclesiastical foundations appropriated the royal powers claimed 

by Alfonso VI in the fueros by adopting these documents to suit their respective 

jurisdictional rights and the taxes of local inhabitants. This is precisely why the Santarém 

and Leonese fueros were preserved in the scriptoria of the monastery of Sahagún and the 

cathedrals of Coimbra and León. The charter of Santarém was kept in the Cathedral of 

Coimbra and was subsequently inserted into the see’s most important cartulary, the Livro 

Preto da Sé de Coimbra, between 1169 and 1171.69 This was a huge compilation of the 

Cathedral of Coimbra’s significant patrimonial assets. Early franchises such as Santarém’s 

provided the bishopric of Coimbra with an array of jurisdictional claims over the city and 

its inhabitants, as well as linking the bishopric to the founding myths of Coimbra. The Livro 

Preto helped to formalise such claims, shortly after Santarém was reconquered by Afonso 

I Henriques (r. 1139–1185) in the 1140s.70  

A similar competition for authority and jurisdictional rights in the Leonese kingdom 

led to the copying of Alfonso VI’s charter by the monks of the monastery of Sahagún. The 

main cartulary of the abbey of Sahagún, known as the Becerro Gótico, was also composed 

to preserve the interests of one of the most prominent Cluniac institutions on the Camino 

de Santiago. The Karta was copied into the Becerro to be used as a model in relation to 

Sahagún’s own Jewry. A deed issued by Alfonso VII of León-Castile in 1152 confirmed 

that ‘all Jews of the town of Sahagún are vassalli abbatis and have the same fuero in 

Sahagún and in all my kingdom (regno) as the one which the Jews of León have in León 

                                                

69 A palaeographic analysis of the Livro Preto conducted by Maria do Rosário Morujão concludes that the 
first booklet (fols. 1–12) of the cartulary, in which the foral of Santarém appears, was written by the main 
scribe, called ‘Scribe A’, possibly writing between 1169 and 1171. Although there are documents up to 
1217 in this cartulary, it is probable that the Santarém document was copied into the cartulary from the 
parchment copies soon after bishop Miguel Salomão of Coimbra (r. 1162–76) commissioned the Livro 
Preto. Maria do Rosário Morujão, ‘O Livro Preto da Sé de Coimbra: estudo do cartulário’, Revista de 
História da Sociedade e da Cultura 8 (2008), pp. 20–21. 

70 The first quire of the Livro Preto (fols. 1–12) contains the confirmation of the foros granted to Coimbra 
by Alfonso VI in 1085, the foundation of the cathedral chapter by Count Sisnando Davídez and bishop 
Paterno, and the foral of Coimbra granted by Count Henry. TT, Sé de Coimbra, Livro Preto, fols. 7v–10r, 
docs. 14–17. Morujão, ‘O Livro Preto’, p. 17. Soon after comes the fuero of Santarém (Livro Preto, fols. 
10r–11r, doc. 18). This document therefore needs to be understood within Bishop Salomão’s quest to 
write down Coimbra’s founding myths. Moreover, the diplomatic formulae used in the colophon of the 
Santarém charter does not coincide with those of other fueros issued by Alfonso VI in his other kingdoms 
of Castile or León. However, this could be related to the existence of a distinct notarial written and 
diplomatic practice in Portugal, particularly in Coimbra’s chapter. 
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and in all my kingdom.’71 Defining Sahagún’s Jews as vassalli abbatis was not simple 

coincidence, but was surely inspired by the earlier approach to these groups in Leonese 

charters. The abbot repurposed the Karta in confirming the taxes and duties owed by 

Sahagún’s inhabitants to the monastery, taxes and otherwise. The inclusion of such 

dispositions contributed to building the framework in the competition for resources 

between the different local actors and the kings, in the process extending the shelf-life of 

these fueros into the twelfth century and beyond. 

The equivalences between the fueros of León and Santarém found by the present study 

(the first time these franchises have been compared), for two regions far apart in 

geographical space and which developed very distinctive scriptorial and institutional 

traditions, also confirms that under the auspices of sanctioning ‘local customs’, fueros 

actually imply some striking top-down impositions and normative language. The 

application of similar clauses in different localities confirms how ideas reflected in the 

fueros travelled. In light of the observed distinctions between Jews and Muslims in the legal 

production from before 1085, these charters suggest the existence of a proactive legal and 

institutional debate concerning non-Christians during the 1090s in León-Castile. That we 

find Jews and Muslims receiving the same legal treatment for the first time did not mean 

that these two minority groups were the same. However, with the Almoravids on the 

doorstep of Santarém and Toledo, and facing internal opposition by local notables and 

bishops, Alfonso VI used these standard responses to sanction the presence of non-

Christians in León-Castile. Alfonso VI employed these fueros to assert royal jurisdiction 

over the non-Christians of his demesne, while simultaneously strengthening his authority 

over León-Castile’s powerful regional magnates. 

2.3. Toledo after Alfonso VI 

Christian control of Santarém did not resist Almoravid advances into the Tagus frontier, 

but Alfonso VI managed to retain Toledo, the bigger prize on the Tagus River. Even if the 

conquest was bloodless, the first decades of Leonese-Castilian rule came at a cost, having 

to resist several waves of military campaigns from al-Andalus. At the battle of Uclés in 

                                                

71 ‘Omnes judei Ville Sancti Facundi sint vassalli Abbatis et habeant tale forunt (sic) in Sancto Facundo et 
in omni meo regno quale habent judeis (sic) de Legione in Legione et in omni meo regno, et omnes 
calumnias...’ Justiniano Rodríguez, Las juderías de la provincia de León (León, 1976), doc. 16, pp. 351–
2. 
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1108, the lives of some of Alfonso VI’s best men were taken, including the infante Sancho, 

the monarch’s heir to the throne. In this atmosphere of political and military uncertainty, 

little evidence has survived regarding the administrative, institutional or judicial framework 

put in place for Toledo’s non-Christian communities. Unfortunately, few fueros and cartas 

de población have been preserved, particularly for the first three decades of Castilian rule 

in Toledo.72 As a consequence, Toledo has not garnered as much attention from Spanish 

legal historians as other regions, and when it has, the discussion has drifted towards the 

material belonging to the Toledan hinterland and the ‘frontier fueros’ of Uclés or Cuenca, 

rather than the ‘urban’ or ‘municipal’ legislation of the city itself.73  

Contrasting with these silences, over 1000 Arabic documents from the twelfth and 

thirteenth centuries, as well as an equal number of Latin charters and cartularies, have 

survived in the singular collection of the cathedral archive of Toledo.74 Nonetheless, from 

the vast of preserved sources, few survive to account for the transition into Leonese-

Castilian rule. Only one contract is preserved for the period before the conquest: a local 

Muslim woman named Jamīla sold a vineyard to a Jew called (A)bū Isḥaq, according to 

Islamic legal conventions (ʿalā sunna al-muslimīn), just before the conquest in May 1085.75 

After Abū Isḥaq and Jamīla’s land exchange, the absence of any further references to 

Muslims in any Toledan charters until the 1170s – in contrast with the significant number 

of documents concerning the local Jews, and suggesting their prominence in the city – has 

generated a lively debate among historians. For Jean-Pierre Molénat, this was a sign of the 

migration of significant numbers of the pre-conquest inhabitants, particularly in the face of 

                                                

72 The most exhaustive study and edition of the Toledan legislation, followed here is FTol (see abbreviations). 
73 For instance, Javier Alvarado Planas, ‘Los Fueros de concesión real en el espacio castellano-manchego 

(1065–1214). El Fuero de Toledo’, in Espacios y fueros en Castilla-La Mancha (Siglos XI–XV). Una 
perspectiva metodológica (Madrid, 1992), pp. 91–139; or Miguel Ángel Chamocho Cantudo, Los fueros 
del reino de Toledo y Castilla la Nueva (Madrid, 2017), pp. 15–31. However, much more focused 
discussion is found in Theresa M. Vann, Castilian royal government of the Kingdom of Toledo, 1085–
1252 (PhD thesis, Fordham University, 1992), particularly pp. 170–210; and eadem., ‘The Town Council 
of Toledo during the Minority of Alfonso VIII (1158–1169)’, in Donald J. Kagay and Joseph T. Snow 
(eds.), Medieval Iberia. Essays on the History and Literature of Medieval Spain (New York, NY, 1997), 
pp. 43–60. 

74 The Arabic documents are split between the ACTol and AHN. Many of them appear in Ángel González 
Palencia, Los mozárabes de Toledo en los siglos XII y XIII. Vol. I. Documentos Números 1–382 (Madrid, 
1926); idem, Los mozárabes de Toledo en los siglos XII y XIII. Vol. II. Documentos Números 383–726 
(Madrid, 1926); idem, Los mozárabes de Toledo en los siglos XII y XIII. Vol. III. Documentos Números 
727–1151 (Madrid, 1928). For the Latin texts of the ACTol collections, see Francisco Javier Hernández, 
Los cartularios de Toledo: catálogo documental (Madrid, 1996); Ricardo Izquierdo Benito, Privilegios 
reales otorgados a Toledo durante la Edad Media (1101–1494) (Toledo, 1990); and José Antonio García 
Luján, Privilegios reales de la catedral de Toledo (1086–1462) (2 vols., Granada, 1982). 

75 ‘… īshtarī rabī [A]bu Īsḥaq bin Naḥmīsh al-yuhūdī min Jamīlah bint Faraj zaūj al-balīwashī? ... ʿalā sunna 
al-muslimīn.’ González Palencia, Los mozárabes, Vol. I., docs. 1–2. 
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military confrontation at the very gates of Toledo.76 By contrast, the vibrancy of the 

Arabised Christian community, under whom the rich Arabic chancery documents of the 

cathedral were produced, has led to the theory that many of the Muslims who chose to 

remain in Toledo and its hinterland converted to Christianity, perhaps for convenience.77  

The Arabised Christians of Toledo had a significant weight in local politics from the 

early days under Alfonso VI. The first preserved franchise in Toledo was the carta 

firmitatis granted by Alfonso VI on 19 March 1101 to this community, ‘totos mastarabes 

de Toleto’.78 This charter, granted in response to a similar, non-extant document drafted for 

the ‘castellanos’ posted in the city, confirmed the legal autonomy of the Arabised Christian 

community. Most significantly, the laws of 1101 commanded a Mozarabic judge and 

alcalde along with the Castilian leader and ten of the ‘best men of the city’ (decem ex 

melioribus civitatis) to investigate and resolve a series of land disputes.79 Arabised 

Christians of Toledo were also judicially independent in any exquisitiones that they might 

be involved in.80 In addition, the local Mozarabs had the same calumnia regime as in the 

charter of the Castilians, except in the case of theft and the homicide of Jews and Muslims.81 

Alfonso VI also confirmed that the local inhabitants should conduct trials following the 

‘sententiam in Libro iudicum antiquitus constitutam.’82  

By the death of Alfonso VI, the large Arabised Christian community had been 

successful in establishing their legal, administrative traditions, and in the course of the 

twelfth century they were able to consolidate their prominent position in Toledo. This 

                                                

76 Jean-Pierre Molénat, ‘Mudéjars et mozarabes à Tolède du XIIe au XVe s.’ Revue du monde musulman et 
de la Méditerranée 63–64 (1992), pp. 143–53. 

77 As suggested by Brian Catlos, Muslims of Medieval Latin Christendom, c. 1050–1614 (Cambridge, 2014), 
pp. 22–3. Conversions certainly took place. Adrián Olstein, La era mozárabe. Los mozárabes de Toledo 
(siglos XII y XIII) en la historiografía, las fuentes y la historia (Salamanca, 2006), p. 78 highlights the 
handful of charters in which individuals are denominated ‘mutanāṣir’, putatively referring to ‘new 
Christians’. 

78 AMTol, Caj. 10, leg. 3, perg. 1. FTol, doc. 1, pp. 459–61. 
79 ‘Ideo autem in mense Marcio mandavi ad domno Iohanne, alcadi qui prepositus ipsius civitatis et veridicus 

iudex erat, ut cum alvacit domno Petro et aliis decem ex melioribus civitatis, inter Mozarabes et 
Castellanos, ipsemet cum eis exquireret et equaret et cortes sum semper et stabile permaneret…’ Ibid, p. 
459. 

80 ‘Ut firmiter habeant semper quantas cortes et hereditates sive vineas ac terras hodie in suo iure retinent, et 
pro nulla exuisitione non perdant inde quicquam, nec pro nullo rege subsequente sive zafalmedina aut 
comité vel principe militie, de quanto hodie possident, quia pro meo iudicio vendicaverunt sibi in 
sempiternum.’ Ibid, pp. 459–60. 

81 ‘Et de quanta calumpnia fecerint, quintum solummodo persolvant, sicut in carta Castellanorum ressonat; 
excepto de furto et de morte iudei vel mauri. Et de omni calumpnia talem eis mando habere 
consuetudinem, qualem et castellanis in Toleto commorantibus.’ Ibid, p. 460. 

82 Ibid. 
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explains why the 1101 fuero, and the property settlements that came along with this 

concession, were reissued by Alfonso VII on 25 March 1155.83 Similar clauses are found 

in the ‘private’ municipal fuero of Escalona, north west of Toledo, granted in 1130 by 

Diego and Domingo Álvarez, lords of the town. Escalona’s fuero shared at least seventeen 

edicts with the Arabised Christian Toledan fueros. This text, aimed to all local settlers and 

claiming to be the same as that enjoyed in the city of Toledo, stipulated that ‘whoever 

injured a Jew, shall be investigated according to Christian custom’ (mores christianorum 

persolvant), and that ‘neither Jews or Moors shall judge over Christians’.84  

Most importantly, the municipal fuero of Toledo, allegedly issued in 1118 but redrafted 

during the minority of Alfonso VIII, also asserted that in the case of any suspicions 

(suspitionem) and accusations, Jews, Muslims and Christians should all be judged by a 

Christian judge according to the prescriptions of the Liber Iudicum.85 This fuero was of key 

significance, for it confirmed the reshuffling of municipal power after the Laras retook 

Toledo from Fernando II and his allies, to the benefit of the powerful local Arabised 

Christian elites of Toledo.86 At the same time, this charter also contained an uncharacteristic 

plea asking for God’s forgiveness in the name of all men who accidentally killed any Jews, 

both past and present.87 This clause possibly alluded to the supposed riots against the 

Toledan Jewry of 1110, showing that wrongdoing clauses were not always there for purely 

rhetorical reasons; they tacitly acknowledged the potential for violence against these 

communities.88 

The Toledan legislation not only contains some of the few explicit references to the 

Visigothic heritage in the fueros. These are the only fueros and cartas de población in Iberia 

that invoked the Visigothic legislation in relation to non-Christians, including the common 

                                                

83 AMTol, Caj. 10, leg. 7, perg. 2. FTol, doc. 9, pp. 471–2.  
84 For the clause forbidding the appointment of non-Christian judges: ‘Et iudeus nec maurus non sit iudex 

super christianos.’ For Jewish wrongdoing regulations: ‘Igitur qui iudeum percusserint, mores 
christianorum persolvant. Et qui occiderint, CCC solidos pectent.’ FTol, doc. 5, pp. 464–7, taken from 
CFM, pp. 485–9.  

85 ‘Qui vero de occisione christiani vel mauri sive iudei per suspitionem accusatus fuerit, nec fuerint super 
eum veridicas fidelesque testimonias, iudicent eum per Librum iudicum... Sic etiam honorem 
christianorum confirmavit, ut maurus et iudeus si habuerit iudicium cum christiano, quod ad iudicem 
christianorum veniant ad iudicium...’ AMTol Caj. 10, leg. 2, perg. 5. FTol, doc. 10, pp. 473–83. Also kept 
in confirmation charters drawn by Alfonso VIII, on 15 February 1174 (AMTol, Caj. 10, leg. 2, perg. 4); 
and by Fernando III, on 16 January 1222 (AMTol, Caj. 10, leg. 2, perg. 6). See FTol, docs. 11 and 13. 

86 Vann, ‘The Town Council of Toledo’, pp. 52–3. 
87 ‘Omnia peccata que acciderunt de occisione judeorum.’ CFM, p. 369. 
88 Happening during or after the Almoravid seige of Toledo and the loss of Talavera and Uclés. Reilly, 

Alfonso VI, p. 352. 
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Late Antique legal assertion that Jews and Muslims should not be in positions of power. 

Given that explicit references to the Liber Iudicum are rare in the fueros, the inclusion and 

reassertion of the same clauses with regards to Jews and Muslims in the different Toledan 

legislative iterations was not a simple coincidence. The ‘trial by the Book’ (el juicio del 

libro), already present in some Leonese tenth-century documents, was often associated with 

the presence of Arabised Christians in Iberian settlements.89 Given the lack of additional 

evidence regarding the treatment of local Jews or Muslims, some legal historians have 

accepted that the legal framework of Toledo was based on a combination of customary 

practices with the Liber Iudicum.90  

But what Liber Iudicum? Most likely, the Toledan legislation sanctioned the 

institutional and legal framework as derived from the traditions of urban Arabised Christian 

communities in al-Andalus, rather than that of tenth-century León. Christian dhimmīs had 

preserved idiosyncratic versions of the Visigothic Church canons and laws in their own 

Arabic and Latin traditions, which the Muslim authorities duly accepted in organising 

Christian ‘internal’ administration and judicial practices. Christians were allowed to 

conduct trials in the spheres of family law and some forms of inter-communal wrongdoing, 

while torts and crimes were kept under the jurisdiction of the Muslim authorities.91 In the 

same way, the aforementioned fueros confirmed that Toledo’s Jews and Muslims were 

under the jurisdiction of the Mozarabic chief judge, or alcalde, in cases of wrongdoing and 

penal issues, while implicitly granting them autonomy in ‘internal’ affairs.  

The twelfth-century Toledan fueros cemented the institutional influence of the local 

Arabised Christians over inter-communal judicial and adminsitrative practices in the 

century following the conquest. By the mid-twelfth century, Arabised Christians had a 

well-organised administration. Five out of the ten notables sitting in the aforementioned 

municipal council of ten were witnesses of the 1155 confirmation of the fuero of the 

Arabised Christians of the city. This included their chief judge and alcalde, an alguacil, 

and zalmedina, along with other notables of the city, all of whom subsequently appear in 

                                                

89 Rodríguez, Fueros del reino de León, Vol. I, p. 70. Also Claudio Sánchez-Albornoz, ‘El jucio del Libro 
en León durante el siglo X’, AHDE 1 (1924), pp. 382–7.  

90 María Luz Alonso, ‘La perduración del Fuero Juzgo y el derecho de los castellanos de Toledo’, AHDE 45 
(1978), pp. 335–77. 

91 Ana Echevarría, ‘Los marcos legales de la islamización: el procedimiento judicial entre los cristianos 
arabizados y mozárabes’, Studia Historica. Historia Medieval 27 (2009), pp. 37–52. 
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the preserved Arabic and Latin documentation.92 It appears that the local Jewish community 

was also involved in local administration, judging by the numerous wuzarāʾ (sing. wazīr) 

found in the extensive Arabic and Latin evidence of the cathedral archive. This included a 

series of Arabised Christians and also Jews bearing the title of wazīr al-hākim, suggesting 

some vague promience in the locality.93 In one case, a prominent landowning Jew also 

appeared bearing the titles of wazīr (or alguacil) and mushrif (almoxarife).94 Meanwhile, in 

the case of Muslims, the references include a certain ‘leader of the potters’ and also the 

description of a local mosque, but the record is markedly more inconsistent.95  

The written records confirm both the judicial and administrative autonomy of Toledo’s 

Jewish, Muslim and Arabised Christian communities, and how it worked in practice. First 

and foremost, nearly all Arabic Toledan transactions were conducted under the protection 

of ‘the laws of the Christians’ (ʿalā sunna al-naṣāra). In turn, the formula could be adapted 

when transactions involved members of other faiths. For instance, in a mid-thirteenth sale 

between two Jews, the contract was performed ‘according to the laws of Israel’.96 

Conversely, sales in the Ebro valley were often agreed ‘by the fuero’, as opposed to ‘by the 

sunna’, although these were clearly interchangeable concepts, used as an equivalent term 

to fuero or consuetudo. Such details suggest the autonomy of the Jewish and Muslim 

inhabitants of Toledo, possibly under the general oversight of the local Arabised Christian 

administration. Unfortunately, Toledo’s Jews and Muslims were mostly left out from such 

legal and institutional procedures, perhaps due to the nature of inter-communal dynamics, 

or simply owing to the pitfalls of the archives.  

Such absences are startling given the preservation of the cathedral of Toledo’s Arabic 

chancery documents. Both in their visual, material and notarial features, the collected 

contracts and administrative records follow very closely the practices of contemporary al-

Andalus and the Maghreb, suggesting contact with al-Andalus, if not the use of Muslim 

                                                

92 ‘Petrus, alvazil, alcalde veredicus iudex, conf. Guter Roderici, alcalde. Conf. Iulianus Petriz, alvazil, conf. 
Alcayde Sibibi, conf. Stephanus Abenbram, cafalmedina, conf. Sancius de Benaias, conf.’ FTol, p. 472. 

93 González Palencia, Los mozárabes, Vol. I, doc. 59, p. 40 (October 1158), and doc. 151, p. 110 (January 
1181). 

94 Ibid, doc. 175, p. 130 (July 1185). The Latin translation refers to the same character as ‘almoxarifo 
Avenzara dicto Bonvida nomine…’ The almoxarife or al-mushrif was a ‘collector of the royal treasury’ 
or ‘controller’. DAAL, p. 157. 

95 González Palencia, Los mozárabes, Vol. I, doc. 23, p. 16 (August 1135). 
96 Ibid, Vol. III, doc. 1132, pp. 565–7 (October 1248). 
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scribes.97 In fact, the procedural legal concepts enshrined in the formulae found in the 

Arabic contracts nearly always falls in line with contemporary Mālikī practice, particularly 

the juridical concept of bayʿ, of which the buying and selling of property was one of its 

derivatives. This included the use of a system of property transfer that was based on an 

agreed offseting liability of equal price.98 This required a third-party liability procedure 

known as the marjadraque, from the Arabic marj al-darak, which would also be adopted 

in the Ebro valley by the Navarrese, Aragonese and Catalan conquerors, and is further 

studied in the next chapter.99 There are many similarities between Toledo’s initial surrender 

and use of Islamic property law with the practices followed in the Ebro Valley studied in 

the following chapter. The lack of any further legal information with regards to Toledo’s 

Jews and Muslims in the twelfth century might therefore stem not from their demographic 

weight in the city, but from the peculiarities of the local legal and administrative system.  

2.4. Conclusion 

The annexation of the ṭāʾifa of Toledo and temporary incorporation of Lisbon and Santarém 

into the Leonese-Castilian realm, followed by Almoravid backlash against Alfonso VI, 

forced the Leonese-Castilian ruler to formally address the position of non-Christians in his 

realm in three different strategies. First, Alfonso VI negotiated terms leading to the peaceful 

of the inhabitants of Toledo, just as he probably did in the Portuguese regions of the Tagus. 

These accords, not preserved but described in late-twelfth century Arabic and Latin 

accounts, are among the earliest examples of the surrender of Muslim groups to Christian 

authority. Alfonso VI’s diplomatic practices, consistent with Islamic institutional culture, 

                                                

97 The calligraphy is comparable to other twelfth-century texts of the Almoravid period. Umberto 
Bognianino, The origin and development of Maghribī round scripts. Arabic palaeography in the Islamic 
West (4th/10th–6th/12th centuries) (DPhil thesis, Oxford University, 2018), p. 172. Additionally, long 
and elaborate ‘alāmat signatures by prominent Mozarabs are found in many of these documents seemingly 
preserved by the local Toledan families as signs of prestige. These signatures were also a sign of the levels 
of Arabic literacy and the transmission of institutional and written practices over generations by the 
Arabised Christians. Nonetheless, as contemporary Palermitan alāmat, these were very deliberate 
creations charged with symbolic meaning, and should not be assumed to be the ‘spontaneous product of 
proximity’ between cultures. Jeremy Johns and Nadia Jamil, ‘Signs of the Times: Arabic Signatures As a 
Measure of Acculturation in Norman Sicily’, Muqarnas 21 (2004), pp. 181–92. 

98 Olstein, La era mozárabe, p. 74. For the concept in Islamic law see Joseph Schacht, ‘Bayʿ’, EI2. Consulted 
online on 26 September 2018 <http://dx.doi.org/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_SIM_1297> . 

99 Fidel Fita defined marjadraque as ‘la garantía hipotecada del tomar ó devolver el precio al comprador para 
el caso de rescindirse el contrato por evicción, ó por otra causa legítima’. Fidel Fita, ‘Marjadraque según 
el fuero de Toledo’, BRAH 7 (1885), p. 362. 
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provided an essential template that would subsequently be replicated during the Catalan 

and Aragonese occupation of the Ebro valley in the following century. 

Second, under the pressure of magnates and the curia of his kingdom, Alfonso VI 

drafted a model framework negotiating institutional interactions between Christians and 

Jews throughout the realm, sent to be applied by key ecclesiastical and secular potentates 

of León-Castile. The edicts found in the two preserved versions of the Karta inter 

christianos et iudeos constituted an evolution from the earlier eleventh-century fueros. This 

text was the first piece of legislation not only to acknowledge but to regulate the 

jurisdictional and institutional tensions posed by the management of Jewish inhabitants in 

León-Castile. Issued less than a decade after the conquest of Toledo, the vaguely-worded 

administrative mechanisms found in this text – including the resolution of trials between 

Jews and Christians by the ‘meliores homines de illo regno’ (‘the best men of the realm’), 

and the use of ‘private’ riepto ordeals in some severe cases –  were both an acceptance of 

the local negotiation of inter-religious judicial encounters, and also a first attempt to 

legitimise these disputes under the aegis of royal authority. The near-verbatim replication 

of the same statements in the foral of Santarém in relation to the town’s Jews and Muslims 

confirms that the institutional regulations concerning Leonese-Castilian Jews were not 

different from that of Muslims. Through these texts, non-Christian ethno-religious 

identification was for the first time treated as a differentiating factor in the management of 

local institutions. 

Although the Karta tried to provide Jews of León a certain level of protection under 

royal authority, at the same time, the text itself confirmed the reliance on the kingdom’s 

aristocracy and curia, as well as of local magnates, in articulating this system of inter-

religious interactions. The third strategy imposed by Alfonso VI was precisely that: the 

adaptation of the overarching political theories advanced by the Karta to a local setting. 

Non-Christians in Toledo were for the most part absent from the record, suggesting that the 

practical negotiation of disputes was often latent, hidden under of the formal terms enabling 

non-Christian autonomy. Be that as it may, the conquest of Toledo had initiated a new era 

in fuero legislation, as Jews and Muslims were for the first time incorporated to the 

Leonese-Castilian realm as political, social agents in their own right. 
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Figure 19. ACL, Tumbo de León, f. 104v. Karta inter christianos et iudeos. 
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Figure 20. ACL, Tumbo de León, f. 104r. Karta inter christianos et iudeos. 
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Figure 21. ACL, Tumbo de León, f. 105v. Karta inter christianos et iudeos. 
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Chapter 3. Surrender treaties and ‘protected 
communities’ in the Ebro valley, c. 1118-12001 

Much has been written about the experience of Muslims and Jews as ethno-religious 

minorities after the Navarro-Aragonese and Catalan conquests of the Upper March of al-

Andalus, also known as the Thaghr al-Aqṣāʾ or Thaghr al-Aʿlā. Yet major problems remain 

in historians’ understanding of the composition of the legal and administrative structure of 

these communities before the 1200s. The shortcomings in our appreciation of twelfth-

century Jewish and Muslim settlement in the Ebro valley after the Christian conquest stem 

predominantly from silences in the sources. The tenuous allusions to Jews or Muslims in 

contemporary chronicles and literary accounts have meant that historians rely upon charter 

evidence to bring these communities to life in the years immediately after the Christian 

conquests.  

The fueros and cartas de población issued during the conquests of the Ebro valley by 

Alfonso I and Ramón Berenguer IV constitute one of the most invaluable groups of sources 

in examining the management of non-Christians in twelfth-century Iberia. On the one hand, 

fueros were issued to the Muslim communities that surrendered to sucessive Christian 

armies. These documents, drafted in the same fashion as contemporary municipal franchise 

charters, acted both as surrender treaties ensuring the transition from Islamic to Christian 

rule and as communal covenants that would protect these communities in decades and 

centuries after the handover was finalised. Similarly, fueros and cartas de población were 

granted to local Jewish collectives that either remained or moved into these newly-

conquered territories. These franchises equally shielded Jewish autonomy and institutional 

practices in their respective localities. In sum, the initial two sections of this chapter will 

explore how fueros and cartas de población became a crucial legal-administrative tool in 

the politics and diplomacy during the conquest and colonisation of the Upper March.  

Alongside the fueros, a significant number of ‘private’ charters have survived in the 

cathedral archives of Tudela, Zaragoza, Lleida or Tortosa describing instances of local 

participation by Muslims and Jews in the new Navarrese, Aragonese and Catalan 

kingdoms. This wealth of evidence documented thousands of property transactions, 

                                                

1 Some of the findings of this chapter were published in a version which mostly focuses on the case study of 
Tudela, in Rodrigo García-Velasco Bernal, ‘ “ʿAlā fūr Tuṭīla”: Jews and Muslims in the Administrative 
Culture of Post–Conquest Tudela, c. 1118–1220’, Al-Masāq 29 (2017), pp. 235–57. 
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competition for fiscal resources, as well as other economic activities, as well as some 

instances of the judicial procedure in the resolution of local disputes. These texts allow us 

to contrast the legal framework of the fueros with the procedures followed on the ground. 

In the subsequent third and fourth sections of the chapter, the legislation is placed in 

conversation with land sales and judicial records. The aim is to test the limits of the 

autonomy putatively sanctioned by the fueros. In the process we see the creation of new 

communal practices, forms of identification, social and political dynamics, in which the 

non-Christians were not passive observers but participants in the formation of the post-

conquest societies of the Ebro valley.  

 
Figure 22. The proliferation of fueros and cartas de población in the Ebro valley, c. 1118-1200. 

3.1. Fueros and the conquests of the Thaghr al-Aqsāʾ 

As explained in Chapters 1 and 2, the Leoneses-Castilian and Aragonese monarchs began 

to consider the role of Muslim communities as independent collectives within Christian 

society following the conquests of Toledo (1085), Santarém (1093), Huesca (1096), and 

Barbastro (1100). In the course of the twelfth century, Aragonese and Catalan conquerors 

applied these early policies in territories and human geographies of a new order of 

magnitude. During the absorption of the Upper March, the territories comprising Aragon 
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and Catalonia doubled in the space of 30 years. In spite of the relocation of significant 

numbers of Christian colonists, the number of Jewish and Muslim inhabitants in the 

settlements of the Ebro valley were significant enough to warrant the drafting of new forms 

of fueros and franchise treaties catered explicitly to address the conditions of these 

communities. 

A number of the fueros and cartas de población received by Muslims and Jews in the 

Ebro valley were issued during the reign of Alfonso I of Aragon-Navarre (charted in a GIS 

map in Figure 22). The Battler applied the same legislative model to the surrender fueros 

granted to the Muslims of Zaragoza, Tudela, and Borja. Modelled on the fuero of the 

Muslims of Zaragoza, these surrender treaties would then be reused during the Catalan 

conquests of the lower Ebro valley. This section will therefore outline the process of legal 

diffusion of the different fueros granted to non-Christian communities as the Aragonese 

and Catalan conquerors advanced on the territories of the Upper March (as depicted in 

Figure 23). Outlining the rhythms of legal proliferation in the Ebro valley will help to shed 

light both on the interrelation between military campaigns and diplomacy, and the 

participation of different Jewish and Muslim communities in the Christian expansion over 

the Upper March of al-Andalus during the first half of the twelfth century. 

The conquests of the Middle Ebro under Alfonso I the Battler 

The chronology of Alfonso I’s conquests of the Upper March (as depicted in Figures 23 

and 24) is not as straightforward as it is sometimes portrayed.2 Accounts of the conquests 

are heavily reliant on the Bayān al-Mughrib by Ibn ʿIdhārī al-Marrākushī written in the 

second half of the thirteenth and the first decades of the fourteenth centuries.3 However, the 

Bayān’s dating sometimes clashes with the charter evidence, which is itself somewhat 

contradictory.4 According to the extant documentation, Alfonso I summoned an army 

comprising Aragonese and Frankish contingents by late 1117, and commenced a siege of 

Zaragoza sometime early in 1118. The assault against the capital of the Thaghr al-Aqsāʾ 

                                                

2 As evoked by José María Lacarra, with a significant influence over a generation of Spanish scholars. José 
María Lacarra, La repoblación de Zaragoza por Alfonso el Batallador (Madrid, 1949); idem, 
Colonización, parias y otros estudios (Zaragoza, 1981). 

3 As seen in Ambrosio Huici Miranda, ‘Nuevas aportaciones de “Al-Bayan al-Mugrib” sobre los 
Almorávides’, Al-Andalus 28 (1963), pp. 313–30. 

4 Regarding the complexities in establishing a secure periodisation of the reign of Alfonso I of Aragon-
Navarre, see José Ángel Lema Pueyo, ‘El itinerario de Alfonso I ‘El batallador’ (1104–1134)’, Historia. 
Instituciones. Documentos 24 (1997), pp. 333–53. 
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appears to have lasted for nearly 12 months, as Ibn ʿIdhārī states that the city was taken by 

the Aragonese troops on 18 December 1118.5 After successfully negotiating the terms of 

surrender of the local Muslims of Zaragoza, Alfonso I and his troops moved on Tudela. 

According to Lacarra, the town fell in February 1119.6 Lacarra’s hypothesis is probably 

correct, but it is based on deductive rather than inductive reasoning: given the conquest of 

Zaragoza happened in December 1118, Tudela must have followed shortly after the demise 

of the region’s capital while preceding the conquests of Tarazona and Borja later in 1119 

and Soria in 1120.7 Indeed, the Bayān al-Mughrib states that Tudela fell on 22 February 

1119.8  

Neither the chronology nor the method of conquest fits entirely with the surviving 

evidence found in the fueros. Although most accounts of the conquests emphasise the 

military nature of these campaigns, the key towns of the Ebro valley all surrendered by 

treaty to the Aragonese rulers. These surrender treaties were preserved as fueros, ensuring 

the institutional autonomy of the vanquished Muslim communities, unevenly preserved in 

charters that have reached us in thirteenth- and fourteenth century copies. The surviving 

accord between Alfonso I and the Muslims of Tudela had been taken from the franchise 

given to the vanquished inhabitants of Zaragoza, which unfortunately has not survived.9 A 

similar surrender charter has been preserved following the conquest of Borja, near Mallén, 

in February 1119.10 Soon after, the Jews of Tudela received a royal carta de población 

confirming their immunity and administrative independence from their Muslim and 

Christian neighbours.11  

                                                

5 Huici Miranda, ‘Nuevas aportaciones’, pp. 316–7. 
6 José María Lacarra, ‘La fecha de la conquista de Tudela’, Príncipe de Viana 22 (1946), pp. 45–54. 
7 Idem, ‘La reconquista y repoblación del valle del Ebro’, Separata de La Reconquista Española y la 

repoblación del país (Zaragoza, 1951). Highlighted in María Carmen Hernández Charro, ‘Análisis crítico 
de la documentación referente a la conquista cristiana de Tudela’, Huarte de San Juan. Geografía e 
Historia 18 (2011), p. 100. 

8 Huici Miranda, ‘Nuevas aportaciones’, p. 320. Also mentioned in Reilly, Urraca, p. 133. 
9 Manuscripts: [A] AGN, Comptos, Caj. 1, perg. 16-1, copy from 1340. [B] Archivo Municipal de Tudela, 

Inventario de Privilegios, Carpeta 1, perg. 9, eighteenth-century copy on paper. Edited in FN, doc. 8, pp. 
287–9. Copy [B] says to have copied the text from an original fuero kept at the Archivo Municipal de 
Tudela, that allegedly was an interlineated Latin-Arabic bilingual charter. This alleged original is now 
lost. 

10 ACA, Cancillería, Reg. 2283, fols. 50r–51r. Notarial copy of 3 February 1402. Edited in María Teresa 
Ferrer i Mallol, ‘La capitulación de Borja en 1122’, Aragón en la Edad Media 10–11 (1993), pp. 269–79, 
especially pp. 278–9. 

11 AGN, Comptos, caj.1, perg. 35 (2), kept in a copy from Charles II of Navarre (r. 1349-87), subsequently 
used for a notarial copy demanded by the Jews of Tudela and copied by García Pérez del Peso, notary of 
Tudela. Edited in FN, doc. 9, pp. 290–1. 
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Given the evidence of Ibn ʿIdhārī and José María Lacarra placing the date of conquest 

in February 1119, it is startling that both the charter of the Muslims of Tudela and the 

Jewish carta de población are both dated March 1115.12 The dating concurrence with 

Tudela’s Muslim fuero suggests that both texts were drafted immediately before or after 

the conquest, even if the signatories in both documents differ. In all likelihood one of the 

thirteenth- or fourteenth-century Tudelan notaries borrowed the erroneous dating from the 

Jewish carta when redrafting the Muslim fuero.13 To add further complexity, the surrender 

fuero of the Muslims of Borja is dated to 13 February 1119.14 This contradicts the generally-

accepted view that Tudela was conquered before Borja, particularly if we accept Ibn 

ʿIdhārī’s dating of the surrender of Tudela on 22 February, five days after Borja’s charter 

was drafted. At the same time, Borja’s fuero appears to contradict itself, for among the 

witnesses of Borja’s surrender agreement is Lope Sánchez Fortuñones, one of Alfonso I’s 

strongmen, bearing the title of ‘iusticia de Tutela’.15 In any case, the transmission of fueros 

highlights the complex chronology of Alfonso I’s conquests.  

The contradictions of the extant charters in establishing a chronology of the Aragonese 

conquests are further highlighted by the conservation of only a handful of charters in most 

of these towns before the death of Alfonso I.16 In the absence of better evidence, most of 

                                                

12 The charter of the Muslims of Tudela: ‘Facta carta era M. C. L. III., in Puyo de Sanç, in mense ma(r)cii.’ 
FN, p. 289. Meanwhile, Tudela’s Jewish document: ‘Facta carta era M.C.L.III. in mediato março. 
Regnante domino nostro Adefonso in Toleto, et in Castella, et in Aragone, et in Pampilona, et in 
Superarbi.’ Ibid, p. 290. 

13 The diplomatic characteristics of the Jewish carta de población are consistent in relation to contemporary 
charter evidence from Alfonso I’s chancery. Moreover, the list of witnesses included in the Muslim 
franchise appears to be a later summary, perhaps copied from the Jewish charter. The Jewish fuero 
contains the following signers: ‘Episcopus Stephanus in Osca. Episcopus Raymundus in Rota. Episcopus 
Petrus electus in Çaragoça. Episcopus Guilelmus in Yrunia. Episcopus Sancius in Calahorra. Seynnor 
Açenar Açenariz in Arguedaset in Tutela. Fortun Garçeyz in Nagera et in Totela. Seynnor Lope Lopeyz 
in Calahorra. Seynnor Lope Johannes in Vernero. Seynor Lope Garcez in Stella et in Alfaro. Synor Enneco 
Gallindez in Sos. Eximino Blasquiz çahalmedina in Tutella. Ato Fortungones merino in Tutella.’ Ibid, p. 
290. Meanwhile, Tudela’s Muslim fuero states the following witnesses to the royal grant: ‘Et isti sunt qui 
iurarunt: Aznar Aznarez, Xemen Fortuniones de Lehet, Fortunio Garçez [Caxal, Enneco Galindez de Sos, 
Sanz Joannes de Oxacastro, D.] Garcia Crespo, Lop Lopez de Caluera, Pedro Xemenez, iustiçia, Exemen 
Blasco, Galint Garçez de Santa Cruz, Tizon de [Montsono, Lop Garcez de Stella, Garcia Lopez de] Lerin, 
Lop Sanz de Caure, Pelegrin.’ Ibid, p. 289. 

14 ‘Sig(+)num Ildefonsus imperator. Ego Ildefonsus Dei gracia imperator afirmo et laudo ista omnia que sunt 
scripta in ista carta et mandavi facere ad Stefano episcopo in Sancta Maria de Ayz, IIº lunes de febrero, 
era MCLX.’ Ferrer i Mallol, ‘La capitulación de Borja en 1122’, p. 279. 

15 ‘Et de hoc subscriptos sunt testes qui viderunt et audierunt illo episcopo de Çaragoça et Stephanus, 
episcopus de Jacca, et don Enneco, capellano, et Petro Semenez et Lop Aruez Pelegrin et Calbet de Riba 
et Alfos su germano et Petro Tizon et Guillem Sanz et Atorrella et Orti Ortiz, Garcia Semenones d’Arbues 
et Lop Sanç Fortunones, iusticia de Tutella.’ Ibid. 

16 Tudela’s cathedral archive, for instance, conserves only eight charters dating before 1135. ACTud, docs. 
1–8. Contracts do not start to proliferate consistently until after Alfonso I’s death in 1134 and Tudela’s 
subsequent incorporation into the Crown of Navarre under the rule of García Ramírez. The same is true 
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the details concerning the immediate aftermath of the surrender of these towns must instead 

be derived from the preserved fueros themselves. Most important of all is the surrender 

treaty and fuero accorded by Alfonso I and ‘Alfabibi’ or al-Ḥabīb, the Andalusī leader of 

Tudela. This charter, based on the lost fuero given to the Muslims of Zaragoza, would be 

used as a template throughout the conquests of the Thaghr al-Aqsāʾ.  

Debate remains as to whether Tudela surrendered by treaty or was conquered by force, 

and its consequent effect upon the local population. Two of the most-quoted stipulations in 

Tudela’s surrender charter conceded a one-year grace period for Muslim inhabitants to sell 

all of their intra muros possessions, before being made to vacate the old town and move 

outside the city walls; those willing to go into exile in al-Andalus were allowed to do so 

peacefully.17 Some scholars have deduced that this stipulation, also present in Borja’s 

surrender treaty, attests to the migration of most of the Muslim elites. We do know that 

some of the elites of the Upper March did seek refuge in al-Andalus, particularly in the 

case of Huesca.18 Likewise, Ḥabīb, the local Muslim leader of Tudela does not appear in 

any of the charter documentation describing property exchanges. It is possible that the 

leader went south into al-Andalus. Nonetheless, given the dearth of evidence before the 

1130s this is once again pure speculation. 

In contrast, the fuero of the Muslims confirmed that Tudela’s remaining population – 

particularly those in rural environments and outside the main city walls – continued to enjoy 

their possessions without major consequences.19 The jāmiʿa mosque would remain in the 

hands of the local mudéjares for a year; property transactions both within the Muslim 

community and with Christian inhabitants were permitted; Jews (and Christians) were 

                                                

of Zaragoza, where charters are equally scant; only eight documents are preserved for the period between 
1118 and 1134. Ángel Canellas López, Colección diplomática del Concejo de Zaragoza. 1. Años 1119–
1276 (Zaragoza, 1972), docs. 1–8, pp. 83–91. 

17 ‘Et que stent illos moros in lures casas que abent d[e intro per unum annum; completo anno, quod exeant] 
ad illos barrios de foris cum lures mobiles et cum lures mulieres et cum lures filios... [Et] que façiant illos 
stare in lures hereditates in Tutela et ubicumque abuerint illos in illas uillas de foras; et quod teneant [illos 
et que donent de X unum.] [Et qui] uoluerit vendere de sua hereditate aut impignorare quod nullus homo 
non contrastat nec contradicat. Et [qui voluerit exire vel ire de Tudela ad terram de moros vel ad] aliam 
terram, quod sit solitus et uadat securamente cum mulierubus et cum filiis et cum toto suo auer [per aquam 
et per terram, qua hora voluerit die ac nocte].’ FN, p. 288. 

18 As already noted in Chapter 2, in Huesca seventy notable families left, according to Utrilla and Escó, ‘La 
población mudéjar’, pp. 187–208. See also Luis Molina Martínez and María Luisa Ávila Navarro, 
‘Sociedad y cultura en la Marca Superior’, Historia de Aragón III (Zaragoza, 1984), pp. 89–91. 

19 ‘Et qui volu[erit stare in suo orto et sua alumnia foris] de illa almadina, non sit eis deuetato.’ FN, p. 289. 
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barred from holding power over Muslims.20 These rules suggests the relative autonomy of 

those non-elite inhabitants who could not afford to relocate to Islamic lands. 

The fuero of Borja was equally agreed by Alfonso I and the local Muslim notables 

(aluazilis et alaxemis), in this case with the acquiescence of the rest of the Muslim 

community, or aljama, in what constitutes the first reference in any Iberian kingdom to this 

institution.21 Although Borja’s charter does not explicitly mention a link to the laws of the 

Muslims of Zaragoza, its clauses suggest a relation between both texts – or at least the 

implementation of a similar diplomatic strategy as during the conquest of Tudela. Borja’s 

Muslims also agreed to submit to the Battler’s suzerainty in exchange for a confirmation 

of their possessions and an assurance that they should conduct their affairs according to 

their own laws – or ‘vestros fueros’ – just as they had done before the Aragonese arrival.22 

As in Tudela, those who wanted to go to al-Andalus would be able to do so freely, just as 

those who remained.23 Borja’s inhabitants would not be judged for crimes committed before 

the conquest, and all fugitives and refugees could return safely and would recover their 

possessions.24 Additionally, the Battler agreed to free the captives presumably taken during 

the siege of Borja by a certain ‘Miladola’, in exchange for the Christian captives being 

similarly unchained.25 In so doing, Alfonso I instituted a legislative clean slate along with 

the town’s surrender treaty. 

 

                                                

20 On the preservation of the local jāmiʿa mosque: ‘Et que stent in lures [manos illa mezquita mayor usque 
ad lure exita].’ Rules confirming the legitimacy of property transactions between Muslims and Christians: 
‘[Et qui] uoluerit vendere de sua hereditate aut impignorare quod nullus homo non contrastat nec 
contradicat.’ For Jews and Christians as barred from holding power over Muslims: ‘[Et quod non mittant 
judeo maiore super illos moros], nec super lures faziendas que habeant nullum sennyorium... Et quod 
nullus christianus non consent(i)at ad nullum judeum comprare [moro per captivum, nec moro]. [Et si 
judeus] dicet nulla mala parabola, quod castiguent illum fort et durament.’ All quotes in FN, p. 288. 

21 ‘Hec est carta de confirmacione quam facio scribere ego, Ildefonsus, Dei gracia imperator, de iuramentos 
vobis, aluazilis et ad ilos alaxemis et ad illa aliama de Boria et tota vestra generacione, illo die quo intrastis 
in meo poder.’ Ferrer i Mallol, ‘La capitulación de Borja en 1122’, p. 278. 

22 ‘[ego Adefonsus Dei gratia imperator] confirmo que vos honorent et que vos teneant in vestros fueros totos 
insimul et vestros corpos et in vestros aves et in vestros filios.’ Ibid. 

23 ‘Et dono vobis exita ad quale parte volueritis a terra de moros et quale voluerint remanere estet honorifice 
in suos fueros… Et nullo de vobis qui voluerit exire per a terram de moros vadat securamentre et non 
timeat de nulla causa sive per terra sive per mare.’ Ibid. 

24 ‘Et ipsos foros dono vos, totos moros de Boria, et quantos males et quantas erraneas fecistis usque in die 
que ista carta fuit facta totos perdono vobis.’ Ibid. 

25 ‘Et si nullo de vobis habet cativo homine aut femina et hec tellato redempcione que exeat per sua 
redempcione… Et ego levo super me que solte l’acart Naçar de captivo et que traham illa filia de Alcart 
don Feerrich et illa filia de Domingo suo germano de illas manus de Miladola, que non costet nulla causa 
ad illo alcayt nec ad illas duas mulieres.’ Ibid. 
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Figure 23. Aragonese expansion under Alfonso I of Aragon-Navarre. Monsalvo Antón, Atlas Histórico de la España Medieval, p. 119. 

Further uncertainties surround the role of the local Jewish communities during the Ebro 

valley conquests and the early years of Christian rule. It is hard to discern whether the Jews 

that eventually appear in the charters of Tudela or Zaragoza arrived as migrants along with 

the Aragonese settlers, or if they were originally part of Andalusī society and remained as 

middlemen after the Christian takeover. The only confirmation of the existence of a node 

of Jewish settlement for the whole of the Middle Ebro in the 1120s comes from a carta de 

población issued by Alfonso I the Battler to the Jewish community of Tudela during the 

conquest of this town between 1119 and 1121. This brief text gave assurances to Jewish 

settlers, confirming that they would enjoy the same legal regime as the Jews of Nájera. 

Tudela’s Jewish community were assured full royal protection of property and personal 

effects, upon one annual payment of a paria, or poll tax, on Palm Sunday, echoing the 

Islamic jizya.26 This carta, granted to the local Jewish population immediately after the 

                                                

26 ‘Et mandauit eis per sua mercede quod stent firmemente in lures casas. Quod non poset nullus homo in 
lures casas [intrate] christiano neque mauro. Et mandauit eis per sua mercede ut illa paria quod habent ad 
pariare ut donent eam de atematan de illo anno de Pascoa de Ramos usque ad alia Pascoa de Ramos. Et 
mandauit eis per sua mercede fuero de judios de Nagera in totas lures causas ad illos et ad tota lure 
generacione que ut non donent portatico in tots lures mercatos de Tutela quomodo non donant illos de 
Nagera, intrata neque exita de illa ciuitate in vendere neque comprare; et alias calompnias et hoicidios ad 
fuero de Nagera’. FN, p. 290. The payment of this regular annual tribute by the local Jewish community 
was confirmed by a royal priveledge in 1202. Carrasco et al., Navarra Judaica 1, doc. 58, pp. 59–60. 
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LA FORMACIÓN 
DE LA CORONA DE ARAGÓN

Y EL DOMINIO DEL BAJO
EBRO CON RAMÓN 

BERENGUER IV

El condado de Barcelona, con los
condados anex ionados y  v asallos,
h abía continu ado u nido desde la
mu erte de Ramó n Bereng u er I en
1 0 7 6 . Primero compartieron el poder
su s dos h ijos, Ramó n Bereng u er II
(1 0 7 6 -1 0 8 2 ) y  Bereng u er Ramó n II
(1 0 7 6 -1 0 9 7 ). El primero mu rió  ase-

sinado. Y el seg u ndo no pu do ev itar
ser acu sado del crimen. A iniciati-
v a de mag nates catalanes y  del con-
de de Urg el el presu nto fratricida fu e
conv ocado u nos añ os despu és al
arbitraje del empera d or Alfonso VI.
Bereng u er Ramó n II perdió  el desa-
fío ju dicial qu e se celebró  con toda
solemnidad ante el rey  castellanoleo-
nés y  notables dig natarios. Tras ese
riepto perdido, se decidió  su  ex ilio
a principios de 1 0 9 7  y  el conde pasó ,
al parecer, su s ú ltimos añ os de cru -
zado en Tierra Santa.

El Condado lo h eredó  su  sobrino,
Ramó n Bereng u er III (1 0 9 7 -1 1 3 1 ),
h ijo del asesinado Ramó n Bereng u er
II. El nu ev o conde llev ó  a cabo cu a-
tro importantes log ros en la h istoria
de la fu tu ra Catalu ñ a: u tilizando u na
política matrimonial adecu ada, log ró
incorporar a la Casa de Barcelona
v arios condados v asallos, Besa-
lú , Vallespir, Conflent, Cerdañ a y
Berg a; amplió  relaciones en el su r de
Francia, al conseg u ir el v asallaje
de alg u nos territorios del Midi, entre
ellos Carcasona, base de fu tu ras
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takeover, expressed the willingness by the Aragonese king to involve the local Jewry in the 

development of post-conquest Tudela. Unfortunately, no other charters have been 

preserved for the early period of Christian rule in the Middle Ebro. The royal fuero of the 

Jews of Tudela issued by Sancho VI of Navarre (r. 1150–1194) around 1170 confirmed the 

continued Jewish presence in Tudela throughout the twelfth century.27 Akin to the fuero of 

the Muslims of Tudela, the 1170 fuero of the Jews of Tudela not only sanctioned communal 

autonomy, but also permitted Jewish involvement in the local property market and granted 

them judicial independence over internal affairs.28 

Subsequent fueros and cartas de población granted during the 1120s and 1130s to an 

array of newly-conquered settlements of the Ebro valley make no mention of Jews or 

Muslims. In Tudela, neither the charter that had originally granted the laws of Sobrarbe to 

the local Christian inhabitants in 1124, nor the subsequent franchise approved by Alfonso 

I to the same neighbours five years later, known as the fuero of the ‘Tortum per tortum’, 

mention these groups.29 The same is true in Zaragoza, where a nearly-identical fuero to that 

of Tudela was granted to the Christian inhabitants equally neglecting the local religious 

minorities.30 Additionally Alfonso I granted two cartas de población to the ‘mozarabes’ 

that settled in Zaragoza and Mallén after the Battler’s expedition into al-Andalus in 1126. 

Neither document described any interactions with non-Christians in the region.31 Only one 

carta de población, granted to the inhabitants Huesca in 1134 shortly before Alfonso I’s 

failed campaign against Fraga, mentioned non-Christians in the context of the buying and 

                                                

27 FN, doc. 23, pp. 313–4. AGN, Comptos, Caj. 1, perg. 35. For further analysis of the fueros of the Jews of 
La Rioja, see Chapter 4 of this thesis. As edited in Pilar León Tello, ‘Nuevos documentos sobre la judería 
de Haro’, Sefarad 15 (1955), pp. 160–4; AVIII-3, doc. 962, pp. 660–2. Tudela’s community held the same 
rights as Nájera’s., perhaps a sign of the links between these two Jewries during the twelfth century. 
‘Deinde affirmo vobis illum forum de Nagera…’ As further explained in Chapter 4, the fuero of the Jews 
of Nájera became the template used by the kings of Castile and Navarre when competing for the patronage 
of the Jewish settlers at the frontier between both kingdoms in La Rioja and the Upper Ebro valley. 

28 ‘In primis laxo vobis vestras casas quas habebatis in illo vestro barrio uel per uendere quicumque uolueritis, 
aud per dare, aut per tenere, uel per facere inde uestram propriam uoluntatem... Bedinus judeorum non 
conquerat calumpniam a judeo nisi cum duobus testibus judeorum.’ FN, doc. 23, pp. 313–4. 

29 For the fuero of Sobrarbe granted to Tudela, see CFM, pp. 418–9; for Tudela’s fuero known as the ‘Tortum 
per Tortum’, see CFM, pp. 420–2. 

30 These laws are known as the ‘fuero of the Twenty’ owing to the appointment of twenty local vicini to 
decide over local affairs. Manuscripts: Archivo Municipal de Zaragoza, perg. 2.; two further copies in 
Archivo Municipal de Zaragoza: Caj. 51, copy from 4 November 1552; and Cartulario de la ciudad de 
Zaragooza, tomo I, fol. 3, and tomo II, fols. 18 and 22. Edited in María Luisa Ledesma Rubio, Cartas de 
población del reino de Aragón en los siglos medievales (Zaragoza, 1991), doc. 49, pp. 72–4.  

31 For the fuero of the Arabised Christians that Alfonso I brought back from his expedition into al-Andalus 
in 1126 to resettle in Aragon, see Lacarra, Documentos, Vol. I, doc. 132, pp. 141–2, and Canellas, 
Colección diplomática, doc. 3, pp. 85–6. The fuero of the Mozarabs of Mallén of June 1132 is found in 
CFM, pp. 503–4 and in Ledesma, Cartas de población, doc. 56, pp. 80–1. 
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selling of goods.32 Such absences from the record are often used as proof of the 

insignificance of the Ebro valley’s Muslims and Jews in determining local customary 

arrangements. However, making inferences from these documents alone is problematic, 

given the lack of evidence for the town’s development in the 1120s. It is more likely that 

the exclusion of Jews and Muslims from these Christian-only fueros and cartas de 

población was connected to the autonomy of these groups from municipal Christian 

authorities in the early days of Aragonese rule.33  

The Catalan-Aragonese expansion over the Ribera d’Ebre 

The Christian expansion over the lower Ebro valley or Ribera d’Ebre (as seen in Figure 24) 

took place during a period of significant dynastic change. While Navarre consolidated its 

independence under García Ramírez (r. 1134–1150), king Ramiro II of Aragon (r. 1134–

1138) secured the betrothal of his daughter Petronilla to Ramón Berenguer IV, in what in 

time would be known as the Crown of Aragon. Striving for political legitimacy, the 

different actors in the region repurposed Alfonso I’s institutional legacy to advance their 

own claims in the region. As a result, this period saw the proliferation of substantial 

numbers of cartas de población or fueros in New Catalonia, as Ramón Berenguer IV, 

mirrored Aragonese strategy during the conquests of the Ribera d’Ebre. 

When the Catalan count took Tortosa in 1148, the local Muslims were granted a 

surrender treaty in the form of a fuero explicitly modelled on the treaty given to their 

correligionists in Zaragoza.34 As such, the terms of Tortosa’s fuero closely follow the 

franchise of the Muslims of Tudela. For instance, the vanquished Tortosans had to abandon 

                                                

32 ‘Similiter si aliquis ex vobis comparaverit de meos villanos, a mauros sive de iudeos casas, terras, vineas 
et aliquis de sua hereditate, quod habeatis illum liberum et francum, sive francos sive cavalleros. Et si 
hereditatem aliquam emeritis de aliquo homine, sive de cavalleros sive de mauros, eciam de iudeos, et 
renueritis illam uno anno et uno die, et que non sit vobis caloniata, non respondeatis inde a nullo homine 
de hoc seculo, sed omni tempore habeatis illam ad vestram propriam hereditatem salva mea fidelitate...’ 
Baer, Die Juden, Vol. I, doc. 19, p. 12. 

33 Brian Catlos has pointed out that the Christian conquerors ‘had neither the interest nor the infrastructure 
to elaborate and enforce a new legal system over their Muslim subjects.’ Catlos, ‘“Secundum suam 
zunam”: Muslims in the Laws of the Aragonese “Reconquista”’ Mediterranean Studies 7 (1998), p. 15. 

34 ‘Raimundus Berengarii comes honorificet illum Deus quomodo illis demandaverint tales firmamentos 
quales affirmavit rex Adefonsus cui sit requies ad mauros de Çaragoça et tales fueros quales illis abent 
qui sunt suptus scriptos illos naturales qui sunt de Tortoxa.’ ACA, Cancillería, Pergaminos Reales, Ramón 
Berenguer IV, Serie General, perg. 209. Edition of Próspero de Bofarull y Mascaró, Colección de 
documentos inéditos del Archivo de la Corona de Aragón (Barcelona, 1847-1910) [hereafter CDIACA], 
Vol. IV, doc. 56, pp. 130–4. Barrero and Alonso date the document to 1143 in TDLE, p. 442. However, 
the copy at the ACA is dated to December 1148, which coincides with the chronology provided by 
chronicle of Caffaro of Genoa as outlined below. 
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the city walls and move into a neighbourhood outside (arrabal).35 Similarly, the local 

inhabitants would be obliged to hand over the congregational mosque after one year.36 

Finally, Muslims who wished to could safely leave for al-Andalus.37 In addition, the fuero 

distinguished between the North African rulers (almoravites) and the local Muslims, 

stipulating that any Tortosan inhabitant could come back within four months and recover 

their inheritance and run their lands and grazing practices according to their laws, 

irrespective of Almohad incursions into the territory.38  

Exactly one year after the conquest, when the Muslims had to vacate the city walls, the 

Jews of Tortosa were granted a carta de población. Echoing the procedure by Alfonso I in 

Tudela, this brief royal charter confirmed that Tortosa’ Jewish settlers would rule 

themselves according to the ‘fueros, customs and usages’ enjoyed by the Jews of 

Barcelona.39 The Jews of Tortosa were assured personal freedoms and possessions, 

including administrative and jurisdictional independence from the local Muslims. In 

addition, Ramón Berenguer IV also handed over control of the extra muros neighbourhood 

of Darracina (or dār al-ṣinā’a, meaning the docks) to the Jewish community. Given the 

strategic importance of Tortosa in the Mediterranean networks and the hugely profitable 

fluvial trade networks of the Ebro, it is clear that the Catalan-Aragonese ruler sought the 

support of the local Jewish notables to sustain his rule in the locality.40  

                                                

35 ‘Et quando steterint illos moros in illos arraballes post isto anno completo et voluerint ire per ad lures 
honores et ad lures labores quod vadant per illa civitate et per illo navio sine dubitatione…’ Bofarull, 
CDIACA, Vol. IV, doc. 56, p. 134. 

36 ‘… et totos illos alguçiros et alfachis et maiorales quod teneat eos in suos fueros et totos illos alios moros 
quod stent in lures casas intra in illa civitate de isto uno anno completo de termino de ista carta et infer 
tantum quod faciant et indreçent casas in illos arrabales de foras et quod remaneat illa metzchida majore 
in lurs manus usque ad isto anno complito.’ Ibid, p. 131. 

37 ‘et qui voluerit ex illis exire de Tortoxa per ad alias terras aut per terra vel per aqua vadad solutus cum suo 
toto avere et cum filios et mulieres qua hora voluerit prope vel tarde et vadat ad salvetate si voluerit sine 
consilio de nullo homine.’ Ibid, p. 132. 

38 ‘Et si almoravites fecerint aliquod malum ad illos cristianos qui fuerint inter illos vel in suas terras non 
prendant per inde nullo malo homines de Tortoxa et illos moros qui modo sunt foras de Tortoxa et se 
tornaverint de isto termino ad IIII menses quod habeant totas suas hereditates et vadant et paschant toto 
lure ganato de illos mauros ubi voluerint in terras de comes et illos metipsos vadant similiter per totas suas 
terras de comes sine ullo reguardo quod donent sua açadaga directa do suas oves sic est lure fuero et lure 
lege.’ Ibid, p. 133. 

39 ‘Et dono vobis ut habeatis illos bonos fueirs et omnes consuetudines et usaticos quos habent iudei 
Barchinonenses in firmanciis et estacamentis et in placitis et in testimonis et in omnibus bonis moribus 
quos in omnibus habent iudei Barchinonenses.’ Manuscripts: [A] ACA Gran Priorato de Cataluna de la 
Orden de San Juan de Jerusalen, Cartulario de Tortosa, fol.83, doc. 269; [B] Arxiu Històric Comarcal de 
les Terres de l'Ebre, perg. 195, Comú II, n. 38 (23 Dec 1149). Edited in CAT, Vol. I, doc. 76, pp. 126–8.  

40 The significance of this grant in the context of the conquest of Tortosa and the relationship between the 
local Jewish community and the count of Barcelona, is further explained in T. Barton, Contested Treasure, 
pp. 25–54. 
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Figure 24. Territories under the control of Ramón Berenguer IV in 1150. Taken from Monsalvo Antón, Atlas Histórico de la España 

Medieval, p. 122. 

As in Tudela or Zaragoza, a third franchise was granted in November 1149 to ‘omnes 

habitatores Tortose’, which, as in the case of the fueros of Zaragoza and Tudela from 1129, 

did not address the question of non-Christians living in the settlement. Only one clause 

admonished locals not to allow Muslim fugitivi to escape beyond the Ebro.41 It should come 

as no surprise that discussions surrounding the conquest of Tortosa run parallel to the 

debates relating to Tudela. Firstly, scholars highlight the significant help of Genoese and 

English crusaders in the siege and eventual conquest of the port town, as reported by 

Caffaro, the Genoese merchant.42 Secondly, the issuing of the fueros of the Jews and 

Christians of Tortosa on the first anniversary of the conquests has been seen as confirmation 

of the exodus of most of the Muslim population of Tortosa. In combination with the 

property charters transferring lands in the region to new Christian owners, some historians 

                                                

41 ‘Pro inventione vero fugitivi sarraceni qui inventus sit de Terrachona usque Iberum flumen unum 
morabetinum, accipiatur, et de Ibero usque ad Uldicona duos.’ CAT, Vol. I, doc. 75, pp. 121–6. 

42 Luigi Tommaso Belgrano (ed.), Annali genovesi di Caffaro e de’ suoi continuatori (Genoa, 1901), pp. 79–
90; and Martin Hall and Jonathan Phillips (eds. and trans.), Caffaro, Genoa and the Twelfth–Century 
Crusades (London, 2013), pp. 127–37. 
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have seen the fuero evidence as confirmation of the feudal break with Islamic Ṭurṭūsha.43 

As in the case of Tudela, such an approach creates a false dichotomy between the 

persistence of parts of the population and the military campaign and the eventual Christian 

takeover, when in fact the evidence points towards elite substitution, rather than an 

immediate mass-exodus.44 

Further evidence from the lower Ebro valley delta corroborates the use of the fuero of 

Tudela-Zaragoza-Tortosa as a legal template framing the autonomy of the Muslim 

communities that remained after the Christian conquests. Sometime after the occupation of 

the castle of Miravet by the Templars in 1153, the Muslim communities in the Ribera 

d’Ebre were granted ‘the same fueros which they [the local Saracens] have in Zaragoza and 

in Tortosa’ by Ramón Berenguer IV and the new Templar House of Miravet.45 Although 

again the original treaty has not been preserved (and the dating is missing), a thirteenth-

century version was kept at the Hospitaller House of Ascó.46 This fuero contained a 

summary of the Tudela and Tortosa law, only omitting the rules regulating the evacuation 

of Muslims. The charter was granted to the Muslims in Flix, Ascó, or Mora, all of which 

protected the fluvial transit from Zaragoza, Fraga and Lleida into Tortosa.47 This legal 

franchise explained that the local Muslims would hold the same laws as those enjoyed by 

their coreligionists in Zaragoza, even those precepts that were known to all but had been 

                                                

43 Antoni Virgili, Ad detrimentum yspanie: la conquesta de Ṭurṭuša i la formació de la societat feudal, 1148–
1200 (Valencia, 2001), pp. 103–30. For a full list of the land transfers in Tortosa in the years after the 
conquest, see ibid, pp. 100–2. 

44 At least twelve ʿulamāʾ sought refuge in al-Andalus in 1148–1149. Xavier Ballestín, ‘Prosopografia dels 
fuqahāʾ i ʿulamāʾ de la zona oriental del thaghr al-aʿlā : Balaga, Lārida, Ṭurṭūsha’, in Manuela Marín 
(ed.), Estudios onomástico-biográficos de al-Andalus. Vol. VI: Homenaje a José María Fórneas 
(Granada, 1990), pp. 55–119. 

45 ‘Donat eis ut habeant tale furus quale habent in Caragoça et in Tortosa. Et de illa carta de Caragoça et de 
illo furo mutent et mutant in ista carta hoc quod non est in ista carta.’ AHN, Órdenes Militares, Car. 636, 
perg. 1. Copy by the public notary of Flix, Mateo de Pontils, 3 March 1276. Edited in José María Font 
Rius, ‘La Carta de Seguridad de Ramón Berenguer IV a las morerías de Ascó y Ribera del Ebro (siglo 
XII),’ in Homenaje a Don José María Lacarra de Miguel en su jubilación del profesorado: estudios 
medievales I (Zaragoza, 1977), pp. 575–6. Images of the document can be found at the end of this chapter, 
Figures 27–30. 

46 Font Rius, in ibid, pp. 564–5, explains that Ascó, Flix and other settlements on the Ribera d’Ebre could 
only have received such a charter after the conquest of the key stronghold of Miravet in 1153; and would 
have been granted before Pedro de la Rovère, who appeared as a witness in this charter, ended his term as 
master of the local Templar house in 1159. All lands and deeds were transferred by the Templars to the 
local Hospitallers in 1317, hence why it is kept as part of the Hospitaller archive at the AHN.  

47 ‘Aquesta carta es de convinença e d’asegurança qque feu lo noble en R. comes Barchinone (ad) omnes 
sarracenos qui habitarent in riberia de Ibere … videlicet illos de Ascho et de Flix et de Mora et de Caxia 
et de Maçalepha et de Castello et illos de Teviça similiter.’ Ibid, p. 576. The importance of the fluvial 
route is evidenced by a charter discussing the tolls along the Ribera del Ebro, discussed in Miguel Gual 
Carmena, ‘Peaje fluvial del Ebro. Siglo XII’, Estudios de la Edad Media de la Corona de Aragón 8 (1967), 
pp. 155–88; Catlos, The Victors and the Vanquished, p. 104. 
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missed out during the drafting of the carta.48 This not only confirms the widespread use of 

the fuero of Zaragoza for the management of Muslim communities in the Ribera d’Ebre, 

but also that this legal system was widespread and known both in oral and written forms 

by the different Muslim communities of the Ebro valley.  

The drafting of the fueros and cartas de población of the Muslims of Tortosa and the 

Ribera d’Ebre was the culmination of a combined military and diplomatic strategy. As 

further confirmed by the Annals of Caffaro of Genoa, the use of diplomacy by the Christian 

conquerors was not irreconcilable with the military campaigns leading to the incorporation 

of the lower Ebro valley into the Catalan-Aragonese realm. In fact, the capitulation of 

Tortosa only took place in December 1148 after months of multilateral negotiations 

between the count of Barcelona, numerous Genoese envoys, and the ruler of Valencia and 

Murcia, Abu ʿAbd Allāh Muḥammad b. Mardanīsh (r. 542–567/1147–1172).49 The 

involvement of the Genoese fleets in the conquest of Tortosa in 1148, like the temporary 

takeover of Almería in 1146, therefore implies that the accords of the lower Ebro valley 

were influenced by the maritime raiding practices and diplomatic culture of the Western 

Mediterranean of the period.50  

While the Barcelonese count negotiated fuero terms with Tortosa’s local inhabitants in 

early 1149, Ibn Mardanīsh reached two peace treaties with the Genoese and the Pisans.51 

                                                

48 ‘Et de illa carta de Caragoça et de illo furo mutent et mutant in ista carta hoc quod non est in ista carta.’ 
Font Rius, ‘La Carta de Seguridad de Ramón Berenguer IV’, p. 565. 

49 In the wake of the conquest of Almería, Caffaro reports that the Tortosans had sent envoys to Genoa and 
Barcelona. In response, the Catalans and Italians sent their own representatives to Ibn Mardanīsh, seeking 
an agreement for the capitulation of the town on the banks of the Ebro. During negotiations, the Tortosans 
handed over 100 Muslims among the local notable families as a security, and since after forty days the 
Valencians had not come to Tortosa’s rescue, eventually the city unilaterally surrendered to the Genoese 
and the count of Barcelona. Belgrano, Annali genovesi di Caffaro, pp. 86–8. 

50 Genoa participated in the conquest of Almería in 1146 and Tortosa in 1148 in return for control the former’s 
thriving textile industry, and a third of the latter’s tolls and customs revenues. See Nikolas Jaspert, ‘Capta 
est Dertosa, clavis Christianorum: Tortosa and the Crusades’, in Jonathan Phillips and Martin Hoch (eds.), 
The Second Crusade. Scope and consequences (Manchester, 2001), pp. 90–111; and John Bryan Williams, 
‘The Making of a Crusade: The Genoese Anti-Muslim Attacks in Spain, 1146–1148’, Journal of Medieval 
History 23, no. 1 (1997), pp. 29–53.  

51 A ten-year truce was agreed between the ruler of Murcia-Valencia and the Pisans on 27 January 1149 / 15 
Ramaḍān 543. Edited in Michele Amari, I diplomi arabi del R. Archivio Fiorentino (Florence, 1863), p. 
xxxiv and p. lix in the Introduction, and pp. 239–40 for the transcription of the treaty; see also ibid, p. 451 
for the editor’s note on the Genoese accord confirmed on 1 Ṣafar 544/10 June 1149. The Genoese treaty 
can be found in A.I. Silvestre de Sacy, Notices et extraits des manuscrits de la Bibliothèque du roi et 
autres bibliotèques. Tome onzième (Paris, 1827), p. 3. Ibn Mardanīsh agreed to pay 15,000 Almoravid 
dinars in tribute, exempted any commercial tariffs and protected ‘cunctos homines Januae qui sunt in 
Almeria vel in Tortuosa nullo modo offendant hominibus de districtu regis, in personis vel in rebus, in 
mari nec in terra, vel ubicunque illos inveniant.’ The Genoese also secured two alhóndigas (fondicos), in 
Valencia and in Denia, to live in. A renewed accord was agreed in 1161. These agreements must be 
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The drafting of such peace and commercial treaties, known as guidaticum and amān 

contracts, between the Catalan counts and merchants and Western Islamic rulers goes back 

to at least the late-eleventh century.52 In the second half of the twelfth century, two 

additional bilingual peace treaties were drafted between Genoa and the Almoravid rulers 

of Majorca, the Banū Ghāniya.53 Self-defined as charters of ʿahd (pl. ʿuhūd) and carta 

pacis, these Arabic-Latin contracts were written by high-ranking officials with significant 

scribal training, in a comparable large-format parchment to those of the fueros. These texts 

formalised agreements between Muslim and Christian rulers in a fashion that echos the 

description of the surrender of Toledo to Alfonso VI by Ibn al-Kardabūs.54  

The accords struck in Tortosa were most likely perceived by the vanquished elites as 

part of this Mediterranean diplomatic culture. In fact, the charter of the Muslims of the 

Ribera d’Ebre issued by the Templar house of Ascó in 1153–59 was most probably a 

bilingual interlineated agreement. Preserved in a copy from 1276 (Figures 25–28), the large 

format parchment contains large gaps between every line of Latin text. Unfortunately, the 

copyist left out the interlineated Arabic that would have most likely appeared in the original 

fuero. The fact that the dorso of the parchment contains a description in Arabic of what is 

contained in the privilege (Figures 27–28) reaffirms the evidence for the missing Arabic 

text.55 In addition, it is likely that the fueros of Tudela and Tortosa were also bilingual. One 

                                                

connected to the report of the diplomatic exchanges described by Caffaro during the conquests of Tortosa 
and Almería. Olivia Remie Constable, ‘Genoa and Spain in the Twelfth and Thirteenth Centuries: Notarial 
Evidence for a Shift in Patterns of Trade’, Journal of European Economic History 3 (1990), pp. 635–56, 
particularly pp. 640–1. 

52 Robert I. Burns, ‘The Guidaticum Safe-Conduct in Medieval Aragon-Catalonia: a Mini-Institution for 
Muslims, Christians and Jews’, Medieval Encounters 1 (1995), pp. 51–113. Several similar contracts have 
survived confirming the presence of Christian (Catalan, Pisan, Genoese) merchants living in Almoravid 
and Almohad territories. David Abulafia, ‘Christian merchants in the Almohad cities’, Journal of 
Medieval Iberian Studies 2 (2010), pp. 251–7. Similar amān treaties are conserved documenting Pisa’s 
and Genoa’s dealings with the lords of Valencia, Majorca and the rulers of Ifrīqya as soon as the Italian 
city states began to raid these coastal regions. David Abulafia, A Mediterranean Emporium. The Catalan 
Kingdom of Majorca (Cambridge, 1994), pp. 4–5; Constable, ‘Genoa and Spain in the Twelfth and 
Thirteenth Centuries’, pp. 638–41. 

53 Frédéric Bauden, ‘Due trattati di pace conclusi nel dodicesimo secolo tra i Banu Ganiya, signori delle Isole 
Baleari, e il Comune di Genova’, in Nuria Martínez de Castilla (ed.), Documentos y manuscritos árabes 
del occidente musulmán medieval (Madrid, 2010), pp. 33–86. The palaeographical traits of the Arabic 
scripts of these texts is similar to those of contemporary Toledo. Bognianino, The origin and development 
of Maghribī round scripts, p. 175. 

54 These texts form part of the Islamic tradition of ʿahd. Robert I. Burns and Paul Edward Chevedden, 
Negotiating Cultures: Bilingual Surrender Treaties in Muslim-Crusader Spain Under James the 
Conqueror (Leiden, 1999), pp. 195–212. 

55 As Figures 29–30 show, although the Arabic is very faded out and difficult to read, it states that this 
document was ‘ دیعس/دعس نب دمحم عدوا  ’, meaning a certain Muḥammad ibn Saʿad/Saʿīd had ‘deposited’ the 
charter. Āwdaʿa, from the root عدو  , implies that this document was written down for safekeeping – perhaps 
as a protection to the Muslim peoples of this region. 
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of the two copies of these laws, an eighteenth-century handwritten reproduction on paper, 

claims to have taken the text from the original charter, written in inter-linear Arabic and 

Latin.56  

Unfortunately, Iberian interlinear Arabic-Latin charters have rarely survived the 

passage of time. Only three such interlineated treaties have reached us, including two from 

the conquest of Valencia by Jaime I.57 Bilingual documents – particularly interlineated ones 

– were typically employed in highly formal and official circumstances such as peace 

treaties, which required careful consideration of the texts in both languages. The fueros of 

the Muslims of the Ebro valley sought to carefully-sanction a system of legal pluralism 

while also providing its visual representation. This was a further sign of the highly 

symbolical nature of the fueros, as well as of the multiplicity of purposes of these 

documents.  

The process of legal diffusion continued as the Catalan-Aragonese realm consolidated. 

In September 1180 the Muslims of Tortosa demanded to have their rights sanctioned once 

again, in a new carta de población that itself confirmed the application of the laws of the 

Muslims of Zaragoza in the locality.58 Less than a year later, the Jews of the city responded 

accordingly, suggesting a legal competition between both communities to get their 

respective fueros reapproved.59 As the following sections of this chapter explain, during the 

decades that followed the Christian conquests, the Muslim and Jewish communities of the 

Ebro valley adopted and incorporated the culture of fueros into their own traditions as a 

way of protecting their independence, in turn transforming the nature of their autonomy. 

                                                

56 Archivo Municipal de Tudela, Caj. 1, perg. 65. Copy made by Fray Domingo Escribano e Izquierdo, 
ecclesiastical notary and monk of the Abbey of Veruela, allegedly taken from the original Latin-Arabic 
inter-linear charter, that used to be preserved in the Archive of the Dukes of Villahermosa in Pedrola. 
After the War of Spanish Succession there was no trace of the original charter. Fray Domingo Escribano’s 
copy is very similar to the 1340 copy kept at the AGN. 

57 The ‘al-Azraq Treaty’ issued c. 1245 is kept in the ACA, Real Cancillería, Jaime I, Pergaminos, perg. 947. 
Edited in Burns and Chevedden, Negotiating Cultures, pp. 34–59. The Xátiva treaties are found in ACA, 
Real Cancillería, Jaime I, Pergaminos, Apéndice n.41. Edited in Ibid, pp. 148–92. A much later franchise, 
that of the Moors of the settlement of Urzante near Tudela, is also preserved in its interlineated form. Pilar 
León Tello, ‘Carta de población a los moros de Urzante’, Actas del Primer Congreso de Estudios árabes 
e islámicos, Córdoba, 1962 (Córdoba, 1964), pp. 329–43. 

58 Franchise to ‘uobis tota aljama sarracenorum Dertose’, of the laws and possessions that they held. The 
aljama was allowed to rule themselves ‘according to their sunna and customs’. The charter was issued in 
September 1180 by Alfonso II and re-confirmed on 18 December 1246. ACA, Cancillería, Pergaminos 
Reales, Alfons I, Serie General, perg. 299. CAT, Vol. I, doc. 303, pp. 444–6. For further analysis of this 
charter, see Catlos, The Victors and the Vanquished, p. 143.  

59 Franchise charter granted to the Jews of Tortosa by Alfonso II, along with the approval of the lord of 
Tortosa, Ramon I de Montcada, lord of Tortosa (d. 1190). Edited in Baer, Die Juden, Vol. I, doc. 48, pp. 
38–9. 
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3.2. The construction of Muslim and Jewish autonomy in the Ebro valley 

after 1118 

The Ebro valley fueros signalled a critical departure from the simple assertion of royal-

comital authority over non-Christians, moving towards a conscious and proactive 

legislative policy that sanctioned the conditions under which Jews and Muslims were able 

to operate within their respective societies. This section explores the nature of this 

autonomy through the clauses of the fueros and cartas de población in conversation with 

the additional extant charter evidence of ‘private’ land contracts and agreements. In part, 

the character of Jewish and Muslim self-governance was shaped by the nature of the 

conquests themselves: the victors sanctioned the existence of an independent Muslim and 

Jewish autonomy so long as it accepted Navarrese or Aragonese jurisdiction, ensuring a 

gradual transition from Christian conquest to domination. 

The autonomy sanctioned by the fueros involved both change and continuity. On the 

one hand, the legal regimes were said to be built on tradition, preserving the kinds of 

institutions and systems held in place before the conquests. Thus, the 1119 charter 

proclaimed that trials would take place ‘just as it was done in the time of the Moors.’60 

Likewise, the laws of Tortosa asserted that the fiscal regime would remain the same ‘as 

during the times of their kings’.61 On the other hand, against what these assertions might 

have meant to convey, this was far from a static process. Under a veneer of permanence, 

the autonomy enshrined in the legislation was repurposed to fit within the evolving 

Navarrese and Catalan-Aragonese political systems. In time, distinctions between Jewish 

and Muslim communities became more clearly-defined: the self-sufficiency of Muslim and 

Jewish communities in the Ebro valley regions was negotiated in parallel and often in 

conversation with each other, but never on the same terms. 

Autonomy, legal pluralism and the gradual development of the aljamas 

The central concern of these fueros was the assertion of communal autonomy, as expressed 

through judicial and legal equality. In a discourse that closely resembles Alfonso VI’s 

                                                

60 ‘[Et quod sint et] stent illos in iudicio et pleito in manu de lure alcadi et de lures alguaçil, sicut in tempus 
d[e illos moros fuit] ...’ FN, p. 288. 

61 ‘Et quod levent ad illos alcaides de illos moros super lures usaticos et suos fueros in quantum tenent in 
manus et quod sedeant honoratos in lures usaticos sicut fuerunt in tempus de suos alios reges.’ Bofarull, 
CDIACA Vol. IV, p. 133. 
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clauses in the charters of Santarém and León, the treaty of the Muslims of Ribera d’Ebre 

stipulated that ‘no Christian shall judge them [the local Muslims] except only the count [of 

Barcelona] and the vicar [of the Templars] as well as the alcaydus [local military leader].’ 

Instead, Muslims should be judged ‘according to the conventions of their law’ (sicut est 

consuetudo legis eorum).62 The sanctioning of such legal parity was a fundamental 

innovation from previous legislation, for it effectively regrouped local Jewish and Muslim 

inhabitants into ‘communities’ in which membership was defined by markers of ethno-

religious identification. In contrast with the previous appearances of non-Christians in 

Iberian legislation, the rights and obligations of Jewish and Muslim inhabitants in the Ebro 

valley were now written down in specific fuero franchises granted to each of these 

collectives. This fuero-based autonomy was nominally bestowed by the respective rulers 

and their associates, and was often expressed through peacekeeping and wrongdoing 

penalties, reasserting royal power in guaranteeing Jewish and Muslim institutional 

independence.  

The different iterations of the fueros of the Muslims of Zaragoza all reasserted a system 

of legal pluralism during interreligious disputes. This meant that each party would receive 

judgement according to their respective legal traditions by representatives of their 

communities. In Tudela, the Christians were judged ‘according to their fuero’ (secundum 

suum foro) and the Muslims ‘according to their Sunna’ (secundum suam çunam).63 This 

was further expanded in the charter of Tortosa where only a Muslim judge could pass a 

sentence over a Muslim.64 Ramón Berenguer IV agreed with the residents that crimes and 

torts would be judged according to Islamic law for Muslim transgressors, even in the case 

of delicts as severe as illicit sexual encounters. The treaty of Borja included nearly the same 

terminology, asserting that in disputes relating to theft and sexual encounters, allegations 

                                                

62 ‘Et ullus christianus non iudicet eos nisi solus comes et vicarius adque (sic) alcaydus et sic de illis metipsis 
et sint iudicia eorum et hereditaciones eorum sicut est consuetudo legis eorum.’ Font Rius, ‘La Carta de 
Seguridad de Ramón Berenguer IV’, p. 575. 

63 ‘Et si habuerit moro judicio cum christiano, vel christianus cum moro, donet iudicium alcadi de moro ad 
suo moro secundum suam çunam et alcadi de christiano ad suum christianum secundum suum foro.’ FN, 
p. 288. 

64 ‘Et totos illos mauros quod stent in lures fueros et in lures justicias et non inde illos dissolvat nullus homo 
et stet super illos lure judice cum suos castigamentos sicut est in lure lege et in via de jure judicio et si 
venerit prelia vel baralga inter mauro et cristiano quod judicet et castiguet eos lur judice de mauros ad illo 
moro et de juice de cristianos at illo cristiano et non exeat nullus de judicio de sua lege et si habuerit aliquo 
mauro suspita de furtu vel de fornitio vel de alia mala facta quod tangat illi juditio vel castigamentum 
quod sedeat ipso per testamentum de fideles et verdaderos mauros et non credant cristiano super illo 
mauro.’ Ibid. 
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against local Muslims could only be admitted if backed by the statements of ‘loyal 

witnesses’ (cum testes leales).65  

The same conditions were granted to Jewish communities: Ramón Berenguer IV 

confirmed that Tortosa’s Jews were free from contracting allegiances, or servitia, and held 

‘the constitutions of the Jews of Barcelona.’66 In both cases, these groups’ liberties and 

rights as inhabitants were protected, or harboured, by the king and his delegates. Moreover, 

Jewish and Muslim communities in this region also sought legal-judicial independence not 

just from the Christian conquerors, but also from each other. In this sense, the fuero of 

Tudela did not simply promise that only a Muslim judge could convict their coreligionists, 

but also stated that no Jewish leader could be appointed to rule over the local Muslims, nor 

would Tudela’s Jewish notables have any jurisdiction over them, or be able to buy any 

Muslim slaves.67 Additionally count Ramón Berenguer IV ratified that no Jew could against 

their Muslim neighbours or buy Muslim slaves. Tortosa’s Jews, who had obtained special 

treatment through the control of the profitable docklands from the Barcelonese count, 

themselves demanded an analogous protection that would ensure their independence from 

local Muslims.68 

The reassertion of these administrative-judicial units was often linked to the description 

of Jewish and Muslim communities as ‘aljamas’, for instance in the surrender treaty of 

Borja.69 The aljama often appears connected to the payment of collective, annual tribute 

payments known as parias. In 1174, it was confirmed by the count of Barcelona that the 

Muslim aljamas of Tortosa and L’Aldea had to pay an annual tax of 400 gold coins, subject 

to increase along with the population.70 At the same time, the fueros of Tudela and Tortosa 

                                                

65 ‘Et non credent super moro in nullo iudicio que habeat in furto vel fornicio sino cum testes leales; et si 
suspopta habet nullo homine de moro que habeat furtado cativo aut aliqua causa, que vadant cum bonos 
moros leales et cerquen sua cassa, non cerquent la casa de su vicino.’ Ferrer i Mallol, ‘La capitulación de 
Borja en 1122’, p. 278. 

66 ‘Postquam autem vos ibi eritis populati per IIIIor continuos annos non faciatis nullum servitium nec 
aliquam consuetudinem vel usaticum michi nec alicui seniori Tortose vel baiulo nisi quantum libera vestra 
voluntas eligitur nec ego aliquis dominus Tortose vel baiulus hec a vobis exquerant’ CAT, Vol. I, p. 127. 

67 ‘[Et quod non mittant judeo maiore super illos moros], nec super lures faziendas que habeant nullum 
sennyorium.’ FN, p. 289. 

68 ‘Et ullus saracenus non habeant super vos ullum districtum vel mandamentum...’ CAT, Vol. I, doc. 76, pp. 
126–8.  

69 ‘Hec est carta de confirmacione quam facio scribere ego, Ildefonsus, Dei gracia imperator, de iuramentos 
vobis, alvazilis et ad ilos alaxemis et ad illa aliama de Boria et tota vestra generacione...’ Ferrer i Mallol, 
‘La capitulación de Borja en 1122’, p. 269. 

70 ‘Convencio vero talis est quod omnis aljema id est populus sarracenorum qui modo habitatores sunt 
Dertuse donent ... annuatim in perpetuum CCCC macomutinas boni auri rectique ponderis per quatuor 
tempora anni....’ CAT, Vol. I, doc. 303, p. 444. 
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did not initially refer to their respective groups as aljamas.71 In fact, as we will see in the 

ensuing pages, the self-governance of Jewish and Muslim groups was very loosely 

articulated during the initial stages of Latin rule. As the next two sections show, both of 

these communities were institutionally-distinct, even if they relied on their respective 

landowning elites in exercising their collective autonomy. The fueros and other charters of 

the Ebro valleys confirm the existence of fluid administrative hierarchies that would only 

become ossified after the turn of the thirteenth century. 

Muslim elites in the Ebro valley 

The twelfth-century fueros of the Ebro valley, particularly those of Tudela and Tortosa, 

served to confirm the influence of those prominent Jews and Muslims in positions of power 

after the surrender, rather than explaining the structures of governance meticulously. 

In the case of the Muslims of Tudela, the 1119 franchise ratified the full authority and 

jurisdiction (mandamento et sennyoria) of Ḥabīb, the aforementioned ruler of Tudela, over 

the other notables of the city, making him solely responsible for the appointment of his 

successor.72 Meanwhile, in Tortosa a single Muslim alcadi was prescribed to oversee the 

other judicial-administrative positions; his position was also hereditary.73 This layout 

seemingly echoed practices in eleventh- and twelfth-century al-Andalus. Maribel Fierro 

has pointed out that in Zaragoza, the qāḍī-ship was ‘practically hereditary’, under the 

monopolisation by the Banū Furtish.74 In the absence of the central authority of the 

Umayyad regime of Cordoba, the position of the qāḍī had transitioned from the 

                                                

71 The Jews of Tudela only appeared as belonging to such institution in the 1170 fuero, if not later, given that 
the charter has been preserved in a thirteenth-century copy. ‘Ego Sancius, per Dei gratiam rex Nauarre, 
facio hanc cartam donacionis et confirmacionis ad illa aljama de illos judeo(s) de Tutella tam presentibus 
quam futuris.’ FN, doc. 23, pp. 313–4. 

72 ‘Et quod sit illo mandamento et illa sennyoria de illos moros in manu de alfabibi aut in manu de illo moro 
[quem elegit alfabibi].’ FN, doc. 8, p. 287. 

73 Ramón Berenguer IV of Barcelona confirmed the full jurisdiction and authority (in suo honore in suo 
mandamento) of the leader of the community along with his son: ‘… ut affirmet illo alcadii in suo honore 
et in sua justicia et suo filio salvet illum Deus in suo honore in suo mandamento et totos illos alguaçiros 
et alfachis et maiorales quod teneat eos in suos fueros... Et affidiavit comes ad alguaciles et alcadis et 
alfachis in lures animas et in lures hereditates et illos quod sedeant suos fideles vasallos sicut illos alios 
bonos homines de Tortoxa.’ Bofarull, CDIACA, Vol. IV, p. 133. The presence of a chief qāḍī with deputies 
under his authority, echoes the dynamics in the Sharq al-Andalus. Rachid El Hour, ‘El Levante de al-
Andalus en época almorávide: jueces y élites locales’, al-Andalus Magreb 10 (2003), pp. 53–89. 

74 Maribel Fierro, ‘The Qāḍī as Ruler’, in Saber religioso y poder político en el Islam (Madrid, 1994), p. 106. 
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enforcement and interpretation of law towards a general position of authority, becoming 

even more prominent after the Almoravid arrival in the Iberian Peninsula.75  

In Tortosa’s surrender negotiations, a range of positions of authority were confirmed 

under the leader of the local community, mainly the alcadis, alfaquis and alguaciles. The 

alcadi (as derived from qāḍī, rather than from qāʾid), the alfaqui (in this context derived 

from faqīh, meaning a simple administrator or student of fiqh), and his assistants, the 

alguaciles (derived from wazīr, in the sense of ‘representative’ or ‘deputy’ to the chief 

administrator), appear as managers of the community with judicial duties and private 

interests that they aimed to preserve.76 The fuero of Tortosa also confirmed that that these 

officials would continue to command their prescribed duties and powers (alcadias, 

alfaquias and alguacilias) as they did before.77 The meaning of these alcadias and 

alguacilias and alfaquias is left implicit, perhaps suggesting the familiarity of the town 

with what these positions involved.78 In any case, this passage evoked a close relationship 

between secular power and judicial and administrative roles.  

Post holders certainly had judicial duties. Tudela’s charter confirmed that the alcadi 

and the alguaciles oversaw trials (iudicio) and disputes (pleito) following from pre-

conquest legal provisions.79 Meanwhile, the pleas of the men of Tortosa were to be 

investigated by the town’s alguacir (derived from wazīr), or by his chosen delegate.80 These 

                                                

75 Lleida, in between Zaragoza and Tortosa, survived with a qāḍī appointed by the Almoravids (but under 
the jurisdiction of the qāḍīs of Murcia) until the conquest in 1150–1151. El Hour, ‘El Levante de al-
Andalus’, pp. 75–76. For the transition in the position of the qāḍī since Umayyad times, see Hugh 
Kennedy, Muslim Spain and Portugal: A Political History of Al-Andalus (London, 1996), pp. 135–6. 
Regarding the function of the alcadi in the later Middle Ages, see John Boswell, The Royal Treasure: 
Muslim Communities Under the Crown of Aragon in the Fourteenth Century (New Haven, 1977), pp. 91–
4. For the activities of the fuqahāʾ and ʿ ulamāʾ classes in the eleventh-century Upper March of al-Andalus, 
also see Xavier Ballestín, ‘La societat musulmana en el límit més septentrional d’al-Andalus. L’activitat 
dels fuqahāʾ i ʿulamāʾ i la transmissió de coneixements’, in Mélanges de la Casa de Velázquez 32 (1996), 
pp. 247–62. 

76 ‘Et affidiavit comes ad alguaciles et alcadis et alfachis in lures animas et in lures hereditates et illos quod 
sedeant suos fideles vasallos sicut illos alios bonos homines de Tortoxa.’ Bofarull, CDIACA, Vol. IV, p. 
133. 

77 ‘Et affirmauit [illos alcadis in lures alcadias et illos alfa]quidas in lures alfaqui(a)s et illos alguazillis in 
lures alguazillias.’ Ibid, p. 132. 

78 The phrase resembles the definition in the compilation of Mālikī scholar Ibn Sahl (d. 486/1093), the Dīwān 
al-aḥkām al-kubrā, that defined qāḍī-ship as ‘the key element of judgment (madār al-aḥkām) and he [the 
qādī] is responsible for all aspects of qaḍāʾ - no matter how large or small, without limitation.’ As found 
in Christian Müller, ‘Judging with God's Law on Earth: Judicial Powers of the Qāḍī al-jamāʿa of Cordoba 
in the Fifth/Eleventh Century’, Islamic Law and Society 7 (2000), p. 159. 

79 ‘[Et quod sint et] stent illos in iudicio et pleito in manu de lure alcadi et de lures alguaçil, sicut in tempus 
d[e illos moros fuit] ...’ FN, p. 288. 

80 ‘Et non ponant super illos [mauros Tortosae] judicem in nulla bajulia nec in ullas suas faciendas et quod 
non demandent nullam occasionem super nullo servitiale qui antea tenuit aliquod servitium regule et 
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provisions acknowledged an administrative hierarchy that is consistent with practice in the 

rest of al-Andalus, in which the delegates named by the qāḍī could pronounce judgements 

on a range of administrative issues (inheritance, endowments, market affairs) so long as it 

did not involve passing a legally-binding judgement. A major difference with eleventh-

century Islamic Spain – which confirms the disruption caused by the conquest – is that in 

Andalusī’s urban administrations there were an array of deputies with narrowly defined 

tasks.81 Meanwhile, the alguaciles and alfaquíes of Tudela and Tortosa appear not to have 

had specifically assigned roles. In some ways their functions were closer to those of the 

saio in the courts of tenth- and eleventh-century Christian courts of Iberia, participating in 

the everyday running of administration as clerks, enforcing sentences and appearing as 

witnesses in agreements.82 This implied a certain level of informality in the running of the 

administration, which would have varied depending on the incumbents as well as on 

fluctuating political and social conditions.  

These positions of authority were sought after among Andalusī elites even before the 

Christian arrival. During the eleventh century, the monopoly and inheritance of ʿulamāʾ 

positions by powerful families in many towns of al-Andalus produced, in the words of 

Fernando Rodríguez Mediano, ‘a religious and judicial aristocracy’, targeting the 

preservation of the status quo in the absence of centralised authority after the fall of the 

Umayyads of Cordoba.83 The arrival of the Almoravids seems to have reinforced this 

system, and it was possibly accentuated by the Christian conquest of 1119.84 At the same 

time, some other significant administrative roles were are left out from the Ebro valley 

fueros, perhaps for the purposes of brevity, that would have been equally coveted before 

and after the Aragonese-Catalan conquests. Most famously, the ṣāḥib al-shurṭa wa-l-sūq, 

an inspector of morals and market practices, assimilated into Christian administrations 

throughout the Iberian Peninsula as zabalzoque, and the ṣāḥib al-madina became a key 

                                                

sedeant comendatas totas causas de homines de Tortoxa ad alguaçir vel quem ei elegerit ...’ Bofarull, 
CDIACA, Vol. IV, p. 133. 

81 Christian Müller, based on the work of Ibn Sahl, located two deputies working under the qāḍī al-jamaʿa 
of Cordoba. These were the ṣāḥib al-aḥbās (‘administrator of endowments’) and ṣāḥib al-mawārīth 
(‘supervisor of inheritance’). Müller, ‘Judging God’s Law on Earth’, p. 163.  

82 Collins, ‘Sicut Lex Gothorum continet’, p. 505; Bowman, Shifting Landmarks, pp. 108–11. 
83 Fernando Rodríguez Mediano, ‘Instituciones judiciales: cadíes y otras magistraturas’, in M.J. Viguera 

(ed.), Retroceso territorial de al-Andalus. Almorávides y almohades, siglos XI al XIII. Tomo VIII, Vol. II 
de la Historia de España de Ramón Menéndez Pidal (Madrid, 1997), p. 176. 

84 For the transformations of the ʿulamāʾ class under the Almoravids, see the series of regional studies 
included in Rachid El Hour, La administración judicial almorávide en al-Andalus. Élites, negociaciones 
y enfrentamientos (Helsinki, 2006). 
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public official known as the zalmedina. Along with the muḥtaṣib (the Christian almotacén), 

in charge of the market inspection, these officials investigated crimes, and in some cases 

could impose sanctions, always subordinate to the qāḍī. These offices were nonetheless 

often confused in al-Andalus, and continued to be so in the Christian realms, depending on 

local variations. Whatever the exact requirements of the job, they were positions of power.85 

The interplay between ‘administrative’ titles and local Muslim elites in the first century 

after the Christian conquest is particularly well-documented in the case of Tudela. Through 

the collection of bilingual charters kept in Tudela’s cathedral, we can observe not just how 

buyers and sellers were understood by the Christian administration but also their self-

representation within the local Arabic-speaking, Islamic community.86 Tudela’s Muslims 

appear to have been led by the Baḥīnī family (transliterated as Alpelme in the Latin 

documents), whose different male members of this kin group appear bearing a range of 

distinctions and titles, including the çavaçala, or ṣāḥib al-ṣalāh (meaning the person in 

charge of prayer), the Muslim qāḍī, and also alcadi (derived from qāʾid, was a generic term 

for ‘leader’ of the community). Rather than simply comprising an educated elite, the power 

of this family appears related to their landowning successes.87 The accumulation of such an 

ample range of honours by different members of the same family, the Baḥīnīs reflect the 

concentration of power in the hands of a few families in the first century of Christian rule, 

suggesting the potential for internal struggle and political contestation among the Muslims 

of Tudela. Moreover, this example shows that titles were not yet standardised, confirming 

the fluid nature of administration during this period. 

Jewish administrators and the kings of Navarre and Aragon-Catalonia 

Some critical distinctions separated the disposition of the Jewish and Muslim communities 

in the Ebro valley. One of them was the tight link between ruler and Jewries. In particular, 

the fact that the Jews of Tortosa were subject to the ‘illos bonos fueirs et omnes 

consuetudines et usaticos quos habent iudei Barchinonenses’, suggests the direct 

association between the count and the local community. Some scholars have even 

                                                

85 Pedro Chalmeta, El zoco medieval. Contribución al estudio de la historia del mercado (Almería, 2010); 
Thomas F. Glick, ‘Muhtasib and mustasaf: a case study in institutional diffusion’, Viator 2 (1971), pp. 
59–81. 

86 García-Velasco, ‘ʿAlā fūr Tuṭīla’, pp. 243–46. 
87 The fortunes of this family continued from the thirteenth until the sixteenth centuries, see García-Arenal, 

‘Documentos árabes’, pp. 36–37; García-Velasco, ‘ʿAlā fūr Tuṭīla’, p. 245. 
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suggested that this assertion proves that the Jews in Tortosa were relocated from Barcelona 

in advancing the Catalan resettlement programme.88 

In Tudela, Jews were autonomous and subject to the laws of the Jews of Nájera. They 

were managed by a leader with administrative and judicial duties, who was under the direct 

oversight of the Aragonese and then Navarrese monarchs. The fuero of the Jews of Tudela 

issued in 1170 ordered that Christians who had grievances against Jewish neighbours 

should direct their complaints to the leader of the Jews who had been appointed by the king 

(dominus iudeorum per manum regis).89 Like the alcadi and his alguaciles, the dominus 

iudeorum had delegates, namely the bedinus. Stemming from bēt dīn (rabbinical court), it 

took the meaning of public prosecutor or judge.90 This position, as it appears in the fueros, 

was undefined and informal, and spanned a range of activities at the court. In Tudela’s case, 

the local bedinus was charged with the duties of hearing pleas and enforcing judicial 

sentences, including the imprisonment of debtors.91 Unfortunately we do not know if this 

position was also common in the Aragonese- and Catalan-controlled settlements along the 

Ebro valley. It is plausible that it was also used here, given the appearance of these in 

negotiating trials between Jews and Christians in the late-twelfth century legislation of 

Teruel. In Teruel and La Rioja, the bedinus was a custodian, locking defendants in the local 

prison; collecting penalties during wrongdoing trials and taking sureties from parties 

involved in disputes.92 

Another marker of distinction in the community was the title of alfaquí or alfaquim. 

This term has been much debated: it was either derived from the title originally conferred 

to a physician (ḥakīm, pl. ḥukamāʾ), which by the twelfth century had become a general 

term for learned individuals; or a corruption of the Arabic term faqīh (pl. fuqahāʾ), referring 

to the relatively neutral term relating to the study of fiqh.93 Alfaquims have also been defined 

                                                

88 Ray, The Sephardic Frontier, pp. 13–4. 
89 ‘Si aliquis christianus habuerit rancuram de judeo, non sit ausus capere illum, set primitus faciam suum 

clamorem ad illum qui erit dominus judeorum per manum regis. Et, si non fecerit directum ad christianum 
clamorem, deinde vadat christianus ad justiciam regis qui erit christianus, et justicia regis capiat illum 
judeum, et teneat in prissone, donec faciat directum ad suum clamorem.’ FN, p. 315. 

90 DAAL, p. 229. 
91 ‘Bedinus judeorum non conquerat calumpniam a judeo nisi cum duobus testibus judeorum.’ FN, p. 313. 

The same is found in the fueros of Cuenca and Teruel. FCu, Chapter 29, pp. 616–34; FTer, §425, pp. 223–
8; Soifer-Irish, Jews and Christians in Medieval Castile, p. 44. 

92 See Chapters 4 and 6 of this dissertation. The bedinus iudeorum does not feature in any of the lower Ebro 
fueros, not even in later documentation. 

93 DAAL, p. 104; Guillaume Hilty, ‘El arabismo alfaquim’, Estudis de lingüística i filologia oferts a Antoni 
M. Badia i Margarit Vol. 1 (Barcelona, 1995), pp. 359–78. Robert Burns argued that in the Catalan 
administrative context the distinction between physician and a generic title conferred to officials became 
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as ‘royal scribes’, involved in the critical business of diplomacy and formal surrender 

negotiations during the transition to Christian rule.94 By the turn of the fourteenth century, 

the alfaquí had become a representative of the Jewish community. The colophon in the 

carta de población of the Jews of Tudela, granted c. 1119–1121 and reconfirmed in the 

early-fourteenth century, described how a certain ‘Don Abraham’, who was ‘the Jewish 

alfaquí, sworn [in office] by the Jewish aljama’, had demanded a renewal of the twelfth-

century covenant issued just after the Christian conquests from the local authorities.95 

Thirteenth-century evidence from Zaragoza or Valencia suggests that by the reign of Jaime 

I this post had acquired a judicial role, in the process becoming highly coveted between 

different aspiring factions of different local Jewish communities.96  

Not all positions were derived from the administrative traditions of local Jewish 

communities. In the Catalan lands, the position of comital baiuli, or bailiff, was often in 

Jewish hands. This office, in theory open to members of any religion, acting as local 

representatives, was restricted to the lands in New Catalonia. In effect the baiuli were 

official delegates, described in similar terms to the Castilian-Leonese or Navarrese 

merinus.97 In Tortosa, the local Jews were granted autonomy from the decisions of the 

baiuli after four years of permanent residence in the town.98 The Muslims of the Ribera 

d’Ebre were equally protected from the intervention of the baiuli comitis.99 This suggests 

that the bailiffs were seen as external authorities, rather than as part of the mechanisms 

maintaining Jewish autonomy. It was the ability of Jews to permeate the Christian power 

                                                

blurred. Robert I. Burns, Diplomatarium of the Crusader Kingdom of Valencia The Registered Charters 
of Its Conqueror, Jaume I, 1257–1276. I: Society and Documentation in Crusader Valencia (Princeton, 
NJ, 1985), pp. 127–9.  

94 Ray, The Sephardic Frontier, pp. 17–19. 
95 ‘In De nomine. Conozcan todos quantos esta presente carta veran y hoyran. Que en el anyo ERA 

M.CCC.X.VIJ. lunes xx. dia del mes de mayo enlla villa de Tudela. Ante el cementerio de la Yglesia de 
Sancta Maria Magdalena en presencia de mi Garcia Lopiz del peso notario publico jurado del concello de 
Tudella et destes testigos de juso escriptos. Parecieron entredito legar don abraham alfaqui judio jurado 
de la aliama de los judios de la dicta uilla.’ AGN, Comptos, Caj. 1, perg. 35. This fourteenth-century 
colophon is not transcribed in any of the published editions. 

96 T. Barton, Contested Treasure, pp. 76–7. 
97 At least in one case a Jew of Zaragoza appeared as ‘baiulus et merinus’ in the thirteenth century. Burns, 

Medieval Colonialism, p. 288. See also idem, Jews in the Notarial Culture: Latinate Wills in 
Mediterranean Spain, 1250–1350 (Berkeley, CA, 1996), pp. 38–40. 

98 ‘Postquam autem vos ibi eritis populati per IIIIor continuos annos non faciatis nullum servitium nec 
aliquam consuetudinem vel usaticum michi nec alicui seniori Tortose vel baiulo nisi quantum libera vestra 
voluntas eligitur nec ego aliquis dominus Tortose vel baiulus hec a vobis exquerant.’ CAT, Vol. I, doc. 
76. 

99 ‘Et quod non donent aliquam de messionibus eorundem alicui christiano. Et si dederit aliquit ulli christiano 
in honoribus eorum habeat ille totum hoc quod sibi inde exierit per manum baiulis comitis.’ Idem, ‘La 
carta de seguridad’, p. 575. 
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structures that distinguished their interaction with the Navarrese, Aragonese and Catalan 

administrations in the Ebro valley over the course of the twelfth century.  

Court officials, oaths and proofs 

Although Jews and Muslims had been permitted its own administrative apparatus and 

jurisdiction, members of the different faith groups regularly intersected when making 

agreements and settling disputes in encounters that blurred the strict legal boundaries 

between the three communities. Negotiating the potential tensions resulting from such 

interactions, fueros became a central tool of communal negotiation, acting not just as a set 

of laws but as the framework that mediated any differences between the procedural 

processes. 

The most famous clause of Tudela’s 1119 charter, already cited in the previous 

sections, confirmed that local Muslims had been guaranteed that disputes with Christians 

would be settled by two judges (alcadi) from each community. Muslim litigants or 

defendants would be judged ‘secundum suam çunam’ (according to their sunna, meaning 

jurisprudential traditions), while the Christian inhabitants would be judged ‘secundum 

suum foro’ (according to their fuero).100 No judicial sentence against a local Muslim could 

be executed without the ratification by means of ‘lura açuna’ (their sunna).101 This clause 

acknowledged not only that individuals were judged by their own laws, but that the legal 

interpretation had to be performed by an appointed official from each community.  

This intricate system required the heavy involvement of administrators and 

representatives of each group. The qāḍī, iudex and dominus iudeorum, led proceedings 

(often simultaneously) and gave sentences for their respective parties. The alfaquís and 

alguaciles on the Muslim side, and the bedinus for the Jews, assisted in the running of the 

court, ensuring the legitimacy of the encounters, witnessing hearings or transactions, and 

enforcing sentences. Administrative balance was compulsory during such trials: for 

instance, the 1170 charter of the Jews of Tudela ordered the presence of a bedinus in 

executing the sentence of a trial against a Tudelan Jew, and the proceedings were invalid 

without the presence of Jewish witnesses.102 Additionally, the Muslim and the Jewish fueros 

                                                

100 ‘[Et, si habuerit moro judicio cum christiano, vel christianus] cum moro, donet iudicium alcadi de moro 
ad suo moro secundum suam çunam et alcadi de christiano ad [suum christianum secundum suum foro]’. 
FN, p. 288. 

101 ‘[Et non faciat nullus christianus] força ad aliquem moro sine mandamento de lura açuna’. Ibid. 
102 As previously mentioned in this chapter, p. 144, fn. 89. Also discussed in Chapter 4, pp. 198–201. 
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stressed that the witnesses (and the judges) had to be from the same ethno-religious group 

as the party involved in the exchange or dispute. This has some echoes of judicial processes 

among dhimmī groups in al-Andalus, except in that the fueros did not distinguish between 

ḥudūd or tort law cases as much as for ‘civil’ issues like property disputes.103 

These multifaceted encounters at court meant that each group had to behave towards 

the other in ways deemed legitimate to the other party involved in the encounter, while also 

correctly following their own administrative norms and rules. In Calatayud, a town south 

of Tudela in the heavily Muslim-populated valley of the Jalón River, its fuero municipal 

issued in 1131 included an illuminating description of judicial proceedings. If the appellant 

was a Christian, he had to swear an oath holding a cross; if he was Jewish, he had to do so 

‘holding a Torah scroll’ (in carta sua Atora tenendo); and a Muslim would have to 

pronounce an invocation, saying ‘Alamin cançanio et talat teleta’.104 This oath was 

consistent with contemporary Arabic invocations, although somewhat difficult to 

understand for those whose primary language was not Arabic, hence the faulty 

transliteration when copied into the Latin fuero.105 Coupled with the fact that Muslims were 

not required to swear upon the Qurʾān, this passage suggests that intrinsic differences in 

the way each religious community approached judicial encounters were reflected in the 

sources.106 These external expressions of collective and individual legal identification – 

which were not necessarily equivalent to each other and in a different context might be 

contested – were being standardised, permitted during the Christian iuditium and in the 

framework of Tudela’s fuero. The clause of the fuero of Calatayud contains the earliest 

example of non-Christian oath prescriptions in medieval Aragonese legislation.107 The 

taking of the oath henceforth became an important moment in the blending of law and 

                                                

103 Unlike the equivalent developments in al-Andalus, as interpreted by Echevarría, ‘Los marcos legales de 
la islamización’, pp. 43–4. 

104 ‘Et christiano juret ad judeo et ad mauro super cruce. Et judeus juret ad christiano in carta sua Atora 
tenendo. Et mauro qui voluerit jurare ad christiano et [sic] dicat “alamin cançanio/catçamo et talat teleta”.’ 
FCal, §37, p. 41. For more on the fuero of Calatayud see Chapter 5, pp. 258–60. 

105 The original Arabic invocation, as Catlos mentions, was probably ‘al-amīn yuqsimu thalāthān’. Belen 
Vicens, ‘Swearing by God: Muslim Oath-Taking in Late Medieval and Early Modern Christian Iberia’, 
Medieval Encounters 20 (2014), p. 126. Also Catlos, ‘Secundum suam zunam’, p.18, fn. 16. A point 
further explored in idem, ‘Privilegio y poder en el Aragón mudéjar: El auge y declive del çavalaquem 
Çalema’, in Ana Echevarría (ed.), Biografías mudéjares o La experiencia de ser minoría. Biografías 
islámicas en la España cristiana (Madrid, 2008), pp. 133–82, specifically pp. 172–3, fn. 88. 

106 Vicens, ‘Swearing by God’, pp. 130–1. 
107 Ibid, p. 121. 
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religion and confirmed the fluidity of boundaries between the oral and the written word in 

these judicial encounters.  

The potential for misunderstanding at court was high. If the oath was not performed 

correctly, the contract could be put in question, or even made null and void. A heightened 

awareness of the potential problems of unintelligibility, as well as greater experience in 

dealing with interconfessional procedures, accounts for the increasingly meticulous 

description of oaths in the fueros of the late twelfth century (such as Estella, Teruel, 

Cuenca). The increasing procedural precision in the clauses of the later twelfth century 

suggests a heightened importance of language, both in its written and oral forms, in adding 

a further layer of legitimacy to the agreement or dispute settlement. Appropriate signs of 

‘Jewishness’ (a carta de rabi) and ‘Muslimness’ (an Arabic invocation) at court were 

essential aspects of administrative and judicial processes.  

The evidence of proof, oath-taking and official procedure suggests that the local 

Muslim and Jewish communities preserved and cultivated their own notarial traditions in 

Arabic and/or Hebrew both for internal and external purposes. Holidng bilingual or Arabic- 

or Hebrew-only legal texts would have been a significant item of display and performance 

in the public sphere that could be easily identified by the other faith groups. At the same 

time, such documents allowed the non-Christian communities to come to terms with the 

incongruity of their position as minorities, especially in the case of the Muslims. This seems 

exactly what Tudela’s notary, Juan Martínez de Valtierra, described in 1340 in the colophon 

of the official copy of these laws, whose renewal the Muslim aljama had demanded. The 

Muslims of Tudela came forth and ‘displayed a charter orally and also written down on 

parchment in the name of the community’. The exhibited parchment was written ‘en lengua 

morisca’.108 Holding these charters as an embodiment of communal autonomy was equally 

important for the Jewish community. A copy of the 1170 fuero of the Jews of Tudela issued 

in 1279 contains a similarly revealing colophon written by Tudela’s public notary, García 

Lópiz. At the time of the redrafting of the fuero of the local Jewish community, a Jewish 

representative of the community had come forth with some of the city’s notables. They 

                                                

108 ‘… moros del logar de Tudela. Los quales mostraron una carta en uoz et en nombre de la alhama escrita 
en pergamino la qual era escripta en lengua morisca et que era traslado de un privilegio… ’ AGN, 
Comptos, Caj. 1, perg. 16-I. 
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presented the public notary with two charters written in parchment sealed with a pendant 

from the royal court of Navarre and demanded an official ratification of their rights.109 

3.3. Jurisdiction and the limits of Jewish and Muslim self-government  

The fueros granted to Jewish and Muslim communities in the Ebro valley formally 

established an autonomy from local Christian administration. However, this vaguely 

defined freedom was not always such, as non-Christians became entangled in the region’s 

seigneurial networks. While the fueros sanctioned the formal autonomy of these 

communities, informal relationships between the different faith groups were also in place. 

Dictated by local particularities, such encounters were regulated through the management 

of economic activities, particularly the land market. A substantial number of preserved 

charters in different settlements on the Ebro valley allow us to explore the practical 

consequences of fuero regulations, and their interaction with the procedural aspects of 

legislation and administration, most often in the context of economic encounters, 

particularly in property transactions.  

This section will examine the relationship between the fueros and these informal 

allegiances and interactions, including those that involved individual free Muslims or Jews, 

as well as dealings affecting whole communities or aljamas, and finally those concerning 

the Muslim exarici. These relationships further complicate the clear-cut narratives that the 

fueros sought to advance by blurring the lines between free and unfree status and the rights 

and obligations that came along with it. These relationships contrast with, if not contradict, 

the evidence of the fueros. Economic stratification and entanglement in nobiliary allegiance 

structures and alliances often had more weight in local social and political relations than 

affiliation to a particular faith group.  

                                                

109 ‘Ante el cementerio de la Yglesia de Sancta Maria Magdalena en presencia de mi Garcia Lopiz del peso 
notario publico jurado del concello de Tudella et destes testigos de juso escriptos. Parecieron entredito 
legar don abraham alfaqui judio jurado de la aliama de los judios de la dicta uilla. Et don ezmes fide don 
uidas da? et don eiosse del galay esamado de dona margellina et don bueno ahyun judios de la dicta algama 
establecidos por los judios de aquella a goardar y ministear el porueyto de todo el comun los quales por 
si et en vez y por nombre de dicha algama... a mi el sobre dicto notario et leyer et publicar fizieron dos 
letras escriptas en pargamino sieylladas en pendiente de contra sieyllo dela corte del seynor Rey de nauarra 
en çera.’ AGN, Comptos, Caj. 1, doc. 35. 
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Communities  

In many ways, the limits of non-Christian autonomy as collectives resided in the limits of 

royal power, mainly on the extent to which the fuero agreements could be (royally) 

honoured and (locally) enforced in the decades following the conquests. In most cases, it 

was not the kings but a variety of actors that managed Jewish and Muslim autonomy on a 

day-to-day basis on behalf of the monarchs. Whether private individuals, monastic 

foundations or military orders, such actors had a significant influence on intra-community 

dynamics. 

The limits of royal authority were present from the moment of conquest itself. In the 

campaigns for key urban such as Tortosa and Lleida, Ramón Berenguer IV had required 

the backing of two aristocratic families to ensure the success of his campaigns. In exchange 

for this help, Guillem Ramon II de Montcada (d. 1173), senescal of the Barcelonese count, 

became the lord of Tortosa and gained a third of the taxes of the city. Splitting the town 

into fiscal spheres of influence had significant consequences, as they involved the accretion 

of huge financial leverage by these independent lords and their retinues. Gillem’s 

acquisition of Tortosa’s lordship was a particularly risky move for Ramón Berenguer IV, 

given that the senescal had feuded with the counts of Barcelona since the 1130s.110  

These jurisdictional controversies had a significant impact on the Jewish and Muslim 

communities, as a slightly overbearing lord might constrain their hard-fought autonomy. 

This was precisely one of the accusations made by Ramón Berenguer IV against Guillem 

when the Barcelonese count put the senescal on the dock, as reported in a querimonia or 

judicial sentence kept at the end of a comital ‘licence’ by Ramon Berenguer IV granting 

the fiefdom of Tortosa to Guillem. This trial subsequently entered the comital records of 

the Liber Feudorum Maior.111 This unique judicial account helps us understand the 

importance of the issuing of diplomatic agreements and legal franchises in real time in the 

decade after the conquest of Tortosa. The dispute arose from the complaint by Guillem that 

                                                

110 Owing in part to Ramón Berenguer III’s meddling in the senescal’s marriage; the eventual dispute was 
settled in 1136. John C. Shideler, A medieval Catalan noble family. The Montcadas, 1000–1230 
(Berkeley, CA, 1983), pp. 87–113. 

111 ACA, Pergaminos Reales, Ramón Berenguer IV, perg. 189, notarial copy from 1272. Edited in Bofarull, 
CDIACA IV, doc. 51, pp. 113–123; and Francisco Miquel Rosell (ed.), Liber Feudorum Maior (2 vols., 
Barcelona, 1945–47), Vol. I, docs. 464–5, pp. 487–92. Emeteri Fabregat Galcerà, Burgesos contra 
senyors: la lluita per la terra a Tortosa (1148–1299) (Tortosa, 2006), pp. 33–42 contains a summary of 
the dispute. 
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the count of Barcelona had not transferred to the senescal the third part of the city initially 

enjoyed by the Genoese, who had sold their share for 16,640 morabetins in November 

1153. The trial, taking place subsequent to the Genoese sale and prior to Ramón 

Berenguer’s death in 1162, emerged after Guillem complained that this share was promised 

to the Montcadas in the conquest franchises. The count of Barcelona argued that Guillem 

had abused his power, breaching comital authority. 112 

Among the misgivings for which Guillem stood accused was the wrongful 

appropriation of the taxes, or questias, of both the local Jews and Muslims, which, as the 

fuero of the Muslims of the Ribera d’Ebre stated, they did not have to pay.113 As the 

querimonia confirmed, Guillem was only entitled to the annual levy that had been agreed 

with the local Muslim community and contained in the fuero.114 Moreover, according to the 

Barcelonese count, the ruler of Tortosa had abused the power to appoint a zalmedina, which 

the local concejo was in charge of doing.115 Even worse, Ramón Berenguer IV accused 

Guillem’s men of assaulting the Muslim zalmedina ‘in envy and bad will’. To this Guillem 

responded by alleging that the death had been legitimate, after his vassal Ponç Bernat de 

                                                

112 This trial possibly represented an attempt to ‘reinforce the image of a hierarchic pattern of public authority 
with the count at its summit’. Schideler, The Montcadas, p. 101. 

113 ‘Et non faciant eos exire in ostem nec in ullum aempramentum nec in aliquo loquo ademperet illos aliquo 
opere neque questias eorum.’ Font Rius, ‘La Carta de Seguridad de Ramón Berenguer IV’, p. 575. 

114 ‘Conquestus est Guillelmus Raimundus Dapifer de domino suo comite pro eo quod sibi tertiam partem 
civitatis Dertosse sicut in carta donationis quam ei exinde fecerat continebatur non tradebat. Comes vero 
tertiam partem ejus porcionis que eum contingebat ei se tradisse ex integro aseverabat illius autem 
portionis quam januenses in predicta civitate seu fratres militie templi suo consilio ac voluntate 
adquisierant ei partem donare nec debuit nec etiam si tunc voluisset potuit. Guillelmus R. ad hec 
respondebat se in parte januensium nil querere sed tantum tertiam partem Dertosse sicut in sua carta 
continebatur quidquid enim comes aliis in ea civitate dederat seu fecerat adhuc tantum in sua potestate 
habebat quod ei tertiam partem adimplere poterat. Comes se nichil januensibus dedisse sed ipse per se 
ipsam suam partem expugnasse et excepisse ac sic sua autoritate possedisse monstrabat ac propterea se 
de eorum portionem non teneri dicebat tum quia ejus consilio ac voluntate factum est tum quia ejus portio 
que ad eum pervenerit nisi ... ejus dolo vel fraude culpa seu negligencia factum esst quominus pervenit 
partem sibi donare nec debuit nec potuit: hoc idem de parte quinta templariorum aseverbat ea scilicet 
ratione quia siquod diximus ejusdem G.R. consilio ac voluntate concessio ejusdem quinte partis predictis 
templariis facta est et in carta concessionis que ipsis templariis facta est ipse firmavit: januensibus vero 
non solum cartam convenientie quam ipsis eodem Guillelmo Raimundo mediante super hoc facta est sua 
manu firmavit sed etiam jurejurando corporaliter prestito predictam convenientiam viva voce 
corroboravit.’ Bofarull, CDIACA Vol. IV, pp. 114–5. 

115 ‘Insuper conquestus est de salmedina quem ipse consilio hominum comitis elegerat et eo ejecto alium sine 
ejus consilio eligui preceperat: comes cartam quam eis consilio ac voluntate jenuensium et ipsius 
Guillelmi R. fecerat proclamabat: unde curia cartam eligere jubet ac omnia secundum ejus tenorem ex 
integro agitari.’ Ibid, p. 118. 
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Bel×loc had executed the Muslim leader (or alcait) following a trial with authentic 

witnesses.116  

The final and worst offense by the senescal was that he had suspended the previous 

agreement accorded with the local Muslims in 1148, and unilaterally introduced new 

usaticos and consuetudines. The act of contravening the Muslim customs, as the trial 

defined Guillem’s actions, was not an attack specific legal concepts or institutions, but on 

much more practical issues. The senescal had imposed an additional annual tribute, seizing 

the chickens of Tortosa’s Muslims. Guillem also impeded their use of the water mills and 

sequestered their ships, impeding the typical Muslim activities on the Ebro river between 

Tortosa and Lleida that had been accepted since the Catalan conquest.117 Guillem alleged 

that he had simply introduced the same laws and uses as those which – following his 

bailiff’s advice – had been in place during Andalusī rule, ‘when they were in control of the 

Zuda [castle]’.118 Ramón Berenguer IV in turn demanded that the senescal cease in his 

attempts to impose new ‘customs’ and ‘nova establimenta’, and that the conditions enjoyed 

by the local Muslims should be restored just as they were before the Catalan conquest (sive 

fuissent ibi tempore sarracenorum).119 Echoing the dispute between Alfonso VI and Queen 

Constance and Bernard of Toledo, Ramón Berenguer IV was furious when the local leader 

contravened the royal accords and wronged Tortosa’s Muslims. This constituted a breach 

of the terms of the fuero of 1148 and therefore undermined the authority of the count-

prince. 

                                                

116 ‘Conquestus est etiam dominus comes de predicto Guillelmo R. dicens quod homines sui interfecerant 
quendam sarracenum ipsum scilicet Çalmedina et hoc fecerunt per invidiam et malam volumptatem 
videlicet ut ipse comes amitteretur sua jura. Guillelmus Raimundus respondit quod ipse non fecit hoc nec 
sui homines sed Poncius Bernardi de Belloloco qui propter justitiam et judicium ipsius alcayt de Dertosa 
fecit capite truncari et Ber .... de Belloloco qui presens erat in ipso placito hoc confitebatur. Propterea 
judicavit curia quod si G.R. vel idem Bernardus de Belloloco potuerit hoc testibus aprobare videlicet et 
quod propter judicium alcait sit interfectus hujusmodi mors nullatenus a comite requiratur sin autem faciat 
idem Bernardus de Belloloco id quod comes preceperit quia ipse confessus est in plena curia se hujusmodi 
factum perpetrase.’ Ibid, p. 121. 

117 ‘Insuper dominus comes querimoniam fecit de Guillelmo R. quoniam novos usaticos ac novas 
consuetudines misisset in civitate Dertuse videlicet jovas traginis et quia accipiebat gallinas a sarracenis 
quibusdam temporibus in anno et quia distringebat ipsos sarracenos suas naves ac molendinos ducere per 
flumen inferius et superius usque ad Ilerdam et de aliis maliciis super factus conquerebatur comes que 
omnia scriptis ostendebat.’ Ibid, p. 122. 

118 ‘Ad hoc G.R. respondebat se nullos novos usaticos in civitate mississe sed eos tantum quod sui bajuli ibi 
posuerant et acceperant et in his hominibus pejus faciebat suus bajulus quam alius homo: dicebat tamen 
quod ex illis usaticis quosdam habuerunt ipsi sarraceni eo tempore quando Çudam tenebat videlicet 
gallinas et lignea et quedam alia.’ Ibid. 

119 ‘Comes autem respondebat quia nulli usatici vel nova establimenta debuerant poni umquam seu mitti in 
civitate ab aliquo sine consilio aut volumptate sive fuissent ibi tempore sarracenorum sive non.’ Ibid, p. 
123. 
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Rather than relying on undependable men like the Montcadas, the Barcelonese-

Aragonese monarchs gradually turned to religious institutions such as the military orders 

in delegating their power and financing royal operations throughout the Ebro valley. In 

particular, Alfonso II offloaded control of many comital rights and estates in the Ebro valley 

to the Templars and Hospitallers since the early days of his reign, as the king-count 

prioritised control of his northern Catalan domains.120 Similarly, the monasteries of Poblet 

and Santes Creus, benefitting from Barcelonese patronage, also vied for control of the local 

Jewish and Muslim communities throughout New Catalonia. For instance, on 21 April 

1176, Alfonso II handed over the rights over the alfondeq (or funduq) of Tortosa, at the 

time managed by a Jewish royal vassal named Iafia, to the monks of Santa María de 

Poblet.121 The same process can be found in Lleida, where Poblet and Santes Creus fought 

for royal concessions with the count of Urgell and the Templar House of Gardeny.122  

Similar jurisdictional competition can be found in the Zaragozan hinterland. At the 

settlement of Grisén (next to Alagón, northwest of Zaragoza on the banks of the Ebro 

River), the Christian inhabitants were granted a carta de población closely resembling the 

one given thirty years earlier to Fuentes de Ebro. This charter was granted not by the king 

but by the Hospitallers acting in the name of the Aragonese king to the local inhabitants, 

after the order of St John had acquired the town’s fortress in 1178. As in Fuentes’ case, this 

document is a charter of privileges rather than a comprehensive list of laws. In exchange 

for accepting Hospitaller jurisdiction, the knights accepted the independence of the 

residents. Focusing on wrongdoing, the military order acted as if they were the monarchy. 

For instance, in the event that a Christian or Muslim inhabitant were arrested for robbery 

or theft, the Hospitallers would investigate and inquire (perquirant et demandent) and 

restitute the affected party within the means of the Hospitaller house.123 In 1211, the 

Hospitallers renewed the covenant with Grisén’s Muslim community. The order agreed to 

                                                

120 T. Barton, Contested Treasure pp. 38–54. 
121 Manuscripts: [A] Original, AHN, Tarragona-Poblet, Car. 2024, perg. 14; [B] AHN, Tarragona-Poblet, 

Car. 2024, perg. 15; [C] Biblioteca Provincial de Tarragona, MS 241, fols. 119v–120r; [D] AHN, Códices, 
MS 992 B, fols. 12r–12v. Edited in A. Altisent, Diplomatari de Santa Maria de Poblet. Volum I. Anys 
960–1177 (Barcelona, 1993), doc. 560. 

122 Altisent, Diplomatari de Santa Maria de Poblet, Vol. I, docs. 106, 275, 369.  
123 ‘Si aliquis christianus aud sarracenus de Grisenich captus fuerit aud per furto aud per roberia suo ganado 

aud suam propriam causam aliquis tollerit: fratres ospitalis perquirant et demandent. et si potuerit trobare: 
reddant ei uidelicet qui perdiderit secundum posse ospitalis.’ AHN, Órdenes Militares, Car. 582, perg. 32 
(unpublished). 
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protect and defend the aljama ‘just as our men and our vassals’.124 This did not mean that 

they were ‘unfree’, for the franchise carefully stated that the Hospitallers did not have 

jurisdiction over any local Muslims or over their affairs (non habeamus potestatem uel 

licencia). In exchange for communal autonomy, the aljama simply had to pay an annual 

tax on the feast of St Mary in August.125 Around this same time, Pedro II similarly 

confirmed that all of the Jews of Zaragoza were under the authority of the Templars.126  

The presented examples of Guillem in Tortosa and of the Templars in Zaragoza 

confirm that the communal autonomy and jurisdictional agreements between monarchs and 

Muslim communities, as embodied by the fueros, were honoured. However, the boundaries 

between communities, and the terms under which non-Christians were allowed to operate, 

were aspects of local life that required constant negotiation at the local level. Communal 

autonomy was far from being static, as the fueros wishfully conveyed; this very reason 

explains why Jewish and Muslim communities of the Ebro valley valued these documents 

long after the moment in which they were first drafted. 

Individuals  

As well as control over certain aljamas, rulers and local actors competed for the individual 

rights – referred to in the charters as honores and tenencias – over certain non-Christians 

that the conquering monarchs had claimed as their property since the early days after the 

conquest. The extent to which this ‘ownership’ represented a form of dependence (or even 

of unfreedom) is open to question, as often these sales related to some of the wealthiest 

landowners in the Ebro valleys. Such seugnerial ties, however symbolic, could often come 

into conflict with the autonomy of the non-Christian collectives enshrined in the fueros. 

The evidence of property contracts consequently confirms the entanglement of legal 

categories and socio-economic relationships during the years after the Christian conquests. 

                                                

124 ‘… accepimus in anparata totum aliama sarracenis de grisenich… ut imparemus illos et defendamus sicut 
nostros homines et nostros bassallos.’ AHN, Códices, MS L. 650, Cartulario Magno de San Juan de 
Jerusalen, Tomo III, Libro I (Diversorum), doc. 347, fol. 383 (unpublished). 

125 ‘Et nos non habeamus potestatem uel licentiam pignorandi uel distringendi ad uos aliama per facere hoste 
uel caualgada nec super sarracenos uel super chrisianos. Et nos aliama sarracenis de grisenich facimus de 
caritate unoquoque animo ad illa domus de hospital sancti iohannis iuntus in grisenich .VI. k[afices] or. 
(?) ad festa sancta maria de medio augusto. et illa cibaria damus interus (?) in nostra mesquita cibaria 
bona.’ Ibid. 

126 AHN, Órdenes Militares, Car. 583, perg. 72 (r). Confirmation of the grant made by Pedro II in April 1210. 
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It is not clear if these Jews and Muslims, often denominated as ‘de rege’, were part of 

their respective communities or not. In some cases, it appears that personal dependence 

came with benefits rather than a loss of freedom. In one of the donations granted by the 

king of Navarre to the alfaquim of Tudela, Solomon b. Ardet, the king specified that the 

Jew, ‘meo medico’, should enjoy a piece of land in Tudela freely. Whoever had a dispute 

against Solomon should not hold a trial with him except at the royal Navarrese court.127 

This charter confirmed the freedom of Jews to engage in the land market, whilst also 

confirming the exceptional position of Solomon. This peculiar contract suggested that even 

if there truly were a solid administrative structure in place when negotiating interreligious 

disputes, proximity to the king suspended the conventional community rules and the proper 

functioning of local institutions. 

Towards the end of the twelfth century the count-kings began to grant the rights over 

Jewish and Muslim individuals to their regional delegates and dependants in parallel to the 

transfer of collective fiscal returns to these same institutions. One particularly illuminating 

example is the concession of the rents of some elite Muslims and Jews to the Hospitaller 

house of Zaragoza by a cash poor Pedro II. On 20 November 1208, the monarch donated 

the rights over the rabi Asser Abenbentreca and his son Azday, as well as his grandsons 

Salomon and Azday.128 This Jewish notable and his family had ‘served faithfully’ under 

Alfonso II and Sancha of Castile.129 The transaction stipulated that the aljama of Zaragoza 

had no power to contravene the terms stipulated by the royal donation.130 However, at the 

same time, Asser and his cohort were especially protected by the laws and by the local 

                                                

127 ‘.. Hoc in quam donatiuum sicut est suprascriptum, dono et confirmo tibi Salamoni, meo medico, et 
uniuerse generationi tue, ut habeas et possideas illud, cum omnibus ingressibus et egressibus suis, et cum 
aquis de iure pertinentibus, scilicet saluum et ingenuum, faciendi inde tuam uoluntatem, sicut de tua 
propria hereditate per secula cuncta, salua mea fidelitate, et de omni mea posteritate per infinita secula 
amen. Hoc etiam addo tibi et confirmo, ut si christianus uel iudeus aut sarracenus habuerit iudicium uel 
aliquam questionem contra te, aut contra aliquem tue progeniei, non respondeas ei, neque habeas iudicium 
cum illo, nisi in mea curia.’ AGN, Códices, MS 1, doc. 318, fols. 252–53. Published in Eloísa Ramírez 
Vaquero, Susana Herreros Lopetegui, and Marcelino Beroiz Lazcano (eds.), El primer cartulario de los 
reyes de Navarra. El valor de lo escrito (2 vols., Pamplona, 2013), Vol. II, doc. 318, pp. 646–7. 

128 ‘… dono laudo et auctorizan/do, tu do domino Deo et Hospitali Sanctis Johanis Jherusalem illum judeum 
rabi Asser Abenbentreca et Azday,/ filium suum, ac nepotes suos Salomon et Azday eorumque 
posteritatem.’ Edited in Ángela Madrid Medina (ed.), El Maestre Juan Fernández de Heredia y el 
Cartulario Magno de la Castellanía de Amposta (tomo II, vol. 1) (Zaragoza, 2012), doc. 169, pp. 249–51. 

129 ‘Hoc autem donatium facio pre/cibus et admonicione dicti rabi Asser, tum que sicut bonus et prudens 
domino regi patri meo, cui sit requies,/ et illustrissime regine, matri mee, fideliter seruiunt, tum que 
discretum et fidelem se exhibuit in/ omnibus que ei comisi.’ Ibid. 

130 ‘Volo igitur et mando firmiter omni/ algama iudeorum regni mei que huic donacioni mee nullam moueant 
contrarietatem nec contra illam/ uenire presumant.’ Ibid. 
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officials, whether Christian or Jewish.131 If someone attacked them, the offender would face 

a penalty of 1000 golden coins.132  

Only six months later, on 28 June 1209, Pedro II transferred the rights over Abdelanum 

Aceu of Huesca, ‘sarracenum nostrum’, and his son Mohammed and ‘all of his family’ to 

the same Zaragozan knights in a nearly identical transaction.133 The transfer gave the 

Hospitallers rights over all of the taxes paid by Abdelanum, as well as royal and municipal 

‘services’ and exactions (omni seruicio et exactione et demanda regali et uicinali).134 

Similarly, the Muslim aljama of Zaragoza could not contravene the transaction, and 

whoever abused Abdelanum would be liable to the same 1000 gold coin penalty.135 

These sales confirmed the discrepancy between the legal independence of Jews and 

Muslims apparent in the fueros and the exactions described in these contracts. Equally 

peculiar is the reassertion of the independence of these individuals and their families from 

the rest of the aljama. Analogous sales made by Pedro II in Calatayud around the same 

time have led Thomas Barton to suggest a changing policy of the king-counts of Aragon 

with regard to their Jewish subjects, as these grants undercut the independence and reach 

of the internal Jewish communities.136 However, these individual cases could also be read 

as a sign of the multiplicity of legal and social statuses available to non-Christians, perhaps 

a sign that the community was not an all-encompassing institution when mediating the 

socio-economic relationships between Jews or Muslims and their Christian overlords. 

                                                

131 ‘Preterea mando baiulis, merinis, çaualmedinis et iuratis tam christianorum quam iudeorum que istos 
a/ment, honorent et deffendant in omnibus et per omnia tanque mea propria... Et si aliquis aduerssarius 
eis aliquid faceret impedimentum et de foro et iure/ suo eos extrahere uellet omnes unamimint iudei illos 
adiuuent et deffendant in omnibus.’ Ibid. 

132 ‘Siquis autem contra hoc donationum meum in aliquo uenire temptauerint meam proculdubio incurret 
iram et ex/cepta illati dampni restitucione pena mille aureorum punietur et sicut proditor uocaretur.’ Ibid. 

133 Madrid Medina, Cartulario Magno, doc. 168, pp. 248–9. 
134 ‘Enfranquimus autem uobis et domui mi/litie et francos, liberos, ingenuos et inmunes facimus prefatum 

sarracenum et omnem posteritatem/ eius unum scilicet post alium, cum uxore et tota familia et omnibus 
bonis suis habetis et habendis ab/ omni hoste et caualcata eorumque redempcionem et ab omni questia, 
pecta, paria, tolta, forcia, pristito, pedido,/ precaria, usatico, bouatico, monetatico et sucurssu et ab omni 
seruicio et exactione et deman/da regali et uicinali, que dici uel nominari possit ab omni quo lezda, 
pedatico, portatico, peso, mesu/ratico, usatico, tolta et consuetudine, nouis et ueteribus, statuitis et 
statuendis, per totam terram nostram,/ tam in mari quam in terra quam in aqua dulci ubique.’ Ibid. 

135 ‘Itaque neque algemam maurorum neque merinus neque ius/ticia neque çahalmedina neque maiordomus 
neque repositarius neque senior neque lezdarius/ neque pedagarius neque eorum homo neque aliquis alius 
homo noster uel alienus hoc supradicta que nos damus/ et concedimus uel honorum aliquid predicto mauro 
uel posteris suis audeat demandare uel ad honorum aliquid/ dandum, faciendum uel soluendum conpellere 
uel forciare aliquo casu, aliquo modo, aliqua occasionem, aliqua/ ratione uel causa… Quicumque autem 
contra hanc cartam nostram uenire in aliquo attemptarum, iram et indigna/cionem nostram semper habeant 
et in super pro solo ausu et nostro contemptu in mille aureis a nobis sine aliquo/ remedio puniretur.’ Ibid. 

136 T. Barton, Contested Treasure, p. 97. 
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Jewish and Muslim dependants were not only fiscally-profitable but could also 

contribute to furthering the general interests of a particular overlord in local society. One 

such ‘servi’, a Tortosan Muslim named Avin Pedrux, was critical in defending the 

patrimony of bishop Ponç of Tortosa. In 1184, Avin Pedrux featured prominently in a major 

trial between Ponç and a certain landowner called Berenguer Pinyol regarding the 

ownership of a plot of land in Benifallet. Held at Tortosa’s iudicium curie, the dispute is an 

invaluable window into twelfth-century justice in Tortosa.137 Berenguer Pinyol complained 

that he enjoyed the land from his uncle, who had acquired it from a certain ‘Bonovassallo 

de Moro’. Pinyol brought forth some Muslim witnesses (‘testes sarraceni’) in order to 

prove his case; these testified that Pedro of Raiadel had transferred the plot of land to 

Berenguer Pinyol in exchange for another property in Calamera. However, Ponç, the 

canons of the cathedral and Avin Pedrux produced different witnesses, asserting that Pedro 

of Raiadel had donated the land in Benifallet to the cathedral. On the basis of these 

testimonies, the judges ruled in favour of the Tortosan curia.138  

The weight placed on the testimonies of Avin Pedrux and the defendant’s ‘testes 

sarraceni’ demonstrates that judicial practice in the post-conquest Ebro valley – as also 

described by the fueros – did not necessarily discriminate participants along ethno-religious 

lines, particularly when allegiances, interests or motives between different actors 

intersected or coalesced. The Tortosan trial also confirms how individuals navigated the 

                                                

137 Brief commentary on this dispute can be found in Virgili, Ad detrimentum Yspanie, p. 138. 
138 ‘Hoc est iudicium quod iudicatum est in Curia Dertusensi in potestate fratris Milicie Templi G. de 

Caorcino et Guillelmi de Espelunca vicarii et aliorum proborum hominum Dertusensium. Conquestus fuit 
in predicta curia B. Pinol quod Poncius episcopus et canonici ipsius sedis et Avinpedrux sarracenus per 
illos tenebant quandam hereditatem in Benifalet quam Berengarius Pinol, avus eius, habuit de 
Bonovassallo de Moro per suam excambiacionem. Ad quod respondit episcopus et canonici eius quod ipsi 
nesciebant aliquid tenere quod iuris esset iamdicti Berengarii Pinol. Berengarius vero Pinol mandato et 
iudicio Curie produxit testes, videlicet, sarracenos qui in ipsa Curia testificaverunt quod illam hereditatem 
quam ipse querelabat ad episcopum fuit vere de Bonovassallo de Moro et habuit eam B. Pinol, avus eius, 
per suam excambiacionem. Et ipsi testes sarraceni in eadem testifciacione et in ipsa Curia in eadem hora 
testificaverunt quod B. Pinol, avus eius, predictam predictam hereditatem excambiavit Petro de Raiadel 
per quandam hereditatem quam Petrus de Raiadel habebat in Calamera. Post hoc episcopus iamdictus 
iudicio Curie produxit testem Raimundum maiorem de Castello qui testificavit in ipsa Curia et propria 
manu iuravit quod ipse vidit et audivit quod Berengarius Pinol, avius istius Berengarii, supradictam 
hereditatem excambiavit P. de Raiadel per quandam hereditatem quam idem Petrus de Raiadel habebat in 
Calamera quam hereditatem B. Pinol, avus istius, dedit Hospitali Emposte. Propterea, mandato Curie 
Dertusensi, iudices videlicet Moronus et Bonefacius et Guillelmus de Sancto Cucuphato atque Petrus Gras 
iudicaverunt predictam excambiacionem que facta fuit inter Berengarium Pinol, avus istius Berengarii, et 
Petrum de Raiadel perpetuam esse firmam et episcopus et canonici iure perpetuo habeant semper illam 
hereditatem quam B. Pinol, avus istius Berengarii excambiavit Petro de Raiadel per illam de Calamera.’ 
Archivo Catedral de Tortosa, Extrainventari (340.170); and Archivo Catedral de Tortosa, Cartulari 6, d. 
150, fols. 56v–57r. Edited in DCT, doc. 365 (27 April 1184). 
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legal boundaries between communities and seigneurial ties, sometimes subverting the 

norms described by the fueros; yet other times using the legal prescriptions to their personal 

advantage. 

Exarici  

Jews and Muslims sometimes appear to have the same standing not only of Christian 

neighbours, but of powerful Christian lords. This is surprising, for as was explained in 

previous chapters, Aragonese and Catalan legislation up until the conquests of the Upper 

March only treated Muslims as unfree tradable mancipia. In contrast, the Ebro valley fueros 

and charters of the twelfth century clearly referred to these Muslims as free inhabitants, 

with the same rights as other local vicini.  

The difference between ‘free’ and ‘unfree’ Muslims, which became commonly used in 

twelfth-century fueros in most Iberian regions (and culminating in the texts of Estella, 

Cuenca and Teruel), was mostly omitted in the Ebro regions. Whether in Tudela or Tortosa, 

the only social and legal distinction among Muslims noticeable in the legislations and 

private contracts was that between normal inhabitants and exarici. The exaricus tenancies 

appear to have been derived from the Andalusī practice of shirka sharecropping contracts, 

whereby a sharīk (pl. ashrāk, meaning ‘partner, associate’) was allowed to work a plot of 

land in exchange for a portion of the produce. The functioning of this form of land tenure 

under Christian rule has been the subject of great debate, interpreted both as a sign of the 

continuity with pre-conquest agricultural systems in the Ebro valley, and as a confirmation 

of Muslim servile status, and further proof of the feudal conquest thesis. It appears that the 

institution of the exaricus tenures did not imply an adoption of pre-conquest local customs. 

Rather, the tenancies were preserved due to the practical uses of the mechanism, with a 

great degree of local variance.139 Whether a form of serfdom or of sharecropping, exarici 

were present in the land economy throughout the Ebro, from Tudela to Tortosa, while 

absent in most other Iberian Christian realms. 

The evidence from the Ebro valley fueros suggests that the exaricus category was first 

and foremost linked to the land economy, and in particular to labour relations. The first 

fuero of the Muslims of Tudela included a provision protecting the few Muslim landholders 

                                                

139 T. Barton, ‘Muslims in Christian Countrysides’, pp. 255–76. 
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that remained after the conquest.140 If a Muslim landholder sub-contracted the cultivation 

of his property but the incumbent could not produce the promised goods, the landlord would 

seize the fifth of the yield of the lands and vineyards normally collected by the exaricus as 

a commission for his labour.141 Combined with the next decree forbidding the enslavement 

of Muslims by Jews or Christians, Muslim landholders ensured their economic stability. 

Further evidence of the significance of exarci tenancies in the post-conquest lies in the fact 

that the term started to be employed for Christian labourers, as in the case of the fuero of 

the Mozarabs of Mallén of 1126.142 Three years later, Alfonso I issued a charter that 

attempted to suppress tithe evasion. The Aragonese-Navarrese monarch demanded that 

landlords pay the taxes of lands that had been abandoned by Muslim exarici and since 

handed over to ‘Christian exarici’.143  

Be that as it may, the categorisation of labourers as exarici did come with some specific 

legal constraints. Two franchises in particular defined the legal differences between normal 

inhabitants and exarici – as always, through the theme of wrongdoing. In the carta de 

población of Fuentes de Ebro near Zaragoza, granted in 1138 by Ramón Berenguer IV, the 

penalties from torts and crimes against Muslim exarici were distributed in a very specific 

way:  

Hitherto, moreover, I grant and confirm to you that no inhabitant of Fuentes who in this place 
made a Moor (mauro) his exaricus shall pay any dues to the lord of the castle, except so much 
given by petition as is acceptable and given for affection; and if this Moorish exarico committed 
any wrongdoing from which a calumnia payment arises, the zalmedina shall take the ninth, and 
the exarico of this Moor half of this calumnia, and the lord of the castle the other half. And the 
whole aljama shall sit together, and the judged will sit there to hear the law, the fuero and the 
custom.144 

                                                

140 Ibid, p. 251. 
141 ‘Et si aliquis moro donauerit suam terram ad moros [ad laborare et non poterit illam laborare], suum xarico 

prendant suum quintum et de terra et de vinea. Et quod nullus christianus non consent(i)at ad nullum 
judeum comprare [moro per captivum, nec moro].’ FN, p. 289. 

142 ‘… et totos vestros exarigues quod vobis dedi concedo quod illis non faciat nullus homo nulla contraria 
in totas meas terras hermas et plantatas pro Mallen.’ CFM, pp. 503–4. 

143 ‘... postquam illos xaricos moros fuerint itos vel andatos ad terras de moros et habuerint laxatas illas 
hereditates ad lures xaricos christianos.’ José Ángel Lema Pueyo, Colección diplomática de Alfonso I de 
Aragón y Pamplona (1104–1134) (San Sebastián, 1990), doc. 212. As found in T. Barton, ‘Muslims in 
Christian Countrysides’, p. 278. 

144 ‘Alhuc autem concedo et confirmo vobis quod nullo populatore de Fontes qui ibi adduxerit mauro per suo 
xarico quod non faciat nullo debere ad illo seniore de illo castello, nisi tantum petitione pro grato et pro 
amore; et si fecerit illo mauro exarico aliqua malefacta unde calonia debat exire, quod habeat illo 
zalmedina illa novena, et illo exarico de illo mauro medietate de illa calonia, et seniore de illo castello 
allia medietate. Et sedeat tota illa aljama una, et sedeant iudicatos ad iure, foro et iure usatico.’ AMZ, 
caj.71, sixteenth-century notarial copy by Pedro Casales. Edited in Ángel Canellas López (ed.), Colección 
diplomática del concejo de Zaragoza (Zaragoza, 1972), doc. 12, pp. 95–7. 
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The exaricus status had repercussions both at the individual and communal level in terms 

of the taxation and penalties they were subject to; but not in terms of the legal doctrine that 

informed the judicial sentences. The judicial decisions were instead made by the Muslim 

aljama when it congregated as a community to conduct proceedings and pass sentences 

according to their own ‘law, fuero, and custom’ – perhaps echoing a local Andalusī version 

of the majlis.145  

A similar charter given to Grisén by the Zaragozan Templar house in 1178 made an 

even clearer distinction in the wrongdoing sentences, depending on whether the neighbours 

(vicini) were Muslim exarici, non-exarici, or Christians. If the Muslim who committed the 

wrongdoing was an exaricus, the calumnia penalty would be divided between the 

Hospitallers and the vicini of Grisén. If the Muslim was not an exaricus, then the calumnia 

penalty would go in full to the local military order. If the transgression took place against 

a Christian vicinus, then half of the penalty would go to the injured party and the rest to the 

Hospitaller house.146 Even if we read the charters of Grisén and Fuentes as simply referring 

to the financial obligations of Muslim inhabitants, such fiscalisation had a significant 

impact on the local institutional layout. These unique franchises divided local Muslims 

depending on their legal status as exarici or free inhabitants, further complicating intra-

communal dynamics.  

3.4. The land market and the implementation of fuero legislation 

As the previous section has highlighted, one of the main procedures through which the 

multilingual and multi-legal inter-communal system was put to the test was in the buying 

and selling of land. The Catalan-Aragonese and Navarrese rulers sanctioned property 

exchanges between members of the different ethno-religious groups from the outset, 

including both Muslims and Jews. In Tudela, the local Muslims were able to manage their 

                                                

145 The majlis, from the root ja-la-sa (‘to sit’), has a long tradition in Islamic and Arab societies, going back 
to pre-Islamic times. This office eventually crystallised into a wide range of different institutions 
throughout the Islamic world, all broadly referring to communal congregation and decision-making, as 
well as judicial sentencing. For more see Wilferd Madelung et al., ‘Madjlis’, EI2. 

146 ‘Et si aliqua calonia euenerit in illis sarracenis qui fuerint exarichs de christianis de Grisenish. fratres 
ospitalis destringendo malefactorem sarracenum. et calonia diuidatur. et accipiat sanctum ospitalem unam 
medietatem. et uicini de Grisenich aliam medietatem. secundum fuit nostra consuetudo. De aliis uos 
sarracenis qui non fuerint exarichs. si calonia euenerit sit tota sancto ospitali. Si inter uicinos christianos 
aliquem euenerit calonia: sic diuidatur ut qui lesus fuerit accipiat suam medietatem. et sancto ospitali 
aliam medietatem.’ AHN, Órdenes Militares, Car. 582, perg. 32 (unpublished). 
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land without any external intervention.147 This seems to have been common practice in the 

other former regions of the Upper March.148 Jews had even more extensive property rights. 

In Tudela, they were fully free, subject to a poll-tax paria payment, as mentioned earlier in 

this chapter. Meanwhile, as mentioned above, in Tortosa they were allowed to build 60 new 

houses in the dockyard neighbourhood of Darracina.  

The land market was certainly not the only economic activity; particularly significant 

was the fluvial and maritime trade networks of the Ebro valley which the fuero of Tortosa 

regulated, and which Guillem de Montcada had tried to appropriate and suppress – much 

to the anger of the count of Barcelona. The fluvial networks – as well as the maritime trade 

– were a continuous source of jurisdictional competition, suggesting its key role in the 

economy of the Ebro and Segre Rivers. Alfonso II tried to regulate the traffic of vessels 

from Tudela to Tortosa, exacting levies for those making the journey up or down the 

River.149 Nonetheless, the dispute between Bishop Ponç and the royal vassals Berenguer 

Pinyol and Pere de Rajall, or the worries over the management of exarici by Christian 

landlords in the Ebro, exemplify the special relationship that land management had in the 

legal and administrative framework of the Ebro valley. As a result of the intensification of 

interreligious activity relating to the land market, a rich written multilingual and multi-legal 

notarial culture emerged.  

The fuero became a cornerstone of local administration, facilitating and enabling a 

system of negotiation between members of the different faith groups. In fact, as this section 

shows, the preserved bilingual land contracts reveal that, on the ground, fueros were not 

only used with reference to the set of rules articulating interactions and ensured neighbourly 

peace within the jurisdicitional boundaries of a municipality. Some references in these 

contracts suggest that the fuero was more broadly employed as a general framework of 

inter-communal interaction that had different meaning to each of the participating ethno-

religious groups, depending on their own internal practices and customs. This framework 

                                                

147 ‘[Et qui] uoluerit vendere de sua hereditate aut impignorare quod nullus homo non contrastat nec 
contradicat’. FN, p. 288. 

148 The fuero of Huesca issued in 1134 had a similar edict: ‘Similiter si aliquis ex vobis comparaverit de 
meos villanos, a mauros sive de iudeos casas, terras, vineas et aliquis de sua hereditate, quod habeatis 
illum liberum et francum, sive francos sive cavalleros. Et si hereditatem aliquam emeritis de aliquo 
homine, sive de cavalleros sive de mauros, eciam de iudeos, et renueritis illam uno anno et uno die, et que 
non sit vobis caloniata, non respondeatis inde a nullo homine de hoc seculo, sed omni tempore habeatis 
illam ad vestram propriam hereditatem salva mea fidelitate...’ Baer, Die Juden, Vol. I, doc. 19, p. 12. 

149 Kept in a later copy re-issued by Jaime I. Original manuscript at in Archivo Municipal de Lleida, perg. 
31, and pergs. 53–4. Edited in Gual Carmena, ‘Peaje fluvial del Ebro (siglo XII)’, pp. 169–73. 
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of interaction, including the resulting multilingual charters, was facilitated by the fact that 

land exchanges as implemented in the Christian Latin contracts was compatible with pre-

conquest Andalusī legal practices. Muslims, Jews and Christians engaged in the land 

market using a system of property transfer that was based on an agreed offsetting liability 

of equal price. Such practices coincided with the terminology found in eleventh-century 

notarial formulae treatises, understood as part of the juridical concept of bayʿ.150  

Central to the functioning of the deeds of sale was the concept of ḍamān (fidanza de 

salvetate in the Latin texts), meaning the civil liability arising from a breach of contract, 

either for not executing the agreed terms or due to tort or negligence. During a land 

transaction, the seller should present a surety to the buyer for the fulfilment of the 

agreement, whereby a third party (a guarantor or ḍāmin), placed a personal stake on behalf 

of the debtor to ensure that the agreement was completed to the satisfaction of the creditor. 

Upon breach of the agreement, the buyer would take the part staked by the ḍāmin as 

collateral.151 The model was slightly adjusted, using four (two Christian, two Muslim) 

instead of the usual two witnesses required.152  

The use of similar pledges (known as fidanza) for the enforcement or guarantee of 

outcomes was also common to northern Christian charters during the tenth and eleventh 

centuries.153 It is therefore unsurprising that ḍamān / fidanza clauses appears in most land 

sale contracts of the period, including all Arabic and Judaeo-Arabic charters of sale in the 

Ebro valley. In sales, one fideiussor / ḍāmin oversaw the fulfilment of the contract, while 

in exchanges two guarantors were presented. Given a reference in two of the sales, these 

appeared to have been a specific kind of surety known as the ḍamān al-darak, meaning that 

                                                

150 The terminology appearing in the Arabic documents of the Ebro valley, mirrors that found in the notarial 
treatises of Ibn al-ʿAṭṭār, Aḥmad b. Mughīth al-Ṭulayṭulī, or Ibn Salmūn, among others. María José 
Cervera, ‘Documento árabe de venta (Zaragoza, 1194)’, Estudios de Dialectología Norteafricana y 
Andalusí 2 (1997), pp. 85–8, especially p. 85, fn. 12. There are also interesting parallels with the Arabic 
documents of Toledo, as highlighted by Olstein, La era mozárabe, p. 74. For the concept of bayʿ in Islamic 
law, see Joseph Schacht, ‘Bayʿ’, EI2. See also Pedro Cano Ávila, ‘Contratos de compraventa en el reino 
nazarí de Granada, según el Tratado notarial de Ibn Salmūn’, Al-Qanṭara 9 (1988), pp. 323–51 and 
Maribel Fierro, ‘Documentos legales en fuentes andalusíes’, Al-Qanṭara 22 (2001), pp. 205–9. 

151 The requirement of a ḍāmin during a sale is mentioned in Ibn Salmūn’s notarial treatise. The Mālikī 
scholar Ibn ʿArafa (716–803/1316–1401) described ḍamān in the context of debts, as a surety by a third 
party from a debtor or a creditor. David Santillana, Istituzioni di diritto musulmano malichita con riguardo 
anche al sistema sciafita (Rome, 1925), Vol. II, Book XIV, tit. II, pp. 483–95. 

152 Cervera, ‘Documento árabe de venta’, p. 88. 
153 Davies, Windows on Justice, pp. 31–2, and p. 233. For an example of the use of sureties outside of Iberia, 

see Chris Wickham, ‘Land Disputes and Their Social Framework in Lombard-Carolingian Italy, 700–
900’, in Wendy Davies and Paul Fouracre (eds.), The Settlement of Disputes in Early Medieval Europe 
(Cambridge, 1986), p. 109. 
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the seller had to guarantee that the transferred land was at the buyer’s free disposal and that 

the buyer could do with it as he wished; this term was then loaned into Romance as 

marjadraque. In sum, through the marjadraque system, the guarantors gave sureties on 

behalf of the seller in case of eviction of the buyer.154 A series of witnesses then oversaw 

the proceedings, confirming the legitimacy in case a dispute arose. For instance, a bilingual 

deed dated to ṣafar 563/December 1167 between Pedro Martín, clergyman of Santa María 

of Tudela, and ʿĪsā b. Yūsuf Qurqūliyu, exchanged some plots of land in the village of 

Ardachales (in Tudela’s agricultural hinterland) and agreed to the following: 

the guarantor of Pedro Martin, Don García, the son of the alcalde Fortún Fortúnez, [giving 
securities] by the fuero of Tudela as such is paid, Likewise Īsā’s guarantor according to 
the fuero of Tudela ʿ Abd al-Malik ibn al-Balmī, fully and correctly paid, [giving securities] 
by the fuero of the Muslims and the Christians.155 

Marjadraque provisions have been neglected in the scholarship, even though they were 

employed in many of the twelfth-century property sale contracts for the Ebro regions of 

Aragon and Navarre, irrespective of the presence of Muslims and Jews in the transactions 

and of whether the charter was written in Latin, Arabic or Judaeo-Arabic. The ḍamān / 

fidanza system was preserved for purely practical reasons after the Christian conquest, 

similar to the maintenance of the exaricus sharecropping system (derived from the Islamic 

sharīk), which also became widespread after the conquests of the Ebro basin.156  

Marjadraque, like exaricus tenancies, is very likely to have been derived from pre-

conquest procedures, although the theory found in legal treatises in most cases cannot be 

confirmed. A single land sale surviving from before the Castilian conquest of Toledo, dated 

to 1083, includes the same formula: a local Muslim woman named Jamīla sold a vineyard 

to a Jew called (A)bū Isḥāq, agreeing to hold the sale under the protection of the sunna al-

                                                

154 The terms ‘marj al-darak’ ( كردلا جرم  ) and ‘fa-l-darak ʿalayhi’ ( ھیلع كر دلاف  ) are present in two of the 
Arabic charters, García-Arenal, ‘Documentos árabes’, p. 40–1. They are also present in the Arabic 
documents of Zaragoza. Cervera, ‘Documento árabe de venta’, p. 87. See also the discussion at the end of 
Chapter 2, pp. 115–6. 

155 In the Arabic: ‘…ḍāmin Biṭru Martīn Dūn Garcīa ibn al-qāḍī Fortūn Fornūnis ʿalā fūr Tuṭīla kamā dafaʿa 
ʿĪsā ʿalayhi, ḍāmin ʿalā fūr Tuṭīla ʿAbd al-Malik ibn al-Balmī muʿāwaḍa ṣaḥīḥa tāmma ʿalā fūr al-
muslimīn wa-l-naṣār’. Meanwhile, the Latin text states: ‘Et dono fidanza de saluetate ad forum tutele quod 
sedeat in isto cambio don Garcia filio del alcalde … Et ego heiza dono fidanza de salvetate de isto cambio 
quod sedeat in illo Abdemelich alpelmi…’ García-Arenal, ‘Documentos árabes’, doc. 2; ACTud, perg. 
47. 

156 T. Barton, ‘Muslims in Christian Countrysides’; William C. Stalls, ‘Aragonese Exarici in the Twelfth 
Century: Their Status and Conditions of Landholding’, Sharq al-Andalus 4 (1987), pp. 131–44; Catlos, 
Victors and Vanquished, pp. 179–89. 
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muslimīn.157 The Islamic roots are also hinted at in the Latin text of the land sales: the 

corroborating oaths following the names of the fideiussores, asserted the oath ‘sumus 

complito de auer. et aliala’, sometimes with the variation ‘sum paccata de precio et de 

alifala’. This was possibly a faulty transmission of the oral shahāda testimony, lā ilāha illā 

llāh, and, given the oral nature of this oath, it is not replicated in the Arabic text.158 However, 

even if marjadraque stemmed from a repurposing of Andalusī practice in new conditions, 

this process did not necessitate an active engagement of the Islamic aspects of the 

procedure. A perfect example of the multi-layered nature of this phenomenon is seen in 

one of Zargoza’s contemporary Judaeo-Arabic charters. In one of these sales the 

marjadraque formula was referred to in a Castilian and Arabic composite, as ‘ḍāminīn 

salbad’, suggesting that the original Arabic legal concept (ḍamān), which had been 

assimilated into Christian practice (fidanza de salvetate), was then assimilated back from 

the Latin into Judaeo-Arabic (ḍāminīn salbad).159 

Thinking of these transactions as ‘private’ is not necessarily useful.160 The private 

individuals in these sales conducted affairs under the supervision of the same elite 

representatives from each community that also tended to populate the local official roles. 

In most cases, the ḍāmins overseeing correct procedure were members of the local notable 

families, irrespective of whether they held an administrative title or not.161 In the 

aforementioned example of Tudela, the al-Baḥīnī / Alpelme family featured particularly 

prominently, appearing as sellers, as guarantors and as witnesses. Likewise, in the case of 

the Jewish family under Sancho VI’s patronage, the ḍāmin in Samuel Aven Ardet’s sale 

was his relative, Ibrahim. The liability of third parties evidenced that litigation at court was 

a last resort, as there were multiple vested interests in satisfying the agreement. Such a 

process ultimately tightened bonds between members of each faith group that had a stake 

                                                

157 ‘ishtarī... ʿalā sunnat al-muslimīn’. González Palencia, Los mozárabes, Vol. I, docs 1–2. See Chapter 2, 
p. 111. 

158 ‘fidiatores de saluetate. mahomet ab corel. et eiça abidon. ad furum de tutela. et sumus complito de auer. 
et aliala’. ACTud, perg. 27. Also present in ACTud, perg. 29 and perg. 36. 

159 I have not been able to check the original; this transcription is taken from a published edition unfortunately 
made before the flourishing of Judaeo-Arabic scholarship. The editor quite controversially changed the 
text back into Arabic instead of leaving it in Judaeo-Arabic script. Millás Vallicrosa, ‘Documentos 
hebraicos’, doc. 1, p. 671. 

160 Wendy Davies, ‘Settling Disputes in Early Medieval Spain and Portugal: A Contrast with Wales and 
Brittany?’, in Wales and the Welsh in the Middle Ages: Essays Presented to J. Beverley Smith, ed. Ralph 
A. Griffiths and Phillipp R. Schofield (Cardiff, 2011), p. 99. 

161 In the Jewish sale of 1173, Samuel ben Ardet’s guarantor was a relative called ‘Ibrahim Avenardut’, about 
whom we do not have further information. ACTud, perg. 67. 
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in each other’s transactions. At the same time, it bridged the potential legal and 

jurisdictional paradoxes that could arise when an agreement was not honoured and the two 

parties belonged to different communities, as was legitimate according to both Muslim and 

Christian regulations. 

The legal concepts and formulae employed in the Arabic, Judaeo-Arabic and Hebrew 

land contracts of the Ebro valley suggest a pluralistic accommodation of three diwāns, 

working in parallel and conversation with each other. This explains the preservation in 

many of Tudela’s and Zaragoza’s bilingual charters of Hijrī and Jewish Era datings 

alongside the Spanish Christian Era dating. Dating needed to be treated with care and 

precision, as the charters might have been used at court in potential disputes between the 

two parties.162 Furthermore, the mirroring scribal practices and administrative procedures 

by buyers and sellers of the deeds confirms the implementation of the legally-pluralistic 

system also sanctioned by the fueros of the Ebro valley. 

3.5. Conclusion: ʿAlā fūr Tuṭīla wa-l-ʿādat al-balad 

Fuero was an unmistakably foreign concept from the point of view of Islamic and Jewish 

jurisprudential and administrative traditions but, given its importance, the term found its 

way into the bilingual charters. Property exchanges ensured that the marjadraque security 

followed from the protections to the participants of the sale bestowed by the fuero of 

Tudela, in other words ʿalā fūr Tuṭīla, ad forum de Tutela, or hukkōt haarets ve ha’ir 

Tutila.163 Strikingly, the usage of the terminology did not behave consistently, as other 

foreign notions did (for instance, ḍāmin always appeared in the Latin as fideiussor). Instead, 

a number of related – but not always equivalent – terms were employed. While most Arabic 

texts chose a direct transcription of fūr Tuṭīla, fuero also appears as sunna al-muslimīn wa-

sunna al-naṣār, hukkot haarets and, on one occasion, ʿādat al-balad. The lack of 

consistency in translating the fuero into Islamic and Jewish legal concepts tells us a lot 

about how Tudela’s non-Christian notables and administrators conceived the 

administrative framework in which they operated. 

The inconsistencies emanated from the fact that the fuero of Tudela signalled not only 

a compendium of rules but most importantly an informal framework of interaction, 

                                                

162 For the problems arising when the Latin and Arabic dates do not match, see Burns and Chevedden, 
Negotiating Cultures, pp. 15–7. 

163 Meaning ‘the laws of the land and the town’. הליטוט ריעהו ץראה תוכק . ACTud, perg. 67. 
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sustaining specific administrative procedures and giving certain assurances, common to all 

inhabitants, and tied to Tudela’s territorial jurisdiction. In this sense, it is revealing to find 

fuero translated as ‘ʿalā ʿādat al-balad’, meaning ‘according to the customs of the land’, 

and in Hebrew as ‘hukkōt haarets ve ha’ir Tutila’, meaning ‘the laws of the land and the 

town of Tudela’.164 The use of ʿāda and hukkōt suggests that these were a set of practices 

departing from conventional legal theory, particularly when the agreements and disputes 

involved members of different communities. They might be translated as ‘customs’, in the 

sense of the established practice of the territory of Tudela. There is a vast literature on 

whether fueros were customary or not, but as the evidence above shows, this is a misguided 

question. Speaking of an undefined ‘custom’ in opposition to ‘law’ is not useful when 

trying to understand the adoption of a Mālikī-sanctioned system of liability on the part of 

the Christians, or the Jewish and Muslim practical acceptance of the system of fueros 

privileges in their internal jurisprudential traditions. 

At the same time, the fuero, as it appeared in the bilingual charters, also guaranteed the 

personal and collective rights of each ethno-religious group, recognising both their 

distinctiveness as collectives, and their respective administrative, legal and socio-cultural 

traits. As was stressed above, the fuero of the Muslims of Tudela confirmed that Muslims 

would conduct their affairs ‘secundum suam çunam’, while the Christian inhabitant 

followed ‘secundum suum foro’. The echoes of the fuero are most palpable in the sale of 

December 1167, which gave assurances to the sellers by both the fuero of the Muslims and 

that of the Christians (‘ʿalā fūr al-muslimīn wa-l-naṣār’). This dichotomy was not restricted 

to Tudela: as mentioned above, many of Zaragoza’s twelfth-century Arabic deeds promised 

to abide not by the fuero of Zargoza but by the sunnat al-muslimīn in keeping the 

marjadraque guarantee, even though the contracts were between Christian and Muslim 

buyers and sellers.165 In fact, as the end of Chapter 2 highlighted, most of the vast collection 

of twelfth-century land sales written at the Arabised Christian chancery of Toledo also 

contain the marjadraque assurance, and the notarial formula expressly confirming that the 

dispositions abided to the sunna al-naṣāra, or laws of the Christians.166 Equating sunna and 

                                                

164 The phrase ‘ʿalā ʿādat al-balad’ is found in García-Arenal, ‘Documentos árabes’, doc. 10; ACTud, perg. 
207. 

165 García de Linares, ‘Escrituras árabes’, docs. 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11. 
166 As transcribed in González Palencia, Los mozárabes, Vol. I, p. viii, ‘Formula 2’. One of the many 

examples of the use of this formula is AHN, Clero, Toledo-Catedral, Car. 3050, perg. 13, published in 
González Palencia, Los mozárabes, Vol. II, doc. 394, p. 10. The little that has been written on Toledan 
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fuero, the charters sought to balance out potential tensions between the three communities, 

ensuring the transportability of the legal concepts in the pluralistic system of appointed 

representatives mediating encounters, ultimately vesting such encounters with legitimacy. 

This fluctuating meaning of fuero accurately reflects the two levels at which the Jewish 

and Muslim communities operated during the first century of Aragonese and Navarrese 

rule. First, the charter evidence suggests a certain degree of autonomy, the existence of an 

administrative apparatus and a certain degree of cohesion. What is most noticeable from 

the sources is not an institutional breakdown of the community but rather a significant 

change of personnel at the helm of communal affairs. In the wake of the conquest, judicial 

and administrative duties were blurred, and acquired by prominent families such as the 

Banū Baḥīnī, or the Jewish alfaquim Solomon b. Ardet. This is not to say that the Jewish 

and Muslim aljamas were alike. There were major differences not just in the internal layout 

of the communities, in the socio-economic status of the members of the community and 

their engagement in the local economy; as well as in the relationship with the Catalan-

Aragonese and Navarrese monarch. These idiosyncrasies are certainly reflected in fueros 

and deeds of property exchange. 

The meticulous insistence on multi-legal and multilingual procedure – from proper 

representation, taking of oaths, witnessing and proof – embodied a concern on the part of 

the legislators for an infrastructure that could negotiate interreligious encounters. From the 

framework granted just after the moment of conquest to the last quarter of the twelfth 

century, there was a significant evolution. A set of practices developed and ossified as 

contact between communities became more intense, and the three administrative structures 

became more elaborate and well-adjusted under the management of well-established 

notable families. By the time Muslim and Jewish officials representing their respective 

aljamas petitioned for a confirmation of the fueros in the thirteenth and fourteenth 

centuries, the informal nature of these communities, as well as the blurred interreligious 

administrative and judicial interactions that had motivated the production of these charters 

in the first place, were long gone. 

 

                                                

marjadraque can be read in María Luz Alonso, ‘La compraventa en los documentos toledanos de los 
siglos XII–XV’, AHDE 49 (1979), pp. 455–517.  
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Figure 25. Fuero of the Muslims of the Ribera d’Ebre. AHN, Órdenes Militares, Car. 636, perg. 1, verso. 
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Figure 26. Fuero of the Muslims of the Ribera d’Ebre. AHN, Órdenes Militares, Car. 636, perg. 1, recto. 
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Figure 27. Fuero of the Muslims of the Ribera d’Ebre. AHN, Órdenes Militares, Car. 636, perg. 1, recto. Detail of the Arabic description of 
the document (right hand), centre of the parchment. 

 
Figure 28. Fuero of the Muslims of the Ribera d’Ebre. AHN, Órdenes Militares, Car. 636, perg. 1, recto. Detail of the Arabic description of 

the document (right hand), centre of the parchment. 
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Chapter 4. Non-Christian communities, political crisis 
and the limits of royal authority: fueros north of the 

Duero River, 1108-1194 

Studies of the development of Jewish and Muslim communities in Iberia tend to focus on 

the territories of the former Upper March and Toledo. This is mainly because in these 

regions interactions were intense and the preserved records of these groups are particularly 

rich. When presented with the kind of evidence explored in Chapter 3, it is often easy to 

forget that non-Christians also settled further north, following the Ebro River up into Nájera 

and the regions on the Camino de Santiago. The different fueros and cartas de población 

issued in this region (as seen in Figures 29–31) confirm that, whether by circumstance, 

force, or in pursuit of better opportunities, some non-Christians settled in territories 

hundreds of miles north from the so-called ‘frontier societies’ in which these groups were 

supposed to have most thrived.  

The regions along the Camino de Santiago might have been far from the frontiers with 

al-Andalus, but they nonetheless experienced severe political volatility throughout the 

twelfth century. Owing precisely to the ill-defined suzerainty and political hegemony over 

the settlements of the north-eastern territories of Iberia, the twelfth century witnessed a 

peak in the issuing, reissuing and forging of fueros. These texts were key in promoting 

royal memory in the region.1 Given the fluidity of governance and the porosity of the 

region’s political boundaries, it is unfortunate that the extant fueros and cartas de población 

have typically been studied in isolation from the legal production beyond the boundaries of 

each individual kingdom. The scholarly partition of the extant legal sources according to 

modern regional boundaries does not do justice to the trans-regional dynamics that typified 

the political and social life of northern Iberia in the twelfth century. The constantly shifting 

allegiances of towns such as Nájera, Castrojeriz or Burgos suggest that the resulting fueros 

were produced in dialogue with a variety of local and regional actors, spurred by their 

competing political projects, of which only a few were ultimately successful.  

Caught in the middle of political exchange and competition, the burgeoning Jewish 

settlements along the Camino continued to thrive, both in urban centres like Estella or 

Burgos and in smaller castra and settlements such as Haro or Funes. These Jewish 

                                                

1 Pascual Martínez Sopena, ‘Los concejos, la tradición foral y la memoria regia en Castilla y León’, in idem 
and Ana Rodríguez (eds.), La construcción medieval de la memoria regia (Valencia, 2011), pp. 135–68. 
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communities owed their continued presence in the region to their ability to easily traverse 

and permeate different forms of political patronage. The fueros, in conjunction with a 

number of different contracts, concessions and land sales, suggest that Jewish groups in 

León, Burgos, Nájera or Estella played a role in determining the political fate of the 

different kingdoms, taking sides during power vacuums, and helping to sustain the 

monarchies of the different realms and settlements with their taxes.2 The comparative study 

of these pieces of legislation suggests the existence by the end of the twelfth century of 

organised and autonomous Jewish communities precisely during the height of the military 

and political escalation between the crowns of Castile and Navarre, in a highly disputed 

region between the two kingdoms. In contrast, the few Muslims that appear in the sources 

of northern Navarre and León-Castile were treated as unfree dependants, rather than 

autonomous self-regulating groups. Nonetheless, the mere appearance of members of this 

faith group in Iberia’s northern territories itself challenges the tendency to view these 

regions as isolated from the frontier societies in the recently-conquered lands south of the 

Duero River. 

There is a fundamental gap in scholars’ knowledge of the communal and administrative 

structures, legal frameworks and social dynamics of the Jewish and Muslim communities 

of twelfth-century Castile, León or Navarre. This chapter will seek to nuance the 

discussion, by focusing on the political motivations by which these groups were included 

in some previously unexamined documentation from the region. The chapter begins with a 

section which breaks down the motivations for the initial issuing of fueros in León and 

Castile first during the conflict between Urraca I and Alfonso VII of León-Castile, on the 

one hand, and Alfonso I of Aragon-Navarre on the other. The second section deals with the 

legal franchises that proliferated in Navarre after its emancipation from Aragon in 1134, 

reaching the pinnacle of fuero activity under Sancho VI. During this period, a number of 

key Jewish communities emerged as important actors in the local negotiation of the struggle 

for the region of Nájera between the Navarrese and Castilian rulers. Finally, the third 

section will reveal how Jewish communities developed a system ensuring their autonomy 

                                                

2 Following the trail of the fuero evidence, I have analysed the twelfth-century charter collections found in 
the AGN and the Cathedral Archive of Pamplona; the Leire monastery collections; the Cathedral Archive 
of Calahorra; and the Becerro Galicano of San Millán de la Cogolla. The cathedral archive of Burgos 
contains further evidence of Jewish settlement in this region, as studied in Soifer-Irish, Jews and 
Christians of Medieval Castile, pp. 19–77. 
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in the municipalities as a result of political competition across the fluid boundaries of north-

eastern Iberia.  

 
Figure 29. Fueros and cartas de población issued in northern Iberia before 1200. The green pins indicate fueros with mentions of Muslims 

only; the blue pins for fueros with mentions of Jews only; the red pins for fueros with mentions to both Jews and Muslims. 

4.1. Burgos and La Rioja, 1110-1134 

Dealing with the autonomy of Jewish and Muslim communities in northern Iberia was not 

a matter of the same urgency as in territories such as the Ebro valley or Toledo, where 

fueros had helped to define institutional and political life from the moment of conquest. As 

Figure 29 shows, in León-Castile fueros only referred to non-Christians in a handful of 

documents. Those charters that did include Jews and Muslims had usually been drafted 

during periods of instability, regime change and political negotiation. Although this could 

be seen as confirmation of the lack of agency of such groups, the evidence in fact suggests 

that the clusters of Jewish settlement along the Camino played a substantial role in political 

developments, particularly in the regions of Old Castile from Burgos to Nájera, during the 

different upheavals of the twelfth century that sent León and Castile into disarray.  

The steady propagation of royal fueros in the regions along the Camino during the 

eleventh century, and its acceleration during the reign of Alfonso VI, was completely 

disrupted during the ‘troubles on the pilgrims’ road’, to quote Thomas Bisson, of the first 
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half of the twelfth century.3 The succession of Alfonso I to the Aragonese-Navarrese throne, 

soon followed by the deaths of Alfonso VI and his heir Sancho nine months apart, and 

coinciding with the escalation of Almoravid attempts to regain Toledo in the years 1109 

and 1110, opened a period of uncertainty in León-Castile. Combined with the apparent 

famines that ensued in the following decade and the eventual accession of Urraca to the 

throne against heavy internal opposition, crisis loomed large over what had been the 

hegemonic Christian polity during the final quarter of the eleventh century.4 

Queen Urraca embraced the issuing of fuero legislation to cement her authority, for her 

rulership of the kingdom was questioned from the outset by political agents within and 

without León-Castile. The newly-appointed ruler began her drive for political consolidation 

by reaffirming the status quo in the royal capital of León. On 10 September 1109, Urraca 

gathered her closest allies at court and confirmed the Laws of 1017, building on her father’s 

legacy in León and beyond.5 Nonetheless, signalling the evolving legal culture of other 

Iberian territories, this franchise charter now referred to León’s constitution as a ‘forum’, 

in contrast with Alfonso V’s original term, ‘consuetudines’.6 As a confirmation carta de 

población rather than fuero in itself, this document did not restate all of the regulations 

enjoyed by the Leonese inhabitants. It outlined, instead, the clauses of particular political 

and social importance in the autumn of 1109. This included the stipulations concerning the 

mediation of local Jews in León’s land disputes.7 Urraca’s operation to consolidate her 

authority continued just 20 days after reissuing the laws of León with another confirmation 

charter granting the fueros held in the kingdom of Léon and Carrión de los Condes. The 

charter promised to preserve the previous institutional and legal conditions held in 

                                                

3 Bisson, The Crisis of the Twelfth Century, pp. 243–59. 
4 Pascual Martínez Sopena, ‘La sociedad local y el monasterio de Sahagún, a través de la Primera Crónica 

Anónima y la documentación de la época’, e-Spania (2014), paragraphs 24–5. 
5 As seen in the fact that she referred to herself as ‘totius hispanie regina nobilissimi imperatoris domni 

adefonsi constantieque regine filia’. 
6 ‘Ego Urraca totius hispanie regina nobilissimi imperatoris domni adefonsi constantieque regine filia … 

Placuit nobilitatis (sic) imperii mei ut facerem vobis, sicuti et facio, kartulam firmitatis morum vestrorum 
quam habuerunt omnes antecessores vestros intus in praedicta civitate, vel foris morantes in temporibus 
gloriossimi regis domui adefonsi majoris, et domni fredenandi...’ Queen Urraca called these laws forum 
rather than consuetudines; the text also confirmed the customs (morum vestrorum) held by the inhabitants 
of León. Fernández Catón, Colección documental, doc. 1328, pp. 7–9. For the significance of this 
document in Urraca’s political campaign, see Reilly, Urraca, p. 58. A detailed analysis of the Laws of 
León in its different copies and confirmations, see Chapter 1 of this thesis. 

7 ‘... ut non detis rauso, nec homicidio, neque mannaria, nec fosataria, nec nuntio, nec etiam dominum solaris 
non praecipiat habitanti in solari suo erigere laborem suum de solare suo, sed si non placuerit domino soli, 
veniant duo verissimi christiani, et duo judaei, et apretient laborem illius recte, et juste, et dato praetio, 
reddat laborem et domum domino soli.’ Fernández Catón, Colección documental, p. 8. 
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territories now under the uncertain suzerainty of the Leonese Queen, with the added 

problem of the Almoravid campaign to regain the Tagus basin.8  

As is well known, Urraca soon became estranged from her second husband, Alfonso I 

of Aragon-Navarre, and war broke around the summer of 1110. The Aragonese ‘anti-

empereur’ annexed most of Old Castile between 1113 and 1114 and renewed, in the 

process, the freedoms and rights of many of the settlements that joined the fight against the 

Leonese Queen. Many of the fueros issued by the Aragonese usurper ostensibly sought to 

reverse the Castilian annexation of these Navarrese lands only a generation before, in the 

summer of 1076.9 Among the few surviving examples of the legislation issued during the 

period of Aragonese occupation in Castile is that of Belorado. This strategic town between 

Burgos and Nájera received a carta de población on 6 August 1116.10 Claiming rule over 

Carrión, Sahagún, and even Toledo, Alfonso I renewed Belorado’s fuero to protect his 

authority during or immediately after a revolt in La Rioja rose against Aragonese rule of 

the region.11 This brief settlement franchise included the reassertion that the penalties for 

Jewish-Christian wrongdoing were the same for all vicini. The procedure had to be 

validated by two witnesses, one from each faith group, mirroring other fueros issued in the 

Burgos region.12  

                                                

8 This text included protections for the wives of soldiers who had taken up arms to go ad mauros: ‘... et 
cavalleiro si de terra exierit et ad mauros fuerit, exito sive salito, ut sua mulier non perdet sua haereditate, 
non suas medias comparationes, neque suo habere, neque suas arras, quae habuerit pro fide sine enganno.’ 
CFM, pp. 96–8. 

9 The definition of Alfonso I as the ‘anti-empereur’ can be found in Hélène Sirantoine, Imperator Hispaniae: 
les idéologies impériales dans le royaume de León (IXe–XIIesiècles) (Madrid, 2012), pp. 272–84. For the 
political turmoil of this period and its impact on the issuing of the fuero of Belorado, see Reilly, Urraca, 
p. 113. For the Leonese-Castilian annexation of La Rioja in 1076, see Chapter 1, p. 61. 

10 FB, doc. 9, pp. 134–5. The medieval copies are lost. Muñoz y Romero’s edition in CFM, pp. pp. 410–12, 
follows the transcription by Juan Antonio Llorente, Noticias históricas de las tres provincias 
vascongadas, en que se procura investigar el estado civil antiguo de Alava, Guipuzeoa y Vizcaya, y el 
origen de sus fueros, Vol. IV (Madrid, 1808), p. 19. Llorente states that he had he had derived his 
transcription from José Ruiz de Celada, in a copy kept at the Real Academia de la Historia. Another edition 
of the document is also apparently held in an eighteenth-century paper copy, as edited by Julio Ortega 
Galindo, ‘Belorado: estudio de una villa en la Edad Media’, en Estudios de Deusto 2 (1954) pp. 147–9. 
For more on the archival context of this document see Lema Pueyo, Colección diplomática de Alfonso I, 
doc. 73. 

11 ‘Facta carta notum die dominica, octavo idus augusti, sub era millessima centesima quinquagesima quarta. 
Regnante rex Aldefonsus in Aragonia et Pampilonia, in Naxera, in Cereso et Bilforad, in Carrion, in Sancti 
Facundi et in Toleto.’ Belorado was only recaptured by the Leonese-Castilian troops in 1131 or 1132. 
Bernard F. Reilly, The Kingdom of León–Castilla under King Alfonso VII, 1126–1157 (Philadelphia, PA, 
1998), p. 38. 

12 ‘Et iudeo cum christiano et christiano ad iudeo, qualem livorem fecit, talem pectet; sed duabus partibus 
fiant in terra pro anima mea sicut suprascriptum est.’ A similar procedure appeared in the fueros of 
Villavicencio (c. 1126–1131) and Castrocalbón (1152), both considered in Chapter 1, pp. 55–8. 
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The Aragonese ruler probably granted an array of additional fueros in Old Castile, but 

unfortunately none have survived. Instead, most of the franchises of the region were issued 

during the campaign to recapture the region by Urraca’s son, Alfonso VII. The new 

monarch first confirmed the laws of León in many of the settlements in the core demesne 

of León. Alfonso VII then undertook a political campaign to reassert his authority over 

Castile and the Nájera regions, which accelerated after the death of the Aragonese king in 

1134. For instance, Briviesca, near Burgos and on the road to Miranda de Ebro and Haro, 

received a municipal franchise from Urraca’s son in 1123.13 Some decades later, the towns 

of Astudillo and Lerma were granted similar fueros in 1147 and 1148 respectively. The 

laws of Astudillo, close to Castrojeriz, confirmed that Christian and Jewish inhabitants 

were protected by the same penalties in the case of injuries.14 

Alfonso VII’s restoration of royal power was done not simply at the expense of 

Aragon’s influence, but through a piecemeal negotiation with a myriad of local and regional 

actors. One example of this protracted process of royal recovery in the region was the carta 

de población of Abia de las Torres near Carrión de los Condes. This legal franchise was 

issued on 25 October 1130 – at the height of Alfonso VII’s campaign – at the request of 

count Rodrigo Gómez (d. 1148), military leader and magnate at the Leonese court. This 

carta granted a new fuero to the local inhabitants, whether francus, castellanus, iudeus or 

maurus, in return for Rodrigo’s acknowledgement of Leonese-Castilian authority.15 In fact, 

Count Rodrigo also held the lordships of Briviesca and Belorado, along with other 

settlements in Asturias. However, Rodrigo fell from grace after backing the military 

uprising of Count Gonzalo Peláez, in 1132, even if Alfonso VII swiftly restored him to 

royal favour. Tensions with the Castilian and Leonese monarchs continued under Rodrigo’s 

son, Gonzalo. This aristocrat once again lost favour at the Castilian court in 1175 and after 

                                                

13 Fuero issued on 26 December 1123. FB, doc. 10, pp. 135–6.  
14 ‘Et si homines de Astutello matauerint iudeo, tantum pectent pro illo quantum pro christiano. Et liuores, 

sicuti hominem uillarum.’ Parchment copy in Archivo Municipal de Astudillo, ed. in Justiniano Rodríguez 
Fernández, Palencia: Panorámica foral de la provincia (Palencia, 1981), doc. 14, pp. 236–39. Lerma, 
south of Burgos, contained the following prescription: ‘Et calumpnias que aduenerit in Lerma, siue de 
homicidio, de forniçio, de liuores, tam de judeo quam de christiano, tam de inffançone quam de villano, 
tan de alffoz quam de foras de alffoz, pro qualicumque [culpa calumpnia aduenerit, pariant illam 
medietatem et faciant suum forum ad suam portam et non exeant ad medianetum cul aliquo homine].’ FB, 
doc. 19, pp. 152–3. 

15 ‘Do illis forum franco, castellano, iudeo et mauro.’ Edited in Fritz (Yitzakh) Baer, Die Juden im 
christlichen Spanien. Urkunden und Regesten. Vol. II. Kastilien/Inquisitionsakten (Berlin, 1936), doc. 22, 
p. 11; and Rodríguez Fernández, Palencia, doc. 12, p. 234.  
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fleeing to León he sold Belorado to Alfonso VIII for 2000 morabetinos.16 These 

settlements, including the Jewish inhabitants (and, judging from Abia’s carta, even some 

Muslim inhabitants), would be at the heart of political tensions between different political 

actors in northern Iberia. The fate of these non-Christians was tied to the political fray of 

the territories. 

The best example of the piecemeal negotiation of royal authority and local contestation 

of power, and the use of fueros in the interaction between local society and the Aragonese 

and Leonese-Castilian rulers, is once again found in the laws of Castrojeriz, already studied 

in Chapter 1. Although putatively one of the earliest fueros produced in Iberia, the 

colophons attached to the main statutory body described the subsequent political crises that 

led to the reaffirmation of the laws by different regional actors. As the colophons explain, 

the political crisis of the 1110s triggered a new episode of insurrection and violence in 

Castrojeriz. This time, the Jews of Castrillo – where the Jews of Castrojeriz had been forced 

to move after the massacres of 1035 – were among those who suffered the consequences: 

King Alfonso having died, the other king, Alfonso [I] of Aragon came, and seized [Castrojeriz] 
for himself from his wife lady Urraca, daughter of king Alfonso, and both parts confirmed our 
fueros, and the barons of Castro rose up in arms with all of the inhabitants of the municipality 
against the Jews of Castrillo, killing some, capturing others and pillaging all of them, and the 
king Alfonso [of Aragon] along with queen Urraca confirmed our fuero, and produced this writ, 
so that no one among the mutineers should pay a large penalty (calumnia), but from now on 
whoever killed anyone [Jewish] they shall pay the same penalty as for a Christian, and shall pay 
the same livores as for a neighbour (homo villanus). And I, king Alfonso [I of Aragon-Navarre] 
order, and grant for the love of God, that they [men] from whatever place they came originally, 
shall be able to inhabit in Castro, and shall enjoy the same fuero as the one those men of Castro 
have.17 

Castrojeriz’s inhabitants, backing Alfonso I against the Leonese queen, in turn attacked 

neighbouring towns and the local Jewish community, all of whom had supported Urraca 

against the Aragonese usurper. In return, the Aragonese ruler dropped all criminal charges 

held against the burghers. The residents would not pay any tolls and only respond to their 

                                                

16 For more on Rodrigo Gómez and his son Gonzalo Rodríguez, see S. Barton, The aristocracy, Appendix I, 
pp. 291–2 and pp. 260–1 respectively. 

17 ‘Mortuo rex Alphonsus, venit alius rex Alphonsus de Aragon, et accepit sibi uxorem domna Urraca filia 
rege Alphonsi, et confirmavit ambos nostros foros, et levaverunt se varones de Castro cum tota illa Alfox 
ad illa morte de rege Alphonso super illos judeos de Castriello, et de illis occiderunt, et de illis 
captivaverunt, et totos illos predaverunt, et illo rege Aldephonso cum illa domna Urraca regina 
confirmaverunt nostro foro, et fecerunt scriptum istum, ut nullus sit sublevatus amplius ista calumnia, sed 
de hodie in antea qui illum occiderit, pectet per illum sicut per Christianum, et illos libores similiter homo 
villano. Et ego rex Aldephonsus mando, et concedo pro amore Dei ut populent Castro de qualecumque 
locum ibi venerit, accipiant illos cum tale foro, quale habeant illos de Castro.’ CFM, p. 41. Regarding the 
Jews of Castrojeriz, and the events leading up to their forced exit from Castro in 1035, see Chapter 1 of 
this dissertation. c.f. Martínez Sopena, ‘La sociedad local’, paragraph 32, fn. 31. 
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own administrators (merinus) and people (gentes).18 The nuclearisation of this regional 

conflict, and Alfonso I’s astute dealings with Castilian towns such as Castrojeriz, prevented 

Urraca I from recapturing Old Castile. It was only in October 1131, after a 5-month siege, 

that Castrojeriz was seized from Aragonese hands by her son, Alfonso VII.19 The Leonese-

Castilian conquest was also described in the final colophon of the fuero as the event that 

released ‘all of the people [of Castrojeriz] from captivity’; after which Alfonso VII ratified 

the local customs, and peace was made between Castrojeriz’s townsmen and the raided 

towns of Valunquera, San Cucufato, Silos, Ajos, and Valdemoro. No such peace was 

deemed necessary for the now relocated Jews of Castrillo.20  

The series of colophons added to the fuero of Castrojeriz provide with a unique 

perspective into the drafting process of these documents, and their importance both to the 

legitimisation of royal power and the preservation of local liberties. These colophons reflect 

the speed at which political allegiances changed, and also provide a description of events 

from the citizens’ point of view. The clauses of Castrojeriz convey the willingness by 

inhabitants to engage in the drafting process, and therefore the importance of local 

specificities in these otherwise formulaic documents. Additionally, the colophons confirm 

the function played by the Jewish residents as one of many actors trapped between local 

society and royal patronage. 

A similar situation can be observed in Nájera, historically a node of significant political 

contestation.21 As soon as August 1110, Urraca had ceded jurisdiction of the palatium regis 

of Nájera and some neighbouring towns to the abbey of San Millán. This was a particularly 

significant grant, as the Leonese queen issued the concession on her way to besiege 

                                                

18 ‘Et nos varones de Castro Xeriz habemus foros istos, quos resonat carta hac, et fuerunt barallatos ante 
reges, te fuerunt authorizatos, et debent venire in nostro apellido tota illa alfoz, et una vice noluerunt 
venire de Melgar ad Melgar, et plegamus nos totos, et fuimos ad illos, et fregimus illas villas, et venerunt 
ad nos; et varones de Castro non dant portazgo, ni montazgo in tota terra de illo rege, et non de fidiatos, 
sine rem curatore de suas filias, sive bonas, sive malas non respondeant ad merinos, vel saiones, sed ad 
suas gentes.’ CFM, p. 41. 

19 Reilly, Alfonso VII, p. 37. 
20 ‘Mortua illa regina Urraca, venit filius eius Alphonsus qui regnavit pro ea, et obsedit Castro Xeriz, et cepit 

eum, et spoliavit Castro de Aragon, sicut spoliavit Xptus. infernum de peccatoribus, et traxit populum 
totum de captivitate, et authorizavit totos istos foros. Ego rex Alphonsus qui liberavi castrum de manu 
Aragoniensium, audio supradictos foros, et corroboro illos totos, et dono vobis alium forum, ut habeatis 
placidum cum hominibus de fora terra en Valunquera, et in sancti Cucufati, et villa Silos, et villa de Ajos, 
et Valdemoro, et non transeant supradictos terminos, et de illo die quo mater mea Aragononsium usque 
traxi vos inde quidquid male egistis, contra me vel meos homines, totum sit absolutum, et quando fuerint 
milites de Castro in mea corte, habeant suam rationem de expensa, sicut et alios meos milites.’ CFM, p. 
42. 

21 Reilly, Alfonso VI, pp. 68–92. 
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Zaragoza. Urraca had gathered her armies in a final attempt to capture the Andalusī town 

before Alfonso I and take the upper hand in the region.22 The witnesses of this concession 

included Urraca’s closest allies, among them ‘all of the concejo of Nájera, both the 

Christians, Jews and Muslims’.23  

Urraca’s attempts were unsuccessful, for the region fell to Alfonso I, and was only 

recovered by Alfonso VII in the 1130s.24 Although some of the franchises granted by the 

Aragonese have survived, including a confirmation of the laws of Calahorra from 1110, 

most of the charters from La Rioja are preserved in copies drafted after the Leonese-

Castilian recapture in the 1130s.25 Most famously, the 1076 fuero of Nájera was reissued 

on 13 May 1136, on the first anniversary of Alfonso VII’s imperial coronation in León.26 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, Nájera’s laws outlined greater wrongdoing protections for 

Najerense Jews than for the rest of the vicini.27 The 1136 confirmation contained a colophon 

similar to Castrojeriz’s, stressing the authority of the Leonese-Castilian king and the 

liberation of the town from the Aragonese yoke. Nájera’s addendum ratified that the fuero’s 

dispositions should be enjoyed fully by all inhabitants, tam christianis quam iudeis, 

confirming the full vicinus status of Jews first asserted through the homicide protections in 

the original 1076 franchise.28 

                                                

22 ‘Ego Urraca, gratia Dei tocius Ispanie regina, vobis, abbati domno Iohanni, et omni congregationi Sancti 
Emiliani salutem in Christo, amen. Placuit mih<i>, bono animo et bona voluntate, et pro amore Dei et 
sancti Emiliani et ut mih<i> superveniat sanctus Emilianus ubicumque invocavero nomen eius, ut faciam 
vobis, supr<a>dicto abbati domno Iohanni, et fratribus vestris, qui serviunt sancto Emiliano, cartam de 
illo foro quod solebant facere et de ipsa matera quod portabant per vim ad palacios de Naiera vestre ville 
pernominate Villa Gonzalvo, Cordovin, Terrero, Villa Iuniz et Ventosa, ut omnino ingenue permaneant 
in vestra potestate, sicut fuerunt temporibus regum a quibus concesse noscuntur deserviendas in Sancto 
Emiliano; quod de isto die in antea, ille ville de Sancto Emiliano sint solute, quod non serviant nec faciant 
ullum forum vel facendera ad palacium regis, sed sint libere de toto foro quod solebant facere. Et hoc 
facio pro anima patris mei regis, dompni Aldefonsi.’ BG, fols. 207–207v, pp. 1048–9. 

23 ‘... totum concilium de Nagera, et christiani, et mauri, et iudei, testes.’ Ibid. 
24 La Rioja was recaptured by Alfonso VII around the same time as Castrojeriz. CAI, 1:15–17. 
25 For this reason, the eleventh-century originality of many of the charters granted in La Rioja and Burgos 

regions has been questioned by historians. For instance, Gonzalo Martínez Díez, ‘Fueros de La Rioja’, 
AHDE 49 (1979), pp. 327–454. For the fuero of Calahorra granted by Alfonso I and enjoyed by Funes, 
Marcilla and Peñalén, see ibid, p. 356. 

26 For the fuero of Nájera’s archival references, Chapter 1, p. 61, fn. 40. See also Martínez Díez, ‘Fueros de 
la Rioja’, p. 404. 

27 The offender ought to pay the same penalties (livores) as for a knight (infanzon) or a monk (scapulatus), 
a fine set at 200 solidi. Meanwhile, the death of other neighbours of the town (homo villanus) was punished 
with 100 solidi. See Chapter 1, pp. 61–4 for further discussion. 

28 ‘Ego Alfonsus Imperator Hispanie qui hanc cartam fieri iussi tam christianis quam iudeis quod superius 
scriptum est manu propia roboravi in anno quo coronam imperii primitus in Legione recepi. Facta carta 
roboracionis et confirmacionis in Nagara de istos fueros suprascriptos III Kalenadas Maii era millessima 
CLXXIIII, Aldeffonsus Imperatore Imperante in Toleto, in Legione, Zaragoça, Nagara, Castella, 
Gallicia.’ CFM, p. 295. 
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It is possible that the fueros of the Nájera-Burgos region established protections for 

Jewish inhabitants as a consequence of the negative impact of Alfonso I’s invasion on these 

communities. As mentioned above, Belorado’s text suggested that Jews and Christians 

should pay the same penalties for injuries (livores).29 Likewise, Briviesca’s charter included 

the now common penalty of 100 solidi for the killing (homicidium) of a Jew, and confirmed 

that any Jew that came to live in the city would enjoy the same fuero as any other 

inhabitant.30 Comparable tort law regulations also appeared in the laws of Nájera and 

Castrojeriz, as mentioned above. The question remains whether these wrongdoing 

protections are symptomatic of increasing ‘anti-Jewish’ violence, or simply reflected 

Alfonso I’s, Urraca’s and Alfonso VII’s attempts to claim royal ownership of a profitable 

source of revenue.31 

Irrespective of whether anti-Jewish sentiment or political patronage motivated these 

clauses, the Jewish communities that appear in these fueros were clearly involved in the 

struggle for Old Castile in the 1110s and 1120s that pitted different settlements, 

communities and monarchs. In fact, according to Bishop Gelmírez’s Historia 

Compostelana, after Alfonso I had attacked Burgos with an army that included Muslim 

mercenaries, the Leonese queen appealed to the Jews of the city for assistance, who in turn 

brought relief to Urraca’s party.32 Although the references are tenuous, the clusters of 

                                                

29 ‘Et iudaeo cum christiano, et christiano ad iudaeo qualem livorem fecit, talem pectet; sed duobus partibus 
fiant in terra pro anima mea, sicut supra scriptum est.’ FB, doc. 9, pp. 134–5, and CFM pp. 410–2. For 
more editions, see TDLE, pp. 150–1. 

30 Quote in FB, doc. 10, pp. 135–6. 
31 For the debate on ‘anti-Jewish violence’ in this period, see Chapter 1, p. 63, fn. 46. There is some evidence 

of sporadic attacks against Jewish communities coinciding with that of Castrojeriz but also in Toledo 
around 1109 or 1110, as mentioned in Chapter 2, in discussing the fueros of Toledo. Similarly, a later 
chronicle described similar violence taking place against the local Jews in Sahagún and the Tierra de 
Campos in 1127, perhaps suggesting that the edict in the fueros were part of a general wave of ‘anti-
Jewish violence’ in the 1120s. ‘[Los campesinos] Leuantaronse entonçes a manera de bestias fieras, 
façiendo grandes asonadas contra sus señores e mayores, e contra sus bicarios, mayordomos e façedores, 
por los valles e collados perseyendolos e afoyentandolos, rrompiendo e quebrantando los palaçios de los 
rreyes, las casas de los nobles, las iglesias de los obispos e las granxas e obediençias de los abbades, e 
otrosi gastando el pan e vino e todas las cosas neçesarias al mantenimiento, matando los judios que 
fallauan […]’. Julio Puyol y Alonso (ed.), ‘Las crónicas anónimas de Sahagún’, BRAH 76 (1920) cuaderno 
III, §19, p. 245. 

32 ‘Nempe Burgis ciuitas in latere montis posita regine [Urraca] fauebat. In eodem quoque monte natura duo 
capita composuerat: inferius plebs Iudeorum incolebat, que et nostre parti opitulabatur ; in superiori uero 
castellum situm est, quod hinc natura loci illinc muro atque turribus satis munitum conspicitur. In hoc 
rebelles Aragonenses cum Sarracenis, quos rex [Alfonso I] ibi miserat, et urbem sibi subditam 
depopulabantur et adiacentes partes depredabantur. Que postquam regine cognita sunt, dato securitatis 
pignore, suppliciter orat Gallicie partes, ut sui gratia propere Burgos tendant et truculenti hostis aduentum 
perterreant. Sub silentio itaque intempestiue noctis strenui milites iter aggrediuntur et celeri cursu Burgos 
perueniunt, Montem occupant eet secus castellum tentoria figunt.’ Historia Compostellana, in Emma 
Falque Rey (ed.), Corpus Christianorum, Continuatio Medievalis 70 (Turnhout, 1990), I:85, v. 34, p. 138. 
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Jewish settlement in Burgos, Nájera, León or Castrojeriz were not mere spectators in the 

political developments that overtook the northern Meseta in the early twelfth century, but 

participated in the political fluctuations of the region. 

4.2. The transformation of Navarre and La Rioja after 1134 

In the decades after the death of Alfonso I in 1134 and the ‘restoration’ of the Navarrese 

realm, a critical realignment of political loyalties, dynasties and frontiers encouraged the 

renewed use of fueros in legitimating and preserving the power of the kings in the territories 

between Burgos and Pamplona. Unfortunately, studies on the development of La Rioja and 

Navarre for this period are somewhat scarce, especially with respect to the presence of 

Muslims and Jews.33 Nonetheless, the struggle for control over the regions at the 

intersection between Castile and Navarre persisted – or even augmented – during the 

second half of the twelfth century. The competition between lords, bishops, kings and 

concejos for suzerainty, jurisdictional rights and fiscal dues in the ever-changing politics 

of north-eastern Iberia allowed Jewish communities to thrive in settlements along the 

Navarrese and Riojan towns on the Camino.  

Contrasting with the general absence of non-Christians in municipal franchises issued 

during the confrontation between Castile and León, the legislation of Nájera and Navarre 

discussed the legal status of Jews in great length. In particular, the fueros of the Jews of La 

Rioja, in combination with the legislation granted to Estella, reflect the reformulation of 

legal acknowledgements of the autonomy of Jewish communities in the region. This model, 

as will be seen below, eventually spread from Pamplona to Burgos, in what can be 

perceived as a significant departure from the rules included in Alfonso VI’s Karta inter 

christianos et iudeos.  

 

                                                

33 The reference is still José María Lacarra, Historia del Reino de Navarra en la Edad Media (Pamplona, 
1975). For an overview of the historiography of medieval Navarre, also see María Raquel García Arancón, 
‘La historia medieval de Navarra (1983–2003)’, Vasconia 34 (2005), pp. 139–84. Recent monographs 
have started to fill in the gaps, e.g. Ignacio Álvarez Borge, Cambios y alianzas: La política regia en la 
Frontera del Ebro en el reinado de Alfonso VIII de Castilla (1158–1214) (Madrid, 2008). Also useful is 
Carolina Carl, A Bishopric Between Three Kingdoms: Calahorra, 1045–1190 (Leiden, 2011). 
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The fuero of Estella and the heyday of Sancho VI’s power, 1158-1164 

As this chapter argues, control of the Upper Ebro and La Rioja had been at the core of 

dispute between Castile and Aragon-Navarre since the eleventh century. In the second half 

of the twelfth century, the competition for sovereignty in this region came to a head, leading 

to the spread of specific kinds of fuero legislation on both sides of the Castilian-Navarrese 

frontier.  

With Aragon’s allegiances and territorial focus shifting eastwards, Navarre became the 

principal threat to Castilian authority in Nájera. This fear was somewhat justified, given 

that following the sudden death of Sancho III of Castile (r. 1156–1158), both Sancho VI of 

Navarre and Fernando II of León had arrogated to themselves some of Castile’s strategic 

frontier towns.34 Taking advantage of Castile’s weak monarchy, Sancho VI moved on 

Logroño in the early 1160s, repurposing the fuero previously issued by Alfonso VI and 

granting this franchise to a number of populations under Navarrese rule in La Rioja, 

including the strategic fort of Laguardia, at the frontier with Castile on the Ebro, in 1164.35 

The fuero of Logroño, itself reconfirmed in 1168, was thereafter granted to at least seven 

settlements at the northern frontier between Navarre and Castile, as depicted in Figure 31.36 

The same franchise of Logroño was simultaneously used by Alfonso VIII during the 

recovery of Castilian dominance in the region, in particular through the confirmation of 

these laws to Miranda de Ebro in 1177.37  

At the same time, Sancho Ramírez’s fuero of Jaca was appropriated by the Navarrese 

rulers and bestowed to a number of key urban settlements, including, most famously, the 

laws of Estella in 1164.38 The fuero of Estella (Figures 32–34) was drafted when Sancho 

                                                

34 Julio González, El Reino de Castilla en la época de Alfonso VIII (3 vols., Madrid, 1960), pp. 834–78. 
35 Álvarez Borge, Cambios y alianzas, p. 40; and Lacarra, Historia del Reino de Navarra, p. 111. 
36 On the fuero of Logroño and Sancho VI’s frontier policy see Álvarez Borge, Cambios y alianzas, pp. 178–

9; Martínez Díez, ‘Fueros de la Rioja’, AHDE 49 (1979), pp. 367–9; Ana María Barrero García, ‘Los 
textos relacionados con el fuero de Logroño’, in J.A. Sesma (ed.), Historia de la ciudad de Logroño 
(Logroño 1995), pp. 195–233; and eadem, ‘Las redacciones navarras del Fuero de Logroño’, Príncipe de 
Viana 53 (1992), pp. 409–28.  

37 The fuero of Miranda de Ebro was allegedly drafted by Alfonso VI in 1099, following the laws of Logroño 
of 1092. This charter was then re-issued by Urraca, most certainly in light of the conflict with her husband 
Alfonso I; although ultimately the charter exists in a copy from the reign of Alfonso VIII, issued in 1177 
at the height of the conflict with Sancho VI of Navarre. Four parchment copies all kept in the Archivo 
Municipal de Miranda de Ebro. Edited by Francisco Cantera y Burgos, ‘Fuero de Miranda de Ebro’, 
AHDE 14 (1943), pp. 461–87. 

38 The fuero of Estella is preserved in the following copies: [A] Archivo Municipal de Estella, MS 1. [B] 
Hispanic Society of America, MS B-2569. [C] Bibliothèque Nationale de France. Unfortunately the MS 
has not been located. [D] Real Biblioteca, Madrid, MS 944, now at Universidad de Salamanca, MS 2652. 
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VI’s dominions were at their territorial peak, and therefore its reformulation in 1164 should 

be considered as one of Pamplona’s key statements of power. Estella, on the way from 

Pamplona to Logroño and La Rioja, had been established in the eleventh century, and in 

1090 had received a brief carta de población whereby the inhabitants received the same 

laws as the burghers of Jaca.39 Sancho VI’s decision to issue a new set of laws to Estella in 

1164 – so-called a ‘fuero semiextenso’ given its substantially lengthier contents in 

comparison to a conventional municipal charter – confirmed Navarrese dominance in the 

region. Estella’s municipal legislation was then reissued to a number of settlements in 

Navarre, as shown in Figure 31. Henceforth, the fuero ‘families’ of Jaca and Logroño would 

be the key legislative bodies issued on the Castilian-Navarrese frontier, from the Ebro to 

the Atlantic coast.40 

The fuero of Estella was distinctive from other contemporary texts in its treatment of 

‘Navarrese’, ‘Franks’ and ‘Jews’ as equivalent, differentiated collective groups of citizens 

that coexisted in the town bearing equal rights and obligations.41 In fact, the vast set of 

clauses regarding the local Jewish inhabitants in this new fuero signalled the prominence 

of Estella’s Jewish community. As mentioned in Chapter 1, the history of Estella’s Jewry 

went back at least to two years before Estella’s original fuero, when king Sancho Ramírez 

had conceded the annual tribute or paria paid by the local Jewry to the monastery of 

Montearagón in the latter’s efforts against Hūdid Huesca and Barbastro.42 Among the few 

notices of the local Jewish community, on 3 March 1154 a young Sancho VI transferred 

full jurisdiction (or ‘servicium’ [sic]) over the Jews of Pamplona and Huarte to the bishop 

                                                

Written in Provençal language. [E] AGN, Cartulario 1, pp. 220–1, some articles of the Latin fuero. [F] 
AGN, A. 17, fourteenth-century Romance copy. All of these copies are considered in the comprehensive 
edition by José María Lacarra and Ángel Martín Duque found in FEst. 

39 ‘… dono et concedo vobis et successoribus vestris illos bonos foros quos Sancius rex concessit et dedit 
antecessoribus vestris quando populavit Stellam. Et sunt tales.’ The first eleven chapters of the 1164 
document coincide with the fuero of Jaca. FEst, p. 20. For Lacarra the fuero of Estella was critical in the 
proliferation of ‘el derecho pirenaico’. José María Lacarra, ‘El fuero de Estella’, AHDE (1927), p. 404. 

40 Puente la Reina (June 1122); Olite (1147); Monreal (1149); ‘Parral real de Estella’ (June 1187); Arenal de 
Estella (June 1188). These documents can be found in FEst, docs. 1–6, pp. 51–60. Lacarra also noted the 
similarities between the 1164 laws and the thirteenth-century fuero extenso of Jaca. Ibid, p. 21. Among 
the most significant recipient towns of the laws of Estella was the important port town of Donostia-San 
Sebastián, conceded a fuero around 1180. Edited in FEst, pp. 267–89. 

41 The significance of Frankish settlement in Estella was most likely a consequence of the town’s location 
on the French Way to Santiago. This could explain why one of the copies of the fuero of Estella is 
preserved in a Provençal translation. Jaca’s fuero was itself derived from the laws of Montpellier, and in 
fact the fuero extenso of Jaca has also been preserved in a Provençal version kept at BN, MS 13281. 
Estella’s Provençal translation is the basis for the edition of the fuero by Gustaf Holmer, El Fuero de 
Estella según el manuscrito 944 de la Biblioteca de Palacio de Madrid (Karlshamn, 1963). 

42 As quoted and studied in Chapter 1, p. 76, fn. 91. 
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of Pamplona, in a royal contract confirming that the canons would be able to populate the 

districts under the jurisdiction of the bishopric with Jews ‘according to whatever fuero will 

please you’.43 This licence effectively referred to Estella’s legislation, given that the same 

contract asserted that the Jews of Pamplona would be secure and protected (securi et 

emparati) just as the Jews of Estella.44  

Although the political context and long record of Jewish presence in Estella helps to 

explain many of the edicts included in its 1164 fuero semiextenso, some caution is required 

in determining its dating.45 First, this piece of legislation stands out within the chancery of 

the Pamplonese court under Sancho VI. The length and complexity of this municipal code 

contrasts with the relatively scarce documentary record produced by Sancho VI’s royal 

scriptorium.46 Second, the similarities with the Furs d’Aragó and Jaca’s fuero extenso 

suggest that the municipal laws of Estella, like those of Cuenca or Teruel or the Usatges, 

contain a blend of twelfth- and thirteenth-century edicts.47 In fact, the manuscript tradition 

highlights the peculiarity of this piece of legislation. As shown in Figures 32–34, unlike 

any other fuero before it, the earliest copies of Estella’s laws are kept in scrolls, written in 

the early thirteenth century in a hand imitating twelfth-century proto-gothic script. The 

rotulus form meant that the text could be easily extended when needed, as well as being 

easy to transport and use. Perhaps these were working copies for Estella’s professional 

lawyers, before being moved into codices, in this case the fourteenth-century Languedocian 

version of these laws.48  

These clues suggest an evolution not just in the legal concepts but the material culture 

of the fuero as a type of legal document, in turn affecting the context in which Estella’s 

clauses regarding non-Christians should be understood. Two phases can be noted in the 

                                                

43 ‘Dono uobis et concedo propter seruicium quod mihi fecistis et cotidie facitis, quod populetis iudeos 
undecumque potueritis et de mea terra et de altera, siue de Pampilona siue in Vharde ad honorem Dei et 
Sancte Marie et ad uestrum profectum et canonicorum Sancte Marie de Pampilona ad qualecumque foro 
uobis placuerit.’ Original in Archivo Catedral de Pamplona, Libro Redondo, fol. 74. Edited in José María 
Lacarra, ‘Notas para la formación de las familias de fueros navarros’, AHDE 10 (1933), doc. 11, p. 265. 

44 ‘iudei… sint securi et emparati in tota mea terra sicuti illi iudei de Estella.’ Ibid. 
45 José Luis Orella Unzué, ‘Estudio jurídico comparativo de los Fueros de San Sebastián, Estella, Vitoria y 

Logroño’, in El Fuero de San Sebastián y su época. Actas del VIII centenario de la Fundación de San 
Sebastián (San Sebastián, 1981), p. 262. 

46 Only 120 documents preserved for his long 44-year reign, meaning an average production of less than 3 
charters per year. Ángel Martín Duque, ‘Sancho VI el Sabio y el Fuero de Vitoria’, Príncipe de Viana 63 
(2002), p. 774, fn. 6. 

47 Vicente García Edo, ‘Concordancias entre el fuero de Estella de 1164 y los Fueros de Aragón de 1247’, 
Glossae: European Journal of Legal History 12 (2015), pp. 359–80. 

48 Victor M. Schmidt, ‘Some Notes on Scrolls in the Middle Ages’, Quaerendo 42 (2011), p. 375. 
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production of these laws. First, it is possible that the opening ‘chapter’ of the fuero reflected 

the original franchise written between 1090 and 1164. This primordial text focused on the 

judicial rights of the citizens of Estella, including the right to only be judged within the 

town’s limits; and the requirement that no one could leave the city without paying the debts 

contracted with local inhabitants from either one of the two dominant communities, both 

the francos and iudeos.49 The intercommunal peace was sanctioned by the king of Navarre’s 

personal authority, stipulating that Navarrese individuals were not allowed to settle in this 

city ‘without the assent of the king and all of the Estellese [residents]’, meaning the town’s 

Jewish and Frankish communities.50  

Subsequent sections of the text were conceivably added at a later stage in the drafting 

process. These contained more elaborate individual chapters regarding the treatment both 

of Muslims (§52. De mauro) and Jews (§55. De christiano et iudeo). In differentiating 

between ‘Christian’ and ‘Jew’, these edicts expressed a departure from the early dichotomy 

of Frankish-Jewish neighbour versus Navarrese foreigner, instead dividing local 

inhabitants into faith groups. Most critically, regulations with regards to Estella’s Jewish 

inhabitants followed a similar pattern to the rules enjoyed by the Jewish communities of 

Funes or Tudela. They also contain hints of the system of interaction between Jews and 

Christians at court, developing the ideas found in the Karta inter christianos et iudeos of 

1091. Although Castile and Navarre are always treated as separate political entities, the 

fuero of Estella – derived from Jaca, and perhaps even from beyond the Pyrenees – in fact 

contains some interesting signs of legal diffusion across the frontiers of the two kingdoms 

in the course of the twelfth century. 

The fueros of the Jews of Nájera during the Navarrese-Castilian conflict, 1169-

1214 

Fuero activity accelerated after Alfonso VIII began to rule on his own in 1169.51 The 

Castilian ruler moved on the lost Riojan territories in 1172, initiating a conflict with Sancho 

                                                

49 ‘I-10.1. Et nullus ex omnibus hominibus de Stella fuisset ad iudicium in ullo loco, nisi intra in Stella... I-
12. Et quod nullus homo possit esse ingenuus contra francos de Stella vel iudeos de aliquo debito.’ FEst, 
Text A, p. 91.  

50 ‘Et quod ullus navarrus vel presbiter de foras non possit populare in Stella sine voluntate regis et omnium 
Stellensium.’ Ibid, Text A, I-13. 

51 The intensification in the proliferation of fueros in Castile after 1169, during the majority of Alfonso VIII, 
had a particularly lasting legal impact in the region. Pascual Martínez Sopena, ‘La reorganización del 
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VI that would last until at least 1176, when the two kings agreed to settle their differences 

through an arbitration process led by of Henry II of England (r. 1154–1189). Under the 

pressure of the agreement of Cazola between Alfonso VIII and Alfonso II of Aragon (issued 

at La Riojan border with Navarre) in 1179, Sancho VI sued for peace and confirmed the 

borders of La Rioja. Sancho VI also returned towns such as Logroño to Castilian 

jurisdiction shortly after the English mediation process concluded. The borders of Burgos, 

La Rioja and the Upper Ebro valley appeared stable from this moment on, but that did not 

transmute into cordial diplomatic relations between the northern realms.52 In this political 

climate, fueros were issued to protect royal interests, while also reflecting the agency of 

local inhabitants in determining a range of political outcomes. 

The survival of four fueros breves granted to the Jews of Tudela, Funes, and Haro 

offers a window into the negotiation of power during this politically unstable period. These 

fueros were issued by Alfonso VIII and Sancho VI to their respective Jewries and are 

usually studied independently by historians of Castile or those of Navarre. Nonetheless, the 

fueros have many shared characteristics: they all defined the local Jews as a community 

and an aljama, and sanctioned their fiscal, judicial and administrative structures, ethno-

religious traits (mainly, religion and language), and internal politics.53 Preserved as they are 

in both Castile and Navarre, these laws were written in conversation, in the context of 

competition between monarchs seeking assurances in exchange for patronage of such 

groups on both sides of the frontier. 

The sudden proliferation of these fueros was likely connected to the dispute between 

Alfonso VIII and Sancho VI for the Riojan borderlands taking place in the 1170s. During 

the arbitration dispute taking place between 1176 and 1179, the Castilian ruler had given 

as sureties the castles of the Christians and of the Jews of Nájera, the castle of the Christians 

of Arnedo, and of the fortress of the Jews of Cellorigo. Meanwhile, the Navarrese king 

placed Funes, Marañón, and the castle of the Jews of Estella as a collateral.54 It is therefore 

                                                

espacio político y constitucional de Castilla bajo Alfonso VIII’, in Esther López Ojeda (ed.), 1212, un 
año, un reinado, un tiempo de despegue (Logroño, 2013), pp. 297–324. 

52 González, Alfonso VIII, Vol. I, pp. 802–11. 
53 The fuero of Haro is studied in Pilar Tello León, ‘Disposiciones sobre judíos’, pp. 240–2, but does not 

mention the similarities with the Navarrese sources. For the fueros of the Jews of Tudela and Funes see 
Juan Carrasco Pérez, ‘Juderías y sinagogas en el reino de Navarra’, Príncipe de Viana 63 (2002), pp. 113–
56, particularly pp. 132–42. 

54 ‘Rex vero Aldefonsus ponit in fidelitate Nagaram castellum christianorum et castellum iudeorum, et 
Arnedo castellum christianorum et castellum iudeorum et Celorigo. Similiter Sanctius rex Navarre in hac 
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likely that the Jewish communities of the disputed settlements would be granted fueros as 

a means of reasserting the authority of the competing kings during or after the disputation 

process. 

The contents of these franchises stemmed from a long history of Jewish presence in La 

Rioja. In particular, the Jewish fueros were inspired by the legal regime enjoyed by the 

Jews of Nájera since the early twelfth century. As Chapter 3 explained, the Jewish settlers 

of Tudela were granted the ‘fuero de judios de Nagera’, and thereon these laws would 

become the legal template in negotiating agreements with Jewish communities in the Upper 

Ebro and La Rioja when competing for their patronage. As the fuero of the Muslims of 

Zaragoza, the laws of the Jews of Nájera were used as a template framing the community 

status of a variety of Riojan Jewish communities. For instance, the Jews of Tudela had their 

charter reconfirmed and extended by Sancho VI in July 1170.55 Less than a year later, in 

April 1171, the Navarrese king also extended the laws of Nájera to the aljama of Funes, 

conceding the local community not just their own constitutions but also control of the 

strategic castle over the River Aragón.56  

Probably in response to Navarrese actions, Alfonso VIII granted a similar franchise to 

the Jews of Haro, surviving in three rich fourteenth-century copies (included in Figures 35–

44).57 This charter, unique in Alfonso VIII’s documentary corpus, and lacking an original 

issuing date, is difficult to date. Even though the structure and terminology differ somewhat 

                                                

fidelitate ponit Stellam, castellum quod Petrus Roderici tenet, et castellum iudeorum et Funes et Maranon.’ 
AVIII-2, doc. 267, pp. 440–3. c.f. Álvarez Borge, Cambios y alianzas, p. 42. 

55 Several late-medieval copies, all kept at the AGN in Pamplona. [A] AGN, Comptos, Caj. 1, perg. 34. 
Notarial copy by the notary of Tudela, Martínez de Valtierra, on 3 March 1137. [B] AGN, Comptos, Caj. 
1 perg. 35. Confirmation copy by Carlos II of Navarre subsequently on 20 May 1359. [C] AGN, Codices, 
Cod. 6, pp. 51–2 and pp. 52–3, 2 copies of the confirmation by Sancho VI. [D] AGN, Codices, Cod. 6, 
pp. 53–4 and pp. 54–5, 2 copies of the confirmation by Carlos II. Edited in FN, doc. 23, pp. 313–4. 

56 ‘Deinde confirmo vobis illuc forum de Naiera. Et quod non detis lezdam in tota mea terra. Et quod non 
detis pectum pro tali condicione quod curetis illuc castellum de Funes foras de illa turre maiori.’ This 
charter is kept in a fourteenth-century copy made by Martín Pérez, notary of Estella. AGN, Comptos, Caj. 
1, perg. 36. Edited in FN, doc. 24, pp. 315–6. 

57 Kept in three fourteenth-century copies derived from a confirmation of the Alfonso VIII dispositions 
drafted by Fernando III on 25 July 1221, drafted at the behest of the Jewish aljama of Haro. The three 
copies are kept at AHN-Archivo Histórico de la Nobleza (Toledo), as part of the Archivo del Duque de 
Frías, itself containing the archive of the Counts of Haro. [A] Nobleza, Fondo Duques de Frías, Car. 252, 
perg. 3. Confirmation copy from Fernando III on 25 July 1221, re-confirmed by Fernando IV on 6 April 
1304. From perg. [A], two more were drafted: [B] Nobleza, Fondo Duques de Frías, Car. 255, perg. 1. 
Confirmation copy from Fernando III also on 25 July 1221, kept in a re-confirmation by Alfonso XI on 
20 February 1335; and [C] Nobleza, Fondo Duques de Frías, Car. 255, perg. 2. Same confirmation from 
Fernando III on 25 July 1221, kept in a re-confirmation by Juan II, August 1379. Given the identical text 
in all three versions, it is likely that copies [B] and [C] were taken directly from [A]. The fuero is published 
in Pilar León Tello, ‘Nuevos documentos sobre la judería de Haro’, Sefarad: Revista de Estudios 
Hebraicos y Sefardíes 15 (1955), pp. 160–4; also in AVIII-3, doc. 962, pp. 660–2. 
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from the Funes and Tudela documents, the laws are mostly analogous, and therefore can 

be traced to the political competition of the early 1170s. Some mysteries remain as to the 

motivations behind the issuing of a special charter to the Jewish community of Haro, given 

that the Christian inhabitants of Haro had also received a municipal franchise in 1187, in 

which Jews were not mentioned at all.58 However, it is safe to assume that the 1187 charter 

and the document granted to the local Jews were related.59 Perhaps these documents were 

motivated by the death of Lope Díaz, whose family had held the region of Nájera as a 

tenencia since the eleventh century and had acted as middle-men in negotiating Castilian-

Navarrese sovereignty in the region; this might explain the preservation of all three 

parchment copies of the document in the family’s archive.60  

The fact that these were working copies used and valued by Haro’s local Jewish 

community throughout the Middle Ages is highlighted by the inscriptions added on the 

verso of each of the extant copies of the fuero, in Castilian language in a cursive Hebrew 

script. Overlooked in the modern editions of the fuero, these were identification labels, 

describing the contents of the documents, while also reasserting the legitimacy of the copy 

through its sanctioning by a Jewish official. This was done to the same effect as in the fuero 

of the Muslims of the Ribera d’Ebre. The Judaeo-Spanish inscriptions in copies A (Figures 

35–37) and B (Figure 38–40) of the fuero specify that this was a privilegio granted to the 

local Jewry.61 Meanwhile, copy C (Figure 41–44) contained two inscriptions, the first of 

which, situated at the centre of the parchment, perhaps indicates some sort of communal 

payment.62  

 

                                                

58 Edited in Martínez Díez, ‘Fueros de La Rioja’, pp. 434–9. 
59 Álvarez Borge, Cambios y alianzas, p. 171. 
60 Lope Díaz, lord of Biscay and many of the towns of Nájera, and his son Diego López de Haro (d. 1214), 

were key brokers in the region. S. Barton, The aristocracy, p. 263. See Jesús de Leza, Los López Díaz de 
Haro, Señores de Vizcaya y los Señores de Cameros on el gobierno de la Rioja durante la Edad Media 
(1016–1334) (Logroño, 1954). 

61 Copy [B] of the fuero of the Jews of Haro has three lines of texts, mostly illegilible. The third line of text 
says the following: ‘ וראפ יד הלביאופ הליד ושנופלא ןוד י]איר[ ליד ויגיליבירפ ’, meaning ‘Privilegio del *[re]y Don 
Alfonso de la puebla de Faro’. Copy [A] contains only one line of text:  
‘ ודאמריפנוק הלביאו]...[ הליד ]...[ ןוד יאיר ]...[ ודנריפ ןוד יאיר ’, meaning ‘Rey don *Ferrando […] rey […] de la 
[…]uebla confirmado’. My deepest gratitude to Esperanza Alfonso Carro (CSIC, Madrid), who kindly 
agreed to look at the charters, and has provided the transcription, transliteration and interpretation of these 
difficult inscriptions. As the texts are not vocalised, the transliteration is given in Italics. The asterisks 
signal terms that are particularly conjectural. See p. 187, fn. 57 for the archival references. 

]...[ילומ הגאפ הראפ 62 , possibly meaning ‘*Para *paga *moli[…] .’ Copy [C] of the fuero of the Jews of Haro. 
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The second, longer inscription, located at the bottom right section of the parchment, 

reads as follows: 

ןאוג ןוד יאיר ליד ודאמריפנוק וראפ יד שוידוג שולד ויגיליבירפ  
ורביא הטשפ ויביליב יד ונימאק ]...[ שלש שונימרט שולד  

האירידוג הגיד ה]...[ שוידוג שולא ודאד יאופ יק  
Privilegio de los judíos *de *Faro confirmado del rey don Juan 

De los *términos de *las […] *camino de Bilivio fasta Ebro 

Que fue dado a los judíos […]a *dicha* judería 

This inscription confirmed that the fuero was a legally-binding, communal ‘privilegio’, that 

only applied within the boundaries of the municipality of Haro. Although these are 

fourteenth-century writings, they nonetheless help us understand how Jewish inhabitants 

and administrators understood the granting of the fueros, and how these communities 

incorporated said documents into their own legal and institutional culture.  

The influence of the laws of the Jews of Nájera in defining Jewish communities in both 

Navarre and Castile extended into the thirteenth century. It is evident that the Riojan laws 

inspired many of the clauses found in the Libro de los fueros de Castilla, which, as the 

name suggests, was a compilation of local customs exercised in Castile before its 

compilation sometime after 1248, and unusually not royally-sanctioned.63 This text, 

comprised of 307 unsystematised chapters, was similar to the Usatges in that it intermixed 

legislation from different periods. Among the many rules concerning the relations between 

Jews and Christians, the Libro de los fueros first ordered in edict §30 that concerning 

injuries between Jews, the calumnias should be paid according to the fuero of Nájera.64 

This ruling was likely reminiscent of previous legal practices, given that the wording of the 

clause closely resembled the aforementioned franchises of Villavicencio and Astudillo, part 

of the ‘family’ of León. The compilation also ordered that disputes concerning calumnias 

between Jews and Christians should be judged according to the fuero of Viguera, a town in 

                                                

63 Galo Sánchez (ed.), Libro de los fueros de Castiella (Barcelona, 1924). For an analysis of the mentions of 
Jews in this compilation, and its relation to other fueros, see Soifer-Irish, Jews and Christians in Medieval 
Castile, pp. 48–52. 

64 ‘Esto es por fuero: que sy cristiano se apreçia sobre judio, deue seer coniurado luego, et deue pechar las 
calonnias el judio quales fueren las liuores. Et sy el judio se apreçiar sobre el cristiano, deue seer coniurado 
luego, et deue pechar las calonnias el cristiano quales fueren las liuores. Et ferida de judio con judio, deue 
pechar las calonnias afuero de Nagera.’ Libro de los fueros, §30, p. 21. 
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La Rioja south of Logroño.65 According to Viguera’s anonymous thirteenth century fuero 

extenso, this legislation had been originally granted by Alfonso I, and was also enjoyed in 

Funes and its Val, or valley – itself one of the towns receiving the fuero of the Jews of 

Nájera in the 1170s.66  

4.3. Jewish autonomy and Muslim invisibility in the northern fueros 

The previous sections have sought to describe the series of political events which explain 

the inclusion of Jewish inhabitants – and eventually communities – in some of the 

franchises and municipal legislation of northern Iberia. This chapter reasserts the 

importance of specific political changes determining the dynamics in granting fuero 

franchises. However, the Jewish prescriptions found in Leonese, Castilian and Navarrese 

legislation also reveal intense trans-regional borrowings that cannot be simply explained in 

a linear trajectory. The process of political and legal competition enabled the proliferation 

of a shared framework articulating Jewish autonomy throughout these regions. These new 

rules, found in Estella, Haro or Funes constitute an evolution from the edicts found in the 

Laws of León, the fuero of Jaca, and particularly in the Karta of the Jews of the kingdom 

of León. 

Jews appear to have been caught in the midst of severe political volatility throughout 

the region, and as such the question of royal jurisdiction and protection from wrongdoing 

was commonly reasserted in the legislation. At the same time, the fueros of this region 

sanctioned the autonomy of Jewish groups, both as equals of any other settlers, and also as 

self-managing, idiosyncratic collectives – to which effect, the charters of the Jews of Funes 

or Haro formally recognised such legal-institutional autonomy. As in the Karta inter 

christianos et iudeos, interreligious judicial encounters continued to be a key arena for 

legislators seeking to define the role of Jews in the Christian body politic. In the twelfth-

century fueros of Castile and Navarre, there was however a significant evolution in the 

mechanisms negotiating administrative and judicial processes. Rather than resorting to the 

rare and problematic judicial duel prescribed by Alfonso VI’s Karta, administrators within 

each faith group were appointed to enforce decisions, extract penalties or administer oaths. 

                                                

65 ‘Et sy fuere la demanda de calonnias, deue se jusgar por fuero de Viguera.’ Libro de los fueros, §216, pp. 
112–3. 

66 José María Ramos y Loscertales, Fueros de Viguera y Val de Funes (Edición crítica) (Salamanca, 1956), 
pp. 1–90. 
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In light of several sporadic episodes of violence, the extent to which this framework was 

respected in the everyday is a different question. Yet even if theoretical and rhetorical, the 

accommodation of certain Jewish institutional practices, as well as the royal pleas for their 

protection, starkly contrasts with the treatment of Muslims. Except for Tudela, a town at 

the intersection between the Ebro valley and the northern world of the Camino, we can note 

a significant imbalance in the legal treatment offered to each of these two social and 

religious groups.  

Wrongdoing and royal protection 

Among the essential clauses found in the twelfth-century legislation studied in this chapter, 

wrongdoing protections appear in every fuero also referring to Jewish groups. This division 

was repeated throughout: as mentioned in Chapter 1, in Nájera the penalty for harming 

Jews was ranked in the same category as injuries against a knight (infanzon) or a monk 

(scapulatus), and above those of laymen (homines villani). Similarly, the 1177 fuero of 

Miranda stated that all inhabitants (omnes populatores) had to pay the same penalties and 

taxes, whether they were knights (homines generosi), laymen or foot soldiers (pedoni), 

Muslims or Jews (mauri aut judaei).67 The fuero of Lerma (south of Burgos) of 1148 went 

even further, asserting that the penalties for the different kinds of wrongdoing (homicidio, 

fornicio, livores) were the same for Christians and Jews, whether knights or villani, 

regardless of their status as inhabitants or strangers.68 These texts exhibit overlapping 

hierarchies of social stratification among local residents at three different levels: first, 

between Christians and Jews; second between nobles (infanzon) and laymen (villani); and 

thirdly, between dwellers (de alfoz) and foreigners (de foras de alfoz). While these were 

some critical divisions among the different groups that comprised the settlements, at the 

same time the fueros ensured that they were all protected equally, bound to the jurisdiction 

of the town and the allegiance to the issuer of the charter. Like Barcelona’s Usatge §60, in 

                                                

67 ‘Et omnes populatores qui modo sunt aut de caetero homines generosi, aut pedonii, aut mauri, aut judaei, 
habeant istud forum, et in omnibus aliis forum de Lucronio.’ Cantera, ‘Fuero de Miranda de Ebro’, p. 483. 
However, the preserved original copy of the fuero of Logroño in the Archivo Municipal de Logroño, perg. 
1, does not contain this clause. 

68 ‘Et calumpnias que aduenerit in Lerma, siue de homicidio, de forniçio, de liuores, tam de judeo quam de 
christiano, tam de inffançone quam de villano, tan de alffoz quam de foras de alffoz, pro qualicumque 
[culpa calumpnia aduenerit, pariant illam medietatem et faciant suum forum ad suam portam et non exeant 
ad medianetum cul [sic] aliquo homine].’ FB, doc. 19, pp. 152–3. 
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listing the different subjects that were under the king’s protection, these clauses placed the 

king at the heart of local politics, ensuring municipal stability and peace. 

The autonomy of Jewish communities was also expressed through the theme of 

wrongdoing – protecting local Jews with the same rules and penalties as for the Christian 

inhabitants – in the fueros of the Jews of Haro, Tudela and Funes, as well as the laws of 

Estella. In Haro, whoever murdered a Jew had to pay the unfeasibly high penalty of 500 

solidi to the Castilian king. The fine was not specified in Funes, but the Christian 

community (illi de la villa de los christianos) was liable to pay a collective homicidium tax 

to the king.69 Moreover, local Jews were able to enjoy their houses freely with full 

inheritance rights, and did not have to pay the portazgo market levy, ‘quomodo non donant 

illos de Nagera’, in an article also reminiscent of the edicts of Miranda de Ebro, and the 

eleventh- and twelfth-century additions to the fuero of Castrojeriz. Among the economic 

activities protected in these documents, the so-called ‘debitos’ stood out. As we will see, 

strict control of Jewish moneylending was put in place in Haro.70 This was further expanded 

in Estella’s laws, where defendants could not leave the town without resolving a non-

payment accusation. 

Monarchs presented themselves as enablers of this Jewish peace and security 

throughout the northern Castilian, Leonese and Navarrese legislation. The charters of Haro, 

Tudela and Funes helped to reassert the monarch’s role in validating interreligious 

negotiation. For instance, in Haro the fine of 500 solidi for the murder of a Jewish inhabitant 

would go to the king. Similarly, the charters of Tudela and Funes prescribed that in the case 

of debts, Christians who had grievances against Jewish neighbours should first direct their 

complaints to the leader of the Jews who had been appointed by the king. If the Jewish 

leader did not satisfy the petition of the Christian, the claimant could take the dispute to the 

king, who would in turn arrest the debtor until he had satisfied his contracted obligation.71 

                                                

69 ‘Et si christianus interfecerit iudeum, aut in die aut in nocte, quod illi de la villa de los christianos pectent 
homicidium regi uel reddant el omiziero et non reuelent el cuerpo del iudeo muerto.’ FN, p. 315. 

70 ‘Judeus aut judea qui sub certa pactione usure aut pro ceuera ad nouum aut pro vuis ad nouum pecuniam 
crisstiano mutuauerit, capitale et lucrum secundum factam pactionem recipiat; nec alcaldus contra hoc 
possit judicare.’ AVIII-3, doc. 962, p. 661. 

71 ‘Si aliquis christianus habuerit rancuram de judeo, non sit aussus capere illum, set primitus faciam suum 
clamorem ad illum qui erit dominus judeorum per manum regis. Et si non fecerit directum ad christianum 
clamorem deinde vadat christianus ad justiciam regis qui erit christianus, et justicia regis capiat illum 
judeum et teneat in prissone, donec faciat directum ad suum clamorem.’ FN p. 314–5. 
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The relationship between the Jewish community and the Navarrese king is confirmed 

by the order that Christian pleas against Jewish subjects should first be processed through 

a Jewish official appointed by the king. Jewish autonomy and protection, however, came 

at a cost: in return, the Jews would pay an annual tribute either to the king or his delegates. 

In Tudela, this payment took the form of a ‘paria’ tax, presented to the king every Easter.72 

Similarly, the Jews of Estella had regularly paid an annual ‘paria’ since the late-eleventh 

century, bequeathed to the royal representatives every autumn on the feast of St Michael.73 

In fact, evidence from Castile suggests that the homicide penalties were centrally-collected 

by the royal agents. On 7 April 1187, Alfonso VIII renewed the fuero of Burgos. This carta 

de población confirmed the suppression of the collective liability for murders and other 

torts previously held by the vicini of Burgos. However, the charter upheld the same 

collective burden for the local Jewish community. This measure probably attempted to 

reassert royal jurisdiction over Jewish penalties in this town, as collected centrally by the 

Jewish administrators and then going directly to the king’s palatium.74 

Confirming the relationship between fiscal retribution, ‘service’ and wrongdoing 

protections, an aforementioned licence issued in 1154 by Sancho VI placed Pamplona’s 

Jews under the cathedral’s command, free from royal intervention or service (ad faciendam 

uestram propriam uoluntatem solta et ingenua libera et francca ab omni regali seruitio). 

If someone contravened the dispositions and injured a Pamplonese Jew, the offender should 

pay 500 solidi to the king and an additional 500 solidi to the cathedral. In return, the Jews 

would ‘serve’ the cathedral chapter just as they served the king.75 Less than three years 

                                                

72 ‘Et mandauit eis per sua mercede ut illa paria quod habent ad pariare ut donent eam de atematam de illo 
anno de Pascoa de Ramos usque ad alia Pascoa de Ramos.’ FN, p. 290. 

73 As highlighted in Chapter 1, p. 76, fn. 91. 
74 Alfonso VIII confirmed the fuero of Burgos on 7 April 1181. ‘Dono itaque uobis et concedo, et pro bono 

et directo foro uobis in perpetuum habendum statuo, uobis et filiis uestri et omni generationi uestre, pro 
multis et fidelibus seruiciis que michi fecistis et facitis, ut omnis homo quicumque in Burgis uel in termino 
suo aliquem hominem interfecerit ipsemet et non alius pectet homicidium, et concilium Burgense non 
respondeat pro interfecto, nec pectet homicidium pro aliquo, exceptis tantummodo iudeis, solus itaque 
homicidia qui aliquem interfecerit pectet homicidium, et dominus uille uel merinus, siue saion non exigaat 
homicidium a concilio Burgensi, sed ab ipso solo homicida qui aliquem interfecerit, et concilium on 
teneatur respondere super homicidio domino uille nec merino, nec saioni, nec alicui homini, sed solus 
homicida teneatur respondere de homicidio et solus pectet homicidium...’ Original charter kept at 
Ayuntamiento de Burgos, Archivo General, Fondo Municipal MS HI–131. A copy from 14 February 1255 
is also kept in the Fondo Municipal de Burgos, Colección Diplomática, perg. 25. Edited in Emiliano 
Gonzalez Díez (ed.), Colección diplomática del concejo de Burgos (884–1369) (Burgos, 1984), doc. 16, 
p. 75.  

75 ‘Tali modo quod sint iudei illi de Deo et de Sancta Maria de Pampilona et uestri et de successoribus uestris 
episcopis et de canonicis qui hodie sunt et in antea erunt, ad faciendam uestram propriam uoluntatem sicut 
de uestra propria causa, solta et ingenua libera et franca ab omni regali seruitio, et sint securi et emparati 
in tota mea terra sicuti illi iudei de Estella, et siquis homo turbaberit illos in ire aut in uenire in tota mea 
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later, Alfonso VII granted the tax revenues of the Jews of Sahagún to the influential Cluniac 

monastery of San Benito. The local Jews would enjoy the laws of the Jews of León, thus 

becoming ‘vasalli abbatis’. 76 

The taxes received from local Jewish communities were highly valued, but that did not 

mean that the exaction of these levies happened smoothly. For instance, a preserved judicial 

dispute from the town of Funes, shortly after the fuero of the Jewish community of this 

town had been granted, shows the attempts by the local Jewish community at bypassing the 

payment of tributes to the local authorities. In October 1184, the Jews of Funes quarrelled 

with the clerics of San Jacobo de Funes over whether they should pay a tithe to the local 

monastery for their purchases (conpras) and for the taking of pledges or debts (pignoras). 

As prescribed by the fueros of 1171, the monarch was summoned to resolve the 

disagreements between the two parties. Two representatives from the Jewish and monastic 

parties presented their case at the royal court of Sancho VI in Tudela. Having conducted a 

‘recta peschisa’, the king ordered the Jews to pay tithes just as it had been done by their 

parents.77 This example evidenced that the framework of the fueros could come into conflict 

with daily practices, while at the same time proving that the role of the king as a negotiator 

could be honoured. Although these texts did not state at any point that the local Jews were 

                                                

terra usque VII annis, pectet mille solidos et sind D uestri et D mei, et de VII annis in antea sint omnes 
calumpnie uestre et omnia iura illorum, et illi qui erunt de mea terra qui habebunt hereditates in mea terra 
unde solent mihi seruire, dum ibi erunt seruient mihi sicut solet, dum erunt in honore Sancte Marie, 
seruiant Deo et Sancte Marie et episcopo et canonicis.’ Lacarra, ‘Notas de fueros navarros’, p. 265.  

76 This explains the inclusion of the Karta of the Jews of León in Sahagún’s cartulary, as discussed in Chapter 
2, pp. 109–10. On 17 December 1171, the abbot of Sahagún further confirmed the Jewish properties in 
the locality, and in particular a cemetery where they could bury their dead. Baer, Die Juden, Vol. II, doc. 
36, p. 18.  

77 ‘In dei nomine. Hec est carta. Nos clericos de sancti iacobi de Funes habuimus contencione super decimas 
de iudeos de Funes. iudeos dicebant que non debebant decimas dare de conpras [sic] nec de subpignoras. 
et clericos sancti iacobi dicebant que rectus erat et dare debebant decima de panes et de uino de totas illas 
conpras ut supignoras quas iudeos faciebant. et super hoc fuerunt tam clericos quam iudeos ante regem in 
Tutela. de clericos fuerunt prenominatos don Lop Capellanus et don Bertran. et de iudeos fuerunt Azac 
Hamiz et Juda. et rex mandot [sic] pascheris causa ista. a don Garcia Miraclo. et ad Don Aluaro de Illa 
Ripa. et per recta peschisa trobaron [sic] que debebatis decimas dar que daderint eas lures parentes per 
nomine Ceruigal de Gallo. et alios. et super totum hoc mandot el rei [sic] que fuissent tam clericos quam 
iudeos ante regem. et fuerunt totos in simul ad aiuar?. pro nomine don lop capellan et don beltran et de 
iudeos azac hamiz et fg? et zahet rodam? jhacob de illa porta. jucef filio de zmagal. et habraham çabatero. 
et uidot el rei per ben et per directo et tota sua cort que dassent decima iudeos de funes et mandot la dar 
ad illos iudeos firme ment et dretta ment per omnia secula a sancti iacobi de funes et ad clericos domino 
siruentibus ibi. sunt testes uisores et auditores qui in presenti loco fuerunt. Per nomine el infant maior. et 
eneco almorauid. et roig de nagera. et lolsos?. et ximinez dopaco?. Facta carta in Era M.CC.XX.ii. in 
mense octubris. Regnante Rex. Sancius [VI] in tota nauarra. et in alaua. Episcopus in pampilona. Petrus. 
parisiensis. et est prior in Funes don. G. aragones et fuit facta carta ista ante presenciam.’ AHN, Clero, 
Huesca-Montearagón, Car. 628, perg. 5. (unpublished). 
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the king’s property, it is clear that the monarchs played a fundamental role in interreligious 

negotiation.  

Jewish autonomy 

One of the key innovations of the fueros of the Jews of Funes, Tudela and Haro with regards 

to previous legislation of northern Iberia is that the recipient Jewish communities were 

defined as aljamas. In using this term (the earliest such references to Jewish collective 

corporations in any fueros), these franchises recognised that the local Jews were organised 

and independent from their respective Christian institutions, lords and concejos, and even 

held certain coercive powers in the locality. As a result, these fueros helped to formalise 

Jewish autonomy in north-eastern Iberia. 

As Chapter 3 has already suggested, caution is needed with regards to this choice of 

terminology, for not all communal life happened within the aljama. This term, as it 

appeared in the fueros, could have been added to the original franchises by a thirteenth- or 

fourteenth-century scribe. Admittedly, even if not fully organised as aljamas yet, the 

different Jewries receiving their own fueros certainly enjoyed some substantial autonomy, 

to the extent that the Jews of Haro, Funes and Tudela were all granted control of the local 

castella.78 In Funes and Tudela the Jews were even in charge of the maintenance of the 

walls.79 Meanwhile in Haro, the Jewish community had full jurisdiction inside their own 

castellum, and no calumnia was owed for injuries committed by Jews against external 

assaulters.80 Additionally, Haro’s Jews could not be denied bringing food, wine or water 

into the castle.81 Rules were also put in place in both Funes and Tudela whereby Jews were 

                                                

78 Haro: ‘Ad hec dono et concedo uobis [toti aliame judeorum de Faro], et uos et omnes posteri uestri 
secundumm subscriptas consuetudines et foros in predicto castello uiuatis.’ AVIII-3, p. 660. Funes: ‘Ego 
Sancius... facio hanc cartam donationis et confirmationis ad illa aliama de illos iudeos de Funes... quia 
vos mutatis ad illuc castellum... Deinde confirmo uobis illuc forum de Naiera.’ FN, p. 315. Tudela: ‘Ego 
Sancius... facio hanc cartam donacionis et confirmacionis ad illa aljama de illos judeo(s) de Tutela tam 
presentibus quam futuris. Placuit michi libenti animo et spontanea uoluntate et pro illo quod mutastis uos 
ad illum castellum quod dono vobis et concedo et quod habeatis pro foro semper...’ Ibid, p. 314. 

79 Funes: ‘Et quod non detis pectum pro tali condicione quod curetis illuc castellum de Funes foras de illa 
turre maiori.’ FN p. 315. Tudela: ‘Et quod non detis ullum pectum pro tali condicione quod curetis illum 
castellum de Tutella foras de illa turre maiore.’ Ibid, p. 314. 

80 ‘Nullum pectetur a judeis homicidium aut calumpnia pro aliquo interfecto qui extra januas castelli 
inueniatur. Quicumque petra aut sagitta aut lancea aut aliquibus armis castellum impugnauerit pectet mille 
aureos regi...’ AVIII-3, p. 661. 

81 ‘Nemo pignoret judeum aut judeam qui ad castellum adduxerit panem, aut vinum aut aquam aut escas 
aliquas in propriis uestibus aut in conducto quod traxerit.’ Ibid. 
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exempt from justice if they killed any assailants who invaded the fortress, during day or 

night; these were perceived as acts of self-defence.82  

The fact that the Jews lived or managed their own ‘castella’ (holding, as mentioned, 

their own set of keys to the main gate, or being able to respond to physical violence) has 

been traditionally interpreted as confirmation that Jewish segregation was reflected in the 

physical geography of these settlements. The Jews of Funes or Haro might have received 

substantial gains in the forms of fueros, but, according to this view, Jewish need for 

protection led to their seclusion in ‘incastellated’ hamlets detached from the local Christian 

municipalities. It is possible, however, that the ‘castellum’ referred not simply to a 

protected and segregated urban space, but rather signalled the boundaries within which the 

agreements attained by the local Jewish groups were to be respected. Moreover, such 

military-administrative assurances were not exclusively granted to the Jews of these three 

settlements. This activity forms part of the wider militarisation of the border regions in La 

Rioja during the Castilian-Navarrese conflict between the 1170s and the 1200s, so that the 

Jewish castellum was perhaps the institutional equivalent of the Christian concejo.83 In fact, 

the fuero of the Jews of Funes compared the Jewish castellum to the local villa de los 

christianos.84 

The relationship between the outlined terms of Jewish self-government and the 

physical environment of the castellum or castrum iudeorum advances the possibility that 

other castri or castella across the whole of northern Iberia enjoyed similar terms of 

autonomy. Jewish incastellated autonomous settlements appear not just in La Rioja but 

throughout the Camino regions.85 In fact, the thirteenth-century Libro de los fueros de 

Castilla confirms that Castilian Jewish communities, like those of Haro or Funes, were in 

                                                

82 Tudela: ‘Si enim aliqui forte inuaserint uos in illo castello et contingerit quod sint ibi plegati aliqui homines 
uel occisi, pro isto judei non pectent homicidium, nec recipiant dapnum, aut sit dies uel noctes.’ FN, p. 
314. Haro: ‘Si quis christiano infra castellun (sic) de Haro aliquid uiolenter rapuerit et a judeis percusus 
fuerit, nichil pectent pro illo.’ AVIII-3, p. 662. Funes: ‘Si enim aliquis uos inuaserit forte in illo castello 
et contigerit quod sit ibi plagati aliqui homines uel mortui, pro isto iudei non pectent homicidium neque 
recipiant damnum, aut sit in die aut sit in nocte.’ FN, p. 315. 

83 Soifer-Irish, Jews and Christians in Medieval Castile, p. 48. 
84 The quote is included in this chapter, in p. 192, fn. 69. 
85 For the issue of Jewish castella in northern Castile and León, see Soifer-Irish, Jews and Christians in 

Medieval Castile, pp. 57–8. For the Jewish castri handed over during the English arbitration of 1176–
1179, see pp. 186–7, fn. 54. 
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charge of maintaining the walls and also held the keys to the castle; while the Jewish 

bedinus was in charge of policing misdemeanours and wrongdoings.86 

The administrative independence of the Jewries of the Camino, as confirmed by the 

twelfth-century fueros, implemented a system of checks and balances in the localities of 

northern Iberia, limiting the jurisdiction of  the Christian concejo and its administrators (the 

merinus, the alcalde or the saio) over local Jews.87 In Tudela, as mentioned above, Christian 

claimants had to appeal on first instance to the municipal Jewish leader (dominus iudeorum) 

appointed by the Navarrese king. This rule de facto acknowledged the existence of a court 

where Christians and Jews would resolve their disputes of the sort found later in the fueros 

of Teruel and Cuenca, in which the Jewish officials would be in charge of enforcing 

decisions over members of their community, and Christian counterparts would act 

accordingly with Christian claimants and defendants.88  

Such procedures also acknowledged the legitimacy of the parallel Jewish courts and 

administrative bodies that managed the internal affairs of the community, as well as 

representing it externally. Although the fueros do not provide with many details regarding 

the internal infrastructure of these local Jewish institutions, the local Jewish courts had 

extensive autonomy, with the ability to summon Jewish defendants, take oaths and impose 

penalties, as executed by an official known as the bedinus. In each of these Jewish fueros, 

the calumnia payments could only be exacted from local Jewish inhabitants by their 

respective local bedinus, and with the official testimonies of two Jewish witnesses.89 The 

bedinus and the dominus iudeorum were able to extract monetary penalties from offenders. 

Additionally, according to the franchise of Haro, the Jewish administrators even had their 

                                                

86 Libro de los fueros, §216–7, pp. 112–4; and §220, pp. 115–7. 
87 ‘Si aliquis christianus habuerit rancuram de judeo, non sit aussus capere illum, set primitus faciam suum 

clamorem ad illum qui erit dominus judeorum per manum regis. Et, si non fecerit directum ad christianum 
clamorem, deinde vadat christianus ad justiciam regis qui erit christianus, et justicia regis capiat illum 
judeum, et teneat in prissone, donec faciat directum ad suum clamorem.’ FN, p. 314. 

88 The so-called ‘curia alcaldorum’, in which Jewish-Christian disputes would be overseen by officials 
appointed by their corresponding faith groups, discussed in Chapter 6. 

89 Haro: ‘Nullus hedinus [sic] transseat ad judeum pro aliqua calumpnia nisi cum duobus testibus judeis.’ 
AVIII-3, p. 661. Funes: ‘Bedinus iudeorum non conquirat calumniam a iudeo nisi cum duobus testibus 
iudeorum.’ FN, p. 315. Tudela: ‘Bedinus judeorum non conquerat calumpniam a judeo nisi cum duobus 
testibus judeorum.’ Ibid, p. 314. 
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own jail to incarcerate offending coreligionists, located in a house used for this purpose 

according to Jewish custom.90 

The bedinus, as already stated in Chapter 3, was a key official that negotiated internal 

Jewish affairs and also acted as an intermediary with the Christian community. With both 

policing and judicial duties, the bedinus was effectively in charge of enforcing the court’s 

decisions with regards to Jewish defendants or appellants. The name given to the official 

also suggests that it was connected to the Jewish tribunal known as the bet din. Although 

this court was not explicitly mentioned in the fueros, this was the institution that was in 

charge of administering the internal affairs of the Jewish communities in question. In the 

fueros there are no indications regarding who the Jewish judges actually were, or how many 

of them were present during sittings, although it is safe to assume that proceedings would 

have been typically led by local notables as per conventional Jewish practice.91 While this 

court made decisions based on Jewish law, it also took local communal dynamics and 

‘customs’ into account.92  

Given the ability to incarcerate local Jewish offenders, it appears that these 

administrators had coercive power over the rest of the Jewish community. It is possible 

that, beyond physical coercion, the court could also force local Jews to comply with the 

court orders through the removal of Jewish individuals from the communities with a ḥērem, 

or ‘ban’, or the milder form, nidui.93 All in all, the court and its officials held significant 

power in shaping the character of their individual communities, and in deciding how to 

proceed in their interactions with their Christian neighbours and political authorities. 

                                                

90 ‘Judeo qui in aliquot tenebitur debito domino ville aut cuilibus alii, in carcerem aut in compedes non 
mitatur, sed in quondam domo ad hunc usum a judies destinata, a qua si exierit ante debiti persolutionem 
pectet regi XXX solidos.’ AVIII-3, p. 661. 

91 According to Jewish law, three judges were employed for ‘civil’ cases and for towns of under 120 
inhabitants; and twenty-one judges for ‘criminal’/wrongdoing offences and for towns of more than 120 
inhabitants, as discussed in the Mishnah (Sanhedrin 1) and the accompanying Talmud commentaries. The 
Barcelonese scholar Isaac ben Sheshet, or Ribash (d. 1408), affirmed that these judges, along with the 
other officers of the community, were elected every year – this coincides with the practice of the election 
of alcaldes in the fueros of Teruel and Cuenca. ‘Bet din and Judges’, EJ2 Vol. 3, pp. 512–6. 

92 For instance, the takkanot of Tudela, written in 1287 and reissued in 1305, professed the adherence of the 
local judges to Maimonides in all judicial decisions, except for two exceptions related to the issue of debts. 
For these exceptions, Tudela’s aljama decided to adhere to the town’s local customary practices. José 
Luis Lacave (ed.), Navarra Judaica, Volumen 7. Los judíos del reino de Navarra. Documentos hebreos, 
1297–1486 (Pamplona, 1998), doc. 1, pp. 23–43, specifically p. 23 and p. 30. 

93 This ban was a form of ‘ostracism’, but its effectiveness is difficult to measure. Klein, Jews and Christian 
Society, p. 48. Similar forms of communal coercion can be observed in later periods. Jacob Katz, Tradition 
and Crisis: Jewish Society at the End of the Middle Ages (Syracuse, 2000), pp. 84–7. 
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Christian-Jewish disputes 

Perhaps one of the most interesting aspects of the fueros studied in this chapter is the 

confirmation that the notarial documents produced at the bet din were also valid in the 

municipal (Christian) court proceedings. In its description of debt-related Christian-Jewish 

trials, Estella’s laws required proof to be procured through the testimonies of two witnesses. 

The witnesses had to be one Jew and one Frank if they were local inhabitants; or one Jew 

and another foreigner if they were foreigners; the same rules applied for a Jewish appellant 

against a Christian debtor.94 Crucially, the litigant would still need to be satisfied if he was 

able to produce a ‘carta de rabi’ instead of the witnesses.95 This carta had legal force in 

perpetuity, even after the death of the Christian claimant. The offspring of the Christian 

could still pursue the lawsuit to regain the unpaid loan if he preserved this written proof of 

the contracted obligation.96 This procedure required the active participation of officials 

from each faith group in the resolution of the debt-related dispute, but also relied on the 

legitimacy of written contracts produced at both the Christian and Jewish administrations 

in binding the agreements. 

As the fuero of Estella demonstrates, the regulation of Christian-Jewish debts and 

obligations and their correct satisfaction gained some prominence in the northern Iberian 

fueros of the late-twelfth century. In fact, the Castilian Libro de los fueros confirmed that 

Estella’s stipulations also applied beyond the Navarrese frontier. As this thirteenth-century 

compilation explained, a scribe (escriuano) could confirm the agreement of a Jewish 

claimant, in the same way as Estella’s carta de rabi. Otherwise, a Jewish petitioner would 

have to prove his case with two Jewish and Christian witnesses.97 Further articles of the 

                                                

94 ‘Si aliquis iudeus debet aliquid christiano, et iudeus uult negare, cum testimoniis debet probare; si francus 
est, cum uno franco et uno iudeo; si homo de foris est, cum uno homine de foris et cum uno iudeo. Et 
iudeus ad christianus similiter.’ FEst, Text A, II-55:1, p. 137. 

95 ‘Et si aduenerit ut christianus [habeat] cartam, non potest negare iudeo, quia carta facta de rabbi valet 
quantum testes contra iudeos. Sed opus est iudeo ut monstret ad illum qui cartam tenet, quomodo paccauit 
eum cum testibus; et si non potest probare, iuret ille qui querit, quod non fuit paccatus, et paget illum.’ 
Ibid, Text A, II-55:2. 

96 ‘Et si moritur iudeus, filii iudei debent facere quemadmodum pater suus debebat facere hoc qui 
suprascriptum est, si cartam habet christianus. Sed si christianus moritur, et filii sui censum 
demandauerint, et cartam inde habuerint, opus est ut iudeus monstret quomodo pacauit eum ad suum 
patrem. Et si non poterit probare cum testibus, iurabit filius qui cartam habet, quod non fuit pagatus de 
illo censu sui patris, et pagauit.’ Ibid, Text A, II-55:3-4, p. 138. 

97 ‘Esto es por fuero: que sy judio demanda por carta alguna deuda e non la puede prouar, deue tener el alcalle 
la otra. Et si lo pvdiere prouar, que aya su deuda; e peche el que niega sesenta sueldos. Et sy non lo pudiere 
prouar commo lo dise la carta, sea quita la deuda; e sesenta sueldos el jvdio. Et sy el escriuano que fiso la 
carta testiguare con otro jvdio, non cumpla; que sin el escriuano que fiso la carta deue prouar con judio e 
con cristiano.’ Galo Sánchez, Libro de los fueros, §34, p. 23. 
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Libro de los fueros equally described the judicial processes whereby a Jew sued to receive 

the owed amount from a Christian debtor ‘by means of a charter’ (por carta), mirroring the 

clauses of the Jews of Haro or Funes.98 These were not simply theoretical concerns, and an 

undated fazaña (judicial decision) of Burgos included in the Libro de los fueros confirms 

how this mechanism worked in practice.99 Such laws are proof of the evolving concerns at 

the heart of Jewish-Christian judicial disputes in north-eastern Iberia in the closing decades 

of the twelfth century. In what might be termed a ‘procedural turn’, these pieces of 

legislation began to shift their attention towards the appropriate mechanisms during court 

proceedings that vested the process with legitimacy for both communities. It is therefore of 

great significance that a ‘carta de rabi’ was valid at court in place of witnesses: not only 

did it acknowledge the existence of a Jewish legal culture working in parallel to Christian 

administration, but it also accepted its legal force in a Christian administrative context.  

In consequence, the fueros of La Rioja and Estella stressed the importance of judicial 

literacy for the running of these interreligious disputes, relying on the oral performance of 

oaths as much as on written proof. The former was not simply an evolution of the latter; 

rather these were two overlapping facets of the judicial process. Two key issues are 

reasserted throughout these franchises: veracity and intelligibility. In Estella, Jews and 

other villani all had to swear ‘with their own hand’ (propria manu) for debts of 12 denarii 

and above. If the debts were below 12 solidi, Jews had to swear ‘facing east’ (secundum 

orientem).100 The clause above also evidences that the nature of the exchange mattered in 

determining the kind of oath performed. The oath requirements varied depending on the 

severity of the contractual obligation – the greater the value of the exchange being agreed 

upon or disputed over, the lengthier the judicial process appears to have been. For instance, 

                                                

98 ‘Esto es por fuero: que sy judio demanda a cristiano deuda por carta et dise el cristiano que non le a de dar 
nada, deue el alcalle tomar la carta, et deue sacar los pesquiridores. Et sy el judio pudier prouar, deuel dar 
la deuda el cristiano; et peche sesenta sueldos. Et sy judio non prouar la carta, deue perder la deuda e 
pechar sesenta sueldos.’ Ibid, §61, p. 34. For similar judicial procedures, see also §73, pp. 38–9; and §92, 
pp. 47–8. 

99 A Jew from Burgos named Mose Amordosiel sued to receive the debt owed by Johan Pascoal from Johan’s 
son, Ferrant. Most of the ensuing judicial debate focused on the validity of a carta supplied to the court 
putatively proving that the debt had been contracted, and that the deceased debtor had failed to fulfill the 
initial agreement. Ibid, §249, pp. 134–5. 

100 Text A, II-19.8: ‘Et iudeus et uillanus sua manu iurabit ex XIIcim denariis supra. Et nauarrus caput sui 
compatris iurabit. Et iudeus secundum orientem ex XII denariis infra iurabit. Et francus ex XII denariis 
infra omnibus hominibus iuratorem dabit, qui caput sui compatris aut sui patrini iurabit.’ Text B, II-20.8: 
‘Et iudeus et rusticus propria manu iurabit ex XII denariis in supra. Et rusticus iurabit caput compatris sui. 
Et iudeus secundum orientem ex XII denariis et infra. Sed francus aut infançon ex XII denariis et infra 
omnibus hominibus dabit iuratorem, qui iurabit caput sui compatris aut sui patrini.’ FEst, p. 110. 
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the charter of Haro specified that for debts of under 5 solidi the Jews should swear facing 

east according to law (ad juso per orientem); while for commitments above that amount, 

Jewish men and women alike should swear on a ‘carta’ standing on an elevated platform 

(‘ad surssum per cartam’) with the help of a Latin-speaking clerk (‘clericus lingua 

romana’). This clerk would ‘read it [the oath] so that the Jew shall understand it, and when 

the Jew will pronounce the words “I swear” or “Amen”, the clerk will say repeatedly to 

him how to pronounce “I swear” and “Amen”.’101 The same is stated in the fueros of Funes 

and Tudela, although in more concise statements, and using different thresholds for the two 

kinds of oath.102 The franchise of Funes further specified that the Jews had to swear oaths 

‘with their pledges and their hands’.103 These proofs were clearly of high importance in 

legitimising judicial processes. The oral oaths were critical for reinforcing Jewish 

autonomy and the consolidation of internal Jewish hierarchies and judicial practices; they 

were also a symbolic performance through which relations between Christians and Jews 

were mediated.  

Such duties were administered by the officials of the bet din, as  confirmed by the 

assertion in Haro’s fuero that the Jews should swear their oaths ‘in the place where they 

usually swear oaths for the Christians of Haro’, mirroring the place where the Christians 

swore the equivalent oaths for Jews.104 Perhaps this usual place was the bet din after all, for 

in Funes Jews should not swear oaths ‘anywhere except in their synagogue’ (senoua).105 

However, this practice varied, and in Cuenca and Teruel Jewish oaths during interreligious 

trials had to be administered anywhere but in the synagogue.106 Regardless, the value 

resided in the appropriate signs of official legal procedure associated with the Jewish 

community. This also explains the Castilian inscriptions written in Hebrew characters 

                                                

101 ‘Judeus et judea pro debito de quinque solidos ad juso juret per orientem; de quinque solidos ad surssum 
juret per cartam et legat eam clericus romana lingua ut intelligatur a judeo, et quando judeus debuerit 
pronunciare “hec juro” aut “amen” dictat ei clericus quaque uice qualiter pronunciet “iuro” et “amen”.’ 
AVIII-3, p. 661. 

102 In Tudela, the religious oath (‘amen’) is used for pledges of ten solidi or above: ‘De illas juras quod 
debetis ad christianos in illa carta solito more quod respondeat judeus X vicibus iuro et alias decem amen. 
Et hoc sufficiat.’ FN, p. 314. In Funes, the varying oaths follows the prescriptions found in Haro: ‘De illas 
iuras quas dabitis cristianis solito more quod respondeat iudeus quinque uicibus iuro et alias quinque amen 
et hoc sufficiat.’ FN, p. 315. 

103 ‘Et el iudeo iuret cum sua pendra et sua manu et postquam pasara vno anno, non respondeat el iudeo de 
aliqua pignora.’ Ibid. 

104 ‘Cum aliquis judeus de Faro christiano de foras super judicio jurare debuerit aut christianus judeo juret 
christianus in illo loco jurant christiani de Faro judeis; et judei jurent in loco ubi soliti sint jurare christianis 
de Faro.’ AVIII-3, p. 662. 

105 ‘Et iudeus non iuret in alio loco nisi in sua senoua.’ FN, p. 315. 
106 As discussed in Chapter 6, p. 274. 
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found on the three versions of the fuero of the Jews of Haro (Figures 37, 40, and 43–4). 

Whether these confirmations were directed at the Jewish communities or as a further proof 

of veracity for the Christian authorities, it is clear that language acted as a visual 

confirmation of the formal legal and institutional pluralism embodied by the fueros. 

Invisible Muslims in the Camino de Santiago 

Muslims living in the Camino regions met a worse fate than Jews in this region. In a similar 

situation to the records in Portuguese lands, when sarraceni appear in any sources of 

northern Castile, León, or Navarre, they do so as unfree serfs.107 Given the scarcity of 

documentation, the study of Muslims in northern Iberia has been restricted to longue durée 

summaries of their ‘legal status’ leading up to the late medieval period, as well as accounts 

focusing on the much more abundant written records of the thirteenth to the fifteenth 

centuries, when Muslim presence is sufficiently well-recorded.108 It remains to be seen 

whether Muslims were absent or invisible from these lands; either way, they were certainly 

a ‘docile minority’.109 

Nonetheless, the references included in a few of the northern franchises, all referring 

to the theme of wrongdoing, deserve some qualification. As mentioned in previous 

chapters, the fuero of Nájera set the penalty for the death of a Muslim at 12 ½ solidi, the 

same price as for the slaughter of a donkey and half of the compensation for the killing of 

a sheep, and contrasting with the 200 solidi fee owed for the death of a Jewish neighbour. 

The owner was also liable for the afflictions caused by his Muslim captive, just as with 

other beasts.110 Analogously, the fuero of Estella asserted that a Muslim had the same 

calumnia restitution as a large beast.111 Later in the same code of Estella, two laws further 

                                                

107 As seen in François Soyer, ‘Muslim slaves and Freedmen in Medieval Portugal’, Al-Qanṭara. Revista de 
Estudios Árabes 28 (2007), pp. 489–516. See also Filomena Barros, Tempos e Espaços de Mouros : A 
minoria muçulmana no reino português (Séculos XII a XV) (Lisbon, 2007). 

108 Ana Echevarría, ‘Los mudéjares de los reinos de Castilla y Portugal’, Revista d'Història Medieval 12 
(2001–2002), pp. 31–46; eadem, ‘La ‘mayoría’ mudéjar en León y Castilla: legislación real y distribución 
de la población (siglos XI–XIII)’, En la España Medieval 29 (2006), pp. 7–30. See also Echevarría’s 
discussion on the historiographical review of studies on Castilian-Leonese Muslims in eadem, ‘Los 
mudéjares: ¿minoría, marginados o “grupos culturales privilegiados”?’, Medievalismo. Revista de la 
Sociedad Española de Estudios Medievales 18 (2008), pp. 45–65. 

109 Serafín de Tapia Sánchez, ‘Los mudéjares de la Extremadura castellano-leonesa: notas sobre una minoría 
dócil (1085–1502)’, Studia Historica. Historia medieval 7 (1989), pp. 95–126. 

110 ‘Qui maurum occiderit XII solidos et medium, nisi pro eo qui factum habuerit pactum pro sua 
redemptione.’ CFM, p. 290. 

111 Text A, II-22.26 ‘Maurus talem forum habet quem bestia granata.’ Text B, II-23.26. ‘Sarracenus habet 
eundem forum quem habet magna bestia.’ FEst, p. 118. 
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addressed the status of local Muslims as captives (captus maurus, but also simply 

sarracenus). If they injured a neighbour of Estella, the Muslim should prove his innoncence 

with two Christian witnesses. Otherwise, the lord of the Muslim (senior mauri or dominus 

sarraceni) should swear that his Muslim serf or his beast did not commit the injury. If the 

lord did not want to swear said oath, he should hand over the perpetrator to the injured 

party.112  

These codes all discussed Muslims as moveable property with the same legal properties 

as livestock. The terms resemble those found in the Laws of León or the Usatges, as well 

as similar edicts on mancipia and their ownership liabilities influenced by the Visigothic 

Laws. The appearance of such clauses is particularly striking given the conditions enjoyed 

by the Muslim community of Tudela not far from the Camino. In fact, the laws of Estella 

failed to mention the rules of settlement for free Muslims, or the mechanisms to be followed 

in the case of captive exchanges, all of which is outlined in the laws of the Duero and Tagus 

frontiers. Such absences are further confirmation of the fact that Estella’s laws had more in 

common with those of Burgos or Nájera than with the legislative framework of the 

Navarrese territories in the Ebro valley. 

Some charters attest that not all Muslims living in these northern lands were unfree.113 

For instance, Urraca’s ‘carta de foro’ granted in Nájera in November 1110 contradicts the 

fuero of the very same city. Among its witnesses were ‘totum concilium de Nagera, et 

christiani, et mauri, et iudei, testes.’114 Some other glimpses further suggest the existence 

of organised – if not royally-sanctioned – communities in these regions. In particular, a 

land exchange from Cervera del Río Alhama issued in 1157 had among its witnesses the 

Muslim council (conceio de moros), comprising of three individuals, in representation of 

the aljama.115 Such acknowledgements could also explain the singular homicide protections 

                                                

112 Text A, §52. ‘Si captus maurus alicuis hominis aut bestia hominem percusserit, si negat, cum duobus 
legitimis testibus christianis debet probari. Et si probari non potest, senior mauri aut bestie quod hoc 
malum non fecisset debet iurare; et si iurare non uult, maurum aut bestiam reddat.’ Text B, §54. ‘Si 
sarracenus aut bestia alicuius uicini percuttit aliquem uicinum, si dominus sarraceni aut bestie negat, sibi 
debet probari cum duobus testibus uicinis christianis. Et si ei probari non potest, dominus sarraceni aut 
bestie iuret quod sarracenus suus aut bestia sua non percussit hominem; et si iurare non uuult, reddat 
sarracenum aut bestiam.’ FEst, p. 135. 

113 As early as 1082, king Alfonso VI had made a grant to the Monastery of the ‘palacios’ owned by a Moor 
named Albazabab with his wife Barraca in Siete Fenestras, a village northwest of Belorado, some 30 km 
south of Haro and Miranda de Ebro. BG, fol. 121, doc. 1540, p. 703. 

114 BG, fol. 207–207v, pp. 1048–9. See also David Peterson, ‘Minorías religiosas en La Rioja’, p. 129. 
115 Admittedly, Cervera is located in the environs of Tudela and could therefore be considered a pocket of 

Islamic settlement remaining after the Ebro valley conquests. ‘Sunt testes don Petro Scriuano, Martin, 
antenato de Stephano; insuper toto conceio de moros: Aguaeizir Auamor, Geyron de Motaref, Muza de 
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found in the fuero of Miranda de Ebro, which included the same calumnias for mauri as 

for other free inhabitants.116 Nonetheless, Miranda’s fuero is undoubtedly an outlier, both 

in its reference to free Muslims and its textual tradition. For instance, the thirteenth-century 

Libro de los fueros de Castilla only included two references to local Muslims, in both cases 

in fazañas rather than laws. Both of the two cases included in this legal compilation 

deliberated on the position of unfree dependants, in sentences that asserted that the owners 

of moros were liable for the actions of their dependants in local judicial processes.117  

The lack of Muslim settlements with collective bargaining power might be a well-

known fact, but it should not be simply taken as confirmation of the homogeneity of 

inhabitants in the northern territories of Iberia. Although in reduced numbers, Muslims did 

live in twelfth-century northern Iberia, scattered from Palencia to the Tierra de Campos 

and even in La Rioja, paying taxes and in a handful of cases even organising collectively. 

The evidence presented in this final section serves as further confirmation that non-

Christian ‘communities’ should not be simply understood in blanket terms through their 

‘status’ as religious minorities. The particularities of highly nucleated settlements allowed 

for the existence of organised communities such as the Muslims of Cervera del Río Alhama 

in simultaneity to the harsh conditions proposed by the fuero of Nájera.  

At the same time, the significant disparity between the legal agency and autonomy of 

Muslim communities in the Ebro River basin and the weakness of any of the members of 

this same faith north of the Duero and in La Rioja is also proof of how exceptional the 

situation in Tudela or Tortosa really was. The contrast between the articulation of the 

Muslims of Tudela, and the edicts found in the municipal code of Estella, suggests 

fundamental institutional differences even within the same kingdom. The legal cultures of 

Burgos, La Rioja or northern Navarre had more in common with each other in terms of 

their institutional and legal culture than with other territories nominally part of the same 

                                                

Fad, et tota algama.’ Rodríguez de Lama, Colección Diplomática. Tomo II, doc. 195, pp. 273–4. A sale 
in the nearby Inestrillas is also recorded, according that some Muslims should pay an annual tribute to the 
Templars. Ibid, doc.141, pp. 213–4. 

116 ‘Et omnes populatores qui modo sunt et de cetero erunt, generosi aut pedones, aut mauri, aut judei, habeant 
istud forum, et magis habeant in omnibus forum de lucronium.’ Cantera Burgos, ‘Fuero de Miranda de 
Ebro’, p. 483. 

117 The first fazaña examined a case of wrongdoing committed by an unfree moro; the second case described 
a lawsuit in which the appellant was a tornadizo, accusing a certain Martin de Miraveche of not satisfying 
an agreement. Although undated, these fazañas were most probably thirteenth-century trials, perhaps from 
the time of the compilation of the volume in 1248. Galo Sánchez, Libro de los fueros, §83, pp. 43–4 and 
§232, pp. 123–4. 
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realms. The absences of the northern evidence with regards to Muslims confirm that the 

fuero franchises prescribed what were often trans-regional solutions, as adapted to the 

particularities of local society. 

4.4. Conclusion 

This chapter has reconstructed an often-neglected aspect of the twelfth-century fueros of 

northern Iberia. Discussions concerning the ‘northern fueros’ have often side-lined the 

appearance of Jews and Muslims in these northern charters, treating the non-Christian 

communities as inconsequential towards the fuero dynamics in the region. However, as 

sections 4.1 and 4.2 have shown, the reasons why Jews were or were not mentioned in the 

legislation was connected to the specific experience of each settlement during periods of 

major political change that overtook these regions. As the different Castilian, Aragonese 

and Navarrese political actors gained and lost ground to their competitors, and alliances 

between different rulers and inhabitants were reached or broken, the individual 

communities comprising these settlements had to negotiate a variety of agreements, often 

drawing on a trans-regional, multi-lateral institutional culture. 

The prescriptions studied in this chapter reflect both the local particularities of the 

Camino de Santiago, and the intensity with which borrowings took place across northern 

Iberia in the issuing of these pieces of legislation. Jews appeared in the fueros of the first 

half of the twelfth century mostly in the general regulation of wrongdoing, with the same 

protections as other vicini. The colophons of the fueros of Castrojeriz and Nájera neatly 

explained that these were not simply normative statements of power. Instead, the drafting 

of each of these laws were motivated by specific upheavals and conditions. These easy-to-

miss colophons confirmed that the size and importance of these Jewish communities, and 

their involvement in local politics, merited their inclusion in the wrongdoing dispositions 

of these two charters. Eventually, the Jewish communities would receive their own separate 

charter of laws, as they have been preserved for the town of Haro, and also in Funes and 

Tudela. The dynamics of these fueros were determined by the political fate of the Iberian 

monarchies, yet surprisingly, the clauses with references to Jewish communities are 

common to La Rioja, Estella or Burgos. Additionally, the distinctive treatment of Muslims 

in these legal franchises also confirms the differences between the legal production on 

settlements of the Camino de Santiago, and the fueros found in the lands further south, and 

also those found in the Ebro valley, studied in Chapters 3 and 5. Muslims in northern Iberia 
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lacked any of the agency that their Ebro valley co-religionists retained after the Christian 

conquests. 

The types of regulations employed in the reassertion of royal suzerainty over different 

communities and faith groups would evolve, so that by the thirteenth century, the monarchs 

would be more assertive of their personal relationship to non-Christians. Given the 

particularly large amounts of Jews scattered throughout the Camino de Santiago regions, 

the kings were particularly interested in claiming their ownership. In the Libro de los 

fueros, Jews were discussed in similar conditions as in Teruel and Cuenca: all Jews were 

property of the king (los judios todos son del rey), except if they belonged to the notables 

of his realm (ricos omnes o con sus caualleros) or if they were under the power of Church 

institutions (so poder de monesterios). Jews were under the royal protection (goarda) and 

under their service.118 This legal phrasing was not found exclusively in Castile or in relation 

to the Jews, so that the fuero extenso of Jaca-Pamplona would extend royal jurisdiction 

over any Muslims in these municipalities employing very similar terms.119 But by the time 

when this softer understanding of royal service was in place, the relationship was different, 

clearly influenced by Lateran IV.120 By the turn of the thirteenth century, a new kind of 

politics was emerging and with it new forms of legislation. The vacuum of power that led 

to the issuing of fueros such as those of Castrojeriz or Nájera, which both threatened the 

region’s Jewries and gave them agency, gave way to more stable rule in the region. 

  

                                                

118 ‘Titulo de commo los judios todos son del rey. Esto es por fuero: quelos judios son del rey; maguer que 
sean so poder de ricos omnes o con sus caualleros o con otros omnes o sopoder de monesterios, toos deuen 
ser del rey en su goarda e para su seruyçio.’ Galo Sánchez, Libro de los fueros, §107, p. 54. 

119 ‘… et lo cos d’aquel moro sia del rey, car toz les moros et las moras or que sien son propris et specials 
del rey et deuen estar per dreyt.’ Redacción S, §21. Note slight differences with the Redacción B, §11: ‘E 
lo cors d’aquel moro sia del rey, car totz les mors et las moras, or que sia o de qui que sian, son pris e son 
especials del rey e asi deuen estar per dreyt e per for.’ José María Lacarra, and Ángel Martín Duque, 
Fueros de Navarra I: Fueros derivados de Jaca. 2. Pamplona (Pamplona, 1975), pp. 299–300. 

120 Redacción S, §22. ‘Dels abit dels iudeus et dels sarrazins. Mandam que d’aqui adeuant les iudeus et les 
sarrazins no osien anar uestuz assi com les christians, sino ab capa sarrada o ab almayssia...’ Ibid, p. 300. 
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Figure 30. Fueros issued in northeaster Iberia, 1000-1200. 

 

 

 
Figure 31. Proliferation of the fuero of Jaca-Estella and Logroño families in Navarre, 12th-13th centuries 
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Figure 32. Fuero of Estella. Archivo Municipal de Estella, MS 1. 
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Figure 33. Fuero of Estella. Archivo Municipal de Estella, MS 1. Detail of the paper weaving of the different folia of the scroll. 

 

 
Figure 34. Fuero of Estella. Archivo Municipal de Estella, MS 1. Detail of the calligraphy. Thirteenth-century hand, imitating twelfth-century 

proto-gothica. Note the red pigment used for titles 
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Figure 35. Fuero of the Jews of Haro, Copy [A] Nobleza, Fondo Duques de Frías, Car. 252, perg. 3, verso. 
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Figure 36. Fuero of the Jews of Haro, Copy [A] Nobleza, Fondo Duques de Frías, Car. 252, perg. 3, recto. 
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Figure 37. Fuero of the Jews of Haro, Copy [A] Nobleza, Fondo Duques de Frías, Car. 252, perg. 3, recto. Detail of the inscription in 

Hebrew characters. 
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Figure 38. Fuero of the Jews of Haro. Copy [B] Nobleza, Fondo Duques de Frías, Car. 255, perg. 1, verso. 
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Figure 39. Fuero of the Jews of Haro. Copy [B] Nobleza, Fondo Duques de Frías, Car. 255, perg. 1, recto. 
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Figure 40. Fuero of the Jews of Haro. Copy [B] Nobleza, Fondo Duques de Frías, Car. 255, perg. 1, recto. Detail of the inscription in 

Hebrew characters. 
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Figure 41. Fuero of the Jews of Haro. Copy [C] Nobleza, Fondo Duques de Frías, Car. 255, perg. 2, verso. 
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Figure 42. Fuero of the Jews of Haro. Copy [C] Nobleza, Fondo Duques de Frías, Car. 255, perg. 2, recto. 
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Figure 43. Fuero of the Jews of Haro. Copy [C] Nobleza, Fondo Duques de Frías, Car. 255, perg. 2, recto. Detail of inscription 
in Hebrew characters, centre of manuscript. 

 
Figure 44. Fuero of the Jews of Haro. Copy [C] Nobleza, Fondo Duques de Frías, Car. 255, perg. 2, recto. Detail of inscription in 
Hebrew characters, bottom right of manuscript. 
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Chapter 5. Warfare, settlement and religious minorities 
in the Extremadura and Tagus borderlands, 1104-1178 

Connecting east and west, north and south of the Iberian Peninsula, the vast, 

underpopulated ‘borderlands’ south of the Duero and Tagus Rivers did not easily fit into 

the expanding demesnes and polities of the rulers and aristocrats arriving from the 

territories along the Camino de Santiago. Extremadura, the name given to the vast expanses 

of the Meseta Central, was derived according to Rodrigo Ximénez de Rada, from the terms 

‘extremis’ and ‘Durii’, thereby evidencing the harsh conditions imposed on the 

heterogeneous peoples and communities populating the region south of the River Duero.1 

The inability of monarchs and their dependants to gain a foothold in the territories between 

the Duero and the trans-Tagus borderlands of La Mancha resulted in the proliferation of a 

particular form of legislation: the so-called ‘laws of the Extremadura’, or ‘frontier fueros’. 

For José María Lacarra, ‘the law of Castile’ ended at the Duero, and thus began ‘le droit 

de la frontière ou de l’Extremadura’.2 

The extant fueros and cartas de población of these regions aimed to reorganise and 

claim jurisdiction over these borderlands. First, the twelfth-century laws of the Duero and 

Tagus regions protected the autonomy of the local town councils, or concejos, from royal 

or aristocratic authority. Second, these fueros also outlined a series of military obligations 

such as the ability to bear arms in a settlement or the obligation to help repair the local 

walls, spelling out the violence endured in these regions. Affected by the systemic need for 

settlers and the insecurity common to these open territories, exposed to brigands and 

razzias, the priorities of frontier legislation diverged from the urban-based municipal laws 

found in the Camino de Santiago or the Ebro valley. Consequently, the fueros and cartas 

                                                

1 DRH VI:28, p. 212. c.f. Gonzalo Martínez Díez, ‘Extremadura: origen del nombre y formación de las dos 
provincias’, Anuario de la Facultad de Derecho 2 (1983), pp. 59–119. This thesis does not engage with 
the Leonese Extremadura, or the territories in modern-day autonomous region of Extremadura, as well as 
the Portuguese forals, owing both to the scarcity of evidence relating to non-Christians and a matter of 
scope. The relation between the Portuguese-Leonese material and the Duero and Tagus fueros is well-
studied by J.F. Powers, A Society Organized for War: The Iberian Municipal Militias in the Central 
Middle Ages, 1000–1284 (Berkeley, CA, 1988). See for instance Appendix A, ‘Portuguese charter 
families based on military law’, pp. 215–18; and Appendix B, ‘The Cuenca-Teruel, Coria-Cima Coa and 
Toledo formularies’, pp. 219–29. Also, idem, ‘The Creative Interaction between Portuguese and Leonese 
Municipal Military Law, 1055 to 1279’, Speculum 62 (1987), pp. 53–80. For the presence of Muslims in 
the Leonese Extremadura, particularly around Ávila, see Ana Echevarría, The city of the three mosques: 
Ávila and its Muslims in the middle ages (Wiesbaden, 2011), specifically pp. 25–48. 

2 José María Lacarra, ‘Les villes-frontières dans l’Espagne des XIe et XIIe siècles’, Le Moyen Age 69 (1963), 
p. 208.  
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de población issued beyond the Duero have often been perceived as the epitome of societies 

‘organised for war’.3  

The process of colonisation of the Extremadura has divided historical opinion. To this 

day, many scholars still accept Claudio Sánchez-Albornoz’s influential ‘despoblación y 

repoblación’ thesis in making sense of the transition into Christian rule of the lands beyond 

the Duero. According to this narrative, the advance of the Leonese-Castilian, Navarrese 

and Aragonese polities was spearheaded by the resettlement of frontiersmen and the 

autonomous communities (or concejos) formed in the process. The insistence of the fueros 

on the need to ‘repopulate’ these lands has therefore been assumed to support the 

repoblación thesis.4 Fuelled by the lack of written records, many volumes on repoblación 

have argued that the silences concerning Muslims and Jews in the region confirms the 

rupture with the pre-conquest societies.5 For instance, Pascal Buresi has argued for the 

demographic and institutional break in the Tagus and the Sierra Morena mountain range 

between the eleventh and twelfth centuries, accelerated by the impact of constant warfare 

on daily life and a declining Andalusī interest in the region. These were marginal territories, 

‘both in demographic terms, and also in terms of power’.6 

Such explanations fail to acknowledge the human, social and cultural diversity of these 

territories, as well as of frontier societies more generally. Despite the best efforts by rulers 

of medieval and early modern polities to simplify borderland relations, the heterogeneity 

of such spaces often disabled ‘attempts at distinguishing insiders from outsiders, the 

assimilable from the unassimilable’.7 The trans-Duero and Tagus regions were certainly 

                                                

3 Elena Lourie, ‘A Society Organized for War: Medieval Spain’, Past & Present 35 (1966), pp. 54–76. 
4 See remarks in the Introduction, pp. XX-YY. 
5 For the problems of the sources regarding Muslims in Castile, see Miguel Ángel Ladero Quesada, ‘Los 

mudéjares de Castilla en la Baja Edad Media’, Historia. Instituciones. Documentos 5 (1978), pp. 257–
304; idem, ‘Los mudéjares de Castilla cuarenta años después’, En la España medieval 33 (2010), pp. 383–
424. 

6 Pascal Buresi, La Frontière entre chrétienté et Islam dans la péninsule Ibérique. Du Tage à la Sierra 
Morena (fin XIe-milieu XIIIe siècle) (Paris, 2004), p. 63. For Buresi’s critique of the ‘apparent 
continuities’ between Islamic and Christian rule, see pp. 82–4. Buresi highlights the plummeting number 
of pottery deposits traceable to this period in the archaeological sites of La Mancha, coupled with the lack 
of ribāṭs built in the region. Such evidence, in combination with data found in Islamic chronicles, seems 
to suggest a declining interest by Andalusī rulers in the region, particularly under the Almohads. Ibid, pp. 
130–1.  

7 For Pekka Hämäläinen and Samuel Truett, American borderlands ‘were also zones of mobility, spaces 
where individuals might elude domination, cross between cultures, or shift between categories. If 
borderlands suverted centrist power, they often did so by forstering relationships that slipped under the 
radar. They functionedd at scales that were often too small for centralizing institutions to control, contain, 
or comprehend.’ The analogy with the twelfth-century Extremadura is highly pertinent. Pekka 
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not as densely-inhabited or administratively well-organised as other territories of Iberia, 

but that did not mean that they were empty.8 Studies of the Campo of Calatrava and 

Talavera, relying mostly on anthroponomy and archaeology, have proposed continued 

settlement through the twelfth century, challenging some of Buresi’s conclusions.9  

This chapter will attempt to re-evaluate the treatment of non-Christian settlers in the 

frontier fueros. The first section of the chapter will outline the complex manuscript 

traditions, influences and chronologies of the different Extremadura and Tagus fueros. As 

well as being one of the few available sources for this period in general, the laws and 

franchises of the Duero and Tagus frontiers contain some noteworthy edicts with regards 

to the treatment of non-Christians. This discussion is followed by a comparative second 

section that highlights the underlying themes found across all of these fueros. The harshness 

of frontier life was undeniable, and Muslims appear to have suffered the most, captured 

and sold during the protracted period of military conflict. As a consequence, the extant 

fueros and cartas de población contained numerous clauses concerning the issue of warfare 

and captivity; the question of settlement; as well as issues to do with personal status, 

taxation and jurisdiction. Nonetheless, these texts explicitly allowed the settlement of 

people from all three faiths. As in other Iberian regions, the same growing interest in writing 

down interreligious administrative and judicial procedure is found in these franchises, with 

a particular interest in the correct oaths and witnessing procedures, in the case of both Jews 

and Muslims.  

Although the evidence is scant, the fuero legislation supports the premise that frontier 

life and the looming threat of warfare did not cause the demographic and institutional 

destruction of all previous life in the region. The militarisation of the region was not 

                                                

Hämäläinen and Samuel Truett, ‘On Borderlands’, The Journal of American History 98 (2011), pp. 347–
8. 

8 Eduardo Manzano, La frontera de al-Andalus en época de los Omeyas (Madrid, 1991), pp. 153–63. c.f. 
Marisa Bueno, ‘Madinat Salim, de la madina a la villa. Transformación del tejido urbano en un área de 
frontera’, Martín F. Ríos Saloma (ed.), El mundo de los conquistadores (Ciudad de México, 2015), pp. 
159–96; eadem, ‘Fronteras en discusión. La península Ibérica en el siglo XII’, in Juan Martos Quesada 
and Marisa Bueno Sánchez (eds.), Fronteras en discusión. La Península Ibérica en el siglo XII (Madrid, 
2012), pp. 165–90. 

9 Clara Almagro, ‘De nuevo sobre la pervivencia mudéjar en el Campo de Calatrava: el sector sudoccidental’, 
in Francisco Toro Ceballos and José Rodríguez Molina (eds.), VIII Estudios de Frontera: mujeres y 
fronteras (Jaén, 2011), pp. 1–12; eadem, ‘Revisando cronologías: nuevas hipótesis sobre la formación de 
las aljamas en el Campo de Calatrava’, in Ana Echevarría and Adela Fábregas García (eds.), De la 
alquería a la aljama (Madrid, 2016), pp. 115–34; eadem, ‘Más allá de la aljama: comunidades 
musulmanas bajo el dominio de la Orden de Calatrava en Castilla’, En la España Medieval 41 (2018), pp. 
9–22. 
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incompatible with incremental political and social change. Jews, and particularly Muslims, 

featured in these sources both as active participants in their local ecosystems, and also as a 

source of tension with other members of the communities in which they lived. 

5.1. Frontier fueros and non-Christian settlement  

In the sparsely-populated, harsh Extremadura and the trans-Tagus regions, the act of 

granting legislation itself was as important as the clauses found within. In this sense, the 

frontier fueros appear to have sanctioned a system of jurisdiction and power relations 

between rulers, ecclesiastical and regional lordships, and local actors that in some ways 

resembles what Benedetta Rossi has referred to as ‘kinetocracy’, meaning that ‘power 

comes to be expressed primarily as control over one’s own and other people’s 

movements’.10 Although in less extreme conditions than at the edge of the Sahara, the 

fueros of the Extremadura and trans-Tagus regions express a similar desire on the part of 

legislators to secure their access to resources, mobilise local society in support of a ruler’s 

economic or military purposes, and the ability to impede their rivals. The fueros adapted to 

local conditions, enforcing royal authority over highly mobile nodes of settlement by 

constantly reasserting royal jurisdictional claims and through the management of property 

through taxation. 

In order to properly understand how the fueros negotiated different scales of power, 

the first section of this chapter will outline the manuscript traditions and the relations 

between the different fueros, as depicted in Figures 45–47. This section will follow a 

chronological order, starting in the Extremadura and then advancing on to the Tagus 

frontiers. The ensuing pages unpack the jurisdictional competition between polities that 

motivated the issuing of the fueros, in order to understand the motivations that led 

legislators to include non-Christians in these texts.  

                                                

10 Benedetta Rossi, ‘Kinetocracy: The Government of Mobility at the Desert's Edge’, in Darshan 
Vigneswaran and Joel Quirk (eds.), Mobility Makes States: Migration and Power in Africa (Philadelphia, 
PA, 2015), pp. 149–68. 
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Figure 45. Map of the fueros of the Castilian-Aragonese Extremadura region. 

The conquests of the Thagr al-Awsaṭ / Thagr al-Adnaʾ  

The lands between the Duero, Toledo and the Ebro valley, known in the tenth and eleventh 

centuries as the Thagr al-Awsaṭ (the Middle March) or the Thagr al-Adnaʾ (the Near 

March), were of strategic value in communications across the Meseta. Long at the fringes 

of Andalusī and Christian power, the importance of these territories as a frontier buffer 

between al-Andalus and northern Spain during the early Middle Ages had led to the 

reorganisation and remilitarisation during the caliphal period.11 The limits of these lands 

were not well defined and were often at the mercy of local dynasties, who continually 

switched allegiances between Islamic Zaragoza and Toledo while also pursuing their own 

self-interests.12  

The municipal fuero of Sepúlveda, issued in 1076 or 1077 by Alfonso VI, is widely 

regarded by historians as the ‘first formulation’ of the ‘frontier law’ south of the Duero. In 

its multiple colophons, this charter recounted a long history of failed Castilian attempts at 

                                                

11 Manzano, La frontera de al-Andalus, pp. 150–63. 
12 During the late Umayyad period, the territories surrounding Calatayud, along the Jalón River valley, were 

nominally managed from Zaragoza; while the region extending from Atienza to Talavera was considered 
by Andalusī geographers as part of the thagr al-awsaṭ / thagr al-adnaʾ. Ibid, pp. 54–5. 
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colonisation tracing back to the early tenth century.13 The extant copies of this fuero, issued 

on 22 November 1076, confirmed the renewal of Leonese-Castilian attempts to assert 

jurisdiction over the lands south of the Duero River.14 In sanctioning the legal framework 

of Sepúlveda, Alfonso VI linked his authority to that of his Castilian ancestors, claiming to 

sanction the local customs as it had been done ‘since the time of my grandfather and of the 

counts Fernán González, García Fernández and Don Sancho’.15  

At the same time, this fuero also made clear that Alfonso VI understood the limits of 

his authority: it was not feasible – or wise – to ask from Sepulvedan settlers much more 

than a formal acknowledgement of Castilian suzerainty. In Sepúlveda, murderers could not 

be prosecuted after crossing the Duero, and kidnappers could settle with their victims 

freely.16 Killing a royal official was punished with the trifling penalty of one rabbit skin.17 

Only vassals of the king were granted immunity during trials with Sepulvedan inhabitants.18 

Instead, the concejo or town council was confirmed as the central municipal body 

representing residents and ensuring self-governance. In this way, Sepúlveda was kept out 

of the jurisdiction of both the king and the great feudal magnates of the Castilian realm.19 

Given the extensive independence granted to Sepúlveda’s concejo – resembling the 

                                                

13 Emilio Sáez, Los Fueros de Sepúlveda (Segovia, 1953), pp. 359–61. See also Ana María Barrero García, 
‘Los derechos de frontera’, in Las sociedades de frontera en la España medieval: [sesiones de trabajo] 
(Zaragoza, 1993), pp. 69–80. 

14 Henceforth known as Sepúlveda (1076). Manuscripts: [A] Archivo del Monasterio de Silos, s.c. perg. 
twelfth-century copy. [B] TT, Lorvão Monastery, Maço 1, doc. 11, perg. 480, twelfth-century copy. 
Edition by Andrés Gambra Gutiérrez, ‘Alfonso VI y la repoblación de Sepúlveda’, in Javier Alvarado 
Planas (ed.), Los fueros de Sepúlveda (Madrid, 2005), pp. 44–55. 

15 ‘Ego Adefonsus rex et uxor mea Agnes. Placuit nobis atque conuenit, nullo quoque gentis imperio nec 
suadentis articulo, sed propria nobis accessit uoluntas, [et confirma]mos [a]d Septempublica suo foro quod 
habuit in tempore antiquo de auolo meo, et in tempore comitum Ferrando Gonzaluez, et comite Garcia 
Fredinandez, et comite domno Sancio, de suos terminos siue de suos iu[idicios, uel de ] suos placidos siue 
de suis pignoribus, et suos popularios, et de totos suos foros quod fuerunt ante in tempore auoli mei et 
comitum quos hic nominauimus.’ Ibid, p. 44 (Text A). This confirms Archbishop Ximénez de Rada’s 
claim that Sancho Fernández had first given the fuero of Sepúlveda: ‘comes Sancius Ferrandi, uir 
uirtutum, amator patrie et in subditos totus pius.... Antiquos foros Septempublice iste dedit.’ DRH, V:3, 
p. 151. 

16 ‘Et si aliquis homo de Spuluega occiderit alium d[e Castella et fugier usque ad Duero, null]us homo 
persequatur eum.’ Gambra, ‘Sepúlveda’, p. 45. ‘[Et siquis homo de aliqua ter]ra mulier aliena, aut filia 
aliena, aut aliquam rem de suis facinoribus quod contingerit adduxerit et ubiaret se mittere in Sepuluega, 
nullus tangat eum.’ Ibid, p. 46. 

17 ‘qui merinum interfecerit, conceio non pectet nisi singulas colennias.’ Ibid, p. 45. 
18 ‘Et omnis homo qui habuerit iudicium cum homine de Sepuluega, firmet ille Sepuluega super infanzones 

siue super uillanos, nisi fuerit uassallo de rege.’ Ibid, p. 44. 
19 ‘Omnis infanzon qui ad hominem de Sepuluega desornaret, foras del rex aut del senior, illemet intret ad 

emenda, et si non si[t inimico]. [Qui auer inuenerit] subtus terra, nichil det inde regi neque seniori. Si 
aliquem forciaret el senior cum torto et conceio non lo adiuuaret que directio accipiat, el conceio lo pectet. 
Et si senior aliquid demandaret ad ho[minem de conceio, non respon]dat ad alterum nisi iudici, uel a suo 
escusado in uoce de senior.’ Ibid, p. 46. 
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autonomy granted to Muslim and Jewish communities in the Ebro valley – the presence of 

Jews and Muslims living either as settlers, refugees, artisans, labourers or shepherds would 

not have been unusual. The absolute silence with regards to these groups is startling.20 

Sepúlveda’s silences contrast with the many references to non-Christians found in the 

legal franchises that would draw inspiration from this fuero. The first of these pieces of 

legislation was the municipal fuero of Calatayud, issued by the Aragonese ruler, Alfonso I, 

on 26 December 1131 and subsequently reconfirmed by Ramiro II in October 1134.21 The 

version kept at the Colegiata of Calatayud (Figure 48) was then redrafted by Alfonso II on 

1 September 1162. This was a highly significant charter, judging by the number of 

confirmations added to the parchment.22 Calatayud’s laws are invaluable to modern 

historians as well. First, the manuscript in which these laws are kept to 1162. Second, the 

laws are typologically a quintessential example of a fuero municipal, containing the longest 

and most comprehensive set of frontier legislation preserved from all of the Extremadura 

and Tagus fueros. Third, and most importantly, the laws contained the most thorough legal 

opinions concerning Jews and Muslims from the borderland settlements of the Meseta. 

Calatayud’s fuero referred to non-Christians as local vicini, allowing these groups to settle 

and engage in the local economy, and set some key administrative regulations for these 

groups. 

The clauses of Calatayud contrast with those of Daroca, conquered around the same 

time in June 1120. The three copies of the laws of Daroca preserved failed to refer to Jews 

                                                

20 The absence of Jews or Muslims in Sepúlveda’s fuero breve is particularly noteworthy when one considers 
the clauses regarding Jews and Muslims found in the fuero extenso issued in 1305 by the king of Castile 
to this same settlement. María Magdalena Martínez Almira, ‘El derecho de los pobladores de Sepúlveda 
y la pervivencia de la tradición islámica’, in Javier Alvarado Planas (ed.), El municipio medieval: nuevas 
perspectivas (Madrid, 2009), pp. 109–43. 

21 Henceforth known as Calatayud (1131). Manuscripts: [A] AHN, Sección de Sigilografía (Sigil-Sello), Car. 
104, perg. 3. [B] ACA, Cancillería, Registro 2, fols. 36 v.-39 r. Confirmation copy derived from [A], from 
1286, made in Zaragoza and confirmed by Alfonso III of Aragon. Edited in FCal, pp. 31–53. For a full 
description of the many other editions (mostly based on the AHN rather than the ACA copy), see TDLE, 
p. 173. 

22 Calatayud (1131) MS [A] was the copy kept at the Colegiata of Calatayud and included in Figure 48. The 
issuing of this reconfirmed fuero municipal was one of Alfonso II’s very first legal acts, given the 
inclusion of the fake signature of Ramón Berenguer IV, who had died less than a month before in August 
1162. The Colegiata copy also incorporated a response to a petition made by the local curia to Pope Lucius 
III (r. 1181–1185). A late thirteenth-century hand inscribed at the bottom of the Colegiata copy confirms 
this charter temporarily left Calatayud’s church temporarily and travelled to Zaragoza in 1286, where it 
received corroboration from Alfonso III of Aragon (r. 1285-91). This thirteenth-century scribal colophon 
is particularly valuable, as it coincides in its dating with the second version of this fuero, Calatayud (1131) 
MS [B], which has been preserved in the Aragonese royal registry and was drafted in the very same year 
as the colophon of the Colegiata copy. The original copy of the fuero therefore travelled from Calatayud 
to Zaragoza to be reconfirmed and transferred into the Crown’s registry. 
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and Muslims in the same fashion as in Calatayud. The first version of the fuero of Daroca 

is an undated grant by Alfonso I to the inhabitants of Cáseda, a fortress situated north of 

Carcastillo on the Aragón River at the frontier between Navarre and the Aragonese Cinco 

Villas region, sometime after 1130.23 This fuero, slightly closer in its form to a municipal 

fuero than to a carta de población, bestowed the laws of both Soria (under Castilian control) 

and Daroca (under Aragonese jurisdiction) to the inhabitants of Cáseda (in Navarre).24 In 

addition, the franchise of Cáseda also established the authority of the new Navarrese royal 

dynasty in the region through the inclusion of the forged signatures of Ramiro I of Aragon, 

García Ramírez and Sancho VI of Navarre. The fuero of Cáseda serves as proof that these 

texts cannot be neatly placed in one ‘family’, given that local inhabitants sometimes 

juxtaposed multiple royal authorities, perhaps as an added layer of legitimacy.  

A second version of the laws of Daroca has been preserved, as issued by Ramón 

Berenguer IV to the settlers of Daroca in 1142.25 Daroca remained highly exposed to 

military incursions from al-Andalus, particularly after the defeat at Fraga in 1134. The 

reconfirmation of the fuero in 1142 signalled a revitalisation of Aragonese activity in the 

Extremadura that accompanied the Catalan push against the rulers of Tortosa and the Lower 

Ebro valley.26 Daroca’s military vulnerability explains the issuing of another version of the 

laws of Daroca by Alfonso I, with a reconfirmation by Ramón Berenguer IV issued around 

1150, this time in a grant to the settlement of Peña, at the frontier between Aragon and 

                                                

23 Henceforth known as Daroca-Cáseda (1130). Manuscripts: [A] AGN, Colección del Archivo Municipal 
de Cáseda, perg. 1. [B] AGN, Códices, Cartulario 6, pp. 162–64. [C] AGN, Colección del Archivo 
Municipal de Cáseda, perg. 2, copy from [A] sanctioned by Carlos II of Navarre. Manuscript [A] was 
presumed lost after a fire in the nineteenth century. Edited in FN, doc. 16, pp. 298–301. The date on [A] 
is faded out. For Barrero García an approximate date can be derived from the witness list; this charter was 
most probably granted between January 1130 and the death of the Battler on 7 August 1134. Barrero, El 
fuero de Teruel (1979), pp. 23–4, notably n. 82, p. 23. Manuscript [A] also has a series of apocryphal 
royal signatures, including those of Ramiro I of Aragon-Navarre, or García Ramírez and Sancho VI of 
Navarre, added on the bottom half of the document. 

24 ‘Ego Aldefonsus Dei gratia Arago[nensium et Panpilonensium] rex dono et concedo uobis vicinos de 
Casseda tales foros quales ha[bent illos po]pulatores de Daroca et de Soria.’ Ibid.  

25 Henceforth known as Daroca (1142). Manuscripts: [A] Oldest copy used to be at Archivo Municipal de 
Daroca, Caj. 17, perg. 1. The original was lost in a fire, but a photo of the document is included in Rafael 
Esteban Abad, Estudio histórico-político sobre la ciudad y comunidad de Daroca (Teruel, 1959), lam. 41, 
pp. 164–5 and p. 372; [B] Archivo Municipal de Daroca, Leg. 1, perg. 16, copy of 1305; [C] Archivo 
Municipal de Zaragoza, Cartulario de Privilegios (year 1366), doc. 11, fols. 1–13. Edited in CFM, pp. 
534–43 and María del Mar Agudo Romeo, El fuero de Daroca. Itroducción [sic] edición crítica, 
traducción, estudio léxico y concordancia (Zaragoza, 1992), pp. 37–52. For more editions, see TDLE, p. 
222. 

26 As suggested by Agudo Romeo, Fuero de Daroca, p. 12. 
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Navarre.27 The fuero of Daroca seems to have been particularly popular in the region; for 

the first years after the conquest, Teruel also appears to have held the laws of Daroca before 

the eventual reception of the Forum Turolii around the year 1178.28  

 
Figure 46. Map of the eastern Meseta, La Rioja, Lower Navarre, the Extremadura and the Ebro valley fueros. The arrows signal direct 
relations between fueros and cartas de población; the dotted lines implicit similarities. The colours of the arrows represent the different 

relations between documents. Red signals the Daroca-Medinaceli family; purple signals the laws of the Jews of Nájera; blue signals the fueros of 
the Muslims of Zaragoza; and green for the fueros of Burgos and Castrojeriz. 

Soria was rebuilt and resettled by queen Urraca and king Alfonso I. However, as the 

tension between the two rulers escalated, the Aragonese king claimed the fortress along 

with most of the Castilian strongholds in the Extremadura, following the same strategy as 

in the Castilian territories north of the Duero, explained in Chapter 4.29 Taking advantage 

of his control of the province of Burgos, Alfonso I took Medinaceli and the surrounding 

                                                

27 Henceforth known as Daroca-Peña (1150). A single manuscript is kept in AGN, Comptos, Caj. 1, perg. 
26. Edited in Lema Pueyo, Colección diplomática de Alfonso I, doc. 296. 

28 Jaime Caruana, ‘Organización de Teruel en el siglo XII’, Teruel 10 (1953), pp. 14–5. Barrero, El fuero de 
Teruel, p. 89. 

29 ‘…habens uxorem Urracam filiam regis Aldefonsi, qui cepit Toletum, populavit Soriam, Almazan, 
Valeranicam, quae nunc Verlanga dicitur, et Belliforamen... Verum rex aragonum Aldefonsus, soceri sui 
audito decessu, mox cum uxore sua Urraca in Castellana, congregate exercitu, properavit, et totam terram, 
nullis fere resistentibus, eo quod uxore eius successione provenerat, occupavit, quam ut bonus princeps 
quiete et pacifice ordinavit et a maurorum incursibus viriliter custodivit, et regnum Castellae tamquam 
proprium undique dilatavit: et loca deserta restituens, ductis incolis populavit, videlicet Belliforamen, 
Valeranicam, Soriam, Almazanam.’ DRH, VII:1, p. 220. 
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territories in 1124, as well as Molina de Aragón and Almazán in 1128. The subsequent 

fuero of Medinaceli granted by Alfonso I has survived through the concession of these 

same laws by the Aragonese ruler to the town of Carcastillo around the year 1125.30 An 

additional copy of the charter of Medinaceli is also preserved at the AGN, as demanded by 

the residents of Murillo el Fruto, near Carcastillo.31 This text confirmed the granting to the 

Navarrese town of a new, extended version of the ‘foris et conssuetudines [sic]’ held by the 

concejo of Medinaceli. This undated draft notarial copy written in Romance with no dating 

or royal signatures and colophons, has been treated with suspicion by previous scholars, 

and dated to the reign of Alfonso VIII of Castile and Sancho VI of Navarre, if not later.  

Seizing the opportunity presented by Alfonso I’s death in 1134, Alfonso VII recaptured 

the eastern Castilian lands, employing the same strategy as his Aragonese rival in the 

previous decade. Alfonso VII subsequently issued a charter to the local inhabitants of 

Guadalajara closely resembling those of Medinaceli or Daroca.32 In an attempt to halt the 

advances of Alfonso VII after he had conquered Zaragoza in September 1134, the newly-

procclaimed Aragonese ruler, Ramiro II, reconfirmed the fuero of Calatayud just a month 

later, suggesting an intense struggle for the Ebro region and the valleys beyond that had 

protected the Thaghr al-Aʿlā.33 By the 1140s, the territories between Daroca, Calatayud and 

Medinaceli had turned into a strategic buffer zone between the Aragonese and Castilian 

realms. In the midst of aggressive political competition and overlapping suzerarinties, the 

distinction between the fueros of Daroca, Medinaceli and Soria became blurred.  

                                                

30 Henceforth known as Medinaceli (1125). Manuscripts: [A] AGN, Comptos, Caj. 1, n. 12, notarial copy 
from Gil Lopez, notary of Murillo el Fruto drafted in February 1337. [B] AGN, Cart. 6, pp. 67–9. Edited 
in FN, docs. 14–15, pp. 296–8 and CFM, pp. 469–70. Although Tomás Muñoz y Romero suggested in his 
edition that this fuero could have been granted in 1129, the fourteenth-century copy made by the notary 
of Murillo el Fruto (itself town that also enjoyed Medinaceli’s laws), is corrupted in the dating area of the 
parchment, with the last digit unreadable. It is likely that the fuero of Carcastillo was issued in February 
1125, meaning that Medinaceli could have received its original charter in 1124. Alfonso García-Gallo, 
‘Los fueros de Medinaceli’, AHDE 31 (1961), p.15. c.f. FN, p. 296. 

31 Henceforth known as Medinaceli (1180). A single manuscript is kept in AGN, Comptos, Caj. 1, perg. 115, 
copy from the end of the thirteenth-century. Edited in CFM, pp. 435–43; not included in FN. ‘In nomine 
domini nostri Jhesu Christi. Hec est carta quam fecit concjlium de Medina celim super sujs foris et 
conssuetudinibus [sic], cum beneplacito domini Alfonso regis.’ The use of the title ‘rex’ in this charter 
instead of ‘imperator’ has puzzled historians. For García-Gallo, the ‘Alfonso’ referred here was Alfonso 
VIII of Castile, as demonstrated by the use throughout the charter of the Castilian monetary equivalences 
of one maravedí and three and a half metcales. With this in mind, García-Gallo places the charter around 
the year 1180. García-Gallo, ‘Los fueros de Medinaceli’, p. 16. 

32 Henceforth known as Guadalajara (1134). A single fourteenth-century copy written in Castilian is 
preserved; the original was lost in a fire in 1936. Edited in CFM, pp. 507–11; more versions outlined in 
TDLE, pp. 253–4. Readers might be interested in consulting a recent edition by Pablo Martín Prieto, 
Fueros de Guadalajara (Guadalajara, 2010). 

33 See above, p. 225, fn. 22. 
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The juxtaposition of jurisdictions in the Extremadura required local actors working on 

behalf of the Castilian and Aragonese monarchs who were capable of advancing royal 

interests in the region. In particular, a significant amount of the surviving charter evidence 

confirms that the bishoprics of Sigüenza and Tarazona acted as regional royal brokers, 

granting the laws of Soria or Daroca to the settlements that accepted their authority on 

behalf of their respective monarchs. The laws themselves have not survived, but a number 

of cartas de población and private contracts reasserted the application of a variety of fueros 

in the region, along with their respective jurisdictional claims. For instance, in 1143 

Alfonso VII granted a ‘licencia para poblar’ to the cathedral chapter of Sigüenza handing 

over the village of Aragosa to the local curia. This contract invited bishop Bernardo to 

decide which fuero to grant to the local settlers, having to opt between the laws of 

Medinaceli, Atienza, Almazán or Soria in articulating the local legislative framework.34 

Three years earlier, the bishopric of Sigüenza had also gained jurisdiction over 100 men 

previously under royal tutelage. These settlers would be protected from any ‘bad fueros or 

bad saios’ and would be subject to the legal framework of Medinaceli, both in terms of 

judicial procedure and in terms of the calumnia penalties and other fiscal obligations.35 

Powerful aristocrats from the Leonese court were also participants in the regional 

politics of the Extremadura. In particular, Manrique de Lara, who had been ruler of Ávila, 

Atienza, Medinaceli and patron of Sigüenza in the 1140s, issued a ‘private fuero’ to the 

town of Molina de los Caballeros (modern-day Molina de Aragón), originally conquered 

by Alfonso I the Battler around 1129.36 This piece of legislation, issued originally on 21 

April 1154 but kept in a late thirteenth-century Romance ‘semi-extensive’ codified version, 

stated that Manrique had established a new settlement in a deserted location. The resulting 

                                                

34 ‘Deo et ecclesiae Sanctae Mariae de Segontia Domnoquo Bernardo eiusdem episcopo eiusque 
succesoribus... Concedo illud forum habendum quod de una harum villarum Medina, atentia, Almazanum, 
Soria, sibi cum assensu episcopo eligerint et electum acceperit.’ Edited in DAR, pp. 67–9; and in Toribio 
Minguella y Arnedo, Historia de la diócesis de Sigüenza y de sus obispos. Vol. I. Desde los comienzos de 
la diócesis hasta fines del siglo XIII (Madrid, 1910), doc. 22, pp. 374–5. 

35 ‘Omnes illos foros tales eisdem Sanctae Mariae populatoribus concedo habendos quales habent illi qui 
Medina-Celim morantur et ibi sunt populati. Si vero homines de Medina-Celim de aliquo homine Santae 
Mariae Segontiae rancuram habuerit, veniant ad Sanctam Mariam et cum saione ejusdem villae ipsum 
quo rancuram habuerit pignoret et tamem ea pignora Medina deferant sed in domo cujusdam vicini 
diligenter reponant et tun ibidem secundum forum Medinae judicium habeant et sibi invicem satisfaciant 
et si cuilibet eorum illud non placuerit judicium alcetse ad imperatorem et quocumque eo veniat nullum 
judicium recipiat.’ DAR, pp. 61–3. 

36 Henceforth known as Molina de Aragón (1154). Manuscripts: [A] BN, MS 6499, fols. 20–61v; [B] BN, 
several eighteenth-century copies: MS 13086, fols. 123 and 129; MS 13081, fols. 9–77, in a paper copy 
of historian Andrés Marcos Burriel; and finally, MS 9552. Edited in DAR, pp. 75–98; c.f. TDLE, p. 307. 
See also S. Barton, The aristocracy, p. 265. 
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laws conceded to the inhabitants who accepted Manrique’s jurisdiction shared many of the 

stipulations found in the aforementioned laws of Medinaceli or Daroca.37 Both the 

competition between Sigüenza and Tarazona, as well as Manrique’s ‘private’ fuero confirm 

that this jurisdictional competition was both cause and consequence of the legal cross-

pollination (visually represented in Figure 46) that characterised the issuing of Aragonese, 

Castilian and Navarrese fueros in the eastern Extremadura. 

The Tagus region and the Orders of Santiago and Calatrava 

Similar fueros, also influenced by Sepúlveda’s legal franchise, proliferated in the towns 

protecting the city of Toledo between Guadalajara and the Tagus River basin. The Tagus 

territories, with tight historical and geographical links to the rest of al-Andalus, were at the 

frontline of conflict between the Castilian and Islamic expeditions throughout the twelfth 

century. In the midst of military and political flux, and the challenges posed by land-

management in this region, fueros emerged as an important tool in the advancement of the 

authority of rulers, bishops and military orders in the local world. 

The close similarities between the Extremadura legislation and that of the Tagus river 

basin is particularly suprising when one considers the substantial differences betweeen the 

political and social conditions in these two regions. In contrast to the Extremadura, the 

lands beyond the Tagus were heavily militarised, as different factions sought to dominate 

the key strategic strongholds necessary for the overall control of the region. As a 

consequence, Talavera, Calatrava, Uclés, or Cuenca were lost and regained a number of 

times by Castilian, Almoravid and Almohad armies, as well as independent expeditioners.38 

In turn, few franchises survived from the first decades after the Leonese-Castilian conquest 

of Toledo in 1085, as beyond Toledo, most of the key strongholds of the region continued 

to be under Islamic control, even after the disbanding of the Almoravid regime in Seville.39  

                                                

37 ‘In Dei nomine amen et ejus divina clementia patris et filii et spiritus sancti. Yo conde don marrich fallé 
un logar desierto mucho antiguo et yo quiero que seya poblado e y Dios fielmientre rogado y loado.’ For 
Simon R. Doubleday, The Lara Family: Crown and Nobility in Medieval Spain (Cambridge, MA, 2001), 
pp. 34–5, the edicts reasserting the independence of the lords of Molina from the crown are better 
understood in a later context, possibly at the end of the thirteenth century or the beginning of the 1300s, 
rather than in 1154, given Manrique’s rapport with Alfonso VII. 

38 The settlements were gained in the 1080s, but then lost, as explained in Lucas de Tuy, Chronicon mundi. 
Corpus Christianorum 168, ed. Emma Falque Rey (Turnhout, 2003), IV:70, p. 304. 

39 A few of these early documents are found in Juan Francisco Rivera Recio, ‘Patrimonio y señorío de Santa 
María de Toledo desde el 1086 hasta el 1208’, Anales Toledanos 9 (1974), pp. 173–6. 
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Figure 47. Fueros issued in the Meseta Central. The red pins indicate franchises that mention both Jews and Muslims; blue pins legislation 
mentioning only Jews; green pins only Muslims. The arrows signal direct relations between fueros and cartas de población; the dotted lines 

implicit similarities. The colours of the arrows represent the different relations between documents. Red signals the Sepúlveda and Daroca fueros; 
purple signals the laws of the Mozarabs of Toledo; blue signals the fuero of Calatayud; and orange for the fueros of Uclés-Zorita. 

Hindered by the overbearing Fernando II of León and the struggle for the regency 

between the Castros and the Laras, when the fueros did proliferate in the final third of the 

twelfth century, these were granted not by Alfonso VIII, but by the monarch’s allies, mainly 

the archbishop of Toledo, and the masters of the newly-founded orders of Santiago and 

Calatrava. In fact, the first of the Tagus fueros was granted to the town of Belinchón, near 

Uclés and Zorita, by archbishop Cerebruno of Toledo in 1171.40 In 1182, the archbishop 

Cerebruno extended the same fuero to Santa María de Cortes.41 Mirroring the cathedral’s 

activity, other actors vying for power in the region soon issued similar legislation.  

The issuing of legislation in the Tagus region after the 1140s was intimately tied to the 

formation of the Orders of Calatrava and Santiago. In particular, after Alfonso VIII 

established the Santiaguenses on 9 January 1174, the monarch granted Uclés as its Castilian 

headquarters.42 This stronghold, occupied by Alfonso VI but immediately lost after the 

                                                

40 Henceforth known as Belinchón (1171). A single manuscript is preserved at ACTol, A.10.E.5. Edited in 
Rivera Recio, ‘Patrimnio y señorío’, pp. 178–82. 

41 Henceforth known as Santa María de Cortes (1182). A single eighteenth-century copy can be found in BN, 
MS Dd. 42, f. 85. Edited in Eduardo de Hinojosa, Documentos para la Historia de las Instituciones de 
León y Castilla (siglos X – XIII) (Madrid, 1919), doc. 50, pp. 84–5. 

42 For the creation of the Order of Santiago and the importance of Uclés in its early years, see Carlos de 
Ayala, Las órdenes militares hispánicas en la Edad Media (siglos XII–XV) (Madrid, 2003), pp. 120–5. 
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Battle of Sagrajas in 1086, and subsequently gain and lost over the course of the twelfth 

century, was central to the control of power in the Tagus River. In March 1179, the 

inhabitants of Uclés received a fuero from the master of the Order of Santiago.43 The legal 

franchise explicitly stated that its clauses derived from the fuero of Sepúvelda.44 Three years 

later, an analogous document was granted to Estremera, northwest of Uclés.45 The laws of 

1179, and the subsequent fueros replicated by the Order, cemented the transfer of power 

from king to military order, playing a central role in the construction of Alfonso VIII’s 

royal authority, and in the patrimonial history of the Order of Santiago.  

A similar fuero policy was pursued by the Order of Calatrava. This military monastic 

institution had been formed in parallel to Santiago with the mission of defending the 

strategic settlement of Qalʿat Rabāḥ, in a key position next to the Guadiana River on the 

road between Córdoba and Toledo.46 In May 1169, the Calatravos seized fortress of Zorita, 

near Uclés, in their first military campaign.47 After being transferred to the Order of 

Calatrava in 1174, Zorita became a central bastion for the order.48 As Calatrava’s presence 

in Zorita consolidated, the order issued fueros to the neighbouring settlements under their 

control in order to protect this key fortress. On 23 February 1174 Alfonso VIII confirmed 

the ownership of the fortress by Calatrava, and on 8 April 1180, the local inhabitants were 

granted a fuero from master Martín Pérez de Siones containing the same laws as those of 

                                                

43 Henceforth known as Uclés (1179). Manuscripts: [A] AHN, Códices, MS 1046-B, Tumbo menor de 
Castilla, fols. 155–160; [B] BN, MS 17855, ‘Fuero de Uclés’, fols. 30r–33v, copy from the end of 
thirteenth century including a Romance version, attached to a page of the Cantar de Mío Cid; [C] 
Biblioteca de la Real Academia de la Historia, Colección Floranes, MS B-22, incomplete. Edited in UCL, 
doc. 7, pp. 234–40; AVIII-2, doc. 315, pp. 517–22; and Sáez, Los fueros de Sepúlveda, doc. 5, pp. 178–
84. For more editions see TDLE, p. 451. 

44 Uclés (1179): ‘Et super hoc quod scriptum est concedo uobis toto illo foro que fuit datum a Sepuluega in 
tempore qua populata fuit, foras iactada arroua et almudes in die de mercado et alcauara de carniceros, 
quia istas III causas se prendidit rex ad profectum senior de uilla.’ UCL, pp. 238–9.  

45 Henceforth known as Estremera (1182). A single manuscript copy is preserved in AHN, Órdenes Militares, 
Car. 117, perg. 1, thirteenth-century copy. Edited in UCL, doc. 11, pp. 241–3. 

46 Calatrava and its hinterland had been of some importance in the region since caliphal times. Manzano, La 
frontera de al-Andalus, pp. 147–8 and pp. 165–71. The early years of the Order of Calatrava are 
surrounded by myth and are wholly undocumented, although they appear to have substituted the Templar 
houses in the Tagus region by the 1150s. For the early years of the Order of Calatrava, and its military 
significance towards protecting Toledo and the Tagus borderlands, see Ayala, Las órdenes militares, pp. 
67–80. 

47 During these early days of Christian rule, Zorita was under the nominal authority of Fernando Rodríguez 
de Castro, who continued to control this town even after losing Toledo to Nuño Pérez de Lara in 1166. 
The Calatravos were sent to siege and capture the fortress a year after Fernando joined the Almohad emir 
in Seville in 1168. Buresi, La frontière, pp. 50–2.  

48 As one of the hinterland properties of Calatrava, Zorita served both as a source of supplies and goods for 
the more exposed fortresses south of the Tagus, and as a refuge in case of military pushbacks, for instance 
in the aftermath of the battle of Alarcos in 1195. Ayala, ‘La Orden de Calatrava’, pp. 164–5. 
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Uclés.49 Ten years later, the neighbouring settlement of La Bujeda also obtained an identical 

fuero.50 In doing so, the Calatravos mirrored the legislation of the Order of Santiago, even 

if the fortress of Calatrava itself did not receive a fuero of the sort enjoyed at Uclés or 

Belinchón.51  

In spite of Zorita’s military value, the settlement attracted a diverse group of 

inhabitants. In 1156, less than a month after the town was handed over to Alfonso VII by 

Ibn Mardanīsh, the Castilian-Leonese king issued a carta de población to Arabised 

Christians who wished to resettle in Zorita.52 This carta asserted that the mozarabes should 

enjoy the same legal framework as they had previously done back in Calatayud under 

Alfonso I the Battler, corroborating the process of legal and demographic transfers taking 

place between the Aragonese Extremadura and the Castilian Tagus borderlands.53 In 

addition, Zorita attracted a substantial Jewish contingent as local settlers. In a royal contract 

of 1215, the local Jewry was rewarded with a number of privileges in recognition of their 

assistance during the reign of Alfonso VIII, including a compensation for the financial 

backing provided during the monarch’s attempts at pacifying the kingdom in the 1170s.54 

The contribution of the Jewish community of Zorita to Castilian consolidation in the Tagus 

region confirms the diversity of experience at the frontier that is difficult to explain in terms 

of military conquest against Islam. Yet cohabitation between Jewish and Arabised Christian 

inhabitants, the local concejo and the Calatravos was not steady, particularly after the defeat 

                                                

49 Henceforth known as Zorita (1180). Manuscripts: [A] AHN, Órdenes Militares, Car. 421, perg. 56, copy 
issued in 1218 by Fernando III confirming the laws granted by Alfonso VIII and Master Martín Pérez de 
Siones; [B] Registro de escrituras de Calatrava, L. OM, L.1341-bis, fols. 133–37, copy of the previous 
document. Edited in AVIII-2, doc. 339, pp. 570–76. For more editions, see TDLE, p. 500. For the 
concession of the castle of Zorita to the Order of Calatrava, see AVIII-3, doc. 199, pp. 329–30.  

50 Henceforth known as La Bujeda (1190). Manuscripts: [A] Archivo Municipal de Almonacid, leg. 1, perg. 
12; [B] AHN, Órdenes Militares, Registro de escrituras de Calatrava, L. OM, L.1341-bis. Edited in 
Francisco Fernández Izquierdo, ‘El régimen concejil de Almonacid de Zorita bajo el dominio de la orden 
de Calatrava (siglo XIII–XVI)’, Anuario de Estudios Medievales 16 (1986), pp. 391–420.  

51 The only copy of the fuero given to the inhabitants of Calatrava is an eighteenth-century summary of the 
original laws. It is kept within a manuscript volume containing transcriptions of medieval documents 
derived from the archive of the Order of Calatrava. AHN, Órdenes Militares, MS L. OM, L.1341bis. 
Registro de escrituras I, Copia de documentos, Copia de algunos documentos de la orden de Calatrava, 
fols. 2–2bis. 

52 Manuscripts: [A] ACTol, perg. Z.12.E.1.1a, twelfth-century copy; [B] Biblioteca Catedral de Toledo, MS 
42-20, fols. 38r–39r; [C] AHN, Códices, MS 996B, f. 2r–2v; [D] BN, MS 13093, fols. 163r–163v. Edited 
in DAR, pp. 114–6. 

53 ‘… omnibus mozarabes populatoribus et ad illos Aragoneses qui venerunt populare cum ipsis mozarabes 
Zuritam qui mozarabes venerunt de Calatayut et de terra de Saragosa et de Aragona et filius vestris 
omniunque generationis vestre. facio Cartam donationis et textum firmitatis de illo Castello de Zorita…’ 
DAR, p. 114. 

54 AHN, Órdenes Militares, Car. 420, perg. 55. Edited in AVIII-3, doc. 991, pp. 710–1. 
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of Alarcós in 1195. In 1218, the newly-appointed king Fernando III – procclaiming himself 

‘regum et ducum tocius Affrice’ – ratified the Latin fuero of Zorita previously granted by 

the master of Calatrava on behalf of his grandfather Alfonso VIII. The reissuing of the laws 

attempted to resolve the jurisdictional tensions between the Order and the city’s concejo.55  

The political and social labyrinth that led to the granting of specific sets of laws to 

particular settlements in the twelfth century (as depicted in Figures 46–47) contrasts with 

the simple, perhaps even formulaic, edicts found in the text. The shared approach to the 

management of Jewish and Muslim inhabitants found in the trans-Duero and Tagus 

franchises – including the issue of non-Christian fiscalisation and wrongdoing, as well as 

the management of free and unfree Muslims, and the so-called ‘razzias economy’ – suggest 

the existence of a series of porous frontier societies in which royal authority was lightly 

felt. In this way, the fueros of the Extremadura and Tagus regions did not necessarily reflect 

‘customary practices’ of a highly militarised society. Instead, competing legislators and 

rulers shared a standard institutional response to the practical requirements of living in 

sparsely-populated and isolated outposts. 

5.2. Themes in the frontier fueros 

The settlement of Jews and Muslims at the Iberian borderlands features prominently in 

these fueros. This section will examine the non-Christian clauses in the frontier fueros 

comparatively, challenging the tendency by scholars to paint a broad-brush view of life at 

the borderlands as ‘unfavourable’ towards non-Christians. The attempt is not to outright 

challenge the claim that Muslims were unable to live in the same conditions in these lands 

as they did in the Ebro valley. As in much of the other legislation found in the fueros, a 

clear distinction can be perceived between the treatment of Jews and the fate of Muslims. 

In particular, we see the gestation, over time, of a new legal categorisation, distinguishing 

between moros de paz (Muslims of peace) and captives or moros de guerra (unfree 

Muslims). Nonetheless, given the close economic, military and political contact with al-

Andalus, many more clauses are found discussing the nuances regarding the personal status 

of Muslims than concerning Jewish settlers. In fact, some of the legal practices observed in 

                                                

55 This is Fernando III’s confirmation charter of Zorita (1180) MS [A], as explained in p. 233, fn. 49. The 
additions by Fernando III are edited in Rafael de Ureña y Smenjaud, El Fuero de Zorita de los Canes, 
según el códice 247 de la Biblioteca Nacional (s. XIII al XIV) y sus relaciones con el fuero latino de 
Cuenca y el romanceado de Alcázar (Madrid, 1911), pp. 417–23; and Julio González, Reinado y diplomas 
de Fernando III (3 vols., Córdoba, 1980), Vol. II, doc. 29, pp. 37–8. 
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the fueros were shaped through contact with al-Andalus, rather than simply in opposition 

to the Islamic military enemy.  

The following section will start by discussing the clauses regarding Muslims in relation 

to the militarised nature of life at the frontier, including the distinction between free and 

unfree Muslims, as well as the management of captives and converts. Then, the section will 

discuss the clauses sanctioning Jewish and Muslim settlement, laying out wrongdoing 

penalties and other fiscal dues, and linking these to the issue of communal and individual 

jurisdictional competition. This section will end by addressing the very few charters 

discussing the autonomy of Jewish and Muslim communities in the Extremadura and the 

Tagus regions. The aim is to nuance historical approaches to Christian colonisation in these 

territories, arguing for the agency of non-Christians in shaping the legislation issued over 

the course of the twelfth century.  

Warfare, the captive economy and the evolving distinction between free and unfree 

Muslims 

The specific social conditions, overlapping suzerainties and processes of political 

negotiation in which the fueros were granted were facilitated by the porous – if not 

completely open – frontiers south of the Duero River. The permeability of these territories 

was highly influential on the legal franchises of the region, framing many of the clauses 

found within these documents. 

The concept of the frontier was particularly marked in the legislation of the settlements 

of the Extremadura, themselves located far from the boundary lines with al-Andalus often 

traced on modern political maps of twelfth-century Iberia. Many of these fueros warned 

about their exposure to incursions from al-Andalus, whether conducted by the Almoravids, 

Almohads or by regional lords such as Murcia’s Wolf King. For instance, the fuero of 

Daroca warned that the town had to protect itself because it was ‘in extremo 

sarracenorum’.56 Similarly, when Alfonso VII granted control of Aragosa in 1143 to the 

bishop of Sigüenza the town was described as being ‘in between Sigüenza and the lands of 

the Moors’, even though it was not palpably exposed to any neighbouring Muslim 

                                                

56 Daroca (1142): ‘Ego Raimundus comes Barchilonensis, et Ego, Raimundus, comes Barchilonensis et 
princeps Aragone atque dominus Cesaraugustane ciuitatis et Daroce, que est in extremo sarracenorum, 
facio hanc cartam et confirmationem…’ CFM, p. 534. 
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settlements, but on the way to Guadalajara, purpotedly in the hands of the Castlians since 

1133.57 The situation beyond the Tagus was equally volatile, even if these territories were 

closer to al-Andalus and more heavily affected by military activity. As the fuero of 

Belinchón of 1171 explained, the fuero was granted 

to you inhabitants of Belinchón, for you are at the frontier of the pagans (frontera 
paganorum), to you I give and grant your castellum so that you have it in perpetuity, so 
that you can defend yourselves and so that no one is able to obtain it [the castle of 
Belinchón] without your command (iussio) and desire.58 

Even when considering the loaded nature of the concept of the ‘frontier’, the frontera 

paganorum appears as a central factor in the fueros the Extremadura and Tagus regions.59 

In such an open frontier, military expeditions were both a constant threat and a vital 

source of income for its inhabitants. Consequently, most of the fueros regulated military 

expeditions known as cavalgatas, fonsato or fonsadera. Whether led by monarchs, 

organised in their name, or privately-assembled, these forays were favourably encouraged. 

Although legislation, for the most part, accepted the private nature of raiding, royally-

sanctioned activities had substantial benefits. In Cáseda and Peña, raiders did not have to 

pay the fifth of spoils to the authorities if the campaign was a royal one.60 Only Peña’s 

franchise made it compulsory to go on such royal expeditions every seven years.61 

Similarly, the Tagus fueros asserted that a third of the local horsemen (caballeros) of these 

towns were required to join royal military expeditions (fonsado), while foot soldiers 

                                                

57 ‘…Pharagosan videlicet cum suo castello quae inter segontiam et terra maurorum sita...’ DAR, p. 67. 
58 Belinchón (1171): ‘… ad uos homines de Bellinchon, eo quod statis in frontera paganorum, do uobis et 

concedo uestrum castellum ut habeatis eum per hereditatem ut possitis uos defendere a paganis et nullum 
hominem sine uestra iussione et uestra uoluntate in illo non colligatis.’ Rivera Recio, ‘Patrimonio y 
señorío’, p. 181. 

59 For the historiographical debates regarding the concept of the frontier in Spanish and medieval history, see 
Introduction, pp. 4–6. 

60 Daroca-Cáseda (1130): ‘Vicinos de Casseda si fuerint in fossato cum rege uel cum seniore non dent nisi 
una quinta nec dent azaria.’ FN, doc. 16, p. 299. Daroca-Peña (1150): ‘[Vicinos de Penna si fuerint in 
fonsa]to cum rege uel cum suo seniore, non dent nisi quinta nec dent azaria.’ Lema Pueyo, Colección 
diplomática de Alfonso I, doc. 296. 

61 Inhabitants who were mounted soldiers (cavalgatores) and refused to comply would pay a compensation 
of 60 solidi, while foot soldiers (pedones) would pay 30 solidi. This clause might also be seen as a way 
of exacting royal tributes to finance military expeditions. In particular, seen in Daroca-Peña (1150): 
‘Vicini de Penna non uadant ad fonsato usque ad .VII. annos. [De VII annis en suso faciant] se tres partes 
et tercia pars uadat ad fonsato. Alii uero custodiant villam. Et illo cuallero qui non fuerit ad appellitum, 
pectet .LX. solidos et ille pedon .XXX. Cabalgatores de Penna [qui fuerint in terra] de moros, de ropa et 
de armis non dent quinta si non fuerit de auo uel argento. De captiuo, si fuerit rex, uadat ad regem; de alio 
captiuo, sua quinta. [Vicinos de Penna si fuerint in fonsa]to cum rege uel cum suo seniore, non dent nisi 
quinta nec dent azaria.’ Ibid. 
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(pedones) were not obliged to follow suit.62 When local inhabitants went on independent 

incursions, they had to pay the standard quinta for the bounty acquired.63 Contrasting with 

the Extremadura legislation, the Tagus charters sanctioned the assumption of the royal 

prerogative to call for a military campaign – appearing in many of the Extremadura fueros 

– by the Orders of Calatrava and Santiago, as well as the Toledan archbishopric.64 The 

legislation once more acknowledged the importance of regional and local actors as 

instigators of such expeditions. At the same time, the Tagus fueros tried to assert the 

leadership of royal associates over private incursions, instead of allowing independent lords 

such as the Laras and Castros to take up the duties of military leadership.  

Private expeditions were much more common, but only if the looters forfeited a fifth 

of the bounty. This levy, called the quinta, was borrowed from the khums tax paid by 

Islamic raideing counterparts.65 In the fueros there was significant variation as to what items 

were liable to the quinta. For instance, in Cáseda, clothing and weapons were not taxed, 

except if they were made out of silver or gold.66 Towards the Tagus, the looters had to pay 

                                                

62 Belinchón (1171): ‘Et quando fuerit fonsado cum tota Castella admonitione uadant de uos tertia pars de 
caulleros in illo fossado et pedones nullum fonssado faciant. Et si illa tertia pars de caualleros mercierint 
illo fossado, pectent tres tres solidos aut tres tres. Karneros ualentes unusquisque ex eis uno solido.’ Rivera 
Recio, ‘Patrimnio y señorío’, p. 178. Similar clauses are found in Uclés (1179): ‘Quando fuerit fonsato de 
rege, cum Castella atmonitionem uadant de uobis tercia pars de militibus in fonsato. Pedones nullum 
fonsatum faciant.’ UCL, p. 235. Zorita (1180): ‘Quando fuere el fonsado del rey con toda Castiella por 
amonestamiento vayan de vos la tercera parte de los caballeros en aquel fonsado, mas los peones non 
fagan fonsado nenguno. Et si aquella tersera parte de los caballeros mintiere e non fuere en aquel fonsado, 
peche e pague cada uno dellos tres sueldos, o tres carneros asi que cada uno dellos vala un sueldo.’ AVIII-
2, p. 571. Estremera (1182): ‘Quando fuerit fonsado de rege cum castella admonicionem vadant ex vobis 
tercia pars de militibus in fonsato. / Pedones nullum fonsatum faciant.’ UCL, p. 242. 

63 Uclés (1179): ‘Caualleros de ucles qui fuerint in fonsado cum suo seniore, dent una quinta.’ UCL, p. 237. 
Zorita 1180: ‘Los caualleros de Zorita que fueren en fonsado con el rey o con el señor non den sino un 
quinto.’ AVIII-2, p. 573. Santa María de Cortes (1182): ‘Item milites vel pedites eiusdem ville, qui 
militaverint in guardia vel in fonsado, habeant illum forum quod habent vicini sui de aliis viciniis in suis 
elechas et in suo quintar.’ Hinojosa, Documentos, doc. 50, p. 85. Estremera (1182): ‘Cavalleros de 
Estremera qui fuerint in fonsado cum suo seniore dent una quinta.’ UCL, p. 242.  

64 In the fuero of Santa María de Cortes these powers were transferred to the Archbishop Cerebruno of 
Toledo. Santa María de Cortes (1182): ‘Item si archiepiscopus vel canonici facere voluerint fonsado, soli 
milites eant in fonsado, et pedites remaneant et custodiant villam suam. Et siquis militum hoc non fecerit, 
pectet canonicis duos morabetinos.’ Hinojosa, Documentos, doc. 50, p. 84. 

65 According to Ibn Rushd, the khums tax was treated as as fayʾ, to be expended upon the needs of the Muslims 
as the ruler saw fit (just as in the fueros). Aron Zysow and Robert Gleave, ‘Khums’, EI2. 

66 Calatayud (1131): ‘Et cavalgatores de calatajube de ganancia quod fecerint emendent plagas totas, et 
calçent cavallos et donent una quinta de captivos et de ganato vivo et de totas alias causas non donent 
nata.’ FCal, §19, p. 37. Cáseda: ‘Caual[catores] de Casseda qui fuerint in terra de moros, de ropa et de 
armas non dent quinta, si non fuerit laborata de auro uel argento. De captiuo, si fuerit rex, uadat ad regem; 
de alio captiuo, sua Va.’ FN, doc. 16, p. 299. Guadalajara (1134): ‘Moro que fuere preso en fonsado, ó en 
guerra, y fuere alcayad sobre cavallos dé so al rey, y el rey dé cien sueldos á aquellos que tomaron, y del 
otro cautibo non den al rey si non su cuenta.’ CFM, p. 510. Daroca-Peña (1150): ‘Cabalgatores de Penna 
[qui fuerint in terra] de moros, de ropa et de armis non dent quinta si non fuerit de auo uel argento. De 
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the same quinta tax, but at a reduced rate of a seventh of the value.67 The charter of Uclés 

and Estremera further expanded on the exemptions found in the fuero of Cáseda: in this 

case, clothes, both sown and stiched (tallada uel cosida), and metal items (ferramenta) 

aside from weapons, were all exempt from charges. Additionally, raiders living in Uclés 

were also redeemed from paying tithes to the Toledan archbishopric.68 

Provisions were also put in place in case the livestock of locals was targeted by raiders, 

with protections and restitutions appearing both in the franchises of Calatayud and Cáseda. 

These two franchises contained the same compensations in the case that inhabitants lost 

horses and other quadrupeds (5 solidi), even though the clauses in Calatayud were more 

concise and explained the exact mechanism to receive such exaction, no doubt owing to 

the fact that Calatayud’s laws are preserved in a longer municipal fuero, in contrast with 

Cáseda’s carta de población.69 Judging by the value placed on transhumance in the fuero 

of Calatayud, pastoralism must have been an important economic activity in the region, 

which was more resilient in the face of constant raiding than labour-intensive agricultural 

work. Moreover, as this same fuero explained, both Muslim and Christian raiders (mauri 

uel guerreros) appear to have perpetrated such incursions indiscriminately. These clauses 

should, therefore, be understood not in terms of confrontation with an Islamic enemy, but 

rather as a sign of the centrality of transhumance in the economic life of these regions, and 

its vulnerability to raids by brigands of all faiths. In fact, other economic activities were 

                                                

captiuo, si fuerit rex, uadat ad regem; de alio captiuo, sua quinta.’ Lema Pueyo, Colección diplomática de 
Alfonso I, doc. 296. 

67 Belinchón (1171): ‘Pedones qui fuerint in guardia pro quinto dent septimo. Non dent quinta nin de ganado 
nin uino et mauro et maura et de aliud non dent quinta.’ Rivera Recio, ‘Patrimnio y señorío’, p. 180. 

68 Uclés (1179): ‘Peones qui fuerint in guardia, pro quinto dent septimo; et non dent quinta de nulla ropa que 
sit tallada uel cosida; et de ferramenta non dent nisi fuerint armas, neque de conuiuio nisi fuerit requa 
capta; sed dent de bestias et de ganado et de mauro et de maura. Et non dent tercia episcopo de decima, 
nisi de pane et de uino et de agnis.’ UCL, p. 238. The same clause is also found in Estremera (1182): 
‘Pedones qui fuerint in guardia pro quinto dent septimo; et non dent quinta de nulla ropa que sit tallada 
vel cosida, et dent ferramenta non dent nisi fuerint armas, neque de convivio nisi fuerit requa capta; set 
dent de bestias et de ganados et de mauro et de maura. Et non dent tercia episcopo de decima nisi de pane 
et de vino et de agnis.’ Ibid, p. 242. 

69 Calatayud (1131): ‘Et si mauros vel christianos levarent ganado de vicino de calataiube et postea 
tornaverint ipso ganado cavalgatores de calataiube, veniat domino de ganato et juret sibi altero quod suum 
fuit et non illum dedit neque vendidit; et si est cavallo aut equa aut mulo donet V solidos et prendat sua 
best et de bove et asino I solidum.’ FCal, §50, p. 45. ‘Et si christiano vel mauros levarent ganado de 
Calataiube en preda et cavalleros vel pedones qui excucierint ipso ganato foras de termino prendat de 
cavallo et equa et mulo V solidos et de asino et bove I solidum et de res minuta de la cabeça II denarios 
et isto termino de isto ganato sit tale quale est scriptum unde terra partimus.’ Ibid, §56, p. 47. Daroca-
Cáseda (1130): ‘Et illo ganato de Casseda [que presi]erint mauri uel guerreros, si fuerit cauallo uel alia 
bestia quadrupedia, per [illo cauallo] de suo seniore V solidos, per alia bestia uno solido. Et si rebellauerit, 
pectet duplato.’ FN, doc. 16, p. 300. 
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also deemed important enough to appear in similar edicts in the very same fueros, including 

clauses concerning Muslim captives. Bearing a substantial economic weight, the regulation 

of Moorish captivity in the Duero and Tagus fueros appears to have been motivated by the 

protection and compensation of economic activities, rather than by an urge to define the 

civic status of non-Christians in the region.  

Capturing Muslims 

Among the material interests the fueros sought to protect was the ‘captive economy’ that 

resulted from the expeditions to and from Andalusī territories. The treatment of captives in 

medieval Spain has long been a popular subject, and the parallels between al-Andalus and 

Christian Iberia abound.70 It appears, however, that the seizing of captives in the Christian 

north was not a significant economic motor in Iberia before the 1200s. Recent research 

suggests that before the thirteenth century, capturing a Muslim was a sign of status, rather 

than a viable and profitable commercial enterprise.71 Nonetheless, as Chapter 1 evidenced, 

captive enslavement was a fact of life in Iberia, present in legislation even before the 

intensification of Christian encroachment on al-Andalus. 

In fact, most of the Extremadura and the Tagus fueros highlight the economic value of 

seizing ‘moros de guerra’ or ‘captivi’, particularly at a time when monetary wealth was 

scarce. In outlining the payment of looting or khums taxes, only the most valued items, 

including beasts of burden, livestock, and Muslim men and women (mauro et maura) were 

liable for the quinta tax. The procedure for the legitimate acquisition of Muslim captives 

was set as in the case of Belinchón: 

‘For a Moor who was a Muslim leader (alcaiad) or owned a castle (castello), you 
[inhabintants of Belinchón] shall hand him over to the archbishop. The knights or 

                                                

70 In particular, Maribel Fierro and Francisco García Fitz (eds.), El cuerpo derrotado: cómo trataban 
musulmanes y cristianos a los enemigos vencidos (Península Ibérica, ss. VIII–XIII) (Madrid, 2008). There 
is a vast literature on captivity, military activity and the ransom economy in the later Middle Ages, and 
especially in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. See Iván Armenteros Martínez and Mohamed 
Ouerfelli, ‘Réévaluer l’économie de l’esclavage en Méditerranée au Moyen Âge et au début de l’époque 
Moderne 53 Rives méditerranéennes. Une introduction’,  (2016), pp. 7–17; Roser Salicrú i Lluch, ‘La 
explotación de la mano de obra esclava en el Mediterráneo cristiano bajomedieval desde el observatorio 
catalano-aragonés’, Espacio, tiempo y forma. Serie III. Historia medieval 23 (2010), pp. 167–84; Daniel 
Hershenzon, ‘Towards a connected history of bondage in the Mediterranean: Recent trends in the field’, 
History Compass 15 (2017), 15:e12391; or idem, The Captive Sea: Slavery, Communication, and 
Commerce in Early Modern Spain and the Mediterranean (Philadelphia, PA, 2018). Also useful is 
William D. Phillips, Slavery in Medieval and Early Modern Iberia (Philadelphia, PA, 2013).  

71 See Rio, Slavery After Rome, pp. 34–5; and Bensch, ‘From Prizes of War’, pp. 69–71. 
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footsoldiers that captured such a Moor shall take 100 meticales in exchange and after 
that they shall hand over [the Muslim].’72 

The procedure in the laws of Belinchón, as well as all other analogous statutes, made a 

fundamental distinction between Muslim foot soldiers and their leaders. The latter group 

were the alcayads or alcaiats in Guadalajara, Belinchón, Uclés or Estremera, senior del 

castiello (castellan) in Zorita and rex in Calatayud, Cáseda, and Peña. The term alcait (pl. 

alcaiats) was derived from the Arabic qāʾid (pl. qāda, quwwād), a generic term for a 

military leader or someone holding power.73 With the exception of the fueros issued by 

Archbishop Cerebruno, Muslim alcaiats were to be handed over to the Castilian and 

Aragonese monarchs, who reserved their right to manage the Muslim leaders as they 

wished to. All other captives were considered the legitimate property of the raiders who 

sequestered them. As such, the owners were free to keep these Muslims as their property 

as well as to sell them, upon payment of the fifth part of spoils.74  

The assertion that captured Muslim leaders were the ‘property’ of the legislating kings 

confirms that many of the edicts in the fueros constituted both an assertion of royal power, 

and a system to provide rulers with leverage against the Andalusī polities also engaging in 

similar activities.75 Although wanting of the institutional capacity of later centuries, twelfth-

century monarchs considered that the Muslims of the Extremadura and the Tagus were 

‘theirs’ only if they were rich or powerful. As with the ability to call a military expedition, 

such emphasis reasserted the jurisdictional authority of the issuing monarchs and their 

associates. Nonetheless, some royal claims over of these financial assets were disputed by 

independent lords. In Molina’s fuero, the only surviving aristocratic franchise, the 

                                                

72 Belinchón (1171): ‘Et mauro qui fuerit alcaiad aut tenuerit castello dent illum ad archiepiscopum. 
Caualleros aut pedones qui aduxerint talem maurum prendant de illo C mixcales et postea dent 
archiepiscopo.’ Rivera Recio, ‘Patrimnio y señorío’, p. 180. 

73 DAAL, pp. 72–3. 
74 Guadalajara (1134): ‘Moro que fuere preso en fonsado, ó en guerra, y fuere alcayad sobre cavallos dé so 

al rey, y el rey dé cien sueldos á aquellos que tomaron, y del otro cautibo non den al rey si non su cuenta.’ 
CFM, p. 510. Uclés (1179): ‘Et homines de Ucles si prendiderint moro alcaiat aut qui teneat castello dent 
illum ad regem.’ UCL, pp. 237–8. Estremera (1182): ‘Et homines de Estremera si prendiderint mauro 
alcaet aut qui teneat castello, dent illum ad regem.’ Ibid, p. 242. Zorita (1180): ‘Los moros de Zorita que 
aduxiere tal moro que sea alcaiat o señor del castiello tomen de aquel cient mentales e despues denlo al 
sennor.’ AVIII-2, p. 573. Calatayud (1131): ‘Et si evenerit quod prendant captivo qui sit rex, sit de domino 
rege, et de alio captivo sua quinta.’ FCal, §20, p. 37. Daroca-Cáseda (1130): ‘Caual[catores] de Casseda 
qui fuerint in terra de moros, de ropa et de armas non dent quinta, si non fuerit laborata de auro uel argento. 
De captiuo, si fuerit rex, uadat ad regem; de alio captiuo, sua Va.’ FN, doc. 16, p. 299. Daroca-Peña 
(1150): ‘De captiuo, si fuerit rex, uadat ad regem; de alio captiuo, sua quinta.’ Lema Pueyo, Colección 
diplomática, doc. 296. 

75 Buresi, La frontière, p. 110. 
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distinction between leader and lay Muslim captive was not made explicit, as all of the 

moros de guerra that were captured were under the sole authority of their kidnapper (‘seyan 

suyos a mandar’).76 The potential royal ownership of Jews and Muslims did not apply to 

all non-Christians, but was instead a case-by-case system, whose aim was economic and 

diplomatic profit rather than simple legal coercion.  

The ransom economy 

The system employed for the ransoming and exchange of captives de facto acknowledged 

the presence of Christians in al-Andalus in similar conditions. Although most of the frontier 

fueros contain only brief acknowledgements to the system whereby Christian and Muslim 

captives were exchanged, the franchises of Daroca and Calatayud shed further light on the 

mechanism by which Muslim and Christian captives were exchanged. The system that 

developed to facilitate the redemption of captives was shaped in conversation with 

Andalusī institutions and its peoples. Such legal influences confirm the cultural, socio-

economic and institutional exchanges taking place at the frontier, in spite of the militarised 

nature of life at the Tagus River and Extremadura regions. 

In many cases, captivity was not the end, but the beginning of the story. The charter of 

Calatayud explained that if one of its neighbours was captured and taken to ‘Moorish 

lands’, the relatives of the captured Christian could approach a fellow neighbour of 

Calatayud who owned a maurus captivus. Upon paying the price for which the Muslim 

captive had been acquired at the market, the relatives would be able to take the Muslim 

captive to al-Andalus to be exchanged for their captive Christian kinsman. If the relatives 

did not succeed in rescuing their family member, the former owner of the Muslim captive 

would be able to get his captive back. In the case of failure in the operation, the owner 

would have to reimburse the money he got for the captive back to the family, and the 

Muslim captive would return to his previous lord.77 Additionally, the charter of Daroca 

explained that as well as the money needed to pay for the captive at the rate for which it 

had been originally bought at the market (almoneda), the family needed to provide the 

captive with sustenance (suum panem) and 12 denari for the jailer – echoing the clauses of 

                                                

76 Molina de Aragón (1154): ‘Todo ome de Molina que aduxiere moros de otra tierra de guerra, é los pobláre 
en su aldea, seyan suyos á mandar.’ DAR, p. 77. 

77 Calatayud (1131): ‘Et qui tenet captivo mauro in calataiube et pro ipso mauro tenent christiano in terra de 
mauros veniant parentes de christiano et donent in quanto fuit comparato ipso mauro et despisia que habet 
facta et accipiat de mauro et trahat suo christiano: et si non exierit postea per illo et christiano ipse qui fuit 
domino de mauro si voluerit accipiat suo mauro et tornet avere quod prisit.’ FCal, §46, p. 44. 
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the 1076 fuero of Jaca outlined in Chapter 1. If the Christian captivus refused to leave his 

Moorish dwellings, then the relatives would recover the price paid and the original owner 

would get back his Muslim captive.78  

Such proceedure echoes the Islamic system of fidāʾ.79 It is probable that the inclusion 

of these edicts in the fueros of Daroca and Calatayud was motivated by a desire to protect 

the financial operations on which this sytem relied. At the same time, the regulations 

unwittingly reveal the sheer material, financial, and organisational challenges for those 

involved in the process of redemption. This puts in question the number of captives that 

would have been able to find their way home, and the number of families that might have 

succeeded in getting their kinsmen back. At the same time, the regulations concerning the 

trade in captives challenge their common perception as an offshoot of the violent, 

depopulated and antagonistic frontiers between Islam and Christendom in Iberia. In fact, 

the ransom economy required the preservation – or even strengthening – of trading routes 

and communiations to and from al-Andalus.  

Given the intricacies of the captive trade, and the significant perils involved in it, 

specific institutions such as the cofradías of Belchite, Daroca, Monreal del Campo and 

Zaragoza were established to manage the exchanges.80 Alongside these institutions, the 

middle-men facilitating such mobility were also protected by rulers and legislators. For 

instance, just after the conquest of Belchite in 1119, Alfonso I granted a private charter of 

rights to Galindo Sánchez, a key aristocratic ally, granting him jurisdiction over ‘all of the 

annotalefes and the exeas of the Muslims and Christians’, while at the same time 

confirming that these merchants were able to freely traverse through all Aragonese lands.81 

                                                

78 Daroca (1142): ‘Si quis vicinus Darocae fuerit captivus in terra paganorum, et a suis vicinis tenuerit alium 
captivum sarracenorum in Daroca, pro quo christianus possit exire, parentes captivi reddant domino 
sarraceni tantum pro quanto traxit illum de almoneda et suum panem, et XII d. pro carceragio, et det illum 
pro captivo christiano; si autem captivus christianus pro ille exire nequiverit, dominus eius recuperet eum, 
si voluerit reddito pretio.’ CFM, p. 539. 

79 It is no coincidence that the most extensive Islamic jurisprudence on the issue is found in Mālikī fiqh from 
the Maghreb. Ideally Muslims would use pigs and wine submitted by dhimmis as tribute to redeem Muslim 
captives; however, ransom most often was a monetised, financial operation. See Charles-Emmanuel 
Dufourcq et al., ‘Fidāʾ’, EI2. 

80 Lacarra, Alfonso el Batallador, pp. 75–77, and 98–99. c.f. Ayala, Las órdenes militares, p. 136. Elena 
Lourie, ‘The Confraternity of Belchite, the Ribat, and the Temple’, Viator 13 (1982), pp. 159–76 takes on 
the hotly-contested debate regarding the (highly unlikely) institutional borrowings by the military orders 
from the Islamic ribāṭ. An edition of the foundational document of Belchite can be found in Peter Rassow, 
‘La cofradía de Belchite’, AHDE 3 (1926), pp. 200–26. 

81 ‘Et dono et concedo tibi Galinsangiae, et ad posteritas tua, ut habeas tuos annotalefes et exeas de moros et 
de christianos, et per qualicumque viajerint sedeant salvos de totos homines de mea jurtsdictione.’ The 
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The exeas, an institution found almost exclusively in Aragonese eleventh- and twelfth-

century charters, were the scouts or guides who led merchant convoys in and out of al-

Andalus. Eventually the exeas were put in charge of processing the captives in local 

settlements to and from Christian Iberia.82 The importance of these guides led the fueros of 

Cuenca and Teruel to procclaim that disloyal exeas could be hanged.83 In exchange, middle 

men involved in the ransom economy received substantial fiscal rebates and monetary 

remuneration: for instance, in 1140 Alfonso VII ordered that no tolls should be levied for 

the traders transporting captives to and from Sigüenza.84 The trade of captives encouraged 

the interaction between the cofradías and military orders overseeing the ransom economy, 

and the middling sort servicing and manning the overland trading networks between Toledo 

or Zaragoza and al-Andalus.  

Ransoming became a particularly significant economic activity for the Orders of 

Calatrava and Santiago. On 2 April 1180, the Castilian monarch and his wife Leonor 

conceded half of the portazgo tax collected at Toledo’s Puerta de la Bisagra 

(approximately 300 gold solidi) to the Santiaguenses. In exchange, the Order would have 

to use the collected money exclusively towards the redemption of at least 30 captives every 

twelve months, in turn confirming that the price of an average captive was of 10 gold 

coins.85 Three years later, Alfonso VIII transferred to the Order of Calatrava the royal right 

to half of the money made from the redemption of Moorish captives worth more than 1000 

solidi. Given the high value of the captives in question, these probably were the alcaiats 

mentioned in the fueros.86 In 1190, the Santiaguenses received the same concession from 

the king.87 These grants confirm that the redemption procedures found in the fueros were 

                                                

fuero of Belchite was granted by Alfonso I, extending the laws of Zaragoza to this town. Edited in CFM, 
pp. 413–14 (dated to 1116). For more editions, see TDLE, p. 148 (dated to 12 December 1119). 

82 Francisco García Fitz, ‘¿‘De exterminandis sarracenis’? El trato dado al enemigo musulmán en el reino de 
Castilla-León durante la plena Edad Media’, in Fierro and García Fitz, El cuerpo derrotado, p. 135. 
According to Corriente this term was derived from the Andalusī Arabic term ‘ishiʿa’ (guide guaranteeing 
a crossing with goods). DAAR, p. 282. 

83 See the chapter in Teruel concerning ‘De foro et officio axearum’. FTer, §507, pp. 408–9. This same issue 
is treated in Cuenca as ‘De eo qui se dixerit rem a sarracenis emisse.’ FCu, 40:14, p. 774. 

84  ‘... De suis etiam captivis portaticum ab aliquo nisi ab ipso accipi prohibeo.’ DAR, p. 62. 
85 AHN, Órdenes Militares, Car. 328, perg. 4. Edited in AVIII-2, doc. 338, pp. 568–70. Owing to the value 

of this royal concession, it was included in the Order of Santiago’s famous Tumbo menor de Castilla, as 
found in María del Pilar Calzado Sobrino (ed.), Tumbo Menor de Castilla (siglo XIII). Estudio Histórico, 
Codicológico, Diplomático y Edición (Cuenca, 2016), doc. 36, pp. 204–7. 

86 ‘… dono et concedo Calatrauensi militie, et uobis domno Nunio, eiusdem magistro... quod, de omni mauro 
qui mille uel ultra mille morabetinos ualuerit et captiuus fuerit a uobis uel ab hominibus uestris, uel ab 
aliis.’ AVIII-2, doc. 412, pp. 714–5. c.f. Ayala, ‘La Orden de Calatrava’, p. 174, fn. 69. 

87 ‘Dono itaque vobis et concedo medietatem omnium redemptionum que ad meum ius spectant iure 
hereditario percipiendam perpetuo de omnibus mauris captivis valituris mille aureos, aut ultra, de 
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followed and valued. The fueros and accompanying grants confirm that the trade in captives 

could be highly lucrative operations for the institutions overseeing the sales and holding 

the rights over captives. 

Toledo’s trade with al-Andalus was significant enough to also merit the drafting of so-

called ‘portazgo lists’. Dating as far back as 1137, these are some of the earliest records of 

the portazgo or passage toll taxes paid at a town’s gates by merchants travelling to and 

from al-Andalus.88 Even though they were not part of the fueros, they were certainly 

connected to them, in that they helped to regulate the movement of goods and people and 

their duties and levies, while also confirming the reach of the concejos and their fiscal 

entitlements in this harsh territory.89 Among the taxed items were livestock, foodstuffs 

(olive oil, rabbits, dried fruits), luxury goods (the import of textiles being particularly 

significant), and captives. A portazgo list from 1173 stipulated that a sum should be paid 

to the order of Calatrava on flocks and goods traded with Moorish lands.90 In Alarilla, the 

sum was of one morabetino for a beast arriving from al-Andalus, and the same for a person 

transported to Islamic lands for ransom.91 Given that the trade in captives had the same 

customs rates as the exchange of great beasts, the tax lists cannot be said to reflect a specific 

weight of ransoming vis à vis other trading activities, nor does it seem to have been taxed 

differently. The ransoming of slaves was simply part of this trade network. Accordingly, 

the magnitude of the captive exchange and redemption economy should not be 

overemphasised; most of the violence and captures happened at the local level and were 

                                                

quotcumque vos ceperitis vel homines de Ucles vel alia quacumque hereditate vestra captivaverint.’ 
Calzado Sobrino, Tumbo Menor de Castilla, doc. 27, pp. 186–8. 

88 José Luis Martín Rodríguez, ‘Portazgos de Ocaña y Alarilla’, AHDE 32 (1962), pp. 519–26. Toledo’s 
portazgo list of 1137 is included in several fuero compilations. For instance, CFM, pp. 375–6; and FTol, 
doc. 12, pp. 484–5.  

89 Constable, Trade and traders, p. 46 treats the portazgo lists as peculiar to the Tagus region. However, 
similar documents, with similar rates for Muslim captives and other goods coming to and from al-Andalus 
were attached to many of the Portuguese forals. These lists are particularly prevalent in the franchises of  
the Tomar and Évora ‘families’, granted respectively by the Templar house of Tomar (later becoming the 
Order of Christ); and by Portuguese subsidiary of Calatrava in Évora, later known as the Order of Avis. 
These forals were mostly written in the last decades of the twelfth century and particularly in the early 
thirteenth century. See for instance the forals of Évora (c. 1166), Abrantes (1179), Coruche (1182) 
Palmela (1185), Covilham (1186), Leiria (1195), Belmonte (1190), Benavente (1200), Sesimbra (1201), 
all edited in PMH. Unfortunately, the remit of this thesis has not allowed to further explore the interesting 
similarities between both sets of documents. This issue is discussed in François Soyer, ‘El comercio de 
los esclavos musulmanes en el Portugal medieval: rutas, precios y papel económico’, Espacio, tiempo y 
forma. Serie III, Historia medieval 23 (2010), p. 268; idem, ‘Muslim Freedmen in León, Castile and 
Portugal (1100-1300)’, Al-Masaq 18 (2006), pp. 129–43. See also Alice Kadri, Yolanda Moreno and Ana 
Echevarría, ‘Introducción’, in Circulaciones mudéjares y moriscas (2018), p. 19. 

90 Constable, Trade and traders, p. 46. 
91 Martín Rodríguez, ‘Portazgos de Ocaña y Alarilla’, p. 524. 
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small-scale. More significant than the number of redemptions or the sums of money 

handled is the fact that this activity was at all possible, in a region that has often been 

characterised as a depopulated no-man’s land. 

Muslim captives and conversion 

Captives were evidently in a position of social inferiority. However, captivity was a 

dynamic legal status, for one settlement’s captive was another region’s free inhabitant. 

Raising the funds to buy off a Muslim captive was a costly enterprise, that could have taken 

months or years for a family to achieve; it is likely that for many captivi redemption came 

too late, or never at all. Additionally, captives might not necessarily have been willing to 

come back to free status, as acknowledged by the fuero of Calatayud. Although accepting 

unfree status seems untenable to a modern audience, there were social or economic gains 

to be made from indentured labour.92 In response, the fueros also made room for the 

accommodation of the moros de guerra who, whether by choice or by circumstance, 

remained as members of a Christian settlement. Evidently in a different legal category to 

free Muslims, as well as Christians and Jews, these Muslims were equated to mancipia. As 

in other regions of Iberia, they were legally attached to their lords, who in turn had liability 

over their transgressions. However, the Extremadura and Tagus fueros went further, 

acknowledging the development of a new legal distinction among unfree Muslims. 

Often called tornadici, these new Christians were considered to be in the same legal 

category as serfs and unfree Muslims. Once again following closely from Visigothic 

practices, the pertinent regulations applying to tornadici were the same as those applying 

to captives. In these fueros, conversion into Christianity posed a challenge with regards to 

inheritance or property rights. As the fueros of Molina or Medinaceli explained, if a settler 

acquired a Muslim and converted him or her into Christianity, the wife or children of the 

convert would inherit their wealth. However, if they did not have any offspring, their lord 

wold inherit their property, just as in the case of other serfs and slaves.93 Similarly, in 

Carcastillo, the lord who managed to convert their captivi would be able to inherit their 

                                                

92 Alice Rio, ‘Self-Sale and Voluntary Entry into Unfreedom, 300–1100’, Journal of Social History 45 
(2012), pp. 661–85. 

93 Molina de Aragón (1154): ‘Todo ome de Molina que aduxiere moros de otra tierra de guerra, é los pobláre 
en su aldea, seyan suyos á mandar. Qui oviere tornadizos, si oviere fijos ereden ellos; si fijos no ovieren, 
ereden sus señores.’ DAR, p. 80. Medinaceli (1180): ‘Qui su moro, o su mora tornare e christiano, herede 
su señor, si filos non oviere.’ AVIII-2, p. 572. 
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possessions ‘in life and death’.94 This effectively meant that any local aljamas, as well as 

any potential Muslim relatives, were not entitled to the property of these converts. These 

clauses, similarly found in the Tagus fueros, also regulated the wrongdoing penalties of 

these converts. Tornadici and mancipia, as well as their offspring, were equal and equally 

unfree, subject to the same penalties for torts and crimes.95 In Belinchón, the murder of 

local (free) neighbours resulted in a penalty of 300 solidi, an eighth of which had to be paid 

to the king.96 In contrast, in the case of transgressions committed by mancipia and tornadici, 

it was the lord who owned the land that took the eighth part of the penalty.97  

Translating tornadici as referring to Christian ‘converts’ is contentious, for the impact 

of conversions in Iberia during the Central Middle Ages continues to be disputed. As such, 

most translators opt for the more generic term ‘renegade’.98 One can certainly question 

whether these clauses refer to converts, given that none of the Latin fueros acknowledged 

the ethno-religious condition of these tornadici, as opposed to the later copies of Molina or 

Medinaceli, which referred to ‘moros’. However, confirmation of the meaning of tornadici 

as referring to converts can be found in the fuero of Cuenca. With signifincant connections 

to the charters of Uclés and the Extremadura, this municipal code makes the relationship 

between non-Christians and conversion clear: 

                                                

94 ‘Et homines de Carocastello qui suo captiuo tornauerit christiano, hereditet illo in vita et in morte.’ FN, 
doc. 14, p. 296. 

95 Estremera (1182): ‘De mancipis et de filiis vestris et tornadiciis ipsas calumpnias que contigerint et de 
livores, dampno de illas casas ancipiant quantum pertingerint in suo quarto...’ Rivera Garretas, La 
encomienda de Uclés, doc. 11, pp. 241–3. The same edict is found in the fueros of Uclés (1179), and 
Zorita (1180): ‘Los ombres del término de Zorita hereden los bienes de los sus tornadisos en la muerte, si 
los tornadisos non ovieren fixos. Si los ombres de término de Zorita ovieren moros nobles catibos en las 
sus casas o en las aldeas e estos mismos moros seguramente sirvan a sus señores.’. AVIII-2, p. 573. 

96 Belinchón (1171): ‘Qui hominem occiderit de CCCtos morabitinos octauum pectet ad palatio.’ Rivera 
Recio, ‘Patrimonio y señorío’, p. 178. 

97 Belinchón (1171): ‘De mancipiis et de uestris filiis seu de tornaticiis ipsas calonias que contingerint sic de 
omicidio quomodo et de alias causas et liuores, donno de casa accipiat illo pertinente pecto, id est, octauo.’ 
Ibid. The same clauses are found in other Tagus fueros. For instance, Uclés (1179): ‘De mancipis [sic] et 
filiis seu tornadicis ipsas calupnias que contigerint et de liuores dompno de illas casas accipiat quantum 
pertingerit in suo quarto...’ UCL, p. 235. Zorita (1180): ‘De los mancebos e de vuestros fijos o de los 
tornadisos, esas mismas caloñas que contecieren e acaescieren así de omesiello como de las otras razones 
e cosas e livores los señores de las casas tomen el pecho o el tributo que pertenestras, conviene saber, el 
ochavo el ome que oviere omes en su corral o en sus casas o de fuera en la su compra o en la su heredat 
ensennoreese dellos, e los que en las aienas moraren no ayan otro sennor si no aquel cuya fuere la casa o 
la heredat.’ AVIII-2, p. 571. 

98 The impact of forced conversions in Christian Spain before the fourteenth century is unclear. Catlos, 
Muslims of Medieval Latin Christendom, p. 339. Furthermore, in Catalonia it was more common to refer 
to converts as ‘baptizati’, rather than ‘tornadiz’. Bensch, ‘From Prizes of War’, p. 65. 
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‘Whoever of you turns his Moors into Christians and these do not have children, their lord shall 
inherit their goods. If the lord of the converts or proselytes (tornadiciorum uel proselitorum) 
does not survive them, the children of the lord shall inherit their goods.’99 

As this passage makes clear, the terms used for Muslim captivi and tornadici were 

effectively interchangeable in the legislation. Furthermore, the double usage of the terms 

tornadicus and proselitus (sic) confirms that such clauses primarily referred to the 

implications of religious conversion, rather than to outlaws or rebels fleeing from justice 

or political persecution. 

The conflation of Muslim captives with converts, and the close supervision of 

proceedings by the owners, puts into question the voluntary nature of such conversions. 

The fact that the baptism of a Muslim did not secure his manumission appears to echo the 

famous canons justifying the Jewish forced conversions under king Sisebut (r. 612–621).100 

Previous Visigothic legislation further reasserted the view found in other late antique 

legislation stating that a manicipus who sincerely converted to Christianity had to be 

manumitted.101 Nonetheless, the concerns of the fuero legislation were practical rather than 

theoretical, brought about by the uneasy reality that came attached to the acceleration of 

conquests and military activity. The rules ensured that the Muslim captives who chose 

conversion were not recalcitrant or hostile, or that they did not eventually run away.102 The 

confiscation of converts’ property, consistent with twelfth- to fourteenth-century voluntary 

                                                

99 ‘De eo qui maurum suum fecerit christianum. Quicumque uestrum mauros suos fecerit christianos, et illi 
filium, uel filiam non habuerint, dominus illorum hereditet bona illorum. Si dominus tornadiciorum, uel 
proselitorum non superfuerit, filii domini hereditent bona eorum.’ FCu, 9:12, p. 254.  

100 The edicts regarding the forced conversion of Jews crystallised in the Fourth Council of Toledo held in 
633. For instance, Canon 61 of Toledo IV referred to ‘baptised Jews’, while Canon 60 called for the raising 
of Jewish children as Christians. David M. Freidenreich, ‘Jews, Pagans and Heretics in Early Medieval 
Canon Law’, in John Tolan et al. (eds.), Jews in Early Christian Law: Byzantium and the Latin West, 6th–
11th Centuries (Turnhout, 2014), p. 83. The canons of Toledo IV were among the most popular Christian-
Jewish legal texts between the tenth and twelfth centuries, particularly Canon 57. John Gilchrist, ‘The 
Canonistic Treatment of Jews in the Latin West in the Eleventh and Early Twelfth Centuries’, Zeitschrift 
der Savigny-Stiftung für Rechtsgeschichte Kanonistische Abteilung 106 (1989), p. 74. See also Rist, Popes 
and Jews, pp. 76–7; and A.S. Abulafia, Christian-Jewish Relations, pp. 28–30. 

101 Out of a total of 498 articles of the Visigothic legal corpus, 229 clauses discussed the issue of unfreedom 
and the status of slaves (known as servi, ancillae, or manicipia). The uneasy relationship between 
conversion and slavery came to a head after the forced conversions of Sisebut (r. 612–621). P.D. King, 
Law and Society in the Visigothic Kingdom (Cambridge, 1972), pp. 137–43. One of the surviving edicts 
from the reign of King Erwig (r. 680–7) distinguished between slaves who had fully converted to 
Christianity and slaves who had only been baptised; in the latter case the proprietor preserved his 
ownership rights. LV, XII.3.18 and XII.3.27. Ibid, p. 142. 

102 The same dynamic is seen in the thirteenth-century conquests of Valencia and the Balearics. Robert I. 
Burns, ‘Journey from Islam: Incipient Cultural Transition in the Conquered Kingdom of Valencia (1240–
1280)’, Speculum 35 (1960), pp. 337–56. In some instances, Catalan-Aragonese Jewish slave-owners 
whose Muslims slaves converted to Christianity had to be compensated. Ray, The Sephardic Frontier, pp. 
65–6. 
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Jewish conversions in Aragonese lands, helped to dissociate the new converts from their 

old communities.103 As conversion could involve a substantial loss of patrimony, it offered 

‘a potent means of ensuring that a Saracen purchased for service would become firmly 

attached to his or her new setting.’104  

The edicts of the fueros appear to confirm that the twelfth-century practices of bonding 

and captivity in Christian Iberia were shaped in contact with the Islamic world.105 In fact, 

some examples of contemporary Mālikī fiqh concerning the treatment of captives in al-

Andalus, presents interesting parallels to the issues raised in the fueros. Particularly 

revealing are two among the countless legal opinions compiled in al-Miʿyār al-muʿrib, the 

celebrated legal anthology of Aḥmad b. Yaḥyā al-Wansharīsī (d. 914/1508). The fifteenth-

century compiler collated a query posed to the qāḍī Abū ʿAbd Allāh al-Saraqusṭī (d. 

477/1084), with a reply by Abū Saʿīd Faragh b. Lubb (d. 782/1381), regarding the status of 

plundered property in late-eleventh century Galera, near Granada.106 Another judicial ruling 

found in the Miʿyār from jurist Abū ʿAbd Allāh b. al-Ḥājj (d. 529/1135) confirmed the 

method of transaction of Christian captives abducted from the Christian frontier (bi qurb 

                                                

103 The confiscation of converts’ property was a common practice throughout Latin Christendom, even 
though it was not always favoured. In thirteenth-century Aragon there was a clear tension between 
enthusiasm for religious conversion and concern for its implications on the royal fisc, as the monarchs 
saw non-Christians, and particularly Jews, as part of their ‘treasure’. Paola Tartakoff, ‘Christian kings and 
Jewish conversion in the medieval Crown of Aragon’, Journal of Medieval Iberian Studies 3 (2011), pp. 
27–39. 

104 Bensch, ‘From Prizes of War’, p. 82. 
105 As suggested by Iván Armenteros Martínez, ‘Los orígenes de un nuevo modelo: cómo la llegada del Islam 

transformó las prácticas esclavistas en la Europa de los siglos VIII–XIII’, Archivo Storico Italiano 
174/647 (2016), pp. 3–29. For a general overview of the treatment of slaves and captives in al-Andalus, 
see Francisco Vidal Castro, ‘El cautivo en el mundo islámico: Visión y vivencia desde el otro lado de la 
frontera andalusí’, in Francisco Toro Ceballos and José Rodríguez Molina (eds.), II Estudios de Frontera. 
Actividad y vida en la frontera (Jaén, 1998), pp. 771–823; also idem, ‘Los prisioneros de guerra en manos 
de musulmanes: la doctrina legal islámica y la práctica en al-Andalus (ss. VIII–XIII)’, in Fierro and García 
Fitz, El cuerpo derrotado, pp. 485–506. Two more articles from the same volume are of particular interest: 
Alejandro García Sanjuán, ‘Formas de sumisión del territorio y tratamiento de los vencidos en el derecho 
islámico clásico’, in ibid, pp. 61–111; and Maribel Fierro, ‘El castigo de los herejes y su relación con las 
formas del poder político y religioso en al-Andalus (SS. II/VIII–VII/XIII)’, in ibid, pp. 283–316. Also, 
Olivia Remie Constable, ‘Muslim Spain and Mediterranean slavery: the medieval slave trade as an aspect 
of Muslim-Christian relations’, in Scott L. Waugh and Peter D. Diehl (eds.), Christendom and its 
discontents: Exclusion, persecution, and rebellion, 1000–1500 (Cambridge, 1996), pp. 264–84. 

106 Abū l-ʿAbbās Aḥmad b. Yaḥyā al-Wansharīsī, al-Miʿyār al-muʿrib wa ’l-dj̲āmiʿ al-mug̲hrib ʿan fatāwī 
ʿulamāʾ Ifrīqiya wa ’l-Andalus wa ’l-Mag̲hrib, ed. Muḥammad Ḥājj̲ī (13 vols., Rabat, 1981–1983), Vol. 
II, pp. 142–51. Recently studied by Camilo Gómez-Rivas, ‘The Ransom Industry and the Expectation of 
Refuge on the Medieval Western Mediterranean Muslim-Christian Frontier, 1085–1350’, in Amira K. 
Bennison (ed.), The Articulation of Power in Medieval Iberia and the Maghrib (Oxford, 2014), pp. 217–
33. c.f. Vincent Lagardère, Histoire et société en occident musulman au Moyen Âge. Analyse du Miʿyār 
d’al-Wansharīshī (Madrid, 1995), p. 62. 
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arḍ al-rūm).107 Both of these cases mirrored the fueros legislation in their substantial 

concern for the ambiguous legal status of the people and property trapped in the 

confrontation between the Christian and Islamic polities.  

According to the legal responsa concerning Galera, one could not include anything that 

had belonged to a Muslim in the division of the spoils of war, ‘because we are doubtful 

whether its Muslim owner gave it up willingly’. The same applied to those Christians who 

had achieved a truce (bi-l-ʿahd wa-l-amān) with a Muslim leader; nonetheless, ‘before the 

truce, the blood, necks and property of the Christians were permissible for us’. The 

controversy resided in whether the property of a Christian who converted but remained in 

the dār al-ḥarb was protected or not. For Ibn al-Ḥājj the property should remain in the 

hands of the Muslim, even if it concerned a recent convert. Furthermore, Ibn al-Ḥājj saw 

an obligation to provide refuge to the displaced. This in turn suggests an awareness by the 

ʿulamāʾ of the expectional circumstances, violence and misfortunes which people living at 

the frontier had to endure.108  

The obligation to provide refuge for displaced co-religionists was nonetheless disputed. 

The fatwā of Galera explained that Ibn al-Ḥājj’s opinon was open to interpretation, for ‘the 

blood, property and neck of a Christian is permissible’, meaning that the capturer was free 

to coerce his captive in any necessary way. In turn, a captured Christian would be immune 

from previous torts and crimes if he converted to Islam. However, it was not clear if the 

property of this convert was protected from seizure. The fatwā sentenced that the assets 

would only be safeguarded if the Muslim was mūwaḥid (he who ‘professed the unity of 

God’) and aṣlī (meaning an ‘autentic’ or ‘original’ Muslim). The same securities could not 

be extended to the property and money of a Muslim who had previously been a kufr, or 

unbeliever. This legal opinion therefore drew a fundamental distinction between an 

authentic and legitimate Muslim, and a false adherent to the faith.109 In differentiating 

between old and new Muslims, and also between genuine converts and those who might 

have done so for convenience or insincere motives, this legal opinion contains striking 

resemblances with the concerns regarding tornadici found in the Tagus fueros.  

                                                

107 Al-Wansharīsī, al-Miʿyār al-muʿrib, Vol. II, pp. 179–80. Also, in Lagardère, Analyse du Miʿyār, pp. 65–
6. 

108 Gómez-Rivas, ‘The Ransom Industry’, pp. 223–4. 
109 Al-Wansharīsī, al-Miʿyār al-muʿrib, Vol. II, pp. 142–3. 
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The similarities between legal debates on both sides of the frontier seemingly confirms 

that some locals trapped in this conflictive territory (the qurb arḍ al-rūm or dār al-ḥarb in 

the Arabic sources, and extremum sarracenorum in the Latin charters) were equally 

regarded as suspicious of turning against their coreligionist neighbours. Perhaps conversion 

was used by locals as a as a way of avoiding being held as captives and dispossessed from 

their belongings. The fueros sought to limit the impact of conversion practices on the local 

world, by linking the fate of the captive to that of his lord using legal mechanisms analogous 

to the ones employed in al-Andalus. Irrespective of whether conversion was common, or 

whether the land ownership and inheritance rules put in place in response were followed, 

it is evident that religious differentiation and communal segregation in these settlements 

was a cumbersome problem on both sides of the frontier. 

Jews and Muslims ‘de palatio’: Landowning, jurisdiction and ‘service’ 

The impact of raids and military activities, and the diversity of communities in the region, 

might have been difficult to manage, but it did not stop rulers from encouraging relocation 

to the Extremadura and Tagus frontiers. In fact, owing to the consequences of military 

activities, the porosity of frontiers and the competing jurisdictional claims of different 

rulers, most of the fueros and cartas de población focused heavily on settlement policies. 

Such relocations were pursued through low fiscal regimes, and freedom from seigneurial 

ties. These policies could entail substantial social gains for the colonisers who accepted to 

move south: for instance, in Cáseda, whoever moved to the town automatically gained the 

status of infanzón, or petty knight.110 Given the prevalence of clauses like Cáseda’s in the 

fueros and cartas de población of the Extremadura and Tagus regions, it is evident that the 

management of population was of paramount importance to rulers, legislators and 

inhabitants alike.  

It is within this framework that we must understand why most fueros encouraged 

members of all faith groups to settle in towns of the Extremadura and Tagus regions under 

the same legal and fiscal conditions as their Christian neighbours. This section will analyse 

these brief and difficult statements, that have for long been neglected. First, the differences 

between the different settlement edicts found in the fueros are explained in order to 

                                                

110 Daroca-Cáseda (1130): ‘Qui fuerint in [Casseda] populatores, sed(e)ant infançones et suos filios et suos 
parentes et omnis genera[tio] sua.’ FN, doc. 16, p. 300. 
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highlight the conflation in the fueros of fiscal regimes, wrongdoing regulations and 

settlement policies. Second, the section will discuss why non-Christians were included in 

settlement policies in the first place. This will involve a description of the mechanisms by 

which rulers and their regional agents pursued such settlement policies and fought for the 

fiscal and jurisdictional rights of inhabitants and their autonomous concejos. Finally, the 

section will highlight some instances of Jewish and Muslim communities operating as 

autonomous entities, to stress the importance of local peculiarities in shaping the social and 

legal outcomes enshrined in the fueros.  

Settlement and wrongdoing revisited 

As many other Iberian fueros, the legal franchises of the Tagus and Extremadura regions 

explicitly confirmed that any free man, whether Christian, Muslim or Jewish, was welcome 

to establish himself in the towns receiving the municipal franchises. These fueros did so 

through wrongdoing clauses, which proclaimed that free non-Christians had the same 

protections as other local inhabitants. The Romance version of the laws of Guadalajara, for 

instance, confirmed that all men who relocated to the town would be free from all 

seugneurial dues except for a tax set at a seventh part. Jews and Muslims who wished to 

settle there ‘should not fare worse’ than their Christian neighbours, confirming their vicini 

status.111 

Guadalajara’s statement succintly illustrates how ambiguous these settlement and 

wrongdoing statements were in most of the Extremadura and Tagus fueros. Nonetheless, 

the lack of precision can be broken down through an analysis of the three different versions 

of the fueros of Daroca. In the version of these laws granted to Cáseda, Alfonso I simply 

stated that ‘Muslims, Jews and Christians who were inhabitants of Cáseda, shall have the 

same fueros just as those [settlers] of Soria and Daroca.’112 This same phrase was included 

verbatim in the second version of the Darocan laws, as enjoyed by the vicini of Peña.113 In 

these two clauses, the term ‘fueros’ has an vague meaning: while fuero referred to the 

general covenant that protected the overal autonomy of local settlers, it did not necessarily 

                                                

111 Guadalajara (1134): ‘… et todos los homes que fueren fallados en esta sobredicha ciudad y fueren halli 
pobladores y dudara alguno de aquellos, yo so fuero de potestad non haya mayor pena, si non como uno 
de sus vecinos, mas la septima parte peche... mientres de jodios ó de moros non de vecinos de Guadalfayra 
non fagan aqui menos.’ CFM, p. 509. 

112 Daroca-Cáseda (1130): ‘Mauri, judei et christiani qui fuerint populatores [in Casseda habea]nt foros, sicut 
illos de Soria et de Daroca.’ FN, doc. 16, p. 300. 

113 Daroca-Peña (1150): ‘Mauri judei et christiani qui fuerint populatores in Penia habeant foros sicut illos 
de Darocha.’. Lema Pueyo, Colección diplomática de Alfonso I, doc. 296. 
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imply that all free inhabitants were the same in all aspects of the law. Rather, fuero was 

used here with reference to the fiscal regime of local inhabitants – comprising of annual 

taxes, wrongdoing penalties and market levies. The assertions did not simply refer to the 

question of taxes but also to establishing legitimate wrongdoing protections. The 1142 laws 

of Daroca confirmed this in their pronouncement that Christians, Jews and Saracens, would 

have ‘one and the same fuero’ with regards to injuries and wrongdoing penalties (ictus and 

calumnias).114 Daroca’s laws, like most other in the Extremadura and Tagus, conflated the 

establishment of wrongdoing protections, the value of the calumnias and other tort law 

restitutions that inhabitants were liable to pay, and the right to settle in the municipality. 

Muslims were sometimes missing from such wrongdoing and fiscal stipulations. In the 

fuero of Molina, among others, the same wrongdoing, judicial and fiscal stipulations were 

applicable to knights, clergymen and Jews (echoing the fuero of Nájera), clearly omitting 

Muslims from this grouping.115 Likewise, the Jews of Carcastillo would be protected by the 

same calumnias just as the other inhabitants (sicut alios populatores).116 The absence of 

Muslims from clauses in the more intensively militarised Tagus region is particularly 

noteworthy. The charters of Belinchón and Zorita contained the wrongdoing penalties 

between Jewish and Christian inhabitants, who were stated as equal, liable to the same 

penalties. In Belinchón, the same punishment applied to Christian and Jewish inhabitants. 

The penalty was set at 300 maravedís, with an eighth of the amount going to the king’s 

coffers.117 Nonetheless, the Tagus fueros are inconsistent in their exclusion of Muslims. In 

both Uclés and Estremera, the mauros ienuos (literally ‘genuine’, meaning genuinely free 

Muslims) could also live freely and securely should they decide to stay in these lands.118 In 

perhaps the most peculiar iteration of this law, the charter of Santa María de Cortes, 

                                                

114 Daroca (1142): ‘Christani, judaei, sarraceni, unum et idem forum habeant de ictibus et calumniis.’ CFM, 
p. 537. 

115 Molina de Aragón (1154): ‘Do á vos en fuero que siempre que todos los vezinos de Molina. Cavalleros 
et Clerigos et Jodios prendan sendos cahices de sal cad anno et den en precio aquestos cafices en Trayd o 
en Almallahe con vuestro escribano é con el mio. Et qui otra mientre lo recibiere, peche cien maravedis.’ 
DAR, p. 79. 

116 ‘Iudeos qui uenerint populare in Carocastello tales calomnias habeant sicut alios populatores.’ FN, p. 296. 
117 Belinchón (1171): ‘Qui hominem occiderit de CCCtos morabotinos octauum pectet ad palatio… Iudeos 

qui ad Belinchon uenerint populare tale foro et tales calonias habeant quomodo alios populatores 
christianos. Et qui de illo occiderit octauo pectet.’ Rivera Recio, ‘Patrimonio y señorío’, p. 179. Zorita 
(1180): ‘Los judios que vinieren a poblar a Zorita tales fueros e tales caloñas ayan quales han los otros 
pobladores christianos. E qui los matare non pague sino ochavo del omesiello.’ AVIII-2, p. 572. 

118 Uclés (1179): ‘Et homines de Ucles qui adduxerint mauros ienuos et de sua uoluntate uenerint ad Ucles 
uel ad suas aldeas, ipsis uiuant securis.’ UCL, p. 237. Estremera (1182): ‘Et homines de Estremera qui 
adduxerint mauros ienuos et de sua volun/tate venerint ad Estremera vel ad suas aldeas, ipsis vivant 
securis.’ Ibid, p. 242.  
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encouraged all free inhabitants, knights and infanzones, Jews and Muslims, to settle freely 

subject to the same calumnias and fueros, under the jurisdiction of the archbishop of 

Toledo. Additionally, sarraceni liberi, or free Muslims, were able to come in and out of 

the village for trading purposes.119  

Given that many of these legal franchises were derived from the same apparent ‘model’ 

or ‘family’, the omission of Muslims from some – but not all – of the fueros is difficult to 

account for. It is likely that the exclusion of Muslims in the Tagus legislation was motivated 

by their condition as military enemies. Yet such an explanation does not fit well with the 

frontier fueros that did accept free Muslims as vicini. The differences might be a 

consequence of scribal errors, but most likely they simply reflect the diversity of localised 

social and political formations present across these regions. 

‘Service’ and fiscal competition 

The fiscal, wrongdoing and settlement clauses of non-Christians were more than simple 

rhetorical statements of power, particularly as they related to a substantial source of revenue 

for local authorities. Although in theory these fiscal resources were at the disposal of the 

monarchs, in practice they were mobilised by the Iberian crowns on behalf of their local 

collaborators. Through the granting out of these rights, the kings of Castile or Aragon 

attempted to secure and expand royal jurisdiction in a region where their authority was 

otherwise lightly felt. 

In the Extremadura, the bishops of Tarazona and Sigüenza were particularly active in 

advancing such an agenda from the first stages of Christian rule in the region. These 

bishoprics competed to secure rights or ‘servitia’ over local inhabitants. These were the 

revenues extracted from the calumnia penalties and other tributes stated in the fueros and 

paid by local settlers, whether Jewish, Christian or Muslim. As soon as the Castilian king 

took Sigüenza around the year 1124, its newly-appointed bishop was granted full 

jurisdiction over local inhabitants, whether Christian, Muslim or Jewish, and their 

‘servitia’.120 Control of servitia effectively delegated juristiction over local inhabitants to 

                                                

119 Santa María de Cortes (1182): ‘Item infançones et milites vel iudei vel sarraceni, qui venerint ad 
populandum ad Sanctam Mariam de Cortes, habeant talem calupniam et tale forum sicut alii populatores… 
Item sarraceni liberi, si cum pro recua mercaturam venerint ad eandaem villam sint securi; et si quis eis 
nocuerit, pectec [sic] LX solidos.’ Hinojosa, Documentos, doc. 50, p. 85. 

120 ‘Concedo etiam illi ut christiani, mauri, sive judei quicumque ejus servitia tenuerint ut ipsius sint et ejus 
pendant judicium, ut nullum alium dominum habeant, aldeyas sive hereditates quas populaverit de 
christianis mauris sive judeis illi soli serviant et ipsius hominis sint.’ DAR, p. 44. 
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its possessor. For instance, in the village of Serón near Sigüenza, Alfonso VII encouraged 

Muslim and Christian settlement in 1138 by rewarding potential inhabitants with the ability 

to ‘pick their own fueros’. However, this donation also granted control over the local 

Muslim community ‘with all of their belongings’ to bishop Bernardo in perpetuity.121 

Meanwhile, the Aragonese king employed a parallel strategy, promoting the see of 

Tarazona as a branch of his own authority in the region. Alfonso I handed over control of 

all of the tithes of the diocese to bishop Miguel, including the vineyards, orchards and mills 

with all of their tributes and lezdas paid to the bishopric respectively by Tarazona’s 

Christian, Jewish and Muslim inhabitants.122 A further grant also conceded control of all of 

the mosques in Tarazona, and also those in the territories within the bishopric’s 

jurisdiction.123 

The relation between settlement policies and the assertion of jurisdiction in these 

regions is confirmed through a settlement licence granted by Alfonso VII to Bernardo of 

Sigüenza on the very same day as the previous grant of Serón to the same recipient, on 16 

September 1138. Through this franchise, the Leonese king granted the exclusive lordship 

(potestas) of bishop Bernardo in the town Sigüenza.124 The text further allowed the 

resettlement of one hundred males with their families, twenty of which should come from 

the municipality of Medinaceli, in order to protect Sigüenza from Muslim incursions. These 

new inhabitants would be free to pick their own fuero and live in Sigüenza without losing 

ownership of their possessions beyond the city limits.125 The jurisdiction of the bishop of 

                                                

121 ‘... cum omnibus suis terminis et suis pertinentiis Mauros quoque qui in eadem villa morantur et populati 
sunt dono praedicto episcopo cum uxoribus suis et tota eorum familia... gente sive mauris sive christianis 
voluerint populent et eis qui ibi populaverint tales foros donent quales quesierint.’ Ibid, pp. 58–60. 

122 ‘…vel in antea tenebit scilicat mesium vel vinearum, vel ortorum seu molendinorum aliorum ve omnium 
tributorum et lezdarum qua vobis spontane vel coacte, tam a christianis, quam a judeis sive eciam a 
saracenis in ipso episcopatu persolvuntur.’ Original in AHN, Clero, Car. 3591, docs. 1–2. Edited in 
Herminio Lafoz Rabaza, Colección diplomática de Santa María la Mayor de Calatayud (Zaragoza, 2000), 
doc. 1, pp. 11–2. 

123 ‘Concedimus quoque ei omnes mezquitas que in ipsa Tirasona sunt, cum omnibus hereditatibus quas 
habebant temporibus saracenorum, prout melius intus et extra noscuntur posedise. Similiter concedimus 
ei, ut in omnibus villis ipsius episcopatus, omnes mezquitas et omnes hereditates omnium illarum 
mezquitarum in suum ecclesieque ius vendicet quantius eliminata ab eisdem omni spurcicia Sathane, et 
sequacias ipsius Mahomet...’ Ibid, doc. 3, pp. 13–4. 

124 ‘... dono et condedo illum locum in quo praedicta Segontina fundata est ecclesia cum omnibus 
haereditatibus quae ad ipsam pertinent ecclesiam, tali scilicet modo ut i? a? ipsum libere et ingenue teneat, 
quod nulla civitatum quae sunt circa, nec alia, nullus merinus nulaque laicalis persona, nisi solus episcopus 
qui ibi fuerit, supra eumdem locum, aut ea quae illi sunt pertinentia, potestatemm aut dominium habeat, 
suam vel tiranidem exerceat.’ Cartulario de la Catedral de Sigüenza, Tomo III, fol. 3. Ed in Juan Pérez 
Villamil, La catedral de Sigüenza en el siglo XII (Madrid, 1899), doc. 1, pp. 444–5. 

125 ‘Verum ne Maurorum qui praedicto loco vicini sunt impetuosa violentia eumdem locum et ecclesiam quae 
ibi est eorumque vicinas possessiones devastare valeant et praedari, concedo domno, Bernardo praesenti, 
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Sigüenza over these men was reasserted in a new grant issued in 1140. This text confirmed 

that the hundred new inhabitants and their families were to receive the laws of 

Medinaceli.126  

The previous episode could be interpreted as evidence of the colonisation of the 

Extremadura by Christian settlers-pioneers. However, the terms of the 1124 fuero suggest 

a more haphazard form of settlement. As previously mentioned, all Christians, Jews and 

Muslims living in Sigüenza would ‘serve’ bishop Bernardo.127 Being under the bishop’s 

servitium firstly implied that these inhabitants could not contract relations to other lords; 

second, that the local curia would be in charge of conducting trials; and finally, that the 

properties and settlements owned by inhabitants in Sigüenza would be under the 

jurisdiction of the bishopric, with its accompanying fiscal implications. Language of 

service, so often narrowly linked to Jews and Muslims as minorities in royal contexts, here 

appears in the context of the negotiation of local fiscalisation and jurisdiction, ultimately 

furthering the establishment of episcopal lordships in Sigüenza and Tarazona.128 

The competition between Tarazona and Sigüenza persisted until the end of the twelfth 

century. In 1172, Alfonso VIII of Castile confirmed the jurisdiction of the chapter of 

Sigüenza and bishop Arderico over the royal taxes collected in Medinaceli, Riba, Atienza, 

Almazán or Molina among others. This included not only the tenth of salt, bread, wine, 

market portazgo and orchards, of the quinta for raids and mills, but also all of the calumnias 

of Christians, Jews and Muslims, including the penalties for homicides and injuries, and 

the military compensation (fonsadera) taxes.129 In 1201 Pedro II awared the bishop of 

                                                

et jam dicto episcopo, ut ad suae ecclesiae suarumque veram defensionem centum casados cum omni suae 
familiae et quae illi sunt neccessaria in praedicto loco habeat et ad suum servitium faciendo ibi populare 
faciat, et ex his quidem centum populatoribus sint viginti tantum de termino medinae, octoginta de aliis 
terris et villis de quibuscumque voluerint venire. Illis quidem qui ad jam dicti loci populationem venerint, 
et ibi populaverint, tales foros dono, ut omnes suas haereditates et suas casas, quaecumque villa vel 
quocumque loco fuerint, liberas et ingenuas et ad suum servitium paratas habeant.’ Ibid. 

126 DAR, pp. 61–2. 
127 As explained in p. 253, fn. 120.  
128 The question of ecclesiastical lordship of Castilian Jews has been recently examined by Soifer-Irish, 

‘Tamquam domino proprio: Contesting Ecclesiastical Lordship’, pp. 534–66. The evidence from Sigüenza 
and Tarazona further reinforces Soifer-Irish’s findings in Palencia and Sahagún. A similar approach with 
regards to Muslim dependants in Aragonese ecclesiastical domains is found in Thomas Barton, 
‘Constructing a Diocese in a Post-conquest Landscape: A Comparative Approach to the Lay Possession 
of Tithes’, Journal of Medieval History 35 (2009), pp. 1–33. 

129 ‘… dono et concedo … vobisque Domno Arderico, Segontinae sedis instante episcopo et omnibus 
successoribus vestris, totam deciman partem omnium reditum qui regalis juris ad praesens esse videntur 
vel in antea adquiri potuerunt in omni Episcopatu vestro, videlicet in Medina, in Ripa, in Atentia, in 
Aellone, in Caracena, in Berlanga, in Vado de Rege, in Valamazan, in Almazano, in Molina et omnibus 
Aldeis praedictarum Villarum, et cum omnibus Villis quae deinceps in episcopatu seguntino factae vel 
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Tarazona the tithes from the Jews and Muslims of Calatayud along with the levies from the 

neighbouring towns of Cetina and Villafeliche.130 By the turn of the century, the relationship 

between these two powerful ecclesiastical lordships and their Jewish and Muslim 

dependants in this trans-Duero region had matured. In contrast with the changing attitude 

towards these groups within the Church in other parts of Latin Christendom, the bishops of 

Tarazona and Sigüenza preserved, if not protected, their relationship towards their Jewish 

and Muslim ‘servi’.  

Autonomy and judicial interactions 

The appearance of Jews and Muslims as free settlers paying taxes and participating in local 

administration on a similar standing to Christian inhabitants raises the question of the 

autonomy of these communities. Even if there is a near total absence of information with 

regards to the collective organisation of non-Christians in the Extremadura or the Tagus 

frontiers, some glimpses in the extant charters allow us to formulate a hypothesis. In 

particular, the evidence of the fuero of Calatayud, along with two cartas de población from 

Zorita and Deza (near Soria), suggest that Jewish and Muslim groups could have organised 

and participated collectively in the life of these frontier towns. 

Some Toledan Jews such as Judah b. Joseph ibn Ezra certainly contributed towards the 

management of the Tagus frontier.131 Judah briefly enjoyed control of the fortress of 

Calatrava in 1147, and in turn, the Jewish community of Zorita – a key base of the Order 

of Calatrava – appears to have had a significant importance in the region. In 1180, the fuero 

of Zorita confirmed that the Jews were to enjoy the same wrongdoing penalties (caloñas) 

‘just as the other inhabitants’.132 Some thirty years later, in 1215, the Castilian 

                                                

populatae fuerint, decimam scilicet partem panis et vini et totius portici et ortorum, et de quintis et 
molendinis et de omnibus calumpniis Christianorum, Judeorum et Maurorum, et de homicidis omnibus, 
et de pectis et fousaderis.’ DAR, pp. 139–44. 

130 ‘Quod ego Garcia Frontinus, Tirasonensis Episcopus, obtinui a Domino Petro Illustrisimo Rege 
Aragonum decimas iudeorum et sarracenorum de Calatayub in terminis eius, et Cetina, et Villafelice de 
omnibus illis creditatibus, quas habent vel sunt habituri, quo prius fuerint christianorum, vel etiam sunt 
future’ Original in AHN, Clero, Car. 3591, perg. 14. Edited in Martín Alvira Cabrer (ed.), Pedro el 
Católico, Rey de Aragón y Conde de Barcelona (1196–1213): Documentos, testimonios y memoria 
histórica (6 vols, Zaragoza, 2010), Vol. I, doc. 269. 

131 According to Ibn Daʾud, Judah was the Castilian almoxarife, or collector of revenues, king Alfonso VII 
entrusted Judah with the control of the supplies for the troops manning the fortress of Calatrava in 1147, 
as the Castilians advanced on Baeza and Almería that same year. Judah also provided shelter for many 
Jewish refugees in Toledo fleeing from the Almohads, and later ‘the king sent for him and made him 
master of his household and ruler of his entire domain’. Yitzhak (Fritz) Baer, A History of the Jews in 
Christian Spain (2 vols., Philadelphia, PA, 1961–66), Vol. I, p. 77. 

132 ‘Los judios que vinieren a poblar a Zorita tales fueros e tales caloñas ayan quales han los otros pobladores 
christianos. E qui los matare non pague sino ochavo del omesiello.’ AVIII-2, doc. 339, p. 572. 
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administrators at the court of infant ruler Enrique of Castile (r. 1214–1217) ratified, in a 

royal contract, a tax rebate to the Jewish aljama of Zorita, just as it had been agreed by his 

father Alfonso VIII before him. This exemption had been agreed as a reward for the 

considerable money that these Jews had procured for the crown at Alfonso VIII’s time of 

need. In exchange, the Jewish aljama, which also controlled the castellum of Zorita, was 

exempt from any further charges or tributes owed to the crown.133 The grant serves not only 

as confirmation that the repoblación thesis understates the diversity of frontier 

communities, but also evidences a tangible contribution by a Jewish community towards 

the consolidation of the Castilian polity. 

A similar concession, albeit of lesser import, was made by the same Alfonso VIII to 

the Muslims of Deza, just north of Alhama de Aragón and Calatayud, possibly during his 

minority years.134 In this singular franchise, kept in a Romance copy of the original charter, 

the Castilian king confirmed that locals would have to pay a tax of two meticales 

individually every February in exchange for not going on fonsadera (the duty to go on a 

royally-sanctioned military expedition), as well as a fifth of fruits. This document evidently 

considered the locals as ‘peaceful Muslims’, given that, in exchange for these triubutes, the 

Muslims of Deza were free from all other exactions or service (seruiçios), and should not 

be put under the authority of a Muslim or a Christian.135 Like in most other charters of the 

                                                

133 ‘Presentibus et futuris notum sit et manifestum, quod ego Henricus, d.g. rex Castelle et Toleti, attendens, 
quod patri meo A. felicissime memorie multum in pecunia servivistis, quia tempore suo accidit ipsum 
multas habere necessitates, pro quibus vos ipse m[olestavit], attendens eciam ego, quod ad presens servitis 
mi[chi] in castello meo de Çorita tene[ndo, facio cartam exemp]cionis et confirmacionis et stabilitatis 
vobis aliame iudeorum de Çorita, vobis tenentibus castellum de [Çorita, et vos om]nes absolvo et quito 
ab omni pecta et a petitione et om[ni tribu]to ita quod nunquam aliquid pectetis mi[chi vos nec aliqui] 
vestri et cognoveritis et[iam quod nichil in]de [michi] debetis. Si quis vero hanc cartam infringere vel 
diminuere ausu teme[rario presumpserit, iram dei omnipotentis] plenarie incurrat et [parti regie] mile 
aureos in cauto persolvat, et da[mnum] insuper illatum reddat duplicatum.’ AVIII-3, pp. 710–1. 

134 Archivo Municipal de Deza, kept in later confirmations, eventually ratified by Isabel I of Castile on 12 
June 1494. Edited in AVIII-3, doc. 947, p. 637. Note that a separate carta de población was granted by 
Alfonso VIII to the inhabitants of Deza confirming that they held the fuero of Soria. This undated franchise 
did not mention the local Muslims. Ibid, doc. 946, p. 636. 

135 ‘Tambien a los presentes como a los que estan por venir conoscida et magnifiesta cosa sea como yo don 
Alfonso, por la gracia de Dios rey de Castilla, de Toledo, en uno con mi madre la reyna donna Leonor, do 
et otorgo a todos los moros pobladores que vinieren poblar a Deça tal fuero, que en cada anno den la 
quinta parte de todos los fructos que labraren, et cada uno dellos que den dos mencales. en cada anno en 
el mes de março por razón de fonsadera, et ellos pagando estas cosas, quitoles de todo otro pecho, pedido, 
fonsado, fonsaderas et seruiçios que ningund moro poblador en Deça en ninguna parte del mi reyno non 
sea enpenado por moro, nin aun por cristiano, nin por su sennor, nin el cristiano non sea enpenado por 
moro nin aun por su sennor. Qualquiera que esta carta quebrantare caya en la yra de Dios et peche al rey 
mill dineros.’ AVIII-3, p. 637. 
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region, the fundamental concern in Deza was to enshrine the nominal and fiscal allegiances 

of these inhabitants to a particular ruler and his domain.  

The charters of Deza and Zorita hint at the existence of organised Jewish and Muslim 

communities in some of the settlements of the Extremadura and Tagus regions, as well as 

similar administrative mechanisms regulating interreligious interactions to those found in 

the Ebro valley. A comparable approach to non-Christians is found in the fuero of 

Calatayud, that went beyond the brief wrongdoing statements found in other frontier fueros. 

These laws outlined some instances of the administrative accommodation of Jewish and 

Muslim inhabitants as part of the Christian settlement, suggesting a greaty social diversity 

in these frontier local settlements than normally accounted for. 

Confirming the insecurity of life at this settlement, the laws of Calatayud shared many 

of its clauses with the rest of the Extremadura legislation. In conditions that recalled the 

rules of Sepúlveda, whoever relocated to this town would have their debts redeemed and 

their possessions in other lands sold for them.136 If a murderer sought refuge within the 

boundaries of the municipality, no one could chase the criminal without informing the local 

urban administration, or concejo, first.137 For murders between neighbours of Calatayud, 

the penalty for homicide was set at 300 solidi. Of that, 100 solidi would go to the king’s 

coffers, while the remaining two thirds would be transfered to the relatives of the murdered 

individual. If the next of kin could not prove the murder, the defendant could save himself 

from the penalty with the testimony of twelve inhabitants.138 In this context, non-Christians 

were confirmed to have the same wrongdoing protections as Christian vicini: killing a Jew 

or a Muslim was penalised with 300 solidi if it could be proven. If not, the defendant could 

exonerate himself by swearing an oath on his innocence.139 These edicts suggest similar 

                                                

136 ‘Et totos populatores qui vinerint ad Calatajube populare de totos debitos que habuerint factos, et calonias 
et dannos fuerint super illos, de rege, et de totos allios homines, sint solutos, et finitos, et ubicumque 
habuerint hereditates, et habere, habeant illum totum salvum et ingenuum, liberum et francum pro vendere, 
et dare, et impignorare, cui ipsi voluerint.’ FCal, §3, pp. 32–3. 

137 ‘Pro illo omiciero qui fugerit ad Calatajube, aut qui adduxerit muliere rapita, si aliquis incalçaverit illos 
non intret post illos in termino de Calatajube usque faciat sciente ad concilio [sic].’ Ibid, §27, p. 39. 

138 ‘Et si homine de Calatajube mataverit ad suo vicino, et parentes de mortuo firmare potuerint, ipse qui fecit 
pectet CCC solidos, C solidos ad regem, CC solidos ad suos parentes, et si tille qui fecerit omiciero; et si 
non potuerint firmare parentes, salvet se cum XII juratores vicinos; et quod omiciero, sicut superius dixi, 
extet intro sua casa novem diez, post novem diez exeat de villa, et stet foras usque habeat amorem de 
parentes mortui; et si qui fuerit mortuus non habuerit parentes, Concilio accipiat suo omicidio, et  faciat 
per sua anima ubi fuerit necesse.’ Ibid, §6, pp. 33–4.  

139 ‘Et christiano qui mataverit judeo aut mauro, si fuerit manifiesto, pectet CCC solidos; et si negaverit salvet 
se esse cum sibi altero, cum jura quod non fecit.’ Ibid, §35, p. 41. This is very similar terminology as that 
found in Alfonso VI’s fueros of the Jews of León and the fuero of Santarém. The same can be said of the 
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concerns around the jurisdiction and fiscalisation in territories where royal authority was 

difficult to enforce, and as such the fuero should be regarded in the same light as other 

legislation of neighbouring Aragonese Extremadura frontier towns. 

At the same time, the laws of Calatayud went beyond most other frontier legislation in 

its edicts concerning non-Christians. First, the fuero unpacked the diffuse relationship 

between fiscal exemptions, wrongdoing securities and the need for settlers. Along with the 

aforementioned wrongdoing protections, Jews and Muslims were encouraged to relocate to 

Calatayud, and buy or sell ‘whatever they wished and could afford to.’140 Furthermore, 

settlers of all religious denominations were also compelled to acquire local property and 

even have dependants in their lands, as well as discouraging the exodus of inhabitants to 

Islamic lands. Mirroring the eleventh-century laws of León, this legal franchise allowed 

any landowners who were vicini of Calatayud to ‘keep men’ in their domains. Dependants 

tied to the land would only answer to their lords, whether Christian, Jewish or Muslim.141 

Calatayud’s laws also set the mechanisms by which disputes should be resolved, 

following a system of interreligious litigation similar to that seen in the Ebro valley or La 

Rioja fueros. The laws stated the judicial procedure to be followed in disputes between 

members of the three faiths. If a Christian inflicted bodily harm on a Jew, they should not 

come to blows; if the Jewish victim had both a Jewish and a Christian witness, the Christian 

perpetrator should make financial redress to the victim; if the Jewish victim did not have 

any witnesses, the Christian should swear that he did not do it. The same procedure was to 

be followed in the case of a Muslim, and if a Jew injured a Christian.142 Furthermore, in 

any dispute the defendant had to prove their case with the support of a witness statement 

                                                

fact that false testimony was resolved with a judicial duel. ‘Et testes falsos sint tornados per batalla’. Ibid, 
§29, p. 39. The judicial procedure in the case for murders between vicini is described earlier in Calatayud’s 
laws: ‘Et si homine de Calatajube mataverit ad suo vicino, et parentes de mortuo firmare potuerint, ipse 
qui fecit pectet CCC solidos, C solidos ad regem, CC solidos ad suos parentes, et si tille qui fecerit 
omiciero; et si non potuerint firmare parentes, salvet se cum XII juratores vicinos; et quod omiciero, sicut 
superius dixi, extet intro sua casa novem diez, post novem diez exeat de villa, et stet foras usque habeat 
amorem de parentes mortui; et si qui fuerit mortuus non habuerit parentes, Concilio accipiat suo omicidio, 
et faciat per sua anima ubi fuerit necesse.’ Ibid, §6, pp. 33–4. 

140 ‘Et christianos et mauros et judeos comprent unus de alio ubi voluerint et potuerint.’ Ibid, §43, p. 41. 
141 ‘Et vecino de Calatajube qui potuerit tenere homines in suo solare christianos aut moros aut judeos ad illo 

respondeat et non ad ullio alio seniore.’ Ibid, §7, p. 34. 
142 ‘Et si christiano ad judeo feriret non intret illi in manu, et si fecerit livores et habuerit judeo et christiano 

pectet las livores, et si non habet testes iuret quod non fecit, et de mauro similiter fiat. Et de judeo contra 
christiano similiter fiat.’ Ibid, §55, p. 46. 
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and oath from a local co-religionist.143 With some minor distinctions, this procedure echoes 

the one described in the franchises of the Jews of León and Santarém. Yet a different 

emphasis can be perceived vis à vis the Karta inter christianos et iudaeos, one that is closer 

to the preoccupations in Nájera or the Ebro valley. Caltayud’s laws emphasised the critical 

importance of correctly performing a testimony towards the legitimacy of the judicial 

process. In perhaps the most peculiar and well-known clause included in these laws, the 

fuero outlined the correct procedure to be followed by litigants while swearing oaths. The 

Christian would hold a cross, a Jew would swear over a Torah scroll, and a Muslim would 

swear an oath in Arabic, ‘alamin catçamo et talat teleta’. As discussed in Chapter 3, this 

oath was consistent with contemporary Islamic oath-taking invocations and with other 

similar transliterations included in later Aragonese legal codes.144  

There is no denying that the fuero of Calatayud is atypical.145 Evidently, the treatment 

of Jews and Muslims in this settlement did not necessarily apply to all of the Extremadura 

or the Tagus regions.146 It appears that Calatayud was itself at the fringe between the 

underpopulated expanses of land south of the Duero and the densely-inhabited Ebro valley, 

owing to the high concentration of Muslims remained in the Jalón and Jiloca River valleys 

after the Aragonese takeover.147 Nonetheless, precisely because of its peculiarities, the fuero 

of Calatyud reflects a key aspect of the frontier regions beyond the Duero River. 

Contrasting local conditions had a significant impact on the social and political composition 

of highly nucleated frontier settlements. As the royal grant to the Jews of Zorita and the 

carta of the Muslims of Deza attest, non-Christians settled in these regions in spite of the 

adverse conditions. The fate of captive Muslims protected as merchandise – also found in 

Calatayud’s fuero – was not incompatible with the presence of an autonomous Muslim 

community operating in the same local concejo, helping to settle these otherwise scarcely 

populated regions. 

                                                

143 ‘Et christiano firmet ad judeo cum christiano, et judeo, et judeus ad christiano similiter, et de mauro 
similiter.’ Ibid, §36, p. 41. 

144 ‘Et christiano juret ad judeo et ad mauro super cruce. Et judeus juret ad christiano in carta sua Atora 
tenendo. Et mauro qui voluerit jurare ad christiano et dicat “Alamin catçamo et talat, teleta”.’ Ibid. 

145 For Ana María Barrero García the language and structure of the fuero of Calatayud does not fit with the 
standard language employed at the Aragonese chancery, and needs to be understood as bearing significant 
Castilian influences. Barrero, El fuero de Teruel, p. 79. 

146 In fact, the fuero of Medinaceli not only omitted the general parity between inhabitants found in other 
fueros, but also explicitly forbade the use of Jews and Muslims as advocates at court. ‘Vecino non tenga 
voz si non de moro o de judio.’ CFM, p. 436. 

147 Catlos, ‘Secundum Suam Zunam’, pp. 18–20. 
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5.3. Conclusion 

The analysis of the legislation of the Extremadura and the Tagus regions yields 

contradictory results regarding the dynamics of settlement and legislation at the fringes of 

Castile, Aragon and Navarre. The similarities between the different fueros of this region 

suggest that the legal transmission was fast and formulaic, spreading unchanged legislation 

from Soria, Daroca or Medinaceli all the way to Carcastillo or Peña in Navarre, and Uclés 

or Estremera in La Mancha, soon after the military conquests of these towns from Andalusī 

dominion. Aragonese, Navarrese and Castilian rulers alike employed the same legal 

template to assert their influence in the region, even though the laws themselves depicted 

a local world where royal administration had little influence over local affairs. At the same 

time, the haphazard legal proliferation of specific fueros presented in this chapter appears 

to have been instigated by local specificities and historical contingencies, challenging the 

tendency by historians to view the process of colonisation of these frontiers as an inexorable 

phenomenon. 

Owing precisely to the liminality of frontier life, it is common to find Muslims as vicini 

in the fueros, all while the same franchises also targeted these ethno-religious groups in 

two distinct ways. First and foremost, these laws made a crucial distinction between free 

Muslim settlers and captive Muslims, along with the new category of converts. The contact 

of warfare and raiding along these porous frontiers meant that the practices of captivity, as 

well as the institutions and legal mechanisms that regulated them, were shaped through the 

interaction across these porous frontiers. For this reason, considering the frontier in the 

Tagus as ‘empty’ or ‘closed’ is unhelpful, as the ransom economy required the preservation 

of trade routes and communications networks to and from al-Andalus. The evidence of the 

portazgo lists shows how ransoming worked, Muslims being one of the many trading goods 

being moved between the Tagus region and the southern Islamic regions by the end of the 

twelfth century.  

The position of Jews in these ‘frontier fueros’ contrasts with contemporary legislation 

in La Rioja or the Ebro valley. Unlike other regions of Iberia, Jewish communities did not 

feature prominently in these pieces of legislation. This was a consequence of the focus of 

the extant fueros on settlement and military aspects of frontier life, rather than on the 

intricacies of interreligious administrative interaction. Jewries of these regions were not as 

large or influential as those of Burgos or Estella; however, Jews certainly were present in 
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the region. As the cases of Calatrava and Zorita suggest, Jews could man, and even manage 

key military outposts. Coupled with the financial contribution to Alfonso VIII’s coffers at 

a time of need for the crown by the aljama of Zorita, the evidence indicates not just the 

participation of Jews in Christian society, but their contribution as agents of Castilian 

consolidation in areas where royal authority was lightly felt.  

Conditions in these territories were not easy; raiding, military campaigns and captivity 

were all embedded in the fabric of society. As many of the fueros explicitly suggested, the 

clauses were a consequence of life at the frontera sarracenorum. In this context, the 

presence of non-Christians in these fueros, bearing the same rights and subject to the same 

fiscal regime as any other settlers, is striking. Jews and Muslims were often put in the same 

category by the Castilian and Aragonese legislators, both in clauses permitting their 

settlement and in negotiating administrative encounters. In fact, the lack of institutionalised 

discrimination, particularly against Muslims, is remarkable. In comparison to the violence 

against enemies in contemporary theatres of war such as the Albigensian crusade, the 

Extremadura and Tagus legislation emerges as shockingly tame.148 The permissiveness was 

a symptom of the need to attract and retain settlers, as well as securing revenues for 

sovereigns and their local agents in an already harsh environment. Overall, the presence of 

Muslims and Jews among the local settlers, often treated as vicini, and sporadically as 

autonomous collectives, challenges the tendency by historians to homogenise these 

borderland societies. 

  

                                                

148 García Fitz, ‘¿De exterminandis sarracenis?’, p. 162. 
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Figure 48. AHN, Sigil-Sello, Car. 104, perg. 3(r). Fuero of Calatayud, copy from the Colegiata of Calatayud. 
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Chapter 6. The fueros extensos of Teruel and Cuenca at 
the turn of the thirteenth century 

Standing at opposite sides of the mountain range connecting the central Iberian plateaus 

with the Ebro valley and the Sharq al-Andalus, Islamic Teruel and Cuenca had withstood 

the fading of Almoravid power in Iberia by 1170. However, as the fueros activity in the 

nearby settlements of Uclés or Amposta suggests, the areas flanking the southernmost tip 

of the Sistema Ibérico mountain range opened up to Christian expansion in the last third of 

the twelfth century. Soon after the Aragonese and Castilian conquests of Teruel (1171) and 

Cuenca (1177), the new occupants commissioned the drafting of what would constitute two 

of the best-known examples of codified municipal legislation in medieval Iberia.  

Simultaneously commissioned by Alfonso II and Alfonso VIII, the fueros of Cuenca 

and Teruel have been preserved as so-called ‘fueros extensos’. Kept in an array of Latin 

and Romance codices, these pieces of municipal law are challenging to situate 

chronologically. Their structure and layout, in large part, responded to the priorities of 

thirteenth- and fourteenth-century compilers.1 Possibly compiled for administrative or legal 

consultation, the fueros of Teruel and Cuenca acted as a bridge between the legal and 

institutional procedures of the eleventh and twelfth centuries, and the growing  

professionalisation and ‘Romanisation’ of Aragonese and Castilian legal practice around 

1200.2 The lack of any additional records in Albarracín, Teruel, and Cuenca make it 

                                                

1 In Teruel’s case, two Latin thirteenth-century codices are extant which have been the basis of its edited 
versions. Alongside these texts, a series of later Romance copies that have conventionally been seen as 
copies from the Latin text. For a full description of the manuscripts and editions, see María del Mar Agudo 
Romeo, Ana Isabel Lapeña Paúl and María Luz Rodrigo Estevan, ‘Las fuentes: manuscritos y ediciones 
de los fueros de Teruel y Albarracín’, in José Antonio Salas Auséns et al. (eds.), Tiempo de derecho foral 
en el sur aragonés: los fueros de Teruel y Albarracín. Tomo I : estudios (Zaragoza, 2007), pp. 281–320. 
See also Barrero, El fuero de Teruel, pp. 55–6. The edition by Caruana (abbreviated as FTer) is used here, 
albeit its pitfalls. For an account of the ‘family’ of Cuenca and the different manuscript traditions, see Ana 
María Barrero García, ‘La familia de los fueros de Cuenca’, AHDE 46 (1976), pp. 713–26. Ureña’s edition 
(abbreviated as FCu), used as the main source for this thesis, contains a parallel edition of all manuscripts. 
For his study of the different versions, see FCu, pp. clxx–i. Ureña’s edition is also used by J.F. Powers in 
his edition and translation, The Code of Cuenca: Municipal Law on the Twelfth–Century Castilian 
Frontier (Philadelphia, PA, 2000). 

2 It is possible that the drafting of Cuenca’s code was inspired by Alfonso VIII’s patronage of the studium of 
Palencia, alike the influence of Montpellier’s lawyers in the compilation of the Usatges at the Barcelonese 
court. However, the importance of this ‘Romanisation’ outside of the elites and literary circles at the court 
of Alfonso VIII should not be overstated. Peter Linehan, A Partible Inheritance, pp. 38–9. See also Joseph 
O’Callaghan, The Cortes of Castile-León, 1188–1350 (Philadelphia, PA, 1989), p. 15. For a similar 
problem in relation to the Usatges of Barcelona, see Chapter 1, pp. 65–6. The question of the legal literacy 
of the compilers and the dating of the Latin versions is also discussed in Barrero, El fuero de Teruel, pp. 
62–8 and 74–7; eadem, ‘La familia de los fueros de Cuenca’, pp. 719–23. c.f. José Castañé, El Fuero de 
Teruel. Edición crítica con introducción y traducción (Teruel, 1989), p. 21. 
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impossible to contextualise the fueros in the first decades of Castilian and Aragonese 

presence in the region. In consequence, mysteries surround the demographic and social 

composition of these towns when Alfonso VIII of Castile and Alfonso II of Aragon 

commissioned the texts.3 The lack of records, combined with the preservation of the 

municipal codes in their codified forms, have deterred analyses of the legislation from a 

twelfth-century perspective.4  

There are reasons to believe that a large portion of the preserved legislation formed 

part of the original texts commissioned by Alfonso II and Alfonso VIII respectively.5 An 

internal analysis of the texts in comparison with contemporary fueros breves from other 

Iberian regions suggests that the fueros of Teruel and Cuenca were the result of the ‘legal 

creativity’ at the frontiers between Aragon, Navarre and Castile over the eleventh and 

twelfth centuries. With influences not just from Castilian texts but also from the Upper 

Ebro valley and Navarre, as well as from the ‘frontier fueros’ of the Extremadura and Tagus 

regions, these were the ‘the ultimate culmination and combination of these streams in the 

Iberian Cordillera’.6  

                                                

3 A relation of preserved documents from Teruel and Albarracín can be found in César Laguía, Catálogo de 
la Sección de Pergaminos del Archivo de la S.I. Catedral de Albarracín (Teruel, 1955); idem, Catálogo 
de los pergaminos, y documentos insertos en ellos, existentes en el archvio de la S.I. Catedral de Teruel 
(Teruel, 1953); idem, Índice de los pergaminos, y documentos insertos en ellos, existentes en el archivo 
de la ciudad de Teruel (Madrid, 1950). Cuenca’s Cathedral has 40 documents before the year 1203, but 
most of documents refer to the cathedral curia, with barely any ‘private’ charters of sale, and none of them 
referring to religious minorities. Francisco Antonio Chacón Gómez-Monedero et al. (eds), Catálogo de la 
sección institucional del Archivo de la Catedral de Cuenca (Madrid, 2008). 

4 When these codes have been examined in relation to the eleventh and twelfth centuries, studies have tended 
to underline their apparent Castilian origin. For instance García Gallo, ‘Aportación al estudio’, pp. 430–
40; Alberto García Ulecia, Los factores de diferenciación entre las personas en los fueros de la 
Extremadura castellano-aragonesa (Sevilla, 1975), pp. 357–60. 

5 Some of the details in the prologue to the fuero of Cuenca’s details raises the likelihood that large parts of 
this code were commissioned by Alfonso VIII between 1189 and 1193. Ureña (FCu) gives the most 
accepted date of 1189 as a terminus post quem. This is why the date is used as the terminus ante quem in 
the title of this dissertation. For the complex issue of dating of these fueros, see the discussion in Powers, 
Code of Cuenca, pp. 18–23. In the case of Teruel only the first 2 folia can be securely dated to 1 October 
1176, the conventional date given for the whole volume. The text starts with the following dating clause: 
‘In christi nomine hic incipiunt instituciones Turolii atque forum... In primis populatoribus Turolii, quo 
modo sunt et qui venturi sunt postea, Dono et concedo omnes subscriptos terminos liberos et inmunes.’ 
FTer, §3, pp. 77–9. Given that the fuero of Cuenca eventually spread throughout New Castile and La 
Mancha as a template during the reign of Fernando III of Castile, these texts must have been compiled by 
the time it had become a legal export in the 1210s. Powers, Code of Cuenca, pp. 20–1. 

6 ‘The evidence of legal creativity present in the growth of municipal military law clearly indicates the need 
for revising the thesis that Castilian precedents were the exclusive ones in the development of the towns. 
Future consideration must take into account the law of Upper Aragon, Navarre, and La Rioja, and the 
ultimate culmination and combination of these streams in the Iberian Cordillera with its final summation 
in the Cuenca-Teruel charters of the late twelfth century.’ Powers, ‘Frontier Competition and Legal 
Creativity’, p. 482. Ana María Barrero also suggested that Teruel was the ‘culminación del Derecho de la 
Extremadura aragonesa’, arguing for an earlier formulation to the laws of Cuenca. Ana María Barrero 
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The legal literacy of the compilers and the intended audience of the texts are crucial 

towards making sense of the position of Jews and Muslims in these fueros. In contrast with 

contemporary canon law or thirteenth-century Iberian legislation such as the Siete Partidas, 

clauses regarding Jews and Muslims in the laws of Cuenca and Teruel did not have any 

noticeable Roman or Patristic influences.7 Instead, the edicts regarding Jews and Muslims 

in the codes of Cuenca and Teruel were a synthesis of the legal traditions found in the 

fueros issued in the previous two centuries, as studied in the preceding pages of this 

dissertation. The ensuing chapter covers three aspects that characterise Teruel and Cuenca’s 

treatment of Jews and Muslims. First, the question of Jews as servi regis is reconsidered in 

relation to the question of non-Christian wrongdoing and its fiscalisation. Second, the 

chapter will highlight the edicts that explicitly distinguished between free and unfree 

Muslims, and its intra-community implications. Finally, the chapter will examine the 

extensive legislation included in these fueros concerning inter-faith trials and local 

administrative encounters.  

Through these themes, the codes of Cuenca and Teruel depicted a legal and social 

world that was halfway between the militarised, autonomous municipalities of the Tagus 

and Extremadura frontiers, and the more sophisticated interreligious administrative 

processes simultaneously taking place in the Ebro valley. In addition, some innovations are 

perceived in the regulation of local administration found in these fueros. These changes 

suggest that the fueros of Teruel and Cuenca combined previous legal expertise dealing 

with non-Christians across Iberia with new attitudes towards the value of institutions, 

legislation and royal power as they emerged in the late twelfth century. The result is a rich 

set of laws, standing at the crossroads between fuero breve and fuero extenso.  

                                                

García, El fuero de Teruel. Su historia, proceso de formación y reconstrucción crítica (Teruel, 1979), pp. 
33–40. 

7 Contrasting, for instance, with the Siete Partidas. Alfonso X’s famous law code rejected some of the more 
intransigent aspects of Late Antique legislation on Judaism, particularly the Visigothic and Isidorian texts, 
for instance those sanctioning forced conversions. Dwayne E. Carpenter, Alfonso X and the Jews: an 
edition of and commentary on Siete partidas 7.24 ‘De los judios’ (Berkeley, CA, 1986). However, Robert 
I. Burns, Las Siete Partidas, Volume 5. Underworlds: The Dead, the Criminal, and the Marginalized 
(Partidas VI and VII) (Philadelphia, PA, 2001), pp. xxvi–xxxv, depicts a more ambivalent picture than 
Carpenter, both concerning the interactions between the three faith groups during Alfonso X’s reign, and 
the portrayal of such relations in Partidas VII–24 and VII–25. 
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Figure 49. Map of the fueros of the Tagus frontier, including Teruel and Cuenca. The terrain is in highlighted to emphasise the steepness of the 

geographic features of the Serranía de Cuenca and the Sierra de Albarracín, that divides Cuenca from Teruel and Albarracín. 

 

 
Figure 50. The conquests of al-Andalus, 1150-1300. From Flocel Sabaté, Atlas de la Reconquista (Madrid, 2001). 
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6.1. Teruel and Cuenca’s Jews: a special status? 

The most famous passage concerning Jews found in the fueros of Teruel and Cuenca was 

the prescription that the Jews were servi regis, or ‘serfs of the king’, under the jurisdiction 

of the royal fisc. As explained in the Introduction, these clauses have been commonly used 

in discussions of Jewish submissive status in Latin Christendom, often neglecting the 

broader context in which these texts were written.8 Specifically, the assertion was included 

in wrongdoing regulations against the local Jewish communities. As such, the rapport 

between monarch and Jewish inhabitants needs to be understood on the management of 

royal financial assets and the assertion of royal power in the locality. The wrongdoing 

regulations depict an informal economic relationship, rather than a position of legal 

imbalance. 

In Cuenca, the penalty for homicide against a Jew was set at the extraordinarily high 

rate of 500 solidi.9 The code then explained that for offences against Jews, all of the 

calumpnia penalty went to the king and no one else, ‘because the Jews are servi regis and 

subordinate to the royal fisc’.10 The fuero of Teruel, although not as neatly arranged into 

chapters and edicts, expressed the same idea: 

‘Similarly, if a Christian injured a Jew or if he killed him and it was proved so, pay 500 solidi 
according to the fuero between Christians and Jews without no other exaction. The Christian 
shall swear a testimony and he shall be believed. If truly a Jew injured or killed a Christian and 
it was proven he shall pay the penalty (calumpniam) according to the fuero of Teruel, with no 
other injury the Jew shall swear a testimony and shall be believed according to the fuero. For 
injuries truly the Jewish defendant shall save himself from the accusation with the testimony of 
20 Jewish neighbours as the fuero states. It is known that Jews do no take any share of the 
penalty, both in the case of injuries and homicide it is all of the King. Because Jews are serfs 
of the king and always entrusted to his treasury. Similarly, the judge shall not take the ninth 
part of the penalty.’11 

                                                

8 See Introduction, pp. 7–9. Some additional remarks regarding Jews as servi can be found in Chapter 4, p. 
206. Such collective definition contrasts with individuals who are also seen as servi, as explained in 
Chapter 3, pp. 154–8. 

9 ‘Item si catholicus appellam percusserit aut occiderit pectet quingentos soldos regi si probari potuerit, sicut 
forum est inter iudeum et christianum.’ FCu, 29:32, p. 632. 

10 ‘Quod tota calumpnia iudei sit regis et non alterius. Et est sciendum quod in calumpnia iudei, iudeus nullam 
habet partem, tota enim regis est. Nam iudei serui regis sunt et fisco desputati. Similiter iudex non habet 
septimum in calumpnia iudei, cum nullum habet sudorem in exigendam.’ FCu, 29:33, pp. 632–3. 

11 ‘Item si christianus iudeum percusserit aut occiderit et ei probatum fuerit, ut forum inter judeum et 
christianum precipit, pectet D solidos, sin autem pro percussione, iuret solus adversarius et credatur. Si 
forte iudeus christianum percusserit vel occiderit et ei probatum fuerit, pectet quamcumque calupniam 
fecerit ad forum Turolii, sin autem pro percussione iuret judeus, et sit creditus iuxta forum. Pro occisione 
vero salvet se cum XII vicinis judeis ut forum precipit et credatur. Sed est sciendum quod iudeus non 
habet partem in sua calumpnia, sive sit percussionis, sive homicidii, quia est domini regis tota. Nam judei 
servi regis sunt, et semper fisco regio deputati. Similiter judex in calumpnia judei novemnum non accipiat 
nec habeat, cum nullum sudorem in illam habeat exiguendam.’ FTer, §425, p. 345. 
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As explained throughout this dissertation, wrongdoing protections for Jews and Muslims, 

and the royal entitlement to the resulting penalties, was pivotal in framing the relationship 

between monarchs and their non-Christians subjects. Teruel and Cuenca’s servi regis 

clauses suggest a more elaborate rendering of the regulation of torts and crimes found in 

previous Iberian fueros from León to Jaca or Santarém. The basics were nonetheless the 

same; like in the Karta inter iudeos et christianos, the king stood as the key safeguard in 

negotiating these disputes. Furthermore, the very high penalties found in both fueros, 

contrasting with the penalties for other local inhabitants and Muslims, confirms the royal 

protection enjoyed by local Jews. In Cuenca, the murder of a Christian vicinus would result 

in the payment of a restitution payment of 200 aurei, as well as a penalty of an eighth part 

of 300 aurei to be paid to the king’s coffers.12 The same procedure was applied when a free 

Muslim (maurum pacis) injured or killed a Christian, and vice versa.13 Meanwhile, in 

Teruel the homicide of a local neighbour was punishable with 400 aureos alfonsinos and 

300 solidi, and once again free Muslims were protected by, and liable to, the same rules.14 

To some extent, this regulatory framework ‘indicates that in attacking a Jew a Christian 

is attacking royal property.’15 Yet this was not so much a tangible ownership as an 

abstractly-conceived fiscal relationship, whereby local Jews received royal protection, just 

as any other royal dependants, in exchange for financial retributions to the crown. In sum, 

these clauses sought to protect the functioning of the royal ‘palatium’ in the locality.16 This 

                                                

12 ‘Quod omnis homicida pectet CC aureos et octauam partem CCC solidorum et exeat inimicus. Mando 
etiam quod quicumque homicidium perpetrauerit pectet calumonias ducentorum aureorum, et mihi 
octauam partem trecentorum solidorum. Residuum uero istorum solidorum uobis remitto pro dei amore 
et uestra dilectioni. Isti enim trecenti solidi mei sunt de iure ad faciendum de illis quod mihi uisum fuerit; 
homicida autem postquam calumpnias soluerit, et octauam partem homicidii, exeat inimicus.’ FCu, 14:1, 
pp. 368–9; c.f. with FCu, Ch. 14, ‘De calumpniis homicidarum et de diffidiatis’, pp. 368–408. 

13 ‘Quicumque maurum pacis percusserit aut occiderit, pectet pro eo sicut pro christiano.’ The opposite is 
also true: ‘Si maurus pacis christianum percusserit, uel occiderit, pro percussione pectet calumpniam ad 
forum conchense: pro occisione mittatur in manu querelosi, ut ipse extorqueat ab eo peccuniam 
calumpniarum, et tandem de corpore faciat quicquid ipse uoluerit.’ FCu, 11:20–11:21, p. 316. 

14 ‘Mando etiam quod vicinus Turolii qui alium hominem vicinum Turolii occiderit pectet CCCC aureos 
alfonsinos et CCC solidos et exeat pro inimico de Turolio et de suo terminu, si fuerit victus. Et, si 
negaverit, respondeat pari suo et si victus fuerit in campo, pectet dictam calumpniam et exeat inimicus. Si 
vero victus non fuerit dirreptetur in campo et inibi salutetur. Et si quis illum salutare noluerit, ut dictum 
est, pectet C aureos alfonsinos judici et alcaldibus et exeat pro inimico.’ FTer, §17, p. 84. ‘Similiter 
quicumque maurum pacis occiderit aut percusserit, pectet pro eo sicut pro christiano si probatum fuerit, 
vel salvet se sicut pro christiano. Et si maurus pacis christianum percusserit, pectet calumpniam ad forum 
Turolii sicut christianus. Sed si christianus obierit, pro morte mitant eum in manum querelosi ut ipse 
extorqueat ab eo pecuniam calumpniarum, et tandem de eius corpore faciat ad suam propriam voluntatem.’ 
FTer, §37, pp. 91–2. 

15 David Abulafia, ‘The Servitude of Jews and Muslims in the Medieval Mediterranean’, pp. 690–1. 
16 The importance of the royal palatium in local fiscalisation warrented a whole section of the fueros of 

Teruel and Cuenca on the subject. FCu, 1:21, pp. 126–30, ‘In quibus calumpniis ius habeat palatium’, 
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term referred to a royal establishment that might be best understood as a royal treasury, 

rather than a royal residence. This reading is further confirmed by the replacement of the 

term ‘palatium regis’, as found in the code of Cuenca, by ‘fiscum regis’ in the Forum 

Turolii. The Romance translations of these edicts went even further, referring to royal fisc 

as a ‘thesoro’ (treasure) or ‘real bolsa’ (royal purse).17 In fact, similar franchises from 

Alfonso VIII’s chancery suggest that the situation of Jews in Teruel and Cuenca was not 

exceptional. In the fuero of Miranda de Ebro, probably drafted on the same year as Teruel’s 

fuero, half of the calumnia penalties of all homicides, including that of Jews and Muslims, 

would go to the camara regis.18 As the evidence of Miranda confirms, the royal ‘palace’ or 

‘chamber’ was not a residence, but rather a local institution protecting royal interests in the 

locality. The emphasis of these clauses was therefore on the collection and protection of 

royal fiscal assets and royal jurisdiction in Teruel and Cuenca, rather than establishing a 

servile legal condition for these Jewish communities.  

The servi regis wrongdoing clauses also confirm that even though Jews were tied to 

the crown, they were also local citizens, or vicini. In exchange for royal enjoyment of 

Jewish taxes and penalties, the fueros confirmed that Jewish neighbours of Cuenca and 

Teruel had the same rights as their Christian neighbours, while also conserving their own 

intra-communal institutional and judicial autonomy. The codes of Teruel and Cuenca 

asserted that the settling of disputes and the payment of penalties had to be conducted ‘as 

the fuero between a Jew and a Christian prescribes’ (ut forum inter judeum et christianum 

precipit). This statement confirmed that alongside the general municipal framework 

applying to all vicini and embodied by the fueros extensos, the term fuero here referred to 

                                                

defines the dues to be given to the palace, including a fourth of the calumnia in case of homicide or rape 
(reduced from the half of the calumnia imposed by most fueros). Similar clauses are also found in Teruel. 
In Teruel, the king shared the palatium with the bishop: ‘Et in villa Turolii nullum habeat palacium nisi 
de me, Rege aragonis, et de episcopo huius ville.’ FTer, p. 79. 

17 The Castilian scribes rendered the clause in the Romance Códice Valentino as follows: ‘En la calonna del 
judío, el judío non a parte njnguna, ca todo es del rrey, ca los judios sieruos son del rrey et son de su 
tesoro.’ Likewise, the Heznatoraf version states: ‘E sabida cosa es que el judío ensu calonna non ha parte 
njnguna, ca los judios sieruos son del rrey, E dados asu thesoro.’ FCu, p. 633. The thirteenth-century 
Aragonese jurists reasserted the same stipulation using a slightly different terminology: ‘Qual los jodios 
sieruos son del sennor Rey et sienpre a la real bolsa son contados.’ Gorosch, Fuero de Teruel, §568, p. 
320. 

18 ‘Et omnium istorum homicidiorum, et calumniarum, medietas sit remissa pro camara regis, et alia medietas 
dividatur, sic ut alcalldes habeant novenam partem, et de residuo habeat tertiam partem dominus qui 
mandaverit villam sub regia potestate, et aliam tertiam partem habeat qui injuriam aut damnum recepit, et 
aliam tertiam partem habeant populatores pro opere ponte et muris villae. Et omnes populatores qui modo 
sunt, aut de caetero, homines generosi, aut pedonii, aut mauri, aut judaei, habeant istud forum, et in 
omnibus aliis forum de Lucronio.’ CFM, pp. 351–2.  
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the specific set of procedures accorded to negotiate disputes between local Jews and 

Christians.  

The codes of Teruel and Cuenca included self-contained sections that dealt with such 

disputes that echoed the Karta of León, or the fueros of the Jews of Haro. The key terms 

of Jewish autonomy in their respective localities were subsequently set in Law §425 of the 

Teruel codex, entitled ‘De disceptatione cristiani sive iudei’ and approximately 1,3000 

words-long; and Chapter 29 in Cuenca, ‘De diseptationibus christianorum et iudeorum’ 

(1,700 words). As in the legal production of La Rioja, the autonomy of the Jews of Teruel 

and Cuenca was articulated in these passages through a complex administrative structure 

overseeing the interactions and disputes emerging from Jewish involvement in the local 

economy, mainly land management, moneylending and trading.19 A tribunal court called a 

‘curia alcaldorum’ was granted exclusive powers in the resolution of the unavoidable 

Jewish-Christian disputes arising from such interactions.20 Consisting exclusively of 

officials who were local vicini, this was the principal court overseeing the resolution of 

local discord.21 The proceedings were typically led by two leaders, or alcaldes, one from 

each faith group.22 The local alcaldes were influential in local affairs, with duties in policing 

offences, dispensing the law and collecting penalties. These were professional posts, paid 

with the handsome salary of 100 solidi.23  

                                                

19 For moneylending see FTer, §425, pp. 342–3. Market-related activities are also mentioned in ibid, p. 344. 
‘Et si quis ea aliqua parte ad vendendum extraxerit et ei probatum fuerit, pectet XXti aureos alfonsinos, 
eet quicumque ei vim fecerit et arma sibi abstulerit, nichil pectet. Similiter nulla arma vel vasa aurea vel 
argentea in Turolio mortificentur.’ 

20 Whereas in previous fueros the king had allowed dissatisfied litigants to put their case to the royal or 
episcopal courts, in Cuenca and Teruel this interfaith curia alcaldorum had the final say over local affairs. 
Some exceptions are outlined in FCu, Chapter 27, ‘Those who appeal to the king’ (De appelantibus ad 
regem), pp. 600–8. 

21 ‘Preterea mando quod omne iudicium, quod in curia alcaldum iudeo et christiano datum fuerit, sit firmum 
et stabile, et non sit ab aliquo appellandum.’ FTer, p. 344. Cuenca’s Chapter 24 contains a thorough 
description of the curia alcaldum. FCu, pp. 558–74. Chapter 25 goes on to explain the correct procedures 
for judicial oaths and testimonies. Ibid, pp. 574–90. 

22 In the case of an appeal, three alcaldes would gather, two Christian and one Jewish, to settle on the dispute. 
‘Item mando quod si christianus et judeus super aliquo disceptaverint, duos alcaldes vicinos faciant 
quorum unus sit christianus, et alter ut forum precipit sit judeus. Et si forte alicui disceptancium iudicium 
illorum non placuerit, appellet se ad III alcaldes vicinos Turolii, quorum duo sint christiani, et duo alteri 
sint iudei. Et in illis IIII iudicio eorum finiat iuxta forum. Nam quicumque ab istis IIII se appellaverit, 
faciat se causam illam ut forum precipit amissurum. Isti autem alcaldes caveant ne aliud eis iudicent, nisi 
quod forum precipit turolense.’ FTer, §425, pp. 337–8. 

23 ‘Mando itaque quod unusquisque alcaldus habeat C solidos pro soldata. Sed est sciendum quod debent 
esse iurati ut sint fideles domino regi et seniori in his que sibi pertinent, et etiam omni populo, et 
germanitatibus huius ville, in dando iudicia ut forum precipit, et in concedendo quod iudicaverint, et 
interrogando testes secundum quod iudicaverint, et iudicium datum fuerit et non aliter ulllo modo.’ FTer, 
§96, p. 118. The description of the duties of the alcalde, see FTer §96–105, pp. 118–22. By the time of 
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Teruel and Cuenca’s interfaith curia was in charge both of criminal wrongdoings and 

‘civil’ transgressions, mainly regarding debts and pledges. The codes made clear that these 

were two very different kinds of offences. In the more serious cases of homicide, a Jewish 

defendant would have to prove his innocence with the testimonies of 12 Jewish 

neighbours.24 As mentioned above, the payment of calumnias also differed between 

Christian neighbours and Jewish vicini, insofar as the penalty for wrongdoing committed 

against Jews was higher than for other inhabitants (500 solidi), and the calumnia penalty 

went to the king. Not even the judge involved in retrieving the penalty from the Jewish 

convict could retrain a portion of it.25 Leaving aside these exceptions, Jewish neighbours 

were to be treated similarly in torts and crimes as other inhabitants.26  

The more common disputes resulting from local economic encounters were dealt with 

very differently. In the case of debts, two vicini (one from each faith group) would testify 

at court and would have to swear oaths ‘as outlined by the laws of Teruel’.27 The Forum 

Turolii failed to mention the exact procedure, but fortunately Cuenca’s laws did. Below a 

certain threshold oath-takers could just swear orally. Meanwhile, for transactions valued in 

more than four menkales, the Christian swore with his hand on a Cross, while the Jew had 

to the same over a Torah scroll.28 Although the administering of oaths was was left out of 

the fuero of Teruel, the procedure outlined in Cuenca was the same as in the legislation of 

Calatayud, Haro and even Estella, in Navarre, as mentined in Chapters 4 and 5. Differing 

only in the monetary thresholds that determined the different oaths, the fueros concerning 

                                                

the thirteenth-century Romance translations, these vicini had become professional alcaldes, part of the 
same court. ‘§539. De pleyto entre cristiano et jodio. Decabo mando que, si cristiano et judio sobre algo 
pleytearan, fagan dos alcaldes uezinos, de los quales el uno sea cristiano et el otro jodio, como el fuero 
manda. E si por auentura ad alguno de los pleyteantes el judicio de aquellos non le pluguiere, alcese a los 
quatro alcaldes uezinos de Teruel, de los quales los dos sean cristianos et los otros dos judios, et en 
aquellos quatro alcaldes el judicio d’ellos fenezca, segunt del fuero. Que qualqujere que d’estos quatro 
alcaldes se alçare, sepa que aquella cosa, como el fuero manda, a a perder. Mas estos alcaldes caten non 
les judguen si non lo que el fuero manda de Teruel.’ Gorosch, Fuero de Teruel, p. 312. 

24 ‘Pro occissione ver salvet se cum XII vicinis iudeis, ut forum precipit, et credatur.’ FTer, §425, p. 345. 
25 ‘Similiter iudex in calumpnia iudei novenum non habeat, cum nullum sudorem in illam habeat exigendam.’ 

Ibid. 
26 ‘Similiter si cristianus judeum vicinum occiderit, vel judeus cristianum, sit ut dictum est superius pro 

vicino alio judicatus.’ FTer, §34, p. 91.  
27 ‘Preterea sciendum est quod in Turolio super iudeum vicinum non debet firmare alius, nisi iudeus et 

christianus vicini qui fuerint in hac villa. Similiter super christianum vicinum non firmet alius, nisi iudeus 
vicinus et christianus, ut superius iam est dictum.’ FTer, §425, p. 344. ‘Pro omni etiam peticione sive sint 
christiani sive iudei iurent secundum morem Turolii et credantur.’ FTer, §425, p. 341. 

28 ‘De sacramento judei et christiani. Pro omni peticione siue sit christiani siue iudei usque ad quatuor 
menkales iuret christianus sine cruce, et iudeus sine athora. Si a quatuor et supra peticio ualuerit, 
christianus iuret super crucem et iudeus super atoram. Et si iudeus aut christianus iurare noluerit, cadat a 
causa.’ FCu, 29:17, p. 622. 
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local Jewish communities issued in Castile, Aragon, and Navarre all shared the same 

concern for for oath-taking and witnessing procedures, and contained similar procedures in 

dealing with such issues. 

The taking of testimonial pledges was one of the key moments during disputes between 

Jews and Christians, in which only vicini could participate.29 For disputes related to 

moneylending or the taking of sureties, a witness from each faith group provided 

testimonies. These witnesses would pledge either double the amount at stake in the dispute, 

or one’s own ‘foot’.30 The peculiar expression ‘to place his own foot’ as a pledge appears 

to refer to the riepto or judicial combat. The nuances of the terminology included in the 

Romance versions suggests that one could demand a combat if the testimony was put in 

question.31 Such proceedings suggest some continuation between the codes of Teruel and 

Cuenca and the practices outlined in Alfonso VI’s Karta of León and the foral of Santarém 

a century earlier.32 

These procedural clauses undisputably mirrored the regulations in Nájera-Haro-Funes, 

as well as in Estella.33 As in the northern Camino legislation, the custody of defendants was 

split between a Christian iudex and a Jewish bedinus, respectively in charge of keeping 

their respective co-religionists in custody. Both if a Christian gave a pledge and he was 

                                                

29 ‘Quod uicini firment in causa christiani et judei. In Concha super iudeum uicium non habet firmare nisi 
iudeus et christianus uicinus. Nec super christianum, nisi christianus et iudeus uicinus.’ FCu, 29:27, p. 
628. 

30 Teruel: ‘Firme autem inter christianum et iudeum sint christianus et iudeus vicini, et istorum testimonio 
omnes res que negate fuerint sint credite et manifeste. Et quicumque firmare debuerit, firmet super pignora 
dupplum valencia, aut super suum pedem ut forum est huius ville. Et si christianus pedem suum miserit, 
et inde convictus fuerit, judex ipsum teneat captum in regis carcere donec pectet. Et si forte iudeus exrta 
carcerem christianum cuatum testificatus fuerit, judex mittat christianum in captione judei donec pectet. 
Simiiliter si iudeus pedem suum miserit et convictus fuerit, teneat illum captum in carcere regis ille qui 
fuerit albedinus...’ FTer, §425, p. 338. Cuenca: ‘De testibus inter judeum et christianum. Firme sint inter 
christianum et iudeum christianus et iudeus uicini, et testimonio istorum omnes res que negate fuerint, 
sint credite et manifeste. Quicumque firmare debuerit, firmet super pignora in duplo, aut super pedem 
suum secundum ius conchense. Si christianus pedem suum miserit, et uictus fuerit, iudex teneat eum 
captum in carcere regis donec pectet.’ FCu, 29:2, p. 616. 

31 ‘Delas prueuas entre el cristiano y el judio. Las firmas sean entre christiano et judio, cristiano y judio 
vezinos, y todas las cosas que fueren negadas sean creydas y manifiestas por estos; et qual quier que ouiere 
de firmar, firme sobre prenda del doblo o sobre su pie, segun fuero de cuenca; y si el cristiano pusiere su 
pie y fuere vençido, el juez lo tenga preso enla carçel del rrey fasta que peche; y si el judio testiguare el 
cristiano fuera dela carçel del rrey, metalo el juez en la prision del judio fasta que peche; otrosi, si el judio 
que su pie pusiere, fuere vençido, tengalo preso en la carçel del rrey aquel quue fuere alledi.’ FCu, Códice 
Valentino, Ch. 29:2–29:3, p. 617. 

32 Nonetheless, the fuero of Cuenca went on in the same chapter to forbid Christians and Jews from engaging 
in trials by combat. ‘Quod firme christiani et judei non respondeant ad reptum. Firme iudei et christiani 
non respondeant ad reptum.’ FCu, 29:28, p. 628. 

33 There are significant similarities with the regulations described in Chapter 4, pp. 199–202. 
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defeated in combat, or if the Christian debtor fled prison, he should be put back in the royal 

prison by a Christian judex. But if the offender was Jewish, then he should be imprisoned 

by the Jewish official or albedi helping to conduct proceedings.34 Not only did this confirm 

the presence of lesser officials assisting the alcaldes during these disputes, but it also 

reflected the coercive power of Jewish administrators over Christian vicini. This Jewish 

official played a key role, not simply a community representative or judge as the name 

suggest, but also in helping to execute judicial sentences. Just as in the laws of the Jews of 

Haro, the albedi could lock offenders in the local jail in the case that the Christian did not 

want to satisfy the Jew.  

Neither Teruel’s nor Cuenca’s laws referred to Jews as an aljama. Nonetheless, given 

the presence of the bedinus and alcaldes in these trials it seems evident that Jews were 

collectively and internally organised. In fact, these fueros also asserted that inter-communal 

trials could not take place at the synagogue, assumed by the authors of these codes to be 

the natural gathering point for internal Jewish disputes. Instead, trials had to be conducted 

at the gate of the castle or alcacería, from the completion of the morning mass at the 

cathedral church until terce.35 Christian and Jewish trials had to be held at the same time, 

except on Saturdays or feast days.36 This in turn serves as further confirmation of the 

presumed administrative structure of the local Jewish communities in Teruel and Cuenca, 

with its focus on the ‘synagogue’, and as explained in Chapter 4, the bet din as the centres 

of community life. In this way, the Jewish community appeared enjoying a similar kind of 

autonomy to that of their counterparts in the fueros of La Rioja and Navarre. At the same 

time, Jews appear to have engaged in the administrative life of the municipality on equal 

terms to the Christian vicini. 

 

                                                

34 ‘Et si christianus pedem suum miserit, et inde convictus fuerit, judex ipsum teneat captum in regis carcere 
donec pectet. Et si forte ideus extra carcerem christianum cautum testificatus fuerit, judex mittat 
christianum in captione judei donec pectet. Similiter si iudeus pedem suum miserit et convictus fuerit, 
teneat illum captum in carcere regis ille qui fuerit albedinus. Et si christianus extra carcerem judeum 
captum testificari potuerit, tunc albedinus mitat judeum in capcione christiani donec pectet.’ FTer, p. 338.  

35 ‘Placita vero inter iudeos et christianos sint ad portam alcaçerie et non sinagoge. Hora vero placitorum sit 
dicta matutinali missa in ecclesia Sancte Marie usque ad terciam. Cum vero ad terciam pulsaverint, placita 
includantur. Et qui ad placitum non venerit, cadat a causa.’ FTer, §425, p. 341. 

36 ‘Quando autem christiani placita habuerint, et iudei similiter habeant iuxta forum Turolii, excepto sabbato 
et eorum cerimoniis, iuxta legem.’ Ibid, pp. 343–4. ‘Quod christiani et judei simul habeant placita . 
Quando christiani placita non habuerint, nec iudei, nec christiani habeant. Iudei habeant placita secundum 
forum conche, excepto sabbato et ceremoniis eorum.’ FCu, 29:26, p. 628. 
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6.2. Free and Unfree Muslims in Cuenca and Teruel 

The intricacy and length of the clauses regarding the treatment of Jewish vicini in Teruel 

and Cuenca contrasts with the references to Muslims in these same pieces of legislation. It 

is evident that the Muslims of Teruel and Cuenca did not enjoy the same freedoms attained 

by their co-religionists in the Ebro valley. In fact, Teruel and Cuenca’s codes mirrored, and 

often expanded upon, many of the rules of the Tagus and trans-Duero fueros, including 

those relating to the captive economy.37 Already mentioned in Chapter 5, such stipulations 

confirm the ossification of the categories of free and unfree Muslims, departing from the 

much more diffuse wording found in eleventh-century and early twelfth-century 

legislation.  

The distinction between a ‘maurus pacis’ (a free Muslim), and a ‘maurus alienus’ or 

‘maurus captivus’ (an unfree Muslim), was of fundamental importance, for it gave the 

former full rights as citizens-neighbours, while the latter group did not enjoy any legal 

agency. These ‘mauri pacis’ were not granted the autonomy conferred to the local Jewish 

communities. Nonetheless, in terms of wrongdoing protections, peaceful Muslims were 

treated similarly to local Christian inhabitants, both in terms of the calumnia penalties and 

in their ability to defend themselves from accusations at court.38 Moreover, free Muslims 

were entitled to use the municipal institutions available to other vicini, including the 

aforementioned Christian courts used for wrongdoing disputes. In Cuenca, free mauri were 

also allowed to operate at the market fairs taking place every year on Pentecost, as this 

activity was ‘to the benefit of the city’ (ad proficium civitatis).39 Because of the ‘public 

                                                

37 The question of booty and prisoners of war is considered as further proof of the legal diffusion across the 
Iberian kingdoms by Powers, ‘Frontier Competition and Legal Creativity’, pp. 479–80. 

38 ‘Quicumque maurum pacis occiderit vel percusserit. Similiter quicumque maurum pacis occiderit aut 
percusserit, pectet pro eo sicut pro chirstiano si probatum fuerit, vel salvet se sicut pro christiano. Et si 
maurus pacis christianum percusserit, pectet calumpnia ad forum Turolii sicut christianus. Sed si 
christianus obierit, pro morte mitant eum in manum querelosi ut ipse extorqueat ab eo pecuniam 
calumpniarum, et tandem de eius corpore faciat ad suam propriam voluntatem.’ FTer, §37, pp. 91–2. ‘De 
eo qui maurum pacis percusserit [uel occiderit]. Quicumque maurum pacis percusserit aut occiderit, pectet 
pro eo sicut pro christiano. De mauro pacis qui christianum percusserit uel occiderit. Si maurus pacis 
christianum percusserit, uel occiderit, pro percussione pectet calumpniam ad forum conchense: pro 
occisione mittatur in manu querelosi, ut ipse extorqueat ab eo peccuniam calumpniarum, et tandem de 
corpore faciat quicquid ipse uoluerit.’ FCu, 11:20–11:21, p. 316. 

39 ‘De concessione nundinarum. Ad proficium etiam ciuitatis, et honorem ciuitatis concedo uobis nundinas, 
que incipiant octauo die ante festum pentecosten, et maneant octo diebus transactis post festum 
pentecosten. Ad istas nundinas quicumque uenerit, siue sit christianus, siue maurus, siue iudeus, ueniat 
securus. Quicumque eum impedierit, uel malefecerit, pectet mille aureos in cauto regie parti, et dampnum 
quodcumque fecerit duplatum querimonioso; et si non habuerit unde pectet, corpus eius expendatur. Si 
eum quis occiderit, uiuus sub eo sepeliatur. Si eum percusserit, abscidatur ei manus. In nundinis autem 
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duty’ of trade and traders, Cuenca’s fuero set regulations on the officials involved at the 

market, including the corredor, an accredited merchant in charge of other people’s 

commodities.40 Muslims were also able to act as artisans, and also to work the land.41 In 

fact, both fueros documented a variety of municipal administrative posts that were 

considered to serve the whole municipality’s vicini, and ought to be faithful to their clients, 

irrespective of their faith. Free Muslims appear performing important and quite visible 

economic functions, operating in the public sphere of these towns. Most famously, in 

Teruel they were allowed to use the baths on the same day as the Jews, while in Cuenca 

only Jews were allowed in.42  

Unfree Muslims lived in very different conditions to their co-religionists. As in most 

of the frontier fueros, penalties for injuries against such groups were were much lower, 

understood in terms of the damaging of property. If a Muslim captive was killed by a 

Christian in Teruel, the penalty was set at 15 aureos alfonsinos ‘if it could be proven’, 

except if the killed Muslim was set to be used in a prisoner exchange, in which case the 

owner should receive the price that had been accorded for in the exchange negotiations.43 

Following on from the legal traditions found as far back as the Laws of León or the Usatges, 

if the captive was the perpetrator of a crime against a Christian, the owner of the captivi 

                                                

quicumque hominem percusserit, abscidatur ei manus; qui occiderit, uiuus sub mortuo sepeliatur. Si 
aliquid rapuerit, pectet regi mille aureos in cauto, et da[m]pnum quodcumque fecerit duplatum 
querimonioso. Si non habuerit unde pectet, precipitetur. Qui furtum fecerit, precipitetur similiter.’ FCu, 
1:25, p. 125. 

40 Teruel: ‘De venditore mercimoniorum concilii. Judex itaque et alcaldes statuant venditores publicos rerum 
venalium, quos vulgus vocat corretores, et sint iurati ut sint fideles in omnibus, tam divitibus quam 
pauperibus, sive sint christiani sive judei vel etiam sarraceni.’ FTer, §79, p. 111. Cuenca: ‘De uenditore 
mercimoniorum concilii. Iudex et alcaldes statuant uenditorem publicum mercium uenalium, quem uulgo 
uocat corredorem, siue sit christianus, siue iudeus, aut sarracenus. Quicumque alium uendentem 
huiusmodi merces inuenerit, auferat eas illi sine calumpnia.’ FCu, 16:25, p. 442. 

41 ‘De eo qui agrestum uendiderit. Quiumque agrestum uendiderit, antequam uinee sint uindemiate, pectet 
unum aureum, siue sit iudeus, siue christianus: hanc calumpniam habeat querimoniosus et almutazaf, sicut 
forum est.’ However, in the Romance Códice Valentino, Muslims were also included in the regulations. 
Thus, ‘et quien agras vendiere ante que las vinnas sean vendimiadas, peche un mr., si quier sea judio o 
moro o christiano; et esta calonna partanla el querelloso et el almotaçan, commo fuero es.’ FCu, 4:11, pp. 
190–1. 

42 FTer, §291, pp. 232–5. c.f. FCu, 2:32, pp. 156–61. 
43 ‘Si vero aliquis christianus maurum alienum occiderit, pro ipso pectet XV. aureos alfonsinos et non 

amplius, si probari potuerit. Si autem dictus sarracenus de redempcione fuerit, et dominus illius pro 
redempcione fideiussores tenuerit et hoc firmare potuerit ut forum precipit, occisor ille promissam pectet 
redempcionem.’ FTer, §36, p. 91. 
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was either liable to pay the penalty or had to hand over the offender to the injured party, 

who could carry out whatever punishment he saw fit.44  

The fact that Muslim captives were understood to be in the same legal category as 

unfree dependants is explicitly confirmed in Cuenca, where both serfs and Muslims were 

subject to the same calumnia penalties. As in previous legislation, if an unfree serf 

committed any wrongdoing, the lord would decide what ought to be done with the 

transgressor.45 If a Christian had offspring with a Muslim female serf, the child would 

become a dependant of the Christian lord.46 Likewise, unfree Muslims were also an 

invaluable source of labour, which lords could give as a pledge during land transactions, 

echoing in turn the eleventh-century stipulations of Jaca and León.47 Third parties could 

hire the Christian and Muslim dependants of local vicini, but would be liable for their 

actions until the serf was returned to their master.48  

                                                

44 ‘Si maurus captivus alicuius christianum occiderit, dominus illius mauri pectet calumpnias homicidii, ut 
est forum, vel mittat maurum dampnatorem in manu conquerentis, ut queremoniosus de ipso faciat in 
omnibus suam propiam voluntatem, et hoc sit in eleccione domini sarraceni.’ Ibid.  

45 ‘De seruo qui christianum occiderit, uel percusserit. Si seruus uel maurus alicuius hominem christianum 
percusserit, uel occiderit, dominus eius pectet quamcumque calumpniam fecerit, vel mittat dampnatorem 
in manu querelosi, dominus serui eligendo quod magis volierit.’ FCu, 13:5, p. 358.  

46 Teruel: ‘De eo qui maurum oppresserit alienam. Item mando quod quicumque mauram alienam vi 
oppreserit, et ei probatum fuerit, pectet XX.ti aureos alfonsinos, sin autem iuret solua et sit creditus 
blasphematus. De eo qui ex maura aliena filium genuerit. Similiter quicumque ex maura aliena filium 
habuerit, ille filius sit servus domini maure donec pater illum redimat de seniore. Preterea mando quod 
iste talis filius non parciatur cum suis fratribus quos ex parte patris habuerit, quandiu in servitute 
permanserit, ut est dictum. Postquam autem liber fuerit partem habeat de bonis sui patris quod fratres alii 
iuxta forum.’ FTer, §361–2, p. 316. Cuenca: ‘De eo qui mauram ui oppresserit [alienam]. Quicumque 
mauram ui oppresserit alienam, pectet ei arras, sicut sponse puelle ciuitatis. De eo qui de maura aliena 
[filium genuerit]. Quicumque ex maura aliena filium habuerit, filius ipse sit seruus domini maure, donec 
pater redimat eum. Preterea dicimus, quod talis filius non parciatur cum fratribus quod ex parte patris 
habuerit, quamdiu in seruitute permanserit. Postquam liber factus fuerit, habeat partem de bonis patris 
sui.’ FCu, 11:22–11:23, pp. 316–7. This was certainly not the same practice as for aggressions against 
Christian women, as seen in FCu, 11:24–11:51, pp. 318–34 and FTer, §363–81, pp. 316–23. 

47 ‘De eo qui radicem impignorauerit, uel maurum ministerialem. Quicumque uineam aut aliam hereditatem 
aut maurum ministerialem, si tam hereditas quam maurus redditus dare possit, uel non inpignorauerit, 
teneat eam inpignorator nunquam se redimendo, habendo usumfructum illius, donec totam peccuniam 
suam recuperet, quam pro ipsa dederit. Et quando dominus rei rem suam recuperare uoluerit, redimat eam 
a ianuario usque ad ianuarium, si uinea fuerit, et non post. Si ager, redimat eum a sancto micahele usque 
ad sanctum micahelem. Si nec hoc nec illud, redimat quandocumque peccuniam habere potuerit. Radix in 
concha nunquam habet transçari, nec fenerari.’ FCu, 32:6, pp. 688–90. 

48 Teruel: ‘Quod eici potest conductus de opere. Similiter si quis servum vel alium hominem quemlibet ad 
laborandum conduxerit, et ille secundum racionem ceterorum conductorum non laboraverit, conductor 
tunc de labore eum eiciat, dando sibi precium quod meretur. Conductor etiam qui servum vel maurum 
alienum conduxerit, ipsum custodiat donec suo domino illum reddat. Quia si forte servus vel sarracenus 
affugerit, precium tenetur reddere sui domini sacramento. Si vero conductor ille servum vel sarracenum 
occiderit, vel percusserit, sive vulneraverit, seu modo aliquo illum verberaverit, et probatum ei fuerit, 
pectet quacumque calumpniam fecerit secundum forum Turolii vel salvet se pro qualibet ut forum precipit 
turolense.’ FTer, §458, pp. 372–3. Cuenca: ‘De mauro uel seruo conducticio. Conductor qui maurum uel 
seruum conduxerit, custodiat eum donec domino suo reddatur, quia si affugerit, tenetur precium reddere 
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Confirming the evidence of the Tagus and trans-Duero fueros, the codes of Teruel and 

Cuenca also duplicated the procedures concerning the buying and selling of war captives. 

As in other frontier texts, those who went on razzias could keep captured Muslims in their 

lands except in the case of an alcait, who had to be handed over to the king in exchange for 

100 gold coins.49 In Cuenca most items were exempt from the quinta tax, with the exception 

of seized cattle and Muslims.50 Additionally, similar rules were confirmed for the system 

of redemption of Christians captives in Islamic lands, with some additional dispositions, 

such as for a father sending children to al-Andalus ‘in his place as a hostage’ for more than 

three years.51 Likewise, the codes also replicated the conversion rules mentioned in Chapter 

5, including the assertion that a lord would inherit the property of their deceased Muslim 

dependants who having converted did not have offspring of their own.52 

These clauses confirm the uncertain legal status of unfree dependants and war captives 

found elsewhere in Iberia, combining clauses that resemble the legislation found in the 

Usatges to the Laws of León regarding the liability of unfree dependants with the rules 

regarding captives of the Extremadura or the Tagus. At the same time, the codes of Teruel 

and Cuenca authorised the presence of free Muslims operating in the locality on the same 

terms as their Christian or Jewish neighbours. For Teruel and Cuenca’s legislators, the 

social-religious category of ‘Muslim’ had varying legal implications. Such clauses confirm, 

                                                

sacramento domini sui. Similiter pectet eum si eum occiderit, aut ei linenciam fecerit. Si uerberauerit eum 
aut percusserit, pectet calu[m]pniam qua[m]cumque fecerit secundum ius conchense.’ FCu, 33:15, pp. 
306–8. 

49 Teruel: ‘De maurus rex. Item mando quod si maurus rex, vel alcaldus qui castellum vel villam teneat captus 
fuerit, et dominus rex ipsum habere voluerit, dando C.m aureos alfonsinos illis qui sarracenum 
captivaverint, vel comparatum habuerint, ipsum habeat, et sit regis. Ceteros autem captivos tam divites 
quam pauperes quicumque ipsos lucrati potuerint, ipsos habeant, dando quintum, liberos et inmunes.’ 
FTer, §430, p. 355. Cuenca: ‘De captiuo mauro alcayat. Si maurus alcayat dominus, qui tunc teneat 
castellum, captus fuerit, si rex eum habere uoluerit, redimat eum centum aureis, et sit regis. Ceteros 
captiuos tam diuites quam pauperes habeant eos quicumque potuerint eos lucrari.’ FCu, 30:34, p. 654. 

50 Teruel: ‘Tamen de mauro quem pro captivo dederint, tam milites quam pedites, et de procionibus sociorum 
ut forum precipit non dent quintum. Similiter non dent quintum de rebus aliis, nisi solum modo de mauris 
et de bestiis et peccoribus et armentis.’ FTer §426, p. 352. Cuenca: ‘Quod non deturn quintum de mauro 
quem pro captiuo dare uelint. De mauro, quem pro captiuo dederint tam milites quam pedites, non dent 
quintum de foro. Nec de aliis rebus habent dare quintum sexmum, aut septimum nisi solummodo de 
mauris, et bestiis, et peccoribus, et armentis.’ FCu, 30:21, p. 648. 

51 FCu, 10:39, p. 294–6. 
52 Teruel: ‘De eo qui maurum suum feceerit christianum. Item mando quod si quis vestrum suos mauros 

christianos fecerit, et ipsi sine filiis obierint, dominus eorum hereditet sua bona. Si forte dominus illorum 
proselitorum vivus non fuerit, filii domini vel heredes hereditent bona superius iam predicta.’ FTer, §313, 
p. 287. Cuenca: ‘De eo qui maurum suum fecerit christianum. Quicumque uestrum mauros suos fecerit 
christianos, et illi filium, uel filiam non habuerint, dominus illorum hereditet bona illorum. Si dominus 
tornadiciorum, uel proselitorum non superfuerit, filii domini hereditent bona eorum.’ FCu, 9:12, p. 254. 
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therefore, the ambiguities of life at these settlements in which members of the same faith 

could enjoy a very different legal status depending on military and political considerations. 

6.3. The evolution of interreligious administrative and judicial practices 

Even if Jews and Muslims had different standings in the local world of Cuenca and Teruel, 

they were both part of the administrative development of their respective towns. Found in 

Chapters 16 and 24 of the Forum Conche, and in clauses §96–107 of the fuero of Teruel, 

these codes sanctioned as series of local administrative positions such as the iudex, alcalde, 

notarius, and the almutazaf, that were obliged to cater for the multi-religious and 

multilingual communities living in these settlements. 

Many of these posts had originally been derived from Andalusī urban administration. For 

instance, the duties of the almutazaf were clearly derived from the duties of the muḥtasib 

found in contemporary ḥisba manuals, whereby the official was the ‘enforcer of moral 

behaviour’ in the public space, particularly but not just in the market. However, these 

similarities should not be taken as a sign of the ‘hybridity’ of Teruel-Cuenca’s institutions, 

for as the Christians adopted them, they repurposed the structure to their own needs.53  

Moreover, when compared to the administrative posts appearing in earlier fuero 

legislation, the concise description of these administrative positions suggests an 

ossification of administrative duties, as well as of the professionalisation of local 

administration. For instance, the fueros of Teruel and Cuenca sanctioned the office of the 

sagio or sayón, the ubiquitous lower-level official found in Iberian courtrooms since the 

early Middle Ages. In Cuenca and Teruel, they appear once more as invaluable middle men 

between the alcaldes and the vicini, engaging with members of all ethno-religious groups. 

In fact, these officials were in charge of guarding the door during the trials of the 

interreligious curia alcaldorum on Fridays.54 Upon their appointment, sagiones also had to 

swear on the cross that he would be ‘faithful’, whether dealing with rich or poor, neighbours 

                                                

53 Burns, Islam Under the Crusaders, pp. 238–41. For a key article discussing what ḥisba and the office of 
the muḥtasib reveals about medieval institutions, governmentality and the moral economy, see Susana 
Narotzky and Eduardo Manzano, ‘The Hisba, the Muhtasib and the Struggle over Political Power and a 
Moral Economy: An Enquiry into Institutions’, in Hudson and Rodríguez, Diverging Paths?, pp. 30–54. 

54 ‘De offitio sagionis. Sagio, seu preco preconetur concilium ex precepto iudicis, et non alterius, ter in 
ambabus plateis. Preconetur placita porte iudicis. Preconetur quicquid alcaldes ei mandauerint, excepto 
concilio et placitis porte iudicis. Preconetur cunctas perditas, pro quibus querimoniosus uenerit ad eum. 
Preconetur et illud quod fuerit inuentum. Preconetur almonedas almofallarum, tam in uilla, quam extra. 
Teneat portam curie alcaldum in die ueneris, et non alia die.’ FCu, 16:53, p. 462. 
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or foreigners, Jews or (free) Muslims.55 As well as assisting the alcaldes, they were in 

charge of lost-and-found items, and in announcing the auctions of bounty gathered during 

raids (almofallas). These men were paid on commission during the raiding auctions 

(almoneda), meaning that the sagio’s salary came from the sale of animals and Muslim 

captives.56  

The professionalisation of these administrative positions confirms the evolution and 

increasing sophistication of municipal institutions, and the significance of public life in 

mediating local interreligious interactions. Teruel’s fuero was, for instance, clear about the 

importance of notaries in preserving legitimate proof:  

[§90]. Notaries will swear an oath [swearing] that they shall be faithful to all, whether wealthy, 
poor, Christian, Jewish or Saracen. And if in the agreement or the transaction he [the notary] 
became aware of any fraud, they shall not be covered up or put up with, as much as is possible.57 

The function of the notary as an officially-recognised public service, open to all inhabitants 

in Teruel and Cuenca’s multi-ethnic communities, confirms the growing importance of the 

written word in the implementation of interreligious legal practice. In fact, the legal force 

of written contracts certified by this official in both Cuenca and Teruel is confirmed by 

additional provisions regarding the resolution of debts upon the failure to bring forth 

witnessses, or in the case of the debtor’s death, that echoed the similar edicts found in the 

fuero semiextenso of Estella, and the Castilian Libro de los fueros.58 In the fueros of Teruel 

and Cuenca, witness statements regarding debts could be substituted at court by a carta 

written by the local notarius. If any of the parties died, the transaction was corroborated by 

the same notarius; but if the notarius who wrote the certificate proving the contracted debt 

                                                

55 ‘De officio sagionis. Mando itaque quod sagio uius ville sit juratus super crucem et quatuor Evvangelia, 
ut sit fidelis in omnibus, divitibus et pauperibus, vicinis et extraneis, et iudeis et etiam sarracenis.’ FTer, 
§126, p. 131. 

56 ‘Quid sagio habeat de bestiis almonetatis, et de preconio [pregon] suo. Si sagio bestiam caballarem 
uendiderit, accipiat quatuor denarios; de boue siue asino habeat duos denarios; de mauro unum obolum, 
et non plus. Si de aliquo preconatiuo pus exegerit, pectet unum aureum. Si bestia perdita, tam uille quam 
extra apparuerit suo preconio, habeat duo denarios; pro mauro accipiat quatuor denarios; si fuerit uicini, 
aut de termino conche; pro mauro qui de termino non fuerit, accipiat unum menkale. De aliis rebus 
secundum computacionem unius aurei obolum accipiat.’ FCu, 16:54, pp. 462–5. 

57 ‘De fidelitate notariorum. Notarii itaque sint iurati ut sint fideles in omnibus, divitibus et pauperibus, 
christianis et iudeis vel etiam sarracenis, et in composicione, vel in mercateria, aliqua fraudem 
cognoverint, ipsam non cohoperiant vel sustineant iuxta posse.’ FTer, §90, p. 114. The equivalent clauses 
on the role of the notarius found in FCu, 16:28–16:29, pp. 444–6, do not mention the need to be faithful 
to Jews and Muslims. 

58 As studied in Chapter 4, pp. 199–200. 
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died, the previous contracts would still serve as proof. In a striking twist, Teruel’s fuero 

stated that the same rules also applied to local Muslims.59  

Textuality and the oral performance of language were intermixed in the fueros of 

Cuenca and Teruel. However, it is clear that language was highly valued as a sign of ethno-

religious belonging, as proven by the fact that while Christian had to swear on a cross, Jews 

had to do so over a Torah. Although no charters have survived from Teruel or Cuenca, it is 

highly plausible that the inclusion of Hebrew signatures or a verbal oath in Arabic would 

have added a further layer of legitimacy to the transactions. The same was applicable to 

Christian inhabitants, as seen in Chapter 25 of the Cuenca code, outlining the correct oath 

at the curia alcaldorum. It is not a simple coincidence that the later additions to the fuero 

of Teruel from the reign of Jaime I expanded on this specific issue, confirming the 

terminology to be used by different faith groups during administrative encounters.60 

It is plausible that the growing complexity of the municipal administrative apparatus 

responded to the intensification of economic interreligious contact in the late twelfth 

century.61 Such local interactions implied some degree of conviviality in the public spaces 

that did not go unchecked. As a result, the fueros of Teruel and Cuenca attempted to 

delineate the boundaries between social groups, in a clear departure from earlier legislation. 

                                                

59 ‘Si vero judeus fuerit creditor et christianus debitor, vel e contra, firmet querelosus cum notario et iudeo, 
vel cum teste christiano alio et iudeo, judeo teste vivo existente christiani solummodo ad eorum 
solummodo ad eorum ad testimonium sine iudeo non sufficiant, iuxta forum. Si vero judeus mortuus fuerit 
sufficiant christiani. Et si christianus et iudeus qui testes fuerunt mortui fuerint, solus notarius sufficiat 
contra ipsos. Si vero notarius mortuus fuerit, et testes similiter, querelosus tenendo cartam iuret cum uno 
vicino sue legis cartam illam fideliter esse verram, et sit creditus, et si iurare noluerit vel nequiverit non 
credatur. Et quod dicimus de iudeis dicimus de sarracenis. Sed tamen sciendum est quod si iudeus creditor 
dixerit iudeum testem esse mortuum et creditus non fuerit, iuret solus quod iudeus testis sit mortuus et 
credatur, et postea firment christiani.’ FTer, §95, pp. 117–8. 

60 There are two addenda to Teruel’s fuero as found in the Codice Turolense. The first included the 
dispositions granted to the Jews of Girona regarding usury in 1241. Second, an extension from 1243, 
outlined new formulae to be used in oaths relating to calumnias and wrongdoing. As recorded in Francisco 
Aznar y Navarro, Forum Turolii (Zaragoza, 1905), pp. xxxiv–v. 

61 Jews and Muslims were not explicitly mentioned in the economic clauses found in the fueros of Cuenca 
and Teruel, but it is plausible that the rules applied to all vicini. When it came to the working of the land 
(as seen in Cuenca’s Chapter 2) no differences were highlighted between members of the three faiths, 
suggesting that the same rules applied to all. The same can be said from the rulers regarding grain and 
livestock storage (Cuenca Chapter 3), the demarcation of orchards (Cuenca Chapter 5), the usage of mills 
(Cuenca Chapter 8), or the upkeep of vineyards (Cuenca Chapter 4). In this final case, the harvested 
vineyards were taxed at the same rate for both Jewish and Christian landowners. FCu, 4:11, p. 190. Indeed, 
the selling of vineyards also confirms Jewish involvement in the land economy. ‘De eo qui agrestum 
uendiderit. Quiumque agrestum uendiderit, antequam uinee sint uindemiate, pectet unum aureum, siue sit 
iudeus, siue christianus: hanc calumpniam habeat querimoniosus et almutazaf, sicut forum est.’ FCu, 3:11, 
p. 190. The same clauses are found in Teruel, in the edict ‘De custodibus vinearum’, FTer, §297, pp. 256–
98. Equivalent edicts regulated the levies collected during the cereal collection season. FCu, 41:5, p. 788. 
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The most famous example of such rules aimed at ensuring internal social cohesion were 

the stipulations concerning the use of the town’s bathhouse. In these clauses, men, women, 

Jews, Muslims and Christians were treated as distinctive and differentiated social groups 

that ought to be segregated. If any wrongdoing befell as a result of a Christian entering the 

bath on the day allocated to the Jews, like men entering on the day set for women, the 

crimes could not be prosecuted.62 That such rules, found in both of these codes, appeared 

at the end of the discussion regarding property suggests that these edicts tried to avoid the 

social intermingling that could result from local interactions. 

The rules of bath segregation are one of a number of legal fences between communities 

found in the Teruel and Cuenca legislation that addressed ‘the unvoiced fear’, as Simon 

Barton called it, ‘that social and cultural assimilation might prove a stepping-stone toward 

apostasy.’63 If a Christian woman was caught in the act with a Muslim or Jewish man, she 

would be burned at the stake.64 The rules also outlined some special conditons for unfree 

Moors. If a Christian man raped a Muslim captive, they would have to pay their dowry ‘as 

is done in the case of other slaves’.65 If out of this encounter a child was born, the offspring 

would become a dependant of the Christian.66 To some extent, these rules were concerned 

                                                

62 Cuenca: ‘De balneo, et testimonio mulierum. Viri eant ad com[m]une balneum in die martis, et in die iovis, 
et in die sabbati. Mulieres eant in die lune, et in die mercurii. Iudei eant in die veneris, et in die dominica. 
Nemo det, sive sit mulier, sive vir, pro introitu balnei nisi obolum tantum. Servientes tam virorum quam 
mulierum neque pueri dent aliquid. Si vir in diebus mulierum balneum intraverit, aut in aliqua domo 
balnei, pectet decem aureos. Similiter pectet decem aureos quicumque mulieribus in balneo insidiatus 
fuerit. Tamen si qua mulier in diebus uirorum balneum intrauerit, uel de nocte in ipso reperta fuerit, et 
inibi eam aliquis deluserit, aut ei uim fecerit, non pectet inde calumpniam, nec exeat inimicus. Vir quippe 
qui alia die mulieri uim fecerit in balneo, aut deornauerit, precipitetur. Mulieres testificentur in balneo, 
furno, fonte, et fluuio, et etiam in filaminibus, et in texturis suis. Et ille tantum testificentur, que uxores 
aut filie fuerint uicinorum. Si christianus in diebus iudeorum balneum intrauerit, aut iudeus in diebus 
christianorum et inibi iudei christianum, aut christiani iudeum percusserint, aut occiderint, nulla sit 
proinde calumpnia. Dominus balnei habundet balneantibus de hiis que sibi fuerint necesse, velud de aqua 
et huiusmodi. Quod si non fecerit, pectet quinque solidos almutaçaf et quereloso. Quicumque de 
utensilibus balnei aliquid subripuerit, abscindatur ei aures, et si de rebus balneantium aliquid furatus fuerit, 
pro decem menkales perdat aures, a decem et supra precipitetur.’ FCu, 2:32, pp. 156–9. In Teruel, Muslims 
are included as one of the groups allowed to use the baths on certain days. ‘Consequenter de baleno est 
dicendum. Uiri etiam eant ad communem balneum in die martis. et in die iouis. et in die sabbati. iuxta 
forum. Mulieres uero in die lune et in die mercurii. eant similiter ad balneum. iam predictum Judei uero 
siue sarraceni. eant in diei ueneris. et non in die allio ullomodo. Die uero dominica propter reuerenciam 
resurrectionis domini. balneum non calentet...’FTer, §291, pp. 232–5. 

63 Simon Barton, Conquerors, Brides and Concubines. Interfaith Relations and Social Power in Medieval 
Iberia (Philadelphia, PA, 2015), p. 49. 

64 ‘De muliere que cum infideli fuerit deprehensa. Mulier que cum mauro, uel iudeo deprehensa fuerit, 
conburatur uterque.’ FCu, 11:48, p. 332. 

65 ‘De eo qui mauram ui oppresserit [alienam]. Quicumque mauram ui oppresserit alienam, pectet ei arras, 
sicut sponse puelle ciuitatis.’ FCu, 11:22, p. 316. 

66 ‘De eo qui de maura aliena [filium genuerit]. Quicumque ex maura aliena filium habuerit, filius ipse sit 
seruus domini maure, donec pater redimat eum. Preterea dicimus, quod talis filius non parciatur cum 
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by religious intermingling, but they were also part of the general category of social 

transgressions, that included homosexuals, or unmarried women. Interreligious sexual 

encounters formed part of the corpus of legislation regulating the position of women and 

social outsiders in these municipalities that developed over the course of the thirteenth 

century.67  

6.4. Conclusion 

The fueros of Teruel and Cuenca are often taken as the embodiment of the fueros legislation 

as a whole, or as the point of departure for the development of legal opinions with regards 

to non-Christians in Iberia. However, as this chapter has established, the drafting of these 

codes took place at a pivotal moment in the transformation of fueros legislation as an 

instrument of governance. Departing from the earlier parchment form of the fueros breves, 

the increasing length and sophistication of rules concerning non-Christians in these codes, 

suggests both a continuation of legal practices found in earlier fueros breves and cartas de 

población, as well as the ossification and evolution of the terms under which Jewish and 

Muslim autonomy was framed in Christian Iberia.  

The position of Jewish inhabitants in these codes is highly consistent with regulations 

found in the laws of the Jews of Haro and Estella, as well as sharing some aspects with 

even earlier texts such as the Karta of León. The double emphasis on wrongdoing and 

judicial procedure found in these codes confirms that the local Jewries enjoyed full 

autonomy over their internal affairs, while at the same time linking their independence to 

royal authority. In describing such wrongdoing judicial procedures, Jews were treated both 

as local vicini and ‘servi regis’. As in previous chapters, these laws did not simply frame 

the position of Jews as one of royal service. Rather, these laws confirmed that the 

externally-defined terms of Jewish autonomy could only be ensured through regal 

involvement in local disputes and the subsequent enjoyment of the penalties and revenues 

resulting from local judicial processes. In sum, the Jews of Teruel and Cuenca were ‘servi 

                                                

fratribus quod ex parte patris habuerit, quamdiu in seruitute permanserit. Postquam liber factus fuerit, 
habeat partem de bonis patris sui.’ FCu, 11:23, p. 316. Same clauses in FTer, §361–2, p. 316. 

67 For an excellent treatment of clauses regarding women in the fueros see Heath Dillard, Daughters of the 
Reconquest: Women in Castilian town society, 1100–1300 (Cambridge, 1984). Most of the evidence 
regarding non-Christian women of the fueros included in Dillard’s monograph is derived from the 
thirteenth century ‘fueros extensos’, e.g. pp. 20–1, p. 50, and pp. 206–7. 
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regis’ insofar as they participated in the institutional life of these settlements, appointing 

their own alcaldes to judge over local interreligious trials or solving economic disputes. 

The relationship between monarch and the Jewish communities of Iberia evolved 

significantly in the decades following the drafting of the Latin fueros of Teruel and Cuenca. 

For instance, in 1229 Jaime I renewed the rights held by the Jews of Calatayud. The local 

Jewry, ‘fideles nostris universis judeis’, were given the right to choose their own leaders, 

who in turn preserved their right to judge over Jewish internal affairs. However, this 

selection had to be confirmed by a royally-appointed rabbi, meaning that the local Jewry 

now answered only to the Aragonese crown.68 By the time of the Romance translations of 

these codes, the monarchs had become more actively involved in the standardisation of 

Jewish autonomy. Undoubtedly, the edicts and themes found in the Latin fueros of Teruel 

and Cuenca acquired new meaning as the new royal policy towards these groups was 

implemented.  

The treatment of Muslims in the fueros of Cuenca and Teruel similarly synthesised the 

contrasting approaches to members of the Islamic faith in Christian society found in 

previous legislation. On the one hand, the codes of Teruel and Cuenca accepted the 

presence of Muslims as free inhabitants, participating in local society through economic 

and administrative encounters, echoing the autonomy of Muslim communities sanctioned 

in the legislation and charters of the Ebro valley studied in Chapter 3. On the other hand, 

the same laws also ellaborated on the terms of unfreedom for Muslim captives. While 

treating Muslims as mancipia just as in the Laws of León or the Usatges, the fueros of 

Teruel and Cuenca evidence a growing awareness of the legal complexities behind the 

processes of captivity, conversion, and redemption, possibly owing to the intensification of 

the captive economy examined in Chapter 5. Distinguishing only between free and unfree 

Muslims confirms that for the original legislators of Teruel and Cuenca the ethno-religious 

label of ‘sarracenus’ or ‘maurus’ was first and foremost a social rather than a legal marker, 

with varying implications in the fueros. Gradually, legal attitudes would evolve in the 

                                                

68 ACA, CR, Reg. 202, fol. 210r–210v (22 April 1229), copy from reign of Jaime II (r. 1291–1327) dated to 
27 January 1305. Edited Jean Régné, Yom Tov Assis, and Adam Gruzman (eds.), History of the Jews in 
Aragon: Regesta and documents 1213–1327 (Jerusalem, 1978), doc. 6; and Baer, Die Juden, Vol. I, doc. 
88, pp. 87–9. Calatayud’s arrangement has been described as an ‘experiment’ in the ‘standardization of 
Jewish communal autonomy and fiscal administration of Jews on royal domains’. T. Barton, Contested 
Treasure, pp. 73–4, and pp. 97–9. The concession is also mentioned in Ray, The Sephardic Frontier, p. 
118. 
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thirteenth century. When Muslim inter-communal legal practices started to be more 

carefully regulated, ethno-religious membership became legally-prescribing.69 

The laws of Cuenca and Teruel reflected the considerable differences between the 

position of Jewish and Muslim inhabitants in these settlements. Yet at the same time, the 

legislation equally approached interactions with inhabitants of both faith groups from an 

external and institutional point of view. The precision with which these fueros regulated 

interreligious administrative processes confirms the gradual transformation of non-

Christian autonomy owing to the growth of institutions and the professionalisation of legal 

practice in the last third of the twelfth century. As such, the codes of Cuenca and Teruel 

can be seen as the beginning of the move towards an ‘autonomy by design’ sanctioning of 

Jewish and Muslim presence in Christian society.70 

 

                                                

69 For instance, the ‘foros et has consuetudines’ of the Muslims of Ricla issued by Pedro II of Aragon in 
1210 provided inheritance rules for free Muslims dying without offspring, as well as the rights and 
protections of local Muslim women. This franchise also negotiated wrongdoing and its regulations for 
torts happening within the Muslim aljama. ACA, Cancellería, Reg. 898, fols. 222–223, copy from 1 April 
1356. Edited and discussed in Elena Lourie, ‘An unknown charter given by King Peter II “The Catholic” 
in 1210 to the Mudejars in the Jalón and Jiloca valleys’, in VII Simposio Internacional de Mudejarismo: 
Teruel, 19–21 de septiembre de 1996: actas (Teruel, 1999), pp. 113–22. 

70 Following the model proposed by Elka Klein in relation to the Jews of Barcelona, as explained in the 
Introduction, pp. 15–6. For the changing Aragonese royal policies towards Jews in the first half of the 
thirteenth century, see also T. Barton, Contested Treasure, pp. 55–83. 
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Concluding Remarks 

The intricate tapestry of rules, opinions and proclamations that address the legal status of 

Jews and Muslims in the municipal fueros, cartas de población and other contracts of the 

eleventh and twelfth centuries have much to offer to historians. Found in approximately a 

tenth of the total number of fueros issued during this period, the comparative study of these 

pieces of legislation provides critical insights into the process by which non-Christians 

were incorporated into the Christian body politic. 

This thesis has shed light on how the interplay of Jewish and Muslim groups with their 

local societies, politics, and institutions affected the inclusion of non-Christians in the 

Iberian fueros and cartas de población of the eleventh and twelfth centuries. In contrast 

with previous scholarship, I have argued against studying fuero clauses on religious 

minorities in a static way, either in terms of the construction of a non-Christian ‘legal status’ 

– and its degrees of tolerance/intolerance – or of the quest for the statutory origins of 

Muslim and Jewish ‘communities’ in medieval Christian Iberia.1 The socio-legal position 

of Jews and Muslims not only fluctuated between different renditions in the fueros; it also 

intersected and often came into conflict with the multi-layered web of seigneurial ties, 

economic interests, and jurisdictional claims exercised by an array of different actors, all 

of whom were vying for sovereignty. The complex processes of local negotiation that led 

to the inclusion of non-Christians in these sources took place during a politically turbulent 

period, as networks of power – and their physical embodiment through boundaries, 

frontiers and borderlands – were continually reimagined, redrawn, occupied and 

reoccupied. As a result, there is not one single picture or legal definition that represents the 

experience of all Jews, or all Muslims, living under Christian Iberian rule in the eleventh 

and twelfth centuries. 

As demonstrated throughout this dissertation, the term ‘forum’ itself had a breadth of 

meanings, indicating its multiplicity of uses in eleventh- and twelfth-century Iberia. 

Habitually equated to cognate words such as ‘usus’, ‘consuetudo’ and even ‘sunna’ or 

‘ʿāda’ in the sources, such terms referred to at least three different facets of local 

institutional life. These terms appeared in a range of texts that dispensed or reaffirmed the 

law, ranging from municipal legislation to settlement franchises or private contracts. The 

                                                

1 See Introduction, pp. 6–11. 
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granting of a ‘carta de foro’ could refer to the proclamation of a particular set of laws or 

the general administrative framework that articulated the local governance and institutional 

life of any recipient settlement, as physically defined by the described boundaries of the 

municipality. At the same time, a fuero could also refer to the autonomy assigned to 

individual communities – such as Franks, Jews and Muslims – that formed part of a 

settlement. Finally, the fuero could also denote a variety of taxation regimes assigned to 

inhabitants, as well as the lords, clerics and royal appointees receiving such dues. The 

malleable – or contingent – nature of these Iberian documents and legal systems affected 

the tenor of the provisions relating to Jews and Muslims. 

Fueros and cartas de población were not merely law, but expressions of political 

authority and social organisation. As such, these written instruments evolved alongside 

contemporaneous political and social mores. The earliest Iberian fueros and similar 

municipal legislation, studied in Chapter 1, endeavoured to normalise the emerging forms 

of power and kingship in eleventh-century Iberia. These texts, drafted in idiosyncratic 

chanceries and institutional contexts, probably in isolation from each other, nonetheless 

addressed the position of non-Christians in similar terms. Linking royal sovereignty to the 

physical space of the communities legislated for, early pieces of legislation such as Laws 

of León, the fuero of Jaca or the Usatges of Barcelona formalised royal jurisdiction in the 

recipient towns. These laws formulated the king’s ‘potestas’ in relation to the ‘servitia’ of 

local inhabitants, dismissing the ties of local inhabitants to other aristocrats and political 

actors as ‘malos foros’. In doing so, they simultaneously affirmed the freedoms (or 

‘libertates’) of recipient communities. In this context, the studied texts in Chapter 1 

regulated Jewish wrongdoing and their economic engagement in local society, as well as 

the economic and penal implications of the custody of Muslim serfs. In their different 

capacities, these fueros framed both groups within the general contestation of land, 

property, and local fiscal regimes. Under the promise of royal protection, monarchs 

incorporated Jews and Muslims into their domain. The inclusion of Jews and Muslims in 

such sources was therefore motivated not by their size or significance but by their function 

as vessels for the extension of royal power. 

A paradigm shift in the treatment of Jews and Muslims in Iberian legislation took place 

during the intensification of the Christian conquests of al-Andalus in the late eleventh 

century. As discussed in Chapter 2, Alfonso VI and the Muslims of Toledo negotiated the 

terms of surrender of the city, ensuring the autonomy of the locals that chose to remain 
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under Leonese-Castilian rule. The terms agreed with Toledo’s Muslim population, later 

replicated during the Navarro-Aragonese and Catalan conquests of the Ebro valley, 

guaranteed that the local Muslims remaining in the city would be a royally-protected and 

legally-defined collective, ruling themselves according to the sunna al-muslimīn. However, 

as the account of Ximénez de Rada explained, the Leonese-Castilian elites did not 

necessarily agree with Alfonso VI’s strategy. In response to internal pressures and the 

mounting Almoravid threat, Alfonso VI issued the Karta of the Jews of León and the foral 

of Santarém. These texts, neglected by previous studies of fuero legislation on non-

Christians, constituted a momentous change in the legal treatment of these groups.2 

Identifying litigation as a central source of tensions between faith groups, such legislation 

affirmed both the autonomy of non-Christian groups, and the royal prerogative over 

wrongdoing penalties and protection of non-Christians. In turn, Alfonso VI sanctioned 

locally-enforced practices and simultaneously protected royal enjoyment of the revenues 

collected during such encounters. However, these discussions did not affect Toledo, where 

the autonomous Arabised Christians contributed to the development of a particular local 

administrative and legal culture from which Jews and Muslims were mostly absent. The 

documentation of Toledo confirms the limitations of legislation when understanding the 

institutional and social accommodation of non-Christians in the first century of Christian 

rule. Much as they helped to negotiate relations between communities, fueros were 

principally instruments of political power.  

In contrast to the legislation issued at the heart of the royal demesnes, a large number 

of eleventh- and twelfth-century fueros and cartas de población strived to project royal 

sovereignty over regions where its de facto authority was lacking, and local cooperation 

needed to extent royal reach. Chapters 3, 4 and 5 have explained how different legal 

franchises dealt with Jews and Muslims at the liminal regions of twelfth-century Iberia. 

Although operating in unique local and regional circumstances, fueros issued at these 

fringes of power often used common terminology and legal provisions. In fact, the methods 

of legal proliferation in territories such as La Rioja, the Ebro valley or Extremadura are 

highly similar. In the absence of royal authority, rulers readily tailored legislation to suit 

the needs and demands of local inhabitants and elites, often using earlier texts – such as the 

franchises of Nájera, Sepúlveda or Zaragoza – as archetypes. The recipient communities 

                                                

2 The confusion over the nature of these texts has led to its neglect in scholarship is discussed in pp. 95–7. 
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should perhaps be thought of as ‘vectors of the law’, hybridising legal traditions as these 

were applied and adapted to new environments.3 The ensuing mechanisms of trans-regional 

legal diffusion and local confrontation underpinned the different strategies employed in the 

assimilation of Jews and Muslims exposed by the twelfth-century fueros and cartas de 

población. These texts elaborated on the motifs found in eleventh-century legislation. First, 

the place of non-Christians was often understood in terms of their wrongdoing protections 

and corresponding fiscal regimes. Second, fueros established a framework of collective 

autonomy enabling Jewish and sometimes also Muslim presence in society, including the 

description of the leaders and officials of each community. Finally, these pieces of 

legislation recognised some key procedures used in interreligious judicial encounters 

derived either from physical harm or from economic malfeasance.  

Study of twelfth-century religious minorities in Iberia has often tended to focus either 

on the frontier lands or on the source-rich Ebro valley. In contrast, Chapter 4 argues that 

Jewish settlement in northern Iberia was at least as prominent as in the territories further 

south.4 The colophons of the laws of Castrojeriz or Nájera confirm that the inclusion of 

Jews in fueros of the Camino de Santiago, studied in Chapter 4, was a consequence of their 

involvement in the same political and social upheavals that had compelled the issuing of 

the laws to begin with. Despite the number of political crises and violence against Jews 

described by the laws of Castrojeriz, the combination of economic development and 

extensive urban autonomy led to the consolidation of Jewish settlement, if not of Jewish 

communities, over the course of the twelfth century. The resulting legislation of Estella, 

Funes, or Haro, confirmed Jewish integration into the political and social fabric of the 

region, both in terms of their rights as vicini, and in terms of Jewish collective 

administrative and judicial autonomy from the local Christian concejos. Paradoxically, 

such protections were encouraged and enabled through active royal patronage, even when 

the recipient communities were part of territories notorious for their shifting allegiances to 

Castile, Aragon and Navarre. 

A parallel and equally intense process of legal proliferation and jurisdictional 

competition between Aragon, Navarre and Castile took place in the Extremadura and Tagus 

                                                

3 Lauren Benton refers to early modern pirates as ‘vectors of lawlessness’. This metaphor is also appropriate 
for frontiersmen, Franks, Muslims or Jews of medieval Spain, possibly meriting further comparative work. 
Lauren Benton, A Search for Sovereingty, p. 112. 

4 Indeed, as Maya Soifer-Irish asserts, northern Castile and León ‘rarerely serves as a model’ of interreligious 
coexistence. Soifer-Irish, Jews and Christians in Medieval Castile, p. 2.  
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River basin. Characterised by the region’s porous frontiers, scarce settlement and persistent 

military activity, the legislation issued in these regions presented a paradoxical picture of 

violent confrontation on the one hand and social and political mobility on the other. Jews 

and Muslims in these regions did not receive communal autonomy of the kind found in La 

Rioja or the Ebro valley. Consequently, a number of legal and social historians have used 

the fueros to reject the involvement of Jews, and especially Muslims, in shaping the 

borderland societies of the Extremadura or Tagus River.5 Chapter 5 in turn provides an 

alternative vision to the questions of settlement and warfare, allowing for further social 

diversity in these liminal regions. As Chapter 5 highlights, many of the fueros authorised 

Muslim relocation and participation in the local economy even in the face of Andalusī 

military incursions. Even the extensive regulation on the processing of unfree Muslim 

captives presents a more complex picture of interaction and exchange with al-Andalus than 

previously admitted. The chapter provides a new reading of these regulations, asserting that 

captivity and conversion practices were moulded in conversation with the Islamic world, 

through movement of peoples, goods and ideas across the region.  

The ‘frontier fueros’ depict a more complex picture of settlement in the Extremadura 

and Tagus regions than the ‘feudal conquest’ thesis has been willing to concede. Moreover, 

the chapter has also warned against placing all of the legislation under the label of ‘derecho 

de frontera’.6 These were highly nucleated regions, so that Calatayud’s fuero, with its 

procedural similarities in interreligious judicial encounters with the fueros of Estella, Haro 

or the Ebro valley, coexisted with other texts such as the laws of Daroca where non-

Christians were mostly absent from its contents. Admittedly, the lack of any additional 

documentation makes any analysis problematic, while modern historical assumptions about 

borderlands and processes of colonial expansion still shape scholarly approaches to such 

societies. Even though the harshness of life in these settlements is undeniable, the 

heterogeneity of frontier life as expressed in these fueros should not be wholly dismissed.  

The clauses concerning non-Christians in Extremadura or La Mancha contrast with the 

policies pursued by the very same monarchs in the former Upper March of al-Andalus. 

Chapter 3 has comprehensively studied the process by which surrendering Muslim 

settlements received exclusive fuero agreements guaranteeing their autonomy in exchange 

                                                

5 As explained in the Introduction, p. 5, the thesis of repoblación has dominated the study of fueros in these 
regions.  

6 Lacarra, ‘Les villes-frontières’, p. 208. 
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for political fealty to the Navarrese, Aragonese and Catalan conquerors. In fact, a 

reassessment of the fuero evidence in section 3.1 presents a new account of the Aragonese 

and Catalan conquests of the Upper March. This new reading provides a new chronology 

based on a careful examination of the fueros, that challenges the canonical account by José 

María Lacarra. Furthermore, the chapter challenges the tendency to observe the conquests 

either in terms of feudal conquest or pragmatic convivencia towards the autochthonous 

vanquished communities. The Ebro valley fueros were the result of a combination of 

diplomatic and military policies in the region that in turn ensured the successes of the 

Christian conquests.  

Modelled on the fuero of the Muslims of Zaragoza, the laws received by the Muslim 

inhabitants of Tudela or Tortosa sanctioned and described their institutional pre-conquest 

Andalusī institutional organisation. Chapter 3 explains how the fueros were gradually 

embraced by different Muslims groups of the Ebro valley. In turn, local Islamic legacies 

were repurposed, blended and adapted to fit into the new hierarchies of power, economic 

and social interests, as well as the religious and political cultures that the conquerors 

brought with them. Jewish collectives of the Ebro valley regions also espoused fueros as a 

means of certifying their autonomy. By reading the fueros not only from the point of view 

of the conquerors, but of the recipient communities, Chapter 3 has provided a new reading 

of how fueros functioned in the local world. I argue that the fueros came to embody not 

just the rules written on parchment but the overarching framework of local economic and 

institutional interaction between members of different faith groups. As a result, an elaborate 

process of interreligious legal pluralism and multilingual administration emerged to ensure 

the legitimacy of such encounters. 

Chapter 3 also examined the development of this post-conquest administrative system 

as reflected in the rich records of property transactions and judicial records kept in various 

ecclesiastical archives of the region. These contracts reveal the ways in which local 

Muslims and Jews navigated their post-conquest legal systems, including how landowning 

elites permeated key official roles while actively contributing to the economic life of their 

respective settlements. In fact, socio-economic stratification, as in the case of the Ebro’s 

Muslim exarici, could be more decisive in its legal implications than ethno-religious 

affiliation. Moreover, local seigneurial ties often intersected with and contradicted the clear 

boundaries established by the fueros, sometimes even pitting individuals against their own 

communities.  
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As a consequence of such interreligious encounters, judicial and administrative contact 

with Jews and Muslims came under scrutiny by legislators in late-twelfth century fueros. 

As observed in Chapters 3, 4 and 5, the ‘procedural turn’ in the Iberian legislative outlook 

coincides with the transformation in the nature of fueros as a written source. Chapter 6 

explains how the commission of fueros extensos of Teruel and Cuenca reflected the 

evolution of political power and institutions, as well as their written embodiment in these 

municipal codes. Such changes affected the legal treatment of Jews and Muslims. While 

trials were in earlier fueros under the nominal supervision of local magnates, Teruel and 

Cuenca’s administrative processes – including trials, the drafting of contracts, or local 

economic encounters – were systematised and managed by a retinue of professional 

officials. These law codes abandoned the informal aspects of interreligious interactions 

seen in previous legislation. The laws of Teruel and Cuenca, just as the fuero semiextenso 

of Estella or the Libro de los fueros de Castilla studied in Chapter 4, confirm an expanding 

Christian institutional supervision of Jews and Muslims. 

In addition to clauses concerning judicial encounters, the fueros of Teruel and Cuenca 

shared many of their regulations regarding Jews and Muslims with those observed in 

previous chapters. For instance, the regulation of non-Christian wrongdoing, and in 

particular the Jewish servi regis clause, must be understood in the context of fiscal 

competition for these groups, and the relationship between Jewish vicini and legislating 

rulers. Similarly, Teruel and Cuenca’s laws incorporated and expanded on the issue of 

Muslim captivity, including many of the laws found in the fueros of the Extremadura and 

Tagus regions. A noticeable change is clear in the formal distinction between free and 

unfree Muslim inhabitants. The former, labelled mauri pacis, were treated as Christian 

vicini; while the latter, the mauri captivi, were explicitly equated to mancipia. Although in 

practical terms these codes described the same procedures appearing in texts since the 

eleventh century, the ossification of these two distinct legal categories suggests both a 

greater legal awareness in dealing with Muslims, and a desire for more active management 

of these Islamic groups by the local Christian authorities.  

The laws of Teruel and Cuenca are the most well-known example of the municipal 

treatment of non-Christians in Iberia, but as explained in Chapter 6, historians have tended 
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to use these texts in a decontextualised manner.7 In fact, this dissertation has argued that 

the codes of Teruel and Cuenca constitute a watershed moment in the legal theorisation of 

Jews and Muslims, in their different capacities, as part of Iberia’s Christian municipal life. 

While the initial fueros included these groups in mostly vague statements of royal authority, 

by the late-twelfth century such legislation had evolved along with the nature of power in 

Iberia, so that municipal life and institutions were described, and therefore enabled, by 

means of royal sovereignty. This in turn explains the increasing royal involvement in the 

internal management of Jewish and Muslim autonomy taking place at the turn of the 

thirteenth century, a transformation on which further research is still needed.  

Whether in the early Laws of León or the codices of Teruel and Cuenca, the eleventh- 

and twelfth-century Iberian fueros and cartas de población helped to envisage and 

formalise the presence of Jews and Muslims in local institutions, economies and societies, 

particularly in scarcely-populated frontier regions. As the thesis has highlighted 

throughout, rulers and legislators readily borrowed and adapted previous legal texts, even 

when granted by opposing factions. Such influences, which have sometimes been 

understated by a scholarship too often fixated on the modern regional divisions, explain the 

significant trans-regional, trans-temporal similarities in the treatment of non-Christians 

observed throughout this dissertation.8 However, fueros also reflected local negotiation and 

social configurations, as law and administration were constantly bent, tested, and 

sometimes contradicted by different groups and individuals.  

These documents were concerned as much with the sanctioning of municipal autonomy 

as with the corroboration of royal authority. As such, legislation on Jews and Muslims was 

significant not only for what it said about these communities, but for what the statements 

evidence about the institutional life of the Iberian Christian kingdoms during the heyday of 

the so-called Reconquista. The legal and institutional interplay by which Jews and Muslims 

incorporated the fueros into their own traditions, meant that these communities themselves 

contributed to transforming their own institutional and legal practices, as they became 

agents of, and participants in, the Christian polities of Iberia. 

                                                

7 For the use of the servi regis clauses, see Introduction, pp. 7–8. Additionally, the problems of these codes, 
see Chapter 6, pp. 265–6.  

8 The way in which past historians have construed the fueros is discussed in Introduction, pp. 2–6. Likewise, 
the new approach to the legislation proposed by this thesis is found in Introduction, pp. 17–28. 
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